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Series editor’s preface

In the era after the invasion of Iraq cynics might be tempted to maintain
that there is little to write about the European Union’s role in inter-
national politics. Yet, another way of looking at the same events clearly
shows that the EU was an important political actor in the developments
leading to the invasion of Iraq – if only because of its inability to agree on
a common stance. In any case, the current volume demonstrates that the
EU’s involvement in international politics is much wider, multifaceted
and theoretically challenging. The editors and authors of this volume
approach their subject with the methodological tools of role theory in
order to get a better grip on the theoretical and empirical problems posed
by the EU as an actor in international politics. It is the peculiar tension
between similarities to nation-state foreign policies and the uniqueness of
the EU which confronts analysts with conceptual difficulties, and the
current volume shows how role theory can make a valuable contribution
to the analysis of the EU as an international actor. Essentially, roles are
conceptualized as ‘patterns of expected behaviour’ (Introduction) which
clearly mould actual political action. Following an explicitly pluralistic
approach, the book combines conceptual pieces with analyses of attempts
by the EU to act as a norm exporter and the EU’s role in multilateral
negotiation settings.

Lisbeth Aggestam’s chapter on role theory serves as a framework of
analysis (Chapter 2) and emphasizes that role conceptions in foreign
policy are determined not only by material factors but also by historical,
cultural and societal characteristics. Arguably, both sets of factors seem to
work in favour of a multilateralist role for the EU but Knud Erik Jør-
gensen argues that there is substantial variation across policy areas and a
more differentiated interpretation captures the reality better. Sonia
Lucarelli addresses the importance of shared political values for the polit-
ical identity of the EU based on the belief in peace through co-operation
among former enemies (Chapter 3). The next two chapters focus on the
normative role of the EU and adequate conceptualizations (Chapters 4
and 5), while Richard Whitman re-examines the concept of ‘civilian-power
Europe’ and concludes that ‘the ‘status quo in the EU’s foreign, security



and defence policy remained largely unaffected by the war in Iraq’
(Chapter 6). The chapters by Ulrich Sedelmaier, Stefania Panebianco and
Karen E. Smith look at the actual performance of the EU assuming the
role as a norm exporter in the enlargement process (Chapter 7), in the
Mediterranean (Chapter 8) and in Burma, Cuba and Zimbabwe (Chapter
9) and show that the EU’s record is clearly not unambiguously positive.
The last chapters of the book move on to the role of the EU in multilat-
eral settings with Bart Kerremans’ principal–agent interpretation of the
EU’s role in the WTO (Chapter 10) followed by Alasdair R. Young’s analy-
sis of the effectiveness of the EU as an actor in the process of WTO
dispute resolution (Chapter 11) and Chad Damro’s investigation of
the multilateral competition policy. Finally, Sébastian Guigner employs
Norbert Elias’s concepts to understand the EU’s international role in
health policy which is moulded by the configurations of internal and
international roles.

While the overall record of the EU as an international actor is clearly
mixed, the editors rightly point out in their Introduction that specific
institutional set-ups may make it ‘well equipped for handling international
processes [that] are increasingly characterized by fluidity, complexity and
multi-level games, and as actors cannot always rely on traditional power
assets in these arenas, the EU’s potential as an international actor may
well increase’. The volume convincingly demonstrates that the methodo-
logical tools of role theory lead to new and interesting insights into this
potentially growing field of EU activity.

Thomas Poguntke
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Introduction

Ole Elgström and Michael Smith

There has been during the past 20 years an almost continuous debate
about the nature of the European Union (EU) as an international actor
(Allen and Smith 1990, 1998; Bretherton and Vogler 1999; Carlsnaes et al.
2004; Hill 1993, 1998; Hill and Smith 2005; Knodt and Princen 2003;
Peterson and Sjursen 1998; H. Smith 2002; K. Smith 2003; Tonra and
Christiansen 2004; White 2001; Whitman 1998). At one end of the spec-
trum are those who see the EU as a potential state, or at least the per-
former of essential state functions in the international political arena. At
the other end are those who see the EU as at best a patchy and frag-
mented international participant, and as little more than a system of
regular diplomatic co-ordination between the member states. In between,
there are a host of more or less exotic approaches dealing with notions
such as ‘presence’, with the links and the tensions between institutional-
ization and the generation of collective identities and understandings,
and with the specific characteristics of EU actions and impacts in particu-
lar issue areas.

One conclusion to be drawn from this analytical heterogeneity is that
(to paraphrase Jacques Delors) the EU remains largely an ‘unidentified
international object’ with a rather mercurial existence and impact.
Another conclusion to be drawn might be that the EU exists within some
of the ‘gaps’ within the literature of international political analysis, and
that this opens the way for new forms of analysis and understanding. The
chapters in this volume are generally based on this latter belief: that there
is likely profit and analytical purchase in pursuing new ways of analysing
the EU’s roles and impact, and that the international impact of the EU
itself changes the nature of the international political arena.

This volume focuses on three key questions about the EU’s inter-
national role(s):

• First, why are the international roles and activities of the EU a source
of puzzlement in the analysis of international politics, and what are
the key elements in this set of puzzles?

• Second, why is role theory a useful approach to investigation of the



EU’s international activities, and what specific aspects of role theory
should be emphasized in such investigation?

• Third, how does attention to the EU’s international roles help us to
think about some key issues in international politics, for example
debates about theory and policy, about ontological and epistemological
differences and about levels of analysis?

The EU: a source of puzzles in international politics

The distinctiveness of EU participation in international politics is a hotly
debated issue. While some scholars underline fundamental similarities
between EU and nation-state foreign policies, a large number of observers
tend to emphasize the uniqueness of the EU as an actor in international
politics. The notions of the Union as a civilian or normative power bear
witness to the latter argument (e.g. Duchêne 1972; Hill 1990; Manners
2002; Orbie 2003; Rosecrance 1998; K. Smith 2002). Explicit or implicit
comparisons are often made with a traditional great power role, exempli-
fied in today’s world by the US. The EU, goes the argument, differs in
important respects from its Atlantic partner. It is unique – to summarize
this literature – in the set-up and character of goals and values; in the con-
figuration of political instruments used; and in its peculiar institutional
construction.

EU goals and values

The most potent argument for a distinct EU external identity and role
refers to the overall pattern of its international objectives. Many of the
EU’s objectives are, it is argued, ‘milieu goals’, rather than ‘possession
goals’ (K. Smith 2002; M. Smith 2004; the terms are from Wolfers 1962).
While possession goals are linked to national interests, primarily security,
milieu goals aim to shape the environment in which the actor operates.
The normative ambitions of the EU, exemplified by the inclusion of
normative conditions in most of its international agreements, demonstrate
its conscious efforts to shape its environment. They simultaneously distin-
guish it from the US, which (it is claimed) is more focused on threats to its
security (Daalder 2001). Manners (2002) explains the EU’s emphasis on
universal norms and principles by pointing to a combination of factors
relating to its historical context, its legal foundation and its hybrid forms
of governance.

This export of values emanates from what Manners calls the EU’s
normative basis (Manners 2002). He argues that it is possible to identify
five ‘core norms’ from the acquis communautaire and the acquis politique :
peace, liberty, democracy, the rule of law and human rights. Similarly,
Karen Smith (2002, 2003) has analysed why and how the EU specifically
pursues the promotion of human rights, the prevention of conflicts and

2 Ole Elgström and Michael Smith



regional co-operation. It is, however, much more difficult to argue that
the EU is unique in promoting such individual objectives, as it is emi-
nently clear that the US, and many other states, share and pursue similar
goals. So it is rather the vague notion that the EU ‘so far has represented
something different from states in the international system in that it has
not been an actor that only is guided by its self-interest’ (Sjursen 2002: 15)
that possibly makes the EU special. To specify the reasons for, the nature
of and the effects of this overall pattern is a key challenge for this volume,
and one that we intend to pursue through the medium of role theory.

EU policy instruments

The case seems to be stronger for arguing that the EU is unique owing to
its peculiar configuration of external policy instruments. Whitman (1998:
235) even claims that the international identity and role of the EU may be
conceived in terms of the instruments available to the Union. In the liter-
ature on the EU as a civilian power, attention has primarily been paid
to the use of economic and diplomatic instruments (in contrast to the
traditional use of military instruments). In more recent literature, the
emphasis is rather on persuasion and positive incentives (rather than coer-
cion) and on constructive engagement (rather than isolation) (Orbie
2003; K. Smith 2002). Efforts to exert social influence in terms of shaming
and opprobrium (cf. Johnston 2001) are other tools frequently given
attention. Indeed, the EU is sometimes said to be unique due to the wide
variety of instruments at the EU’s disposal. It can rely on a much wider
range of policy instruments than any other actor (cf. Hill 1990; K. Smith
2002), and can use this to its advantage, for example in conflict preven-
tion (Björkdahl 2002).

Civilian powers are commonly assumed to focus more on multilateral
co-operation than traditional military powers (Orbie 2003). This is indeed
also a feature that has been asserted to distinguish the EU from the US.
The EU not only encourages regional co-operation in other parts of the
world, it also relies on multilateralism to resolve conflicts, rather than on
unilateral measures (Orbie 2003; cf. Rosecrance 1998) and to support
global and regional institution-building.

The configuration of policy instruments claimed to define EU unique-
ness demonstrate close linkages with some central elements of contempor-
ary international politics. First, social influence is intimately linked to
negotiation processes. Second, the EU is heavily involved in institution-
building and in establishing rules and norms of multilateral co-operation.
Finally, it is engaged in linkage politics to further its normative ambitions.
How these forms of action are connected to roles and impact is a central
concern of this volume.

Introduction 3



The EU’s institutional construction

The EU governance system, with its mix of supranational and inter-
national elements, is usually seen as a problem for constructing and exe-
cuting a consistent and coherent external policy (see, e.g., Zielonka 1998;
H. Smith 2002: 1–7). ‘Euro-paralysis’ (Zielonka 1998) is thus linked to
diverging and conflicting national interests among member states, to weak
institutions with competing objectives and to an unclear division of com-
petence between different actors. But the peculiar institutional set-up of
the Union can also be seen as an advantage and as contributing to EU dis-
tinctiveness. Whitman (1998: 235) refers to the ‘distinctive nature’ pro-
vided by the EU legal order and by its decision-making structure, and K.
Smith (2002, 2003) proposes that the EU has externalized some of the
principles and rationales that guide its internal relations, like the rule of
law and the domestication of inter-state relations. Manners (2002: 240)
underlines the ‘particular new and different form of hybridity’ as one of
the factors that makes the EU normatively different. Laffan et al. (2000:
189) suggest that it is the ‘experimental and innovative nature of the EU
that enables it to respond to multiple agendas and Europe’s diversity in a
flexible manner’.

EU decision makers are used to handling complex multi-level negotia-
tions and processes of policy formation from their internal arena. Being
itself a network organization, the EU is particularly well equipped to grasp
and utilize the potential of multilateral network negotiations (Elgström
and Strömvik 2004); being itself an expression of multi-level and intercon-
nected political processes, it is well equipped to recognize and respond to
opportunities for the pursuit of these processes at the international level.
As international political processes are increasingly characterized by fluid-
ity, complexity and multi-level games, and as actors cannot always rely on
traditional power assets in these arenas, the EU’s potential as an inter-
national actor may well increase.

The EU institutional set-up and its relationship to roles and impact in
different contexts are thus a third focus of attention of this volume. Does
the EU institutional construct encourage proactiveness or passivity? Does
it encourage problem-solving or bargaining modes of negotiation? How
does the EU’s internal complexity relate to the management of inter-
national complexity, and to the understanding of the EU’s potential
impact on processes of international institutional construction?

Role theory and the EU’s international involvement

As can be seen from the discussion so far, it is not uncommon to find the
concept of ‘role’ in the literature on the EU’s international involvement.
It is most often used as a synonym for influence (‘the important role of
the EU in international politics’), but sometimes also as an umbrella
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concept for general patterns of EU policy behaviour (see for example
Knodt and Princen 2003: introduction and conclusion). There is seldom,
however, a specification of what roles the EU is actually engaged in, and
never any reference to role theory as deployed in the International Rela-
tions literature (Holsti 1970; Walker 1987, 1992; Le Prestre 1997). Those
scholars that do utilize the role concept in a more systematic way (Hill
1990; Bretherton and Vogler 1999) tend to refer, in their categorizations,
to a power dimension: to traditional great power roles, linked to position
and status (balancer, intervener, supervisor, patron, global or regional
leader), but also to roles that have previously been mostly associated with
small states (mentor, model, bridge-builder, mediator, norm entrepre-
neur). Once again, the distinction between the EU as a military or civilian
power comes to mind.

In this volume we argue for explicitly linking role and identity theories
to the analysis of EU external action. Roles, in our opinion, refer to pat-
terns of expected or appropriate behaviour. Roles are determined both by
an actor’s own conceptions about appropriate behaviour and by the
expectations, or role prescriptions, of other actors (cf. Holsti 1970:
238–9). Looking at roles in this way, a direct connection can be made to
neo-institutional theory and its emphasis on a ‘logic of appropriateness’
(March and Olsen 1989). According to this logic, actors behave in the way
they believe is expected from them in a particular situation or context.
Roles are often associated with certain positions (‘great power roles’,
‘presidency roles’) (cf. Holsti 1970: 239–40). ‘The sharing of expectations
on which role identities depend is facilitated by the fact that many roles
are institutionalized in social structures that pre-date particular interac-
tions’ (Wendt 1999: 227). Roles may also, however, be connected to the
behaviour of an actor in a specified issue area or in a certain organi-
zational forum. Roles are thus to a certain degree contextually deter-
mined.

Role-taking is, however, by no means a mechanical process. The roles
an actor engages in are in part an effect of learning and socialization
in interactive negotiation processes (Aggestam 2004a, b) where self-
conceptions are confronted with expectations. In these processes, the
individual actor has a certain leeway to choose what role to play and how
to play it in a given institutional and broader social context. In brief, there
is room for agency in role theory. In fact, it could be argued that it is the
complex and dynamic interplay between the actor’s own role conception
and actor autonomy, on the one hand, and structurally guided role expec-
tations, on the other hand, which constitutes the main advantage of role
theory. Role theory in this sense allows both for the development of
approaches relating to the ideational basis of policy and for the evaluation
of material policy concerns and actions.

A major challenge for this volume is thus to try to further our under-
standing of the extent to which context and agency, respectively,
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determine roles, and in what ways. Traditionally, the study of how differ-
ent contexts contribute to the enactment of roles has been the task of
organization theory, while investigation into the initial formation of role
conceptions has been the realm of social constructivists (Trondal 2001: 3).
In this volume we wish to explore how far it is possible to combine these
two endeavours and apply them to the EU’s international activity. In
doing so, we need to take account of the central conceptual categories
that have been developed for investigating and evaluating roles: role con-
ceptions, the origins of roles, role institutionalization, role performance
and role impact. In brief, these categories can be summarized as follows
(see Chapter 1 for more detailed discussion on some of these themes):

• Role conceptions. Role conceptions encompass both actors’ self-images
and the effects of others’ role expectations, and they prompt investi-
gation of the interplay between these two elements. In terms of the
EU, they give rise to discussion of the extent to which the EU can be
seen as a distinctive actor in international politics, generating inno-
vative roles and capable of transferring or reproducing those roles in
a variety of contexts. Discussion of the ways in which (for example)
the EU plays a leadership role in certain areas of international life, or
the extent to which EU international policies enshrine principles such
as multilateralism, is a logical consequence of a focus on role concep-
tions.

• Origins of roles. In deploying this concept, we become interested in the
extent to which EU roles are strategically conceived and thus linked to
design or choice, or the result of contingency and incrementalism.
We also become conscious of the variety of driving forces that may lie
behind roles – material interests versus identities, ideas and principles
– and of the balance between internal and external forces in the gen-
eration of roles.

• Role institutionalization. One key question that emerges from a focus
on role institutionalization is, who or what is the EU for the purposes
of role analysis? We know that the EU is a densely institutionalized
policy space, but we need to take into consideration the relative
importance of transnational forces and institutional actors as well as
member states, in providing resources, momentum and commitment
to various types of roles and formalizing these through institutional
frameworks.

• Role performance. Here we become concerned with how, in what ways, a
role is played, and thus with the ways in which the EU plays its inter-
national roles. Role performance, defined as the actual behaviour of
actors, is also influenced by external perceptions of how a certain role
should be, has been, and is enacted. Once a role is defined and has
become institutionalized, it will act as a constraint, but also as an
instrument of empowerment, for the role player – in this case, the EU.
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This is not a purely mechanical process; roles ordinarily allow for a
certain freedom of manoeuvre and interpretation, albeit within limits,
and thus we are interested in the ways in which this can be discerned
in the case of the EU (Wendt 1999: 227).

• Role impact. In investigating role impact, we become aware of the EU’s
(in)ability to achieve desired effects, and thus with such concepts as
effectiveness (goal realization), efficiency (gains versus costs) and
legitimacy. Clearly, variations in performance (see above) may help to
explain variation in impact, and may thus condition the EU’s capacity
to take on further or more ambitious roles. At a broader level, we
become concerned with the EU’s impact on the world arena and
world order: has the EU been able to embed a ‘civilizing’ role and to
act as an agent of international structural change?

The contributions to this volume

The contributors to this volume were all asked to explore a number of
role-related themes. These themes, which centre around the basic ele-
ments of role theory identified above – role conceptions, origin of roles,
role institutionalization, role performance and role impact – were to
inform each chapter in order to render the volume homogeneous and to
facilitate comparisons across the various contributions and empirical fields
of enquiry. They were also to be considered in light of broader conceptual
and methodological issues linked with contemporary international politics
– the third of the puzzles identified at the beginning of this introduction.

The contributions differ in many respects, despite their common
concern with EU roles and with the themes outlined above. First, their
emphasis is on different aspects, empirically and theoretically, of this vast
research field. While some authors focus their attention on conceptual
issues, some others scrutinize processes and others again have their inter-
est in performance and impact. These kinds of differences have influ-
enced our ordering of the various chapters: we start (Chapters 1–6 by
Aggestam, Jørgensen, Lucarelli, Manners, Sjursen and Whitman) with a
number of more conceptually inclined contributions that focus on the
self-images that are expressed and the expectations that others develop in
relation to the Union and on the relationships between phenomena such
as roles, identities, values and principles. Next (Chapters 7–9 by
Sedelmeier, Panebianco and K. Smith), the attention is turned to con-
crete attempts at EU norm export and to the limits of such active entre-
preneurship. Finally (Chapters 10–13 by Kerremans, Young, Damro and
Guigner), the roles the Union plays in a number of multilateral negotia-
tion settings are explored, paving the way for empirically based compar-
isons across policy areas.

Second, the authors adhere – more or less explicitly – to various ontolog-
ical and epistemological approaches. Broadly speaking, some contributors
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are clearly within a rationalist tradition, relying on a logic of consequences
(actors weigh different options in terms of their consequences in relation
to determined preferences) to explain EU (and others’) role develop-
ment and performance. Others adopt a sociological approach with an
emphasis on a logic of appropriateness (actors choose to behave accord-
ing to how they think they should behave, holding the role they have, in
the institutional context at hand). We think that the tensions and ques-
tion marks created by the juxtaposition of these different approaches –
which we believe are in principle reconcilable – lead to fruitful discussions
and to novel ideas and insights.

Third, the contributions are located at different levels of analysis.
Three distinct but interconnected levels can be discerned, which can be
summarized as the ‘macroscopic’, the ‘mesoscopic’ and the ‘microscopic’
levels. At the most general level, EU role performance is situated as part of
the international system. At the mesoscopic level, the EU interacts with
other actors in clearly demarcated and circumscribed settings. The micro-
scopic level highlights the EU itself and the internal processes of role
emergence and identity formation. Participants thus start and finish at dif-
ferent points depending on their choices about levels and the focus of
their research. The three levels are obviously not in sealed boxes and
many important insights may materialize from the ways in which levels
intersect or constitute ‘layers’ in the development and performance of
roles by the EU.
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1 Role theory and European
foreign policy
A framework of analysis

Lisbeth Aggestam

The EU is not an island, it’s a part of a global community. For large parts
of the world, the word Europe itself has become associated with a philo-
sophy of humanity, solidarity and integration. Therefore the EU has to
play a bigger role to work for the ‘global common good.’

(Javier Solana, EU High Representative for the CFSP, 2005a)

A commonly asked question about the European Union (EU) is whether
it has a foreign policy that is more than the sum of its parts. Is the EU, in
other words, a foreign policy actor in its own right rather than a mere
aggregation of the lowest common denominator of EU member states’
foreign policies? What meaning is attributed to the EU as an agent of
foreign-policy action? This chapter proposes that a role theory analysis will
enrich our understanding of how to characterize European foreign policy.
A role reflects a claim on the international system, a recognition by inter-
national actors, and a conception of identity (Le Prestre 1997: 5–6). The
coherence and effectiveness of the EU in international politics are largely
contingent on how widely shared and stable European foreign policy
norms and rules of action are. European foreign policy is here given a
broad definition and is understood as the EU’s international action.

This chapter aims to sketch out a framework of analysis based on socio-
logical role theory that will suggest how roles are constructed, sustained
and changed in foreign policy. A role analysis of this kind can deepen our
understanding of agency and action in European foreign policy. It is
important to point out, however, that there does not exist a single general
role theory to draw on as to why, when and how certain role phenomena
occur (Searing 1991: 1244). Hence, this chapter aims to outline the basic
building blocks for how to construct a role analysis applicable to Euro-
pean foreign policy.1

The chapter is structured in six parts. The first part provides a brief
account of the genealogy of sociological role theory and its inception to
Foreign Policy Analysis (FPA). The second part develops a structurationist
approach to role theory that incorporates an institutional, interactional



and intentional perspective of roles. The third part seeks to clarify the
conceptual ambiguity that tends to accompany the role concept by distin-
guishing four different types. The fourth part elaborates on the sources of
roles. Identity, it is argued, is an important socio-cultural source for the
way in which roles are conceived. The fifth part considers how role con-
flict and instability relate to foreign-policy change. The chapter concludes
with an analytical model that summarizes the framework of analysis.

Sociological role theory and foreign-policy analysis

Sociological role theory is derived from the theatrical analogy in which an
actor is expected to behave in predictable ways according to a script (rule-
based action) (Jackson 1972). The word ‘role’ comes from the theatre,
where ‘rolls’ or ‘roles’ were originally the parts from which theatrical char-
acters were read (Thomas and Biddle 1966: 6). The social or political
actor resembles, therefore, the stage actor. The attraction of this concep-
tualization is that it highlights the relationship between the individual and
social structure. The actor ‘operates with a script written for him which he
has learnt at some point in the past . . . He is motivated to follow the
script, to comply with the rules of the game’ (Bradbury et al. 1972: 43).
Indeed, the sociologist Ernest Goffman (1959) used the dramaturgical
analogy more literally when describing society as a stage on which indi-
viduals enter to play parts and assuming different ‘masks’. Importantly,
role theory encompasses how human agents and social structures in a fun-
damental sense are dynamically interrelated.

It is because the individual plays roles that there is a discipline of
sociology at all; roles are an ‘emergent’ property not understandable
in terms of the qualities of individuals alone but developing out of the
interaction of individuals in particular environmental settings and
which then influence the behaviour of these individuals and possible
future generations who are socialized or constrained to employ them.
It is because individuals are role-players that their behaviour is neither
idiosyncratic nor random.

(Bradbury et al. 1972: 43)

In a seminal article first published in 1970, Kalevi Holsti introduced the
sociological concept of role into the field of foreign-policy analysis. Based
on an extensive cross-national study, he set out to investigate decision-
makers’ perceptions of their own nation, thereby focusing on the subject-
ive dimension of national foreign policy.

A national role conception includes the policymakers’ own definitions of
the general kinds of decisions, commitments, rules, and actions suit-
able to their state, and of the functions, if any, their state should
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perform on a continuing basis in the international system or in subor-
dinate regional systems.

(Holsti 1970/1987: 12)

Holsti argued that a state’s foreign policy was influenced by its ‘national
role conception’ which could help explain the general direction of
foreign-policy choices (Holsti 1970/1987: 40). Importantly, he claimed
that different role conceptions in some instances could address differ-
ences in foreign-policy behaviour between states; a correspondence that
was supported in a later role analysis by Wish (1980, 1987: 95–6). A role
conception, Holsti (1987: 38–9) stated, is a product of a nation’s socializa-
tion process and influenced by its history, culture and societal character-
istics. This was a different approach compared to how the role concept
had traditionally been used in IR theory. From a realist point of view, the
sources of roles are predominantly systemic and based on material factors
(Rosenau 1990: 213; Walker 1987: 271). Hence, in this type of analysis a
state’s general role would be studied deductively in terms of the state’s
position within a structure (for instance, in balance-of-power theory).

The novelty with Holsti’s study was that roles were not unfolded from
abstract theoretical discussions, but analysed inductively in terms of the
roles policy-makers themselves perceived and defined. The great strength of
this approach is that it tries to take careful account of political reality as it
is experienced by the policy-makers, who construct it in a dynamic inter-
action between rules and reasons (cf. Searing 1991: 1248). The findings of
Holsti’s inductive research indicated that the practitioners of foreign
policy expressed different and numerous roles than the general role stipu-
lated deductively by academics (Holsti 1970/1987: 28). Significantly, this
seems to suggest that roles have multiple sources and are not exclusively
generated by the international distribution of power. Foreign policy-
makers, in other words, are neither completely free choosing agents, nor
is their behaviour entirely determined by external structures.

The view of agency adopted in the analytical framework proposed here
rests on the assumption that the actor’s mind-set is ‘theory-driven’, i.e.
that foreign policy-makers in general have a need to organize perceptions
into a meaningful guide for behaviour (cf. Holsti 1963; Jönsson et al. 2000:
10). Role theory, as it has evolved in sociology, captures many of these ele-
ments of how human thinking tends to be theory-generated. The role
concept can be viewed as a cognitive construct, which evolves in corre-
spondence with concepts of self in social reality. It simplifies, provides
guidance and predisposes an actor towards one purposive behaviour
rather than another. As Horrocks and Jackson (1972: 94) declare, ‘Role
behaviour is a cognitive affective process because it is selective, internally
organized, and interpreted by relational schema.’
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Structuration: institution, interaction and intention

The epistemology informing the role theory framework developed in this
chapter seeks to incorporate both the individual and structural nature of
behaviour. The agency in foreign policy is conceptualized in terms of a
‘situated actor’ whose behaviour is guided by both rules and reasons in
foreign policy (Adler 1997; Hay 1995: 190; see further Aggestam 2004:
36–8). As March and Olsen (1998: 12) assert:

Political actors are constituted both by their interests, by which they
evaluate their anticipations of consequences, and by the rules embed-
ded in their identities and political institutions. They calculate con-
sequences and follow rules, and the relation between the two is often
subtle.

Both of these elements of behaviour are accounted for in a framework
provided by role theory. Role concepts can provide an essential link
between agent and structure, as they incorporate the manner in which
foreign policy is both purposeful and shaped by institutional contexts. As
Hollis and Smith (1990: 168) argue, ‘Role involves judgement and skill,
but at the same time it involves a notion of structure within which roles
operate.’

This conceptualization of a dual process of structure and agency can be
linked to Giddens’s theory of structuration, which seeks to reconcile a
focus on structures (the conditions of social and political interaction) with
sensitivity to the intentionality, reflexivity, autonomy and agency of actors
(Giddens 1979, 1984). Rather than viewing social structures as non-
subjective and external to actors, Giddens (1984: 172–4) argues that
‘society’ is manifestly not external to individual actors in the same way as
the material environment. The structures – the continuously reproduced
rules and resources – do not have any independent objective existence
external to actors, nor are they purely subjective. The process of structura-
tion means that actors and structures are only separable on an abstract,
analytical level, since structures are upheld by ongoing processes of struc-
turation. Agency and structure are two sides of the same coin (Hay 
1995: 197).

To bring down the level of abstraction and to make structuration
theory applicable to empirical analysis, we will develop a role analysis that
incorporates three important perspectives – institutional, interactional
and intentional – of how roles are constructed, sustained and changed.
This, it is argued, produces a richer and more nuanced understanding of
roles and represents one way in which we may conceive of the interrelated
relationship between structure and agency in foreign policy.
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Institution

The predominant approach to role analysis is the one that considers roles
as deeply embedded in institutions, structuring the range of roles avail-
able and the way in which they are played. In other words, institutions, not
the actors themselves, determine roles. In sociology, this type of role
theory has been applied to the analysis of how normative constraints of
society are represented in a system of roles, within which the individual is
socialized (Jackson 1972: 1). Actors are expected to perform certain roles
given a particular social order. The sharing of norms and expectations
creates networks of rights and obligations (Jackson 1972: 3–4). An institu-
tional perspective is important to integrate in our theoretical framework,
as it helps us conceptualize how intersubjective beliefs and political
culture influence foreign policy, as well as how different international
institutions generate expectations of certain role behaviour.

Institutions can be understood as both ‘a general pattern or categoriza-
tion of activity’ and ‘a particular human-constructed arrangement, for-
mally or informally organized’ (Keohane 1994: 47). Young (1989: 32)
defines institutions as ‘social practices consisting of easily recognized roles
coupled with clusters or rules or conventions governing relations among
the occupants of these roles’, and argues that the states system can be con-
sidered an institution in this sense (Young 1989: 33). Apart from this
broad definition, an institution can also be a more specific organizational
arrangement, like the EU. Whether it is a broad or more narrow concep-
tion of institution, the important criterion for being considered an institu-
tion is that ‘rules must be durable, and must prescribe behavioural
roles for actors, besides constraining activity and shaping expectations’
(Keohane 1994: 49).2

The reason why this institutional perspective needs to be supplemented
is that it does not take enough account of the agency as a ‘situated actor’
nor does it incorporate the dynamics of structuration. Individuals are only
relevant in so far as the roles they occupy within these structures; ‘there
are significant similarities in the performance of actors taking the same
part, no matter who the actors are’ (Thomas and Biddle 1966: 4). As
Rosenau (1987: 45) states, ‘there is no individual apart from the network
of systems in which he or she is embedded’. Structure is thus largely seen
to constrain and even determine agency. Individuals are presented with
roles that are built into an institution’s structure and will continue to exist
whether or not these individuals choose to play them. This perspective
leaves little scope for interpretation and innovation of the agency, and
thus runs the risk of making the analysis static and deterministic.

To be sure, the role analysis developed in this chapter acknowledges
the institutional argument that a role as a set of norms and expectations
constrains behaviour. It is precisely on the basis of such expectations and
intersubjectivity that enduring social relationships are possible. Yet we
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need to qualify this assumption in two regards. First, we need to incorpo-
rate the structurationist argument that social structure is unceasingly
mediated through agency, and thus exists only as it is expressed in human
social activity. Second, we must recognize that the degree of intersubjectiv-
ity and consensus regarding a particular role can vary greatly.

Barnett (1993: 275) makes a useful distinction in this regard between
so-called ‘position’ and ‘preference roles’; the former providing an actor
with well-defined and detailed guides to action, whilst the latter provides
greater flexibility of interpretation as to the meaning of a role. If we add
the agency’s identity to the idea of a ‘position role’, the process by which a
particular role is selected can be referred to as ‘role-taking’. This role can
be interpreted as a concrete manifestation of an identity in behaviour.

In behavior an identity is implemented by the taking of a role. A role
taken is a concrete behavioural manifestation and implementation of
one or more of an individual’s identities, presenting the observer a
picture of the identity in action.

(Horrocks and Jackson 1972: 115)

However, the extent to which different identity discourses lend value to
particular roles varies. ‘Role-taking’ assumes a high degree of intersubjec-
tivity. As we will find out in the following two perspectives, roles are not as
stable and predictable as forecasted in institutional analysis, suggesting a
considerable scope for ‘role-playing’.

Interaction

In a study that concerns itself with the possibility of new roles emerging on
a supranational level, it is crucial to bring dynamism and process into the
role analysis. We need to incorporate how roles are learned and socialized
in an interaction process of negotiations. In contrast to the emphasis on
institution, this perspective brings out agency and its capacity for defining
its own roles. The stress on process implies that roles have many variations
and are usually undergoing change (Searing 1991: 1246). The interaction
with other actors may have innovative social consequences, especially if
the actor occupies a position of power or authority (Bradbury et al. 1972:
50–1).

The interactional approach is closely associated with symbolic interac-
tionism (Mead 1934). Symbols and meanings emerge from a process of
social interaction that shape behaviour. Symbolic interactionism pays
particular attention to how informal rules are created and recreated
through negotiations. In IR theory we find, for instance, this perspective
represented in Wendt’s constructivist work, captured in his well-known
phrase ‘anarchy is what states make of it’ (Wendt 1992; see also 1999). His
point is that it is in the actual interaction process that the construction of
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meaning takes place: ‘I argue that self-help and power politics do not
follow logically or causally from anarchy, and if today we find ourselves in
a self-help world this is due to process, not structure’ (Wendt 1992:
394–5).

The emphasis on process, change and actors’ capacity to construct new
rules is important to incorporate in the present framework of analysis as it
addresses European levels of foreign policy-making. The attempt by EU
member states to construct a European foreign policy may indeed be
regarded as a learning process involving intense negotiation and socializa-
tion of policy-makers within the institutions of the EU.

Nonetheless, there are two reasons why this perspective does not suffice
on its own. First, it could be argued that the interactional perspective does
not take sufficient account of the fact that actors arrive at their interaction
with pre-existing identities and roles. ‘There is never a first encounter’, as
Smith (2001: 245) points out. Second, the interactional perspective makes
it difficult to incorporate interests and objectives that flow outside the
interaction within which actors are immersed in at any given time. To
incorporate a sense of intentionality and rationality, we need to bring in a
third perspective which highlights how actors interpret information,
monitor their performance and reassess their goals and roles.

Intention

This final perspective of role shows how roles derive from both intellectual
and cultural sources. It brings to our attention how actors themselves are
involved in defining roles – and, importantly, that these roles may contain
objectives as well as norms. As Rosenau (1987: 61) declares, ‘While they
are not conceived as game-theoretical products of rational actors, neither
are they simple resultants of a culture’s logic.’ The foreign policy-maker,
in other words, is actively involved in the construction of roles on the basis
of calculations and reasoning: ‘Roles call for judgement, which involves
reasoned belief, self-monitoring of aims, and a general shrewdness’
(Hollis and Smith 1990). The merit of this perspective is that it recognizes
that ‘man’ is not simply a passive reflection of ‘society’ but an individual
capable of exercising some freedom in the choice of ends and means of
action.

Hollis and Smith (1990: 165) point out that the foreign-policy actor’s
independence, or room for manoeuvre, is possible because of ‘role
distance’.

Foreign policy is made, in our view, by persons in various offices, who
need to juggle with the imperatives of office, to display skill in negoti-
ation and readiness to concede one point for the sake of another, to
ride the horses of role-conflict, and to interpret a changing situation
with a mixture of impartiality and commitment. These are talents
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which, while being broad requirements of office, demand that roles
be played with distance.

The extent to which ‘role distance’ is experienced may vary for differ-
ent roles depending on their centrality within the overall ‘role-set’. Yet, in
most cases, and even when rules explicitly specify a particular type of
action, roles are likely to leave the actor with some scope for interpreta-
tion and choice. However, this view of the agency in foreign policy does
not mean that we consider roles to simply be like hats that you can take on
and off. Purposive roles are the result of a dynamic interaction between
institutional constraints and the actor’s preferences (Searing 1991: 1248).
Intention, as Giddens (1984: 3) points out, should not be confused with
voluntarism. Human agents are knowledgeable and reflect continuously
on the conditions and consequences of their actions, but they are also
finite in their capabilities of action and perception (Giddens 1979:
215–16; 1984: 11, 296).

Incorporating the three perspectives of role outlined in this section is
therefore crucial in relating reasons to structure and allowing for flexibil-
ity and judgement in the playing of the role. As Hollis and Smith (1990:
168) conclude, ‘in so doing we bring the individual back in without redu-
cing our explanations of foreign policy to the individual as the unit of
analysis’.

Concepts of roles

As the previous section has demonstrated, there are a number of ways in
which the idea of role can be analysed and understood. The way we
understand the role concept is closely related to whether we focus on the
actor’s subjective understandings, the script, or the actual performance.
In the following, we will be making four distinctions of role: (1) role
expectation; (2) role conception; (3) role performance; and (4) role-set.
These different notions of role are obviously closely interlinked yet do
refer to different phenomena and processes when applied to the analysis
of foreign policy.

Role expectation

This role pertains to those expectations that other actors (alter) prescribe
and expect the role-beholder (ego) to enact (Kirste and Maull 1996: 289).
This idea of role is frequently found in studies that highlight how institu-
tional structures generate expectations of certain role behaviour. ‘Roles
are induced through the sharing of expectations for role behavior . . . those
who exhibit the role are stimulated to do so because they learn what
behaviours are expected of them’ (Biddle 1979: 5). For instance, political
culture and the institutionalization of identity generate broad expecta-
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tions, which tend to set limits to the range of roles that policy-makers
perceive.

International role expectations can also be studied as the normative
expectations that membership in different institutions generate. The con-
stitutional treaties of the EU and the various EPC/CFSP declarations may,
for instance, be viewed as role prescriptions inducing expectations of
certain role behaviour (Hill 1993). More specifically, role expectations
can be examined in terms of how international actors (alter) perceive the
appropriate foreign policy behaviour of a specific role actor (see for
instance, Edström 1988; Rosenau 1987: 48). Hill (1998: 30–3) lists four
categories of actors with high role expectations of the EU: (1) developing
countries; (2) applicants for membership; (3) the states of East Asia; and
(4) states interested in political dialogue. Furthermore, although ambigu-
ous to some extent, the role expectations articulated by the sole remain-
ing superpower undoubtedly exert influence on how a European role in
foreign policy is conceived.

It is our view that a strong and united Europe that is able to act as a
global partner with the United States, given its democratic values and
our long history together, will only serve to multiply the forces that
are fighting for democracy and freedom and for prosperity across the
globe.

(US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, 2005)

It could be argued that this role expectation (repeated by the US govern-
ment over a number of years) was acknowledged and responded to in the
European Security Strategy of 2003.

Acting together, the European Union and the United States can be a
formidable force for good in the world. Our aim should be an effect-
ive and balanced partnership with the USA. This is an additional
reason for the EU to build up further its capabilities and increase its
coherence.

(European Security Strategy 2003: 14)

Role conception

This idea of role refers to the normative expectations that the role-
beholder expresses towards itself, i.e. the ego-part’s own definition. It thus
pertains to the subjective dimension of foreign policy. A role conception
defines responsibilities and obligations in foreign policy. It tends to reveal
the intention and motives of the foreign-policy actor, in other words, the
meaning of action. In the present framework, a role conception thus
refers to images that foreign policy-makers hold concerning the general
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long-term function and performance of the EU in the international
system.

Our world is changing fast. It contains new dangers but also many
opportunities. The EU has a major contribution to make, in at least
two respects. Both through what it is: a highly successful example of
building peace through integration; and through what it does – by
promoting global security through co-operation.

(High Representative for the CFSP, Javier Solana, 2005a)

A role conception embodies a mixture of norms, intentions and descrip-
tions of reality which vary in degree of specificity and manifestation. It is
important to note that actors tend to conceive of multiple roles. The EU,
it has been suggested, is conceived to be playing a number of different
roles, such as a balancer of power, a regional pacifier, a global intervenor,
a mediator of conflicts, a bridge between the rich and poor, and a joint
supervisor of the world economy (Hill 1998: 34–6).3 These roles vary in
overall importance and according to the situation and institutional
context.4 Hence, there is always an element of role-playing involved, pro-
viding the foreign-policy actor with room for manoeuvre.

Whilst role conceptions concern the actor’s subjective understandings
of what its behaviour should be, these are assumed to be more or less
intersubjective if we are to understand roles as characteristic patterns of
behaviour in foreign policy. The emphasis on convergent expectations as
the constitutive basis of roles gives them this intersubjective quality. The
greater the extent to which policy-makers are socialized into and internal-
ize these role conceptions the more stable a role will be.

Role performance

The actual foreign-policy behaviour in terms of characteristic patterns of
decisions and actions undertaken in specific situational contexts can be
characterized in terms of role performance. Holsti (1970/1987: 7–8) sug-
gests that foreign policy behaviour is to a great extent characterized by
role performance, which in turn can be explained by the role conceptions
held by decision-makers. This correlation was explored and supported in a
study by Wish (1987: 95). However, I would argue that this correlation
between role conception and role performance may be applicable only to
more general roles. As pointed out earlier, policy-makers generally con-
ceive of multiple roles and it is difficult to forecast more precisely which
role is selected and which particular objectives are attached to it. We
should keep in mind that role conceptions do not necessarily determine
outcomes directly, but merely define the potential range of options and
strategies. Role conceptions are broad categories that allow some flexibil-
ity of interpretation, depending on the extent to which they have become
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formally institutionalized with a specific guide to action. Nonetheless, in
terms of foreign policy at the strategic level, role conceptions may indeed
provide a clearer view of why the EU adopts a particular orientation and
approach in international relations.

Role-set

In sociology, the conceptualization of a ‘role-set’ has been conceived in
terms of one general role: ‘Every individual has a series of roles deriving
from the various patterns in which he participates and at the same time a
role, general, which represents the sum total of these roles and determines
what he does for his society and what he can expect from it’ (R. Linton,
quoted in Thomas and Biddle 1966: 7). The term ‘role-set’ is used in the
role analysis proposed here as a comprehensive term that pertains to the
predominant school of thought in foreign policy given a number of roles. A
role-set illuminates different images of the nature of international relations,
perceptions of power and security and, not least, approaches to European
integration in foreign policy. The concept of civilian power Europe
(Duchêne 1972) could, for instance, be interpreted as such a general role.

Sources of roles

A role conception, according to Holsti (1970/1987), is largely a product
of a nation’s socialization process and the influence of its history, culture
and societal characteristics. As Holsti (1970/1987: 38–9) asserted, ‘As
these national role conceptions become a more pervasive part of the polit-
ical culture of a nation, they are more likely to set limits on perceived or
politically feasible policy alternatives, and less likely to allow idiosyncratic
variables to play a crucial part in decision making.’ Given that the EU is a
recent political construct and not a state, it is of course debatable the
extent to which a European identity can be seen as an important source of
EU foreign policy roles. However, few people would dispute that ‘the
vision of the European Union has been constructed on the ashes of the
past’ (Solana 2003), and that this vision serves as an important ideational
foundation on which EU foreign-policy roles are conceived.

Despite the fact that Holsti indicated the importance of the cultural
sources of roles, few studies have explicitly linked the role concept with
political culture and identity in foreign policy.5 Identity and role are,
however, closely interconnected. In sociology, the role concept has been
central to the development of knowledge about, and measure of, the
normative context which mediates between the individual and society
(Jackson 1972). Similarly, Hudson and Vore (1995: 226) note that in FPA:

National role conception is one of the few conceptual tools we have
for the study of how society and culture serve as a context for a
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nation’s foreign policy. It allows one to bridge the conceptual gap
between the general beliefs held in a society and the beliefs of foreign
policy decision makers.

A basic idea in role theory is that ‘roles provide meaning of the world
from the individual’s ability to place himself into contexts. Roles provide
location and definition of the individual in relation to the world around
him’ (Horrocks and Jackson 1972: 94).

Although there is not the space in this chapter to elaborate on the
socio-cultural component of role (see further Aggestam 2004: 39–55),
this is essential to account for if we wish to understand how different
European roles are conceived and sustained. Changes in foreign policy
may be detected by paying attention to how different identity discourses
lend value to or withdraw them from particular roles. This emphasis on
the ideational structures of foreign policy does not mean, however, that
materialist structures are unimportant. Material attributes and cap-
abilities are important parameters within which foreign policy is con-
ceived.

As a union of 25 states with over 450 million people producing a
quarter of the world’s Gross National Product (GNP), and with a wide
range of instruments at its disposal, the European Union is inevitably
a global player.

(European Security Strategy 2003: 2)

Ideational structures are not conceived to exist apart from material struc-
tures in political life. Whilst not denying the existence of a material reality,
its importance, however, is crucially related to how material factors are
perceived and mediated by the actors themselves.

Role conflict and foreign-policy change

Stability is an inherent characteristic of role as patterned behaviour. If
role conceptions were constantly fluctuating and changing, they would fail
to provide policy-makers with the consistency they seek. At the same time,
roles are sensitive to situational context and time. The potential for a role
conflict to erupt within a role-set is always present, i.e. when dominant
role conceptions are incompatible or contradictory to one another.

To capture both continuity and change, it has been argued in this
chapter, the role concept needs to integrate the structure and dynamics of
institution, interaction and intention. The interactional perspective sug-
gests that roles are not static but liable to change, yet not randomly so.
The intentional perspective, assuming that the actor in foreign policy is
knowledgeable and rational in a bounded sense, illuminates how foreign
policy-makers participate in defining their own roles. In this section, we
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will be discussing when role conceptions are likely to change, as this con-
stitutes an important determinant of foreign-policy change.

One of the most obvious stimuli for foreign policy change is when an
actor experiences role conflict. A manifest role conflict would presumably
initiate a search for change, given the actor’s inherent desire for consis-
tency and cognitive stability. A role conflict exists when dominant role
conceptions in the role-set are incompatible with one another. Two
caveats should be remembered, however, when we talk of role conflict and
foreign-policy change. First, roles have multiple sources and any attempt
at explaining change will have to take this into account. Second, roles are
sensitive to situational context and time. As Horrocks and Jackson (1972:
102) point out, ‘Although a social role may be a means for manifesting an
identity it is bound to the context in which it is exercised. Social situations
have their own demand character in the sense that they set expectancies
for those individuals who participate in the situation.’

There are a number of reasons why role conflicts may arise. First, a
‘role-set’ normally consists of a number of different roles, several of which
are generated from different institutional contexts, both domestic and
international. As Rosenau (1987: 46) points out, ‘individuals who make
foreign policy occupy a number of roles in a number of systems and,
accordingly, they are simultaneously subjective to a number of conflicting
role expectations’. Combining a range of role conceptions inevitably
entails compromises and ambiguities in order to manage competing
expectations. Second, role conflicts are more likely when the conditions
and context within which they were originally formulated change. Clearly,
the end of the Cold War constitutes a ‘critical juncture’ of this type, but
changing context may also apply to unexpected behaviour from another
role-player.

In his study of Change and Stability in Foreign Policy Goldmann (1988: 25)
proposes that policy (in)stability is related to whether cognitive beliefs are
(1) central, (2) inconsistent and (3) testable. One way in which we can
explore potential role conflicts and foreign-policy change is by focusing
on these three issues relating to the (in)stability of role conceptions.
Three propositions can be made in this regard.

First, a role conception tends to be stable when it is central and com-
patible with other roles within the role-set. Role conceptions evolve and
dissolve within a particular setting and they derive power from the cultural
and cognitive functions they serve within that setting. A role’s centrality is
indicative of the extent to which it has become broadly shared among
policy-makers. A high level of intersubjectivity suggests that the role is
closely linked to the EU’s international identity. As Rosenau (1987: 59–60)
concludes, ‘integrated and consensual role scenarios are the glue that
holds collectivities together; just as discrepant and competitive scenarios
are the acid that paralyze or tear them apart’. The closer the interconnec-
tion between identity and role, the more resistant a role conception will
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be to change. The reason for this is that when states, or an international
actor like the EU, develop their roles, they also develop myths and institu-
tions to protect them (Chafetz 1996/97: 666). In contrast, when the cen-
trality or salience of a given role conception is unclear, it is more prone to
change.

Second, the role will be unstable if the contents, in terms of norms and
objectives, are inconsistent. Given that the actor’s mind-set is assumed to
be ‘theory-driven’, there is an aspiration to maintain consistency. This may
lead either to information being manipulated to avoid any inconsistency
or to an increasingly contradictory foreign policy. Inconsistency may be
caused by lack of consensus about the meaning of a particular role. This
may in turn be linked to the fact that identity is increasingly contested,
generating conflicting normative ideas about appropriate foreign-policy
behaviour. It should, however, be pointed out that it is not uncommon to
find what appear to be contradictory role conceptions within a ‘role-set’
(Aggestam 2004: 245–8). As Bradbury et al. (1972: 49) note, ‘many indi-
viduals do not succeed in being consistent and may compartmentalize
effective if the conflicting situation can be kept separate in time, place
and role-partners, and if awareness of the contradictions does not
produce schizophrenia’.

Third, the more questioned and testable a role conception, the less
stable it is. As the belief system literature suggests, the extent to which dis-
senting voices can be heard is related to whether a belief system is open or
closed (Holsti 1963). A high degree of intersubjectivity tends to suppress
dissent and provide attitudinal conformity. However, as we have pointed
out already, this consensus is likely to be challenged when major changes
in the environment take place, which may lead to ‘cognitive dissonance’
(Festinger 1957). Hence, competing discourses, some of which may have
been latent for some time, become more pervasive. The search for norm-
ative ideas to express a new role legitimizes dissent and debate beyond the
bounds of previously acceptable frameworks. ‘Those who violate older
norms are not automatically sanctioned, which opens considerably the
range of positions that can be put forward in the policy debate’ (Flynn
1995: 239).

In conclusion, it should be pointed out that whether role conflicts
become manifest can be dependent on the skill of the foreign-policy
maker. The extent to which roles are socialized and provide detailed
normative guidance varies, allowing in some cases considerable scope for
interpretation and choice to the individual policy-maker. Policy-makers
may indeed find themselves in a situation where a role conception pro-
vides little normative guidance and are therefore forced to make their
own decisions. As Hollis and Smith (1990: 155) observe:

No role could possibly be specified in enough detail to make all
decisions automatic . . . There are some specific duties of a role, some
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dos and don’ts which set limits to what may be attempted. But there is
also an area of indeterminacy, governed only by a broad duty to act so
as to be able to justify oneself afterwards.

A certain amount of discretion in interpreting roles appears indispensable
to accommodate potentially conflicting roles that different institutional
contexts generate. The room for manoeuvre and potential for innovation
by individual policy-makers, particularly those found in authoritative posi-
tions, is most likely when there is a role conflict; when there is no gener-
ally accepted means of overcoming a role conflict; or when conflicting
roles are so finely balanced that no particular action is favoured (cf. Brad-
bury et al. 1972: 52). This may induce a learning process, giving rise to new
definitions and understandings of a role.

Conclusion

This chapter has sought to develop a distinctive framework for how we
may analyse and understand common rules of action emerging in Euro-
pean foreign policy. Focusing on role allows one to go beyond traditional
explanations of foreign policy as the prudent search for power. In fact, the
concept of role helps us understand obligations and commitments that an
actor perceives beyond mere considerations to maximize its material inter-
ests. A European role conception thus reflects norms about the purpose
and orientation of the EU as an actor in the international system.

The main features of the analytical framework outlined in this chapter
are summarized in Figure 1.1. The analytical model rests on a meta-theo-
retical assumption about structuration that incorporates three role per-
spectives – institution, interaction and intention – which constitute the
basic building blocks of the framework. Role theory applied to foreign-
policy analysis stresses how foreign policy is both purposeful and shaped
by institutions and structures. The situated actor is considered to be
embedded in various institutional structures that generate expectations of
certain role behaviour, yet is also envisaged to be reflexive vis-à-vis these
institutional rules of action. In the interaction process with other actors,
role-playing involves an element of experimentation of how to perform
roles more adequately. It thus involves a process of learning that may
induce the adoption of new roles. Hence, depending on the extent to
which role-playing or role-taking (a non-reflective form of action) takes
place, the role performance may either reproduce or change the struc-
tures of foreign policy.

Since its inception in the 1970s, role analysis has primarily been used in
the study of national foreign policy. But as this chapter has argued, role
theory is potentially a very productive tool with which to analyse the evolv-
ing common foreign and security policy of the EU. In particular, it can
help elucidate the shift in the EU’s general role as a ‘civilian power’ to a
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conception of itself as an ‘ethical power’, willing and able to use military
force in support of an ethical foreign policy – in short, its role conception
as a ‘force for good’ striving to make the world a ‘better place’ (European
Security Strategy 2003).6

Notes
1 For a more detailed elaboration on role analysis, see Aggestam 2004.
2 A further distinction – between ‘status’ and ‘role’ – can be added to this defini-

tion of institution. Role is the behavioural repertoire characteristic of a posi-
tional arrangement within the structure. The sociologist Ralph Linton used
‘status’ (position) to define an ideal pattern of conduct, and ‘role’ to define
actual behaviour: ‘A status, as distinct from the individual who may occupy it, is
simply a collection of rights and duties . . . A role represents the dynamic aspects
of status.’ However, as Linton went on to argue, ‘Role and status are quite insep-
arable, and the distinction between it of only academic interest. There are no
roles without statuses or statuses without roles’ (quoted in Thomas and Biddle
1966: 7). This type of analysis, focusing on the relationship between status
(capability and rank) and foreign-policy roles was, for instance, conducted
during the Cold War of the two superpowers (Jönsson 1984; Westerlund 1987).

3 Hill (1998: 34) prefers to talk of ‘functions’ rather than roles.
4 A method by which to explore the multiplicity of roles and their relevance

within the role-set is to construct a role typology – see further Aggestam 2004:
77–8.

5 For exceptions, see Barnett (1993); Chafetz (1996/7); Hyde-Price (2000); Gold-
mann (2001); Le Prestre (1997).

6 This convergence on a common role of Europe as an ethical power was found
in a comparative role analysis of British, French and German foreign policy
(Aggestam 2004: 241–5).
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2 A multilateralist role for the EU?

Knud Erik Jørgensen

Nowadays multilateralism comes with adjectives attached. While the Bush
administration talks about ‘selective’ or ‘à la carte’ multilateralism (Nye
2002: 154), the European Union (EU) has opted for the notion of ‘effect-
ive’ multilateralism. The concept entered the official vocabulary in A
Secure Europe (2003), and the objective of supporting multilateralism has
been described in more detail in documents such as The European Union
and the United Nations: the Choice of Multilateralism (2003) and The Enlarging
European Union at the United Nations: Making Multilateralism Matter (2004).
No matter which adjective these powers prefer, the adjectives suggest that
multilateralism is in a profound defensive position. Seemingly, multilater-
alism has been given a bad name and not everything is like it used to be.
‘The present situation has a different feel about it’ . . . ‘this crisis of multi-
lateralism is different’, declares John Ruggie (2003). This is significant,
because he has traditionally been among the first to downplay crises of
multilateralism.

If the present crisis of multilateralism is different, i.e. more profound
than previous crises, then the EU’s grand initiative to support ‘effective
multilateralism’ has been launched at a very special conjuncture in world
politics, perhaps as a kind of rescue mission. For the EU, saving and
reforming as well as extending the multilateral system would constitute a
significant new role in international politics. Indeed, to take on such a
global responsibility would add an important new dimension to the EU’s
international identity. The initiative comes at a time when key policy areas
of EU external relations such as trade, development and ‘classic’ foreign
policy (CFSP) have been reconsidered, and defence policy has been
added to the Union’s portfolio of external policies. Indeed, the events of
11 September 2001 and 11 March 2004 have prompted a thorough recon-
sideration of means and ends in international affairs. These increased
engagements in foreign affairs are bound to have an impact on the
Union’s international role. None the less, or for that reason, the precise
nature of the Union’s foreign policy remains highly contested, ranging
from ‘existence denied’, via widespread scepticism (based for instance on
the absence of an EU policy on Iraq) to evidence of significant influence



on international affairs.1 Hence, there are eminently good reasons to
focus on the EU’s international identity, new international roles and
policies.

It is common to argue that the EU has a multilateral ‘soul’, i.e. that the
Union has been built on a multilateral edifice and is aiming at projecting
this ‘domestic’ quality worldwide. In other words, experience with multi-
lateralism ‘at home’ prompts a preference for multilateralism globally.
This school of thought includes some strange bedfellows. Thus, the Italian
foreign minister, Franco Frattini, claims that ‘the multilateral perspective
is written into the genetic code of the European Union’ (2003). Former
Development Commissioner Paul Nielsson has pointed out that ‘The
European Union knows better than most that multilateral processes tend
to be slow and difficult, and rarely do their results satisfy every participant’
(2000). In the view of Robert Cooper:

Multilateralism and the rule of law have an intrinsic value . . . Multilat-
eralism – for which the European Union stands and which is in some
way inherent in its construction – is more than the refuge of the weak.
It embodies at a global level the ideas of democracy and community
that all civilised states stand for on the domestic level.

(2003: 164, 168)

European policy-makers are not alone in such reasoning. Robert Kagan
has made a similar argument. ‘The transmission of the European miracle
to the rest of the world has become Europe’s new mission civilisatrice’
(2003: 61; see also 2002). Furthermore, he claims that the objective of sup-
porting multilateralism is caused by European weakness. ‘Their tactics,
like their goal, are the tactics of the weak.’ In short, Kagan explains the
transatlantic divide by a combination of material and ideational factors.
Similarly, Charles Krauthammer (2004) argues that ‘the European conceit
that relations with all nations – regardless of ideology, regardless of
culture, regardless even of open hostility – should be transacted on the
EU model of suasion and norms and negotiations and solemn contractual
agreements is an illusion’ (2004: 9–10). In this fashion, and somewhat
paradoxically, the school of thought is represented both by ‘liberal’ Euro-
pean policy-makers, regarding multilateralism as a virtue, and by Amer-
ican neo-conservatives, believing it is a vice.

Is the EU on a rescue mission? If so, does ‘the weak’ have the power it
takes to save the multilateral system? Has Europe found a new mission civil-
isatrice? I make three arguments in this chapter. First, while it is beyond
doubt that the EU has significant multilateral experiences ‘domestically’,
and that it has invested heavily in sponsoring multilateralism internation-
ally, I question whether the shared analysis presented above reflects the
Union’s foreign-policy practice. I argue that there is significant variation
across time and policies; that within the EU there are several currents of
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thinking about multilateralism, and that processes of collective identity
formation and policy-making are intertwined in ways that sometimes
produce less than synergetic outcomes. Second, the idea of actors aiming
at projecting domestic institutions internationally is in principle applica-
ble to the EU. However, there seem to be serious obstacles to achieving
the strategic objective of ‘effective multilateralism’. Third, given that the
Union also makes use of bilateral and unilateral strategies, the multilateral
strategy is only part of the Union’s foreign-policy instruments and object-
ives. Hence, I explore the so-called differentiated approach, i.e. the
option of pragmatically choosing among foreign-policy means and ends,
arguing that the Union need not be a ‘heroic’ multilateralist. Indeed, in
foreign-policy practice, the Union has never subscribed to such an option
but prudently or imprudently aimed at a range of objectives by employing
a range of means. In the conclusion, I summarize my findings.

Being multilateral: variations, currents and identity

Terms like ‘genetic code’, ‘intrinsic value’, ‘edifice’ and ‘inherently multi-
lateral’ connote timelessness and features etched in stone. Concerning
the international role of the EU, nothing could be more misleading. It is
rather the case that the EU’s international role shows considerable vari-
ation across time and across policies. Thus, the aspiration to play a major
role in the multilateral system, if not to save it, is fairly recent. Further-
more, within the EU there are several currents of thinking about multilat-
eralism. These currents can be defined in a traditional fashion, i.e. within
the matrix of member states. Such an approach has its advantages but also
some disadvantages. In order to highlight other important aspects, I
define the currents along thematic issues associated with multilateral strat-
egies. Finally, there are some complex linkages between international
identity, interest and policy. The EU’s objective of supporting effective
multilateralism provides an excellent case of illustrating these linkages. In
the following three sections I explore these issues in further detail.

Varying implications of a multilateral nature

Kagan rightly points out that the EU’s contemporary multilateral vocation
is far from being based on some timeless national character (2003: 7–8).
In a historical perspective, the EU’s international role has changed
markedly. In the late 1950s, the notion of a ‘colonial power Europe’
would have made some sense. Half of the founding six European states
were colonial powers, and the EC’s relations with colonies of member
states were from the very beginning institutionalized (Ravenhill 1985;
Grilli 1993). When EPC was launched around 1970, one observer contem-
plated whether we were witnessing a return of the classic Concert of
Europe (Berger 1971). Classic debates on the EU’s international role go
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back to the 1970s. Contending perspectives include Francois Duchêne’s
(1972) conceptualization of the EC as ‘a civilian power’, whereas Johan
Galtung (1973) imagined ‘a super-power in the making’. At the same
time, Gunnar Sjöstedt (1977) systematically explored what it takes to be
an international actor, and the degree to which it makes sense to regard
the EC as such an actor. In the early 1980s, Hedley Bull (1982) pleaded
for ‘a military power Europe’, claiming that ‘civilian power Europe’ is a
contradiction in terms. More recently, Ian Manners (2002) has proposed
the notion of ‘a normative power Europe’, thereby closely mirroring one
of the self-images of the Union (see Richardson 2002). All these notions
of power – civilian, ‘super’, ‘military’ and ‘normative’ – are more norm-
ative than empirical and should consequently be analysed as such, i.e. by
means of normative theorizing or political theory.

The EU’s international role also varies considerably across policies. In
some policy fields the EU plays a major role whereas it is negligible in
other issue areas of international politics. When explaining variation
among policies in terms of power and influence, a suitable starting point
could be the former Trade Commissioner, Pascal Lamy, who has put
forward some propositions about the influence of the EU. Thus, he identi-
fies connections between European unity and degree of influence in
world politics, pointing out that the EU’s role is considerable within (1)
trade and environmental policy; (2) catching up concerning develop-
ment; (3) insignificant concerning global financial governance and tradi-
tional foreign policy, including security and defence. Lamy’s intriguing
proposition invites further analysis. Why is it that the EU has so much dif-
ficulty in making a coherent policy on the Iraq war, while it is able to
promote international environmental policies and to enjoy an entrepre-
neurial role during the process of setting up institutions like the WTO?
These issues will not be addressed in the present context. None the less, it
is important to point out that the ‘weak’ EU, with its inherently multilat-
eral self, produces such gross variations across time and policies.

Currents of thinking about multilateralism

Joachim Krause’s ‘Multilateralism: Behind European Views’ is particularly
welcome in two respects. First, it addresses important topical issues on
international order and, by extension, the international role of the EU.
Second, it will presumably trigger a debate about contemporary relations
between the EU and its (key) member states. According to Joachim
Krause, there is no single European approach but many different forms
and rationales behind the general European preference for multilateral-
ism. ‘For purposes of simplification, the greater European perception of
multilateralism is better understood when broken down into three schools
of thought: the German, the French and British’ (2004: 48).

When examining the foundations of European multilateralism, Krause’s
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claim is a suitable point of departure. For purposes of understanding the
European approach to multilateralism, it is important to explore its
genesis. In a comprehensive study, Lisbeth Aggestam (2004) has shown
how a consensus view has developed among the EU ‘Big Three’ (France,
Germany and the UK), and how this consensus position has been elevated
to the EU level, to become the EU’s sponsorship of effective multilateral-
ism. So, whereas it is misleading to assume a common EU approach to
multilateralism and denigrate the influence of key member states, it is
equally misleading to claim that behind European views there are national
conceptions only and no commonality. Furthermore, national concep-
tions need not be the only available parameters when analysing the many
different forms and rationales behind European views. The EU has
adopted an official policy on multilateralism, spelled out by key officials.
However, within the Union there are at least three currents of thinking
and each current has its subscribers. Each current also carries specific
implications for finding solutions to the crisis of multilateralism, including
the chances of making ‘effective multilateralism’ a success. In the follow-
ing, I examine each current of thinking.

Some hope that a return of ‘old time’ multilateralism is possible, i.e. an
option that perhaps amounts to a return of the ‘good old days’. In a
splash of double wishful thinking, some EU policy-makers look forward to
the end of the Bush administration and to the dawn of a Democratic
administration. The outcome of the American presidential election in
November 2004 triggered deep disappointment because it would mean
another four years before the US would have a chance to find its multilat-
eral instincts – its good old self – defining the national interest as fully
compatible with multilateralism. Generally, the assumption is that we are
in a Bush (extended) situation and not in a unipolar era. Or, alternatively,
that the unipolar era is not as determinate for US foreign policy as both
Robert Kagan and Charles Krauthammer believe. Once the Bush situation
is over, the benign American hegemon will begin, again, to facilitate,
orchestrate and pay for solutions to global problems. This option would
allow EU policy-makers to continue to be schizophrenic about the balance
between national and EU foreign-policy action; continue to pretend that,
individually, member states make a difference in world politics; continue
to outsource the provision of European security to the US; agree in prin-
ciple to multilateral principles, yet feel free to defect when deemed neces-
sary. The option hardly makes it necessary to develop new lasting
international roles for the EU. Old roles are more than sufficient, and the
function of ‘effective multilateralism’ would be to keep the multilateral
system afloat. It would only be a temporary objective, i.e. it should be in
place as long as we are in a Bush situation.

A second current of thought assumes further decline of multilateralism
and expects the future to bring more of the same (of the present). The
US will increasingly project its domestic institutions to the international
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arena, indeed it will become increasingly difficult to make a distinction
between one and the other. International order will become a function of
fear, and investment in the cement of international society will be kept at a
minimal level. Global law enforcement will be sought and accomplished by
means of zero-tolerance standards. Nationalism and protectionism will be
key parameters in the US’s international strategies. In other words, a situ-
ation characterized by naked unipolarity. Most likely the UN, as we know it,
will be dissolved and replaced by a new world organization of democratic
states. It is significant that scholars are engaged in reconsidering the useful-
ness of terms like international hierarchy (Lake 2003) and empire (Iken-
berry 2002; Hassner 2003). According to David Lake, we have somehow
forgotten that power relations in the international system de facto are hier-
archical, i.e. some are more equal, than others. It is only de jure that all sov-
ereign states are equal and that the system is anarchical. We are reminded
of a classic IR rule of thumb: legal rules have their limits. According to
Hassner (2003), the US has become an empire, and the global arena is
characterized by hierarchical authority structures. Some states are sover-
eign and some are suzerain. By contrast, Ruggie has ridiculed the employ-
ment of the notion of empire, arguing that an (American) empire would
not have allowed three of the world’s poorest countries to bring the US
into a minority situation in the UN Security Council on the Iraq issue in
the spring of 2003. In any case, it is possible to further specify con-
sequences for the EU and multilateralism. John Ikenberry argues that the
US ‘has systematically used multilateral agreements as tools of grand strat-
egy and world order building’ (2002: 122). In other words, it is impossible
or at least misleading to separate issues of grand strategy from issues
related to multilateral institutions. Furthermore, he emphasizes that the
US has always been ambivalent about multilateral institutions, exactly
because multilateralism for a leading state, is about losing something and
winning something else. Yet different actors assess the precise balance
between losing and winning differently, implying that the value of multilat-
eralism has been hotly contested most of the time. Finally, Ikenberry
argues that ‘today one of the United States’ central policy problems is its
own predominance’. He goes on to ask, ‘Why did the United States seek to
establish order after World War II in Western Europe through multilateral
commitments while pursuing a series of bilateral security agreements in
Asia?’ The essence of his answer is that power relations between the
leading state (the US) and the subordinate states differ:

The basic difference between Asia and Europe, however, was that the
United States was both more dominant in Asia and wanted less out
of Asia. In Europe, the US came up with an elaborate agenda for
uniting the European states, creating an institutional bulwark against
communism, and supporting centrist democratic regimes.

(Ibid.)
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During the 1990s all three US rationales for Cold War transatlantic rela-
tions have disappeared: communism is gone, democratic regimes have
been consolidated in Western Europe (and they have been introduced in
Central and Eastern Europe). Furthermore, if Europe becomes politically
more united, Europe will constitute not only a partner but also a potential
rival to the US. By contrast, in Asia ‘extreme hegemony’ originally led to a
system of bilateral relations. Hence, there are few reasons to change the
state of affairs over there. In short, given the present era of unprece-
dented American predominance, it is tempting to suggest that in the
future the US will handle the world more equally, that is, US–Asia rela-
tions in the past (and present) provide a model of the future world order.
From an American perspective, Europe has become Asia-like. In this
perspective, the promotion of ‘effective multilateralism’ seems to be based
on a fatal misreading of opportunities. The role of the EU will be minimal
and inter-state bilateralism will characterize transatlantic relations. Such
developments will constitute a disastrous blow to the EU’s international
policies, designed to be conducted in a multilateral environment. Because
bilateralism has always co-existed with multilateralism, we will witness a
new balance between one and the other institutional form.

Third, others make the plea that the EU should pick up the multilat-
eral torch, arguing that the multilateral system is too valuable to leave
behind. The background is that the US’s declining interest in multilateral
institutions is regarded as an inevitable and regrettable fact. Realizing the
unlikelihood of launching global ‘multilateralism minus one’ by means of
collective action, the search for alternative champions of multilateralism
begins. The EU emerges as a potential, perhaps the most obvious and
willing, candidate. After all, the EU has insisted that effective multilateral-
ism is among its strategic objectives (A Secure Europe 2003). This option
would allow the EU to become a truly global player, playing at centre
court. Because the EU is not a state actor, some degree of minilateralism
would be predictable. Minilateralism can be defined as the ‘creation of
core groups and the multilateralisation of their agreements’ (Kratochwil
1993: 468). A distinction should be made between minilateral procedures
and the legitimacy of the procedures and their outcome. In this area there
are no mechanics at play. Sometimes the procedure is accepted and thus
legitimate, perhaps because of urgency or failed multilateralism. Within
the EU, the creation of the Contact Group was accepted, although reluc-
tantly and with caveats. At other times, even efficient minilateralism is not
accepted because excluded states dislike the fait accompli presented, they
conclude that better outcomes can be reached in a second try (Cancún),
or they prefer the status quo to change worked out by means of minilateral-
ism. For minilateralism to work, it is necessary that ‘the many’ accept
agreements reached among ‘the few’. If such acceptance is not put
forward, there will be no multilateral agreement. EU policy-making circles
have mixed views on the merits of minilateralism. On the one hand, some
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do not like the idea, for instance the former Development Commissioner,
Paul Nielsson. After the Cancún failure meeting, he argued that ‘Multilat-
eralism is not about gathering international backing for pre-set national
interests. Nor can it be about a few powerful nations trying to work out the
parameters of international negotiations between themselves’ (2003).
Other critics point to the image of rubber-stamping, arguing that the lack
of direct involvement in negotiated agreements makes failure of com-
pliance more likely among those not actively involved. Furthermore,
public legitimacy might be reduced because ‘they – “our representatives”
– just accept anything decided among the powerful’. If key states are
insensitive to the preferences of rubber-stampers, minilateralism is less
likely to be successful. For that reason, the doctrine ‘rules for the world,
exceptionalism for the US’ has a hard time getting accepted.

There are, however, also positive dimensions to minilateralism. Niels-
son made his comments after Cancún, not after the more successful
follow-on meeting in Geneva. Yet the minilateral dimension was equally
pronounced. Potentially, minilateralism makes multilateralism more effi-
cient, it makes it easier to reach agreements and also in a more time-
efficient manner. Furthermore, the approach makes compliance more
likely because agreements reflect the interest of states with the highest
stakes in a given issue. However, the best argument in favour of minilater-
alism is that the alternatives are often worse. Alternatives include no
agreement or agreements reached by means of bilateralism. Obviously,
sometimes no agreement is better than a bad agreement. But were LDCs
better off with no agreement in Cancún compared to accepting the agree-
ment prepared by the US and the EU? Unsuccessful multilateral diplo-
macy breeds frustration, as shown by the EU Trade Commissioner, Pascal
Lamy, after Cancún, ‘We will have to have a good hard think amongst our-
selves.’ According to an observer, Lamy ‘wants to hint at an option that
the EU may focus on bilateral and plurilateral talks’ (EUobserver, 16
September 2003).

A question of identity

The relationship between identity, role and policy invites further reflec-
tion. It seems to me, that at least part of the existing confusion is caused by
the fact that ‘multilateralism’ can play a role in each of these features. It
obviously takes more space than is available here to explicate these
complex linkages, so a brief tentative outline will have to do. First, I believe
it is significant that the EU not only responds to global or regional changes
by means of adapting domestic policies and institutions. On the contrary,
the EU aims at shaping its international environment, protecting its inter-
ests and contributing to global solutions, and these international roles con-
tribute to making the EU an international actor. It is also significant that
the EU has aspirations to play a role in international organizations, i.e. not
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just being an international organization. This demonstrates that the EU is
somehow ‘special’, aiming at playing a role as an actor in world politics.
This given, it is not surprising that the EU for years has invested eco-
nomic, political and organizational resources and gradually gained influ-
ence in multilateral institutions such as the UN, OSCE, FAO, WTO and
many other organizations.2 This aspiration contributes significantly to the
EU’s international identity, confirming that ‘identity’, ‘role’ and ‘policy’
are closely linked.

Clearly, the support of effective multilateralism plays a role in
ongoing processes of collective identity formation. When asked the exis-
tential question ‘Who are we in this contemporary world?’, one possible
answer is, ‘We are the people who believe in the value of global gover-
nance, and therefore we make support of multilateral institutions a stra-
tegic objective.’ When presenting reasons for investment in multilateral
institutions, policy-makers frequently point out that the EU is founded
on a multilateral edifice. In this fashion, they highlight that the aim
comes from within the Union, that the Union is bound to assume such a
role. However, the Union’s embrace of multilateral institutions can also
be seen as an unintended consequence of the Bush administration’s
choice of à la carte multilateralism. This only confirms the insight of
theories of identity, that is, that identity grows on the basis of two basic
questions, ‘Who am I?’ and ‘Who am I in relation to others?’ This can be
further specified in the sense that identity, role and policy can be
bridged and fruitfully analysed by focusing on the function of foreign
policy ‘principles’ and official references to European values. That is,
when senior officials like former Commissioners Christopher Patten and
Pascal Lamy, as well as the High Representative, Javier Solana, identify
European values and principles as something ‘we can stand up for’, they
aim at creating a European public philosophy within the field of foreign
affairs. In other words, they attempt to create the kind of principles to
which George Kennan (1995) has previously referred. If successful, they
will have created a compulsory component for any process of identity-
making; and, at the same time, a precondition for a sustainable new EU
international role with clout.

Multilateralism also plays a role for policy-making, that is, political
action intended to achieve certain goals by employment of specific means.
The strategic objective of supporting effective multilateralism is part of
the European security strategy. However, if A Secure Europe (2003) is
going to provide what its title promises, then the objective has to be
spelled out in numerous policy documents, all serving a function at lower
but more concrete levels of policy-making. A range of such specific policy
documents have been adopted, but given the grandiose nature of effective
multilateralism most are yet to come. There is no reason, in the present
context, to go into a detailed account for policy-making. In contrast, there
is reason to reiterate that if we look for policy coherence in cases where
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multilateralism is playing a role in processes of collective identity forma-
tion, then we will most likely reach misleading conclusions.

Projecting multilateralism globally: a feasibility test

The issue of domestic–international linkages is probably as old as the idea
of a distinct international system. The entire literature that has been sub-
sumed under the label of second image focuses on how states try to shape
their international environment. The question about linkages between
domestic and multilateral institutions is just a sub-set of that literature. It
is therefore hardly surprising that sooner or later the perspective would be
applied to the EU. In the present context, there are no reasons to account
for the long story of views on the EU and the world. Instead I will focus
specifically on linkages between the EU and international institutions.

It is easy to document that the EU invests heavily in multilateral institu-
tions and that the Union is strongly committed to achieve effective multi-
lateralism. However, this may prove to be insufficient. Indeed, there seem
to be serious problems to making effective multilateralism a success. For a
start, it is helpful to reconsider the key rationale of multilateralism.
According to Ikenberry (2002):

The attraction of institutional agreements for a leading state is that
they potentially lock other states into stable and predictable policy ori-
entations, thereby reducing the need to use coercion to secure the
dominant state’s foreign policy aims. But the price that the leading
state must pay for this institutionalised cooperation is a reduction in
its own policy autonomy and unfettered ability to exercise power.

In the case of the EU, such a rationale implies at least three problems.
The first problem concerns the need to use coercion to secure the EU’s
foreign-policy aims. Coercion is often understood to be employment of
military means and, as is well known, the EU simply does not possess such
means. Even if coercion is understood more broadly, coercion may still
pose a problem. Some argue that coercion is not what the EU is good at
nor a quality the EU should develop. However, the argument should not
be overstated. Coercive means are not absent from the EU’s foreign-policy
toolbox. Economic sanctions, financial instruments, policies of condition-
ality all belong to the coercive kind of instruments. In transatlantic trade
conflicts, the EU has proved willing and capable of playing the tit-for-tat
sanctions game. Concerning EU enlargement, the strongest coercive
instrument is the prospect of membership, i.e. an instrument that has
been capable of fundamentally changing the European continent. Despite
these coercive instruments, the question remains whether the EU employs
coercion to such an extent that multilateral agreements and institutions
look favourable as an alternative. What applies to coercion also applies to
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the second problematic issue, ‘a reduction in its own policy autonomy and
unfettered ability to exercise power’. As regards the EU, both features
surely exist but they cannot be said to be among the EU’s dominant qual-
ities. From the perspective of other states, the obvious question is why they
should enter multilateral arrangements, created under the auspices of the
EU, if there is not much to gain in terms of restraining or constraining the
EU. The third problem is a so-called blow-back problem. Could it be that
Ikenberry’s rationale of multilateralism does not work very well in the case
of the EU because it has been modelled on the US? In other words, is the
problem related to the explanans rather than to the explanandum? Sim-
ilarly, some would regard it a problem that the EU is not a state. However,
the EU has proved to be a capable international actor, and its non-state
nature is apparently a bigger problem for certain theories than for 
the EU.

Peter F. Cowhey has explored linkages between domestic politics and
multilateralism, particularly ‘when the promises of dominant powers are
credible in a multilateral order’ (1993: 158). He examines the close rela-
tionship between domestic politics and credibility, pointing out why for
instance Japanese domestic politics makes Japan a relatively unsuitable
sponsor of multilateralism. Such reflections seem most relevant to apply to
the case of the EU and in the following I will briefly look into these
matters. Making a priority of ‘effective multilateralism’ may well have been
triggered as a response to the unilaterally-minded foreign policy of the
Bush administration. But do European governments ‘EU–domestically’
perform in a fashion that makes their multilateral strategy attractive or
credible to others? There are reasons to doubt this. In the day-to-day
working of the EU, some multilateral principles and norms seem to be in
trouble. Euro-stability pact politics has not been characterized by over-
whelming interest in strict and equal compliance. Rather, it has been rules
for smaller EU member states and exceptionalism for France and Germany.
Furthermore, France has several times demonstrated outspoken reluc-
tance to comply with sanctions, e.g. sanctions imposed on Zimbabwe in
2003. During the political war over Iraq, Jacques Chirac engaged in lectur-
ing Central Europeans in a style similar to the one favoured at the time by
Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld. In its international policies, the
Union has demonstrated consistent constraint in complying with multi-
lateral agreements. The banana case is one long story about the Union
refusing to comply with WTO rulings, and the hormone beef case demon-
strates a similar disrespect for global institutions and rules.3 Within the
field of security, NATO has been a story about European free-riding for
years. When Tony Blair provides reasons for improving European defence
capacity by claiming it is ‘time to pay back’, he implicitly acknowledges
that Europe for decades has been unwilling to provide for its own security.
Within the policy area of development aid, European governments have
signed up to UN standards, yet at the same time they have managed to
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reduce spending on aid throughout the 1990s. Furthermore, the CAP
costs/EU aid ratio has always been highly asymmetrical, implying that for
LDCs the benefits of aid lag far behind the devastating international
effects of the CAP. By demonstrating the Primat der Innenpolitik, the EU’s
international credibility has been markedly constrained. All these
examples suggest that if angels always comply with international multilat-
eral agreements, the EU is no angel. Furthermore, if the Union some-
times is incapable of making multilateralism work ‘at home’, how can the
Union possibly expect to be recognized as a credible sponsor of multilat-
eralism internationally?

The EU and unilateral, bilateral and multilateral strategies

When revisiting the ‘inherently multilateral’ school of thought, we are
reminded that domestically the EU is ‘good’ or ‘weak’ or genetically
coded in a multilateral fashion. Therefore, so the argument goes, it is
logical for the EU to opt for a strong commitment to the multilateral
system. It is relatively easy to find evidence in support of the claim in its
different versions. However, it is even easier to find evidence in support of
the counter-claim, i.e. that there are no strong, determining linkages
between the EU’s domestic institutions and the engagement in multilater-
alism. In the following, I will go further into detail concerning three
issues. What do European unilateralists look like? How can the prudent
balance between multilateral and unilateral action be described? How can
a differentiated approach be recognized?

Is EU unilateral strategy a contradiction in terms?

Does the EU’s new role in international politics include a role as a unilat-
eral actor? When addressing this issue, it is useful to compare contempor-
ary American political currents. Joseph Nye points out that in the US
there are few pure unilateralists or multilateralists. He goes on to present
two kinds of American unilateralists:

Some unilateralists advocate an assertive damn-the-torpedoes approach
to promoting American values . . . Other unilateralists (sometimes
called sovereigntists) focus less on the promotion of American values
than on their protection, and they sometimes gain support from the
significant minority of isolationist opinion that still exists in this
country.

(2002: 154–5)

Whereas the first grouping consists of people like Robert Kagan, William
Kristol and Charles Krauthammer, the second group consists of people
like Jesse Helms and John Bolton. Nye summarizes his analysis by pointing
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out that ‘This battle between multilateralists and unilateralists, often
played out in a struggle between the President and Congress, has led to a
somewhat schizophrenic American foreign policy’ (2002: 156). Nye’s cat-
egories and distinctions seem helpful concerning the pattern of orienta-
tions within American foreign policy, but do they also apply to Europe? In
my view, they may indeed be helpful in identifying foreign-policy orienta-
tions in Europe. But we do not know the degree to which they are helpful,
because there has been no comprehensive research programme aiming at
analysing dynamics in European foreign policy along these dimensions.
While the part of a schizophrenic foreign policy sounds familiar, who
would be Europe’s isolationists or Europe’s ‘damn-the-torpedoes’ unilater-
alists? Do we have unilateral sovereigntists in Europe? How do the major
currents appear from a European perspective? How differently would
these orientations be represented in various EU member states? Would
there be any connection with European colonial and imperial legacies or,
for that matter, with the tradition of providing development aid to the
Third World? The point is that we do not have solid knowledge on these
aspects. Because we do not have a clear picture of the balance between
European multilateralists and their critics, we cannot know precisely
neither how severe the crisis of multilateralism is or what the prospects are
of making effective multilateralism a success.

If we assume there is no pure multilateral and unilateral approach, how
can the EU navigate between the Scylla of multilateralism and the Charyb-
dis of unilateralism? Again, Joseph Nye’s (2002: 163) reflections are
helpful, and he definitely explores the proper balance between multilat-
eral and unilateral action concerning the US. In the present context, the
issue is not whether he strikes the ‘right’ balance but to determine the
degree to which such a balance is applicable to the EU. Due to lack of
space, I cannot go into a detailed analysis. However, it seems to me that all
Nye’s dimensions do indeed make sense also in the context of EU strat-
egies. For instance, concerning ‘intrinsically co-operative issues’, Nye’s
conclusion is as relevant to the EU as it is to the US. Europeans seem
more prepared to accept the view that common problems need common
solutions. If this applies, then Nye is making a point which is self-evident
to the European ear.

Would a differentiated approach be suitable?

The EU need perhaps not be an either/or heroic multilateralist. It is
worth while remembering that the US has been a ‘good multilateralist’ in
its relations with Europe, but a bilateralist when cultivating relations with
Asia. In a similar fashion, the EU could conclude that a differentiated
approach would be appropriate. After all, the EU’s global environment is
highly differentiated, and power relationships are equally differentiated.
Let us for illustrative purposes look at some of the world regions and high-
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light preferred strategies. The EU’s ‘near abroad’ comes in two colours:
one colour for potential members and another colour for non-potential
members. Concerning the first colour, enlargement negotiations have
always been strictly bilateral, and it is highly unlikely that the strategy will
turn multilateral in the future. No multilateral conference will be called in
order to determine whether Turkey or Ukraine should become members
of the EU. The second colour is reserved for states and regions at close
range but, none the less, unlikely ever to become members of the EU:
Russia, North Africa, the Middle East, Iran and the Caucasus region.
Clearly, the EU has interests in the development of this second tier and
prefers states with stable and predictable policy orientations. For decades
it has been futile to contemplate too specific objectives vis-à-vis the future
arc of non-members, and policy-makers have in any case been preoccu-
pied with redefining Europe ‘domestically’. Yet the enlargement process
will eventually come to an end. The carrot of accession, the EU’s most
powerful foreign-policy instrument for achieving milieu goals, will soon
‘run out of targets’. Hence, the gradual but increasingly steady develop-
ment of the EU’s so-called neighbourhood policy (Wallace 2003). The
approach chosen seems to be a mixture of multilateralism and bilateral-
ism. Thus, the multilateral Barcelona process covers part of the area, the
Mediterranean, whereas relations with Iran and Russia for example are
cultivated in a bilateral fashion. The third kind of relationships includes
so-called inter-regional relations, cultivated foremost in multilateral set-
tings (ASEM, Mercosur, ASEAN, the Gulf Co-operation Council, etc.) but
also by means of bilateral relations. Finally, EU relations with the US are
foremost bilateral, whereas the US for its part can choose between bilat-
eral relations with the EU (recognizing the EU as a collective actor) and
with individual EU member states. No matter how specific relations can be
characterized, there are eminently good reasons to conclude that the EU
is far from being the ‘religious’ multilateralist the Union has been claimed
to be, whether for purposes of praise or scorn. It follows that the relevant
issue is not whether or not the Union should adopt a differentiated
approach but rather to recognize the fact that such an approach has char-
acterized the Union’s foreign-policy practice for years.

As I have demonstrated above, EU practice is far from the multilateral
caricature outlined by Robert Kagan and others. But EU practice is also
far from the self-proclaimed role of true believer in multilateralism. In this
context, Nye’s general conclusion is worthy of a longer quotation. Writing
about American foreign policy, he believes his country ‘should have a
general preference for multilateralism, but not all multilateralism. At
times we will have to go it alone. When we do so in pursuit of public
goods, the nature of our ends may substitute for the means in legitimising
our power in the eyes of others’ (2002). Based upon the above brief analy-
sis of the Union’s balance between multilateralism and unilateralism, it is
difficult to avoid the impression that Nye inadvertently has characterized
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current EU foreign-policy practice. His warning that unilateralism ele-
vated as a full-fledged strategy is likely to fail has less relevance for the 
EU and is, in any case, aimed at the unilateralists within the Bush
administration.

Conclusion

Research on the EU’s changing international role has accompanied the
process of European integration ever since the very beginning of the
process. The aim of the present chapter has been to examine the foreign-
policy objective of ‘effective multilateralism’, to question general images
of the EU and to avoid simplistic either/or dichotomies. The chapter
demonstrates that the EU’s increasing engagement in international
affairs, including more and more global responsibilities and duties, makes
it compulsory to reconsider old roles and to define new international
roles. The current crisis of multilateralism makes it a formidable political
challenge to get the multilateral system back on track. At the same time, it
is a considerable analytical challenge to thoroughly understand the EU’s
strategic objective of supporting ‘effective multilateralism’, a label indicat-
ing how the EU wants to find solutions to global problems. The objective
is therefore also an important aspect of the EU’s vision of world order. An
end to multilateralism would be an end to an institutional form that
somehow mirrors EU domestic institutions, and it would also short-circuit
the flow of influence running from EU institutions to global institutions, a
kind of power well suited to the EU.

The chapter confirms, on the one hand, that the multilateral form is
very familiar to the EU, indeed the edifice of the EU can be viewed as a
specific kind of multilateralism. No wonder, therefore, that the EU prefers
compatible if not similar institutional forms at the global level. It has fre-
quently been claimed that the EU could function as a model for global
governance. On the other hand, the chapter also shows that considerable
variation in terms of time, policies and strategy points to no direct causa-
tion in terms of domestic–international linkages. The chapter proceeds by
discussing the degree to which the strategic objective is feasible, and
whether the EU is a credible sponsor of multilateralism. Moreover, the
chapter demonstrates that the EU makes use of a plethora of foreign-
policy strategies and that a differentiated approach – a mixture of multi-
lateral, bilateral and unilateral strategies – better characterizes EU
foreign-policy practice than is widely assumed. The adoption of this differ-
entiated approach also suggests that the EU is far from being a uniformly
weak power. On the contrary, it seems.

Finally, the chapter suggests that if the US no longer recognized the
EU as an international actor, it would be a lethal blow to long-held EU
aspirations. But it takes more than one American administration to dis-
mantle an international institution like multilateralism. A successful
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dismantling would require other key states to consistently and systematically
‘milk’ multilateral institutions of more than the same states are willing to
invest. Taking multilateral institutions for granted and expecting the
impossible proved to be the end of the Concert of Europe. Perhaps we are
witnessing the beginning of such institutional decay. If we are witnessing an
end to multilateralism, all the EU’s investments will have been wasted. The
EU stake in multilateralism is therefore very high. To a considerable degree,
it is a question of survival and, hence, a threat to one of the EU’s new roles.

Notes
1 Concerning the ‘existence denied’ doctrine and two other contemporary

foreign-policy doctrines, see Jørgensen (2004). For a comprehensive study of
EU influence on international actors, events and developments, see Ginsberg
(2001).

2 For EU–UN relations, see Jørgensen and Laatikainen (2004); Laatikainen and
Smith (forthcoming).

3 Though often misunderstanding the essence of multilateralism, John Oudenaren
(2003) provides several examples of EU unilateral action.
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3 Interpreted values
A normative reading of EU role
conceptions and performance

Sonia Lucarelli

Whilst any international actor faces problems in maintaining a certain
coherence between its behaviour and its self-image (Holsti 1970; Agges-
tam 1999), in the case of the European Union (EU) these problems are
amplified by its peculiar nature. First, if identity and self-image are never
given once and for all, in the case of the EU they are highly in-the-making:
role conceptions, therefore, are not simply the result of a self-image but
also an instrument in the process of constructing a political identity.
Second, for the same reason, role performance and impact feed back into
the process of identity-building more than in the case of political systems
in which political identity is more consolidated. Third, the institutional
architecture of the EU makes it a peculiar actor whose ability to maintain
coherence in role performance seems to depend on the degree of integra-
tion reached in each specific area of policy, something which clearly does
not happen in traditional political systems (i.e. states). Fourth, coherence
in self-image, role conception and performance is further challenged by
the unsettled question of the geographic borders of the EU. Given all
these difficulties, can we talk of a specific EU identity and self-image? Does
this shape a distinctive international role for the EU? Where does distinc-
tiveness rest and with which limits and implication for the overall process
of integration? This chapter tackles these questions by taking the uncon-
ventional perspective of looking at the specific values and principles that
emerge out of the analysis of the EU foreign policy. The analysis shows
that what is distinctive of the EU is a peculiar interpretation of a set of values
and principles that are shared by a large part of the international
community.

The first part of the chapter deals with some theoretical problems
related to the terms here employed, i.e. political identity, role and foreign
policy. It then goes on to expose the self-representation of EU values and
role as it emerges in some recent documents, with the aim of showing that
what is the most peculiar feature of the EU is not its values and principles
in absolute terms, but their specific interpretation. Then the chapter
shows how the peculiar EU interpretation of values and role has a multi-
plicity of origins. Finally, in the concluding section, the chapter deals with



some of the perils of role performance and their possible feed-back into
the integration process.

Theory: role, identity, foreign policy and the EU

In recent years international relations (IR) theory has started to devote
unprecedented attention to the role of norms, values and identity in
foreign policy. This has been the result of a welcome rediscovery of both a
theoretical dimension of Foreign Policy Analysis (FPA) (Hill 2003; Carl-
snaes 2001; on EU foreign policy, Carlsnaes et al. 2004; M. E. Smith 2004)
and links to theoretical debates in IR, particularly of constructivist inspira-
tion. However, despite much attention to ideas, norms and identity, the
analysis of the relationship between these concepts and foreign policy still
deserves investigation. In the first place, what is the relationship between
values and identity? Which identity are we talking about? Whose identity are
we talking about? What is the function of various types of identity (polit-
ical, cultural, religious) in the articulation and performance of a role?

In the first place, I focus attention on political identity rather than cul-
tural or religious identity (Huntington 1996, 2004; A. Smith 1992). Polit-
ical identity is a construct that is not, and should not, be derived directly
from a common culture. This is particularly true in the case of the EU, an
eminently political project whose telos was to construct peace though co-
operation among former enemies, despite their cultural differences.
Recent calls for the introduction of references to Europe’s Christian roots
in the preamble of the EU Constitutional Treaty respond to a misunder-
standing of European identity, which is not and cannot be based on a
common culture, but on shared political values.

Second, I deal with political identity as a sub-species of group identity,
not a ‘collective identity’ as if there were a superior entity – the commun-
ity – above individuals: it is not the EU as a community which possesses
‘identity’, rather each individual citizen has a European political identity
as soon as he/she recognizes him/herself around a set of social and polit-
ical values and principles, in the sharing of which he/she feels a sense of
belonging to the EU political group (Cerutti 2001, 2003, 2005; Habermas
2001). The consequent feeling of ‘us’ as the members of a group is there-
fore shaped around core values and principles. However, in order for
those values and principles to shape the identity of the citizens they need
to be interpreted (Cerutti 2003: 28). I claim here that culture, history, legal
practices, institutions and policies are the frameworks in which specific
interpretations of political values take place. Put in this way, identity is in
fact a process more than a given, a process of self-identification of the indi-
viduals in a group (Bloom 1990). In this process culture, history, legal
practices, institutions and policy, including foreign policy, are important.

We can consider role conception and role performance (see the Intro-
duction to this volume) as intrinsic elements of the self-identification
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process. The way one conceives one’s international role is functional to
the way in which one conceives oneself; at the same time, the way one
‘performs’ one’s role feeds back into one’s political identity. A credibility
crisis can take place when the political entity of reference (a state; the EU)
does not perform the foreign policy its citizens expect it to perform.
However, the degree of impact of foreign policy (a form of role perform-
ance) on political identity – and the group’s concern for such an impact –
differs depending on the degree of maturity of the group’s political iden-
tity. In the case of a political identity in the making like the EU, the
process of construction of self-identification is particularly sensitive to the
image that the political group gives of itself through its politics and policy,
even including foreign policy.

Which values are we talking about? What are the values held by the
Europeans? The World Values Survey (WVS) shows that West Europeans
(the EU/Europe until 2004) score highly on both secular values and on
self-expression values, that is, tend to be societies in which traditional reli-
gious and family values have ceased to be fundamental (i.e. secular values
prevail over traditional values), and an increasing share of the population
has started to shift its priorities from an overwhelming emphasis on eco-
nomic and physical security towards an increasing emphasis on subjective
well-being, self-expression and quality of life (i.e. self-expression values
prevail over attention to economic and physical security) (Inglehart et al.
2004; see also http://www.worldvaluessurvey.org/library/). Although there
is a relevant distance among European countries on both axes of values
(traditional/secular and security/self-expression), with northern coun-
tries scoring highest on both dimensions and southern Catholic countries
scoring less, on average all Western European countries but Ireland
appear dominated by secular/self-expression values. A representation that
coincides nicely with the EU’s self-representation as a political group, as
we shall see below.

Values in the EU’s role conceptions and performance

The EU’s values (here a shortened formula to refer to the values of the
EU as a political group) as summarized in Article I-2 of the proposed Con-
stitution, include human dignity, liberty, democracy, equality, the rule of
law and respect for human rights. Clearly, such values are not very differ-
ent from those considered fundamental components of the ‘American
creed’ (freedom, democracy and human rights). What is interesting in the
EU context is the extent to which the EU’s self-representation around
such values has shaped the EU as a qualitatively different actor in world
politics. In other words, I argue that the identification of EU/European
core values and the definition of an international role for the EU/Europe
are part of the same identity-building process.

What is this self-representation made of? The EU/Europe tends to
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represent itself in a way which in scholarly terms has been defined, in
turn, as a ‘civilian power’ (Duchêne 1972; Telò 2004; Whitman 1998), a
‘structural power’ (Keukeleire 2003); a ‘normative power’ (Manners
2002); a ‘normative area’ (Therborn 2001), that is, a polity which relates
to the world in a qualitatively different way. This qualitative difference is
recalled in many EU documents. In the Laeken Declaration one reads:

Europe needs to shoulder its responsibilities in the governance of glob-
alisation. The role it has to play is that of a power resolutely doing
battle against all violence, all terror and all fanaticism, but which also
does not turn a blind eye to the world’s heartrending injustices.

(European Council 2001, emphasis added)

The text of the proposed Constitution proclaims:

1 The Union’s action on the international scene shall be guided by
the principles which have inspired its own creation, development and
enlargement, and which it seeks to advance in the wider world:
democracy, the rule of law, the universality and indivisibility of human
rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for human dignity, the principles
of equality and solidarity, and respect for the principles of the United
Nations Charter and international law.

(Article III-292, Title V, emphasis added)

When it comes to the Union’s aims, the Constitution affirms:

The Union [. . .] shall work for a high degree of cooperation in all
fields of international relations, in order to:

a safeguard its values, fundamental interests, security, independence and
integrity;

b consolidate and support democracy, the rule of law, human rights and
the principles of international law;

c preserve peace, prevent conflicts and strengthen international secur-
ity, in accordance with the purposes and principles of the United
Nations Charter . . .;

d foster the sustainable economic, social and environmental development of
developing countries, with the primary aim of eradicating poverty;

e encourage the integration of all countries into the world economy,
including through the progressive abolition of restrictions on inter-
national trade;

f help develop international measures to preserve and improve the
quality of the environment and the sustainable management of
global natural resources, in order to ensure sustainable development ;

g assist populations, countries and regions confronting natural or
man-made disasters;
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h promote an international system based on stronger multilateral coop-
eration and good global governance.

(Article III-292, Title V, emphasis added)

Although the Constitution has not entered into force, what is there stated
is relevant as it is a sort of summing-up of the self-representation of the
Union throughout the years. Since the Union is a process, an actor in the
making, its self-representation and role articulation have progressively
been reshaped. The self-representation proposed in the Constitution rep-
resents a negotiated synthesis of what other documents had already stated
before. For instance, EU values and objectives have been stated before in
specific sectors of EU’s international conduct. In the 1980s, the European
Community (EC) produced declarations regarding the importance of
human rights and democracy in its relations with third countries, but it
was only with the Maastricht Treaty (TEU) that the EC undertook treaty-
based commitments to foster the developing countries’ sustainable devel-
opment; gradual integration into the world economy; the fight against
poverty; observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms; and the
development and consolidation of democracy and the rule of law (Article
130u). The fight against poverty was then made an overarching aim of the
EU’s development co-operation policy (DCP) in the Treaty of Amsterdam
(TA, Article 177). A particular aspect of human protection, i.e. gender
protection, has become mainstreamed in all EU policies since the TA, but
it had been adopted in the form of equal pay for different sexes since the
Treaty of Rome (Pollack and Hafner-Burton 2000). As far as ‘prevention’
is concerned, the preventative principle has been initially used in the field
of environmental policy already in 1973 (COM 1973). More recently, an
explicit reference to preventative action has been used in the security field
(European Council 2003).

The self-representation of the EU present in the Constitution as well as
other relevant documents such as the Laeken Declaration or the Euro-
pean Security Strategy, or ESS (European Council 2001, 2003) is the
externalization of a preceding internal agreement on the EC/U values
and aims, and a performative act which eventually contributes to shaping
the collective understandings of the EU’s identity and role, both processes
in the making. The self-image which emerges from these documents has
the following main characteristics:

• The EU is a political actor aiming at behaving on the basis of its inter-
est, but also of the political values inscribed in its initial telos, also with
a view to expanding such values worldwide.

• The expansion of such values, however, never assumes the tone of a
crusade. The difference between the ESS (European Council 2003)
and the US 2002 National Security Strategy (NSS; US Presidency
2002) in this respect is clear. As an illustration, take the different
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treatment in the two documents of the terrorist threat: in the ESS ter-
rorism is treated as a ‘strategic threat’ and not, as in the NSS, as a new
global ‘enem[y] of civilization’ (US Presidency 2002, p. 11). It follows
that the division of the world into liberty-loving countries and rogue
states supporting terrorism finds no equivalent in the ESS.

• The EU recognizes that it has global responsibilities, but accepts a
greater burden only in its neighbourhood (European Council 2003).
For instance, in the ESS, the EU defines a precise responsibility only
as far as Europe (and the Middle East) is concerned: here Europe has
a duty to promote liberal values and well-governed societies. Beyond it
there is a generic call for global responsibilities.

• The EU’s global responsibilities are not framed by a religious dis-
course, rather they are presented as the response to the new duties
created by the processes of globalization, which demand governance,
with a view to inscribing these processes in a more just and solidarist
order (see European Council 2001).

Documents, however, do more than this, in that they better specify those
values around which European identity is shaped (or, better, is in the
process of being shaped). As a matter of fact, documents, as well as polit-
ical practice (role performance) implicitly and explicitly provide interpre-
tations of such values – which, as we have seen, is a fundamental step in
the self-identification process.

The analysis of EU foreign policy broadly defined (all those policies
towards the external environment that are regarded by external actors as
‘the EU’s’), confirms the presence in EU foreign policy of a number of fun-
damental values that have been stated in the EU documents since early in
the integration process (peace) or which have de facto represented founding
values since the beginning although not being spelled out as values in the
early days of integration (democracy, human dignity, justice, solidarity,
liberty, equality, liberalism). More recently, the EU has added ‘harmony
with nature’, as a value in itself. The principles that emerge from an analysis
of EU foreign-affairs documents and policies include: conflict prevention,
the rule of law, good governance, subsidiarity, sustainable development, the
precautionary principle, the preventative principle, responsibility.

Most of these values and principles are by no means peculiar to the EU
and are shared by many other international actors. However, frequently
the EU interpretation of such values and principles diverges from that
provided in other political contexts. What might diverge is (1) the transla-
tion of a value into different guiding principles, or (2) the peculiar inter-
pretation of a value in the light of another (here, clearly, what counts is
the hierarchical order among values in different political communities).
Finally, (3) interpretations might diverge also as far as the translation of
values and principles into political practices is concerned. Below are some
examples of the specific EU interpretations of its values and principles.
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1. An example of the first process is provided by the value of liberty in
the context of freedom of speech: blasphemy and racist speech are
regarded as belonging to the same category of ‘hate speech’ in the US,
while in Europe they are distinguished as, respectively, attacks on ideas
(legal) and attacks on a person (illegal). According to Guy Haarscher, two
different interpretations of ‘liberty’ based on two different historical
experiences are at stake (Haarscher 2001: 98–101), but clearly part of the
explanation of this treatment of blasphemy in the US rests also on 
the place of religious values in the socio-political context: according to the
WVS, Americans turn out to be far more traditional (i.e. religious, patri-
otic; against abortion, euthanasia, divorce and suicide) than any European
country except Ireland (Inglehart et al. 2004).

A further example has to do with the rejection in the EU of the death
penalty, which in the Charter of Fundamental Rights derives directly from
the value of dignity (Chapter 1, Article 2.1). Here the ‘right to life’
(expression of the value of dignity) is read together with an interpretation
of the value of justice, where justice does not translate into directly pro-
portional punishment for the offence. The different stance of the EU and
the US on this aspect is well known, and has created problems relating to
release of prisoners from Europe to the US as a form of co-operation in
the fight against terrorism.

2. As for the second process (specific interpretations of a certain value
in the light of other values or principles), embedded liberalism – an eco-
nomic liberalism that should support domestic economic stability and
social security – is a telling case. Although some authors regard it as a
shared pillar of the (Western) order since World War II (Ikenberry 1996),
this is undeniably a European value more than anyone else’s. The peculiar
interpretation given in Europe to liberalism as a value and a pillar of
order has made it possible for the European societies to develop the
strongest Welfare State systems in the world, despite the liberalization of
markets. This was made possible by two other values and a principle of the
European tradition: solidarity, justice and the principle of the rule of law.
The result has been a peculiar understanding of liberalism, which sees the
logic of free trade embedded by the need to safeguard also the other two
values. If this has been applied since the beginning within the EC/U and
its member states, it has also begun to influence also the EU’s foreign
policy. The TEU affirmed that international co-operation, as an aim of the
Common Foreign Policy and Security Policy (CFSP), should help develop-
ing countries in a smooth and gradual integration into the world
economy, at the same time calling for their sustainable social and political
development (Article 130u). Furthermore, some positions taken by the
EU at the WTO negotiations can hardly be explained by looking at the
material benefits, only as ways to support underdeveloped countries.
Some observers point to the Commission’s position on the TRIPs agree-
ment (intellectual property rights) as a case in point (Van den Hoven
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2006). Clearly, this does not tell the full story of the EU’s positions at the
WTO negotiations, where interests matter as much as values (if we admit
that for analytical reasons they can be kept separate).

The principle of sustainable development, widely used in the EU frame-
work, emerges out of a combination of three core values: justice, solidarity
and what I labelled ‘harmony with nature’. The label ‘harmony with nature’
has been chosen to convey the idea that human progress cannot be dis-
connected from its effects on a natural world of which humankind is part.
From here originates the idea of the centrality of the implementation of the
principle of sustainable development, both within the Union and as part of
its environmental policy and development co-operation policy (COM 1992,
2001a). As a matter of fact the Treaty of Amsterdam made sustainable devel-
opment an objective of EU policies (Baker 2000). Both this principle and
the precautionary principle are core ideas in EU environmental policy, while
they find little space in US policy in this field (Baker and McCormick 2004).
The principle of prevention was stated as early as the Treaty of Rome (Article
174). Though the precautionary principle was mentioned in the Rome
Treaty with reference to the environment, later the Commission underlined
that it is an EU general principle applicable particularly to ‘environmental
protection, human, animal and plant health’ (COM 2000: 9; cf. Baker 2006).

Within the context of EU environmental policy, particularly as far as
global warming is concerned, there is a further specification of this prin-
ciple and the principle of responsibility: ‘responsibility towards the future
generations’ (see COM 2000: 7; Baker 2006). Reference to responsibilities
towards future generations, on the contrary, remains vague both in the
Charter of Fundamental Rights (limited to a sentence in the Preamble,
with no specification of the rights of the future generations) and in the
Constitution, whose Preamble recalls the individual’s ‘responsibilities
towards future generations and the Earth’.

3. The third form of peculiar interpretation by the EU of largely shared
values and principles has to do with the peculiarities of transposition of
such values and principles into external political conduct. There are a
number of peculiarities in EU practices, some of which are referred to in
the literature:

• Structural prevention. The attempt to adopt a preventative approach to
the emergence of economic and security problems. Such an approach
is widely recognized as a typical one and a specific term has been
coined for it – structural foreign policy (Keukeleire 2003) – in fact it
also links to the idea of the EU as a civilian power (Telò 2004).

• Holism. This is the attitude that considers structural links among
various causes of a problem as well as among various instruments to
prevent or solve it. The way in which terrorism is treated in recent
documents on this issue illustrates this inclination (cf. European
Council 2003).
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• Mainstreaming. The concept is closely connected to the previous two
practices and refers to the decision to evaluate each policy on the
basis of its ability to safeguard a certain value or principle, e.g. gender
protection (gender mainstreaming); conflict prevention; environ-
mental protection.

• Institutionalization and regulation. The EU shows a strong preference
for what John Ikenberry calls ‘constitutionalism’, i.e. joint principles
and commitment anchored in binding institutional mechanisms
(Ikenberry 1996). This faith in institutional settings is coupled with a
distinct attitude towards regulation. The EU tends to (over)regulate
domestically and also to develop and support institutional regulatory
frameworks internationally (if not globally). This leads the EU to
support and develop treaties, conventions (those concerning human
rights are now part of the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and the
EU Constitution) and international regimes (the international regime
on climate change is particularly telling of this attitude). Similarly,
this faith explains the EU’s support for the creation of supranational
institutions such as the International Criminal Court (ICC). Support
for the ICC, although a bit controversial initially, has since been
demonstrated in a number of ways, not least the attempt by the EU to
gain the Asian, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries’ support for
the ICC as part of the first review of the Cotonou Agreement (Febru-
ary 2005). In the case of the ICC, clearly not only the value of justice
was at stake, but also the acceptance of supranationality.

• Multilateralism. To the EU, this has become something more than ‘an
institutional form that coordinates relations among three or more
states on the basis of generalized principles of conduct’ (Ruggie 1993:
11): it has become a value to safeguard. As with any value, it is at times
infringed (cf. Jørgensen in this volume), but the overall attitude in EU
foreign policy shows how multilateralism has become a core principle
of political interaction both within the Union (among the member
states) and in EU external relations. The relevance of multilateralism
for the EU has been recently recalled by the Council (European
Council 2003) and the Commission (COM 2003b). Multilateralism
has eventually become part of the European political identity – as was
the case for post-World War II Germany (Maull 1995–96, 2000; Nar-
nisch and Maull 2001) – while it seemed to be more a tool in the case
of US foreign policy.

• Constructive engagement. This refers to the preference on the EU side
for exercising pressure on another side more though partnership and
dialogue than through sanctions. This is what the EU and other
observers claim is taking place in EU relations with Iran and China.

• Legalism. This is the tendency to evaluate legitimacy on the basis of the
legality conferred by adherence to an institutional framework (UN)
and international law (UN authorization).
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The origins: where do the interpretations of values come
from?

It would be impossible to trace here the origin of each value which is con-
stitutive of the EU’s self-image and, ultimately, role articulation: values
and their interpretation have not one single origin but are the result of
complex interactive dynamics which cannot be analysed in detail in this
context. What I can do here is to point to five major dynamics in the
process of interpretation (i.e. self-identification) and provide some
examples.

The initial telos

Although various origins of the interpretations of EU values can be identi-
fied, one cannot avoid mentioning the most fundamental one: the initial
raison d’être of integration, what has been called its telos (Habermas 2001).
The integration process started as a nearly utopian project of peace
through co-operation among former enemies, economic development
and democratic consolidation (if not transition) of the member states.
The dramatic experiences of the ‘brief century’, particularly as far as dicta-
torship and the Holocaust are concerned, had reinforced Europeans’
faith in the value of democratic systems, human dignity and solidarity, and
had equally created shared memories of suffering – although experienced
on opposing fronts. Although the Union’s telos is not as strong and visible
as it was at the outset (as Joseph Weiler has argued, 2001; see also Haber-
mas 2001), the founding values of the Union were never abandoned in
the political system and continue to be visible in its foreign policy
performance. To those founding values of democracy, liberty, solidarity
and human dignity others have been added over time (‘harmony with
nature’ and multilateralism are cases in point). One can see differing
interpretations or contending priorities concerning values and/or prin-
ciples among the various actors involved in the EU foreign policy-making.
One can also see inconsistency both over time and across cases, but one is
always left with the impression that there are constitutive elements of the
EU political identity at work.

Culture and history

As we have already seen, it is by no means uncommon to find authors who
consider political values (and political identity) as a direct emanation of
religious beliefs (Huntington 1996). Although I do not share the view of
complete dependence of political values on cultural (religious) values, it is
undeniable that culture provides one of the most important frameworks
in which values are interpreted. (Others include the institutional and
legal context, domestic and international pressures and forms of ‘conta-
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gion’.) The example of the different interpretation of the value of
freedom of speech in the case of blasphemy and in the case of racist
speech should be illustrative of the role of culture. Secularism is a deeply
held value among Europeans, even those from Catholic countries (Ingle-
hart et al. 2004), a value which defines the boundaries of appropriateness
in EU institutions, as shown by the case of the rejection by the European
Parliament of Rocco Buttiglione as EU Commissioner for having shaped
his political language on the basis of religious beliefs (which had led him
to consider gays as ‘sinners’). Such deeply held secularism undoubtedly
also has its origin in the peculiar European experience of the relationship
between the political and the religious spheres to which corresponded two
secular powers (the State and the Church). Secularism became a value
only with the French Revolution, after decades of continuing conflicts
between these two powers.

The years that followed, then, were consolidating years for the found-
ing principle of a separation between State and Church, and between
religious and political beliefs, but the road was long and hard (suffice to
recall the vicissitudes of the relationship between the Italian state and
the Vatican) and political institutions felt the need to institutionalize
such a value and instil it in the consciences of its citizens. This process
did not need to take place in the US, where, as Huntington recalls, the
Pilgrim Fathers had no Church and no State to face (Huntington 2004).
This different historical evolution of the same Christian religion had
implications also as far as other values are concerned, such as ‘embed-
ded liberalism’ and ‘harmony with nature’: Hutton (2002, reported in
Welsh 2006) reads the EU’s and US’s different attitude to nature, prop-
erty and eventually science as a consequence of the universal availability
of landed property enjoyed by the Protestant settlers. The state-
institutionalized defence of property rights has thus constrained the
state in pursuit of a common good or interest. On the other side, the
European feudal experience (feudal rights) coupled with the influence
of Catholicism (solidarity) has created a different duty for European
states to intervene for the pursuit of the public good and to guarantee
elements of redistributive justice. This is how liberalism became ‘embed-
ded’. As for the relationship with nature, the wide availability of land in
the US did not force the people and the states to consider it a funda-
mental element of survival and an element which imposed reciprocal
relations with those exploiting the same territory or the neighbours, as
was the case in Europe.

Contagion and learning

Contagion is the application of the same values/principles/styles to polit-
ical areas other than those in which they were first applied, as a result of
spill-over effects or processes of imitation. In contrast, learning refers to
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the actual cognitive development which derives from experience.
Examples of contagion and learning are of multiple types. They can be:

• Cross-issue, that is, from one issue area to another. As we have seen, for
example, the preventative and precautionary principles, first used in
the field of environmental policy, have subsequently been considered
core principles in other areas, even including security. A good
example of cross-issue contagion is provided by the practice of main-
streaming. For instance, the TEU made respect for democracy and
human rights general principles of EU law, and this then implied that
all other activities, including development co-operation policy, should
be subject to it. This is the context in which democratic conditionality
becomes a practice of EU foreign policy. Analogously, equality, first
applied to the area of equal payment (TEU) was later applied to many
more areas, leading eventually to its mainstreaming with the Treaty of
Amsterdam and, thereby, its application also in other areas, such as in
development co-operation policy.

• Diachronic, that is, in the same area, over time. A learning process has
occurred throughout the integration process, whereby the specific
interpretation of EU values and principles has evolved. For instance,
in the field of gender equality, not only the areas in which the value
has been applied have grown over time, but the specific understand-
ing of the terms ‘gender’ and ‘equality’ have undergone a process of
learning influenced by the intellectual debate on these issues over the
years. From an understanding of women in biological, individual
terms, the EC started in the 1980s to recognize women as a group.
Furthermore, from an initial use of positive discrimination, the EC
moved on also to request positive action. Finally, since the 1990s, the
EU has considered gender as a socially constructed biological dif-
ference, and has mainstreamed gender policies (Pollack and Hafner-
Burton 2000). Changes occurred in the EU development co-operation
policy from the initial association system established with the Treaty of
Rome (an involuntary and unilaterally granted association system), to
first the Yaoundé Agreement (voluntary and negotiated), eventually
to arrive, through the various Lomé Conventions, at the 2000
Cotonou Agreement, which introduced criteria of allocation
according to performance, conditionality and constructive dialogue.
All such changes are presented by the EU as the result of a learning
process (http://europa.eu.int/comm/development/body/cotonou/
overview_en. htm).

• Externalization of domestic values occurs when principles and values
developed in the domestic EU context are transposed into EU foreign
policy. Examples have been already provided as far as the precaution-
ary principle in environmental politics is concerned (now a core
principle also of the EU’s global environmental policy), equality,
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responsibility, democracy and human rights, and so on. Possibly the
most striking feature is represented by the practice of multilateralism,
which in the EU case has become a value in itself (cf. Jørgensen in
Chapter 2 of this volume). Through the integration process, the
member states and European institutions have learned to behave in a
multilateral way among themselves. Even in the most demanding
areas, such as member states’ foreign policy, ‘states have increasingly
learned to define many . . . of their foreign policy positions in terms
of collectively defined values and goals’ (M. E. Smith 2004: 99). In
other words, multilateralism has become a praxis of behaviour which
represents ‘normality’; defections from normality occur, but are
denounced as infringements of acceptable behaviour. This faith in
multilateralism has then important repercussions in the EU’s foreign
policy, as we have seen above.

Direct contribution of the member states

Member states have been the core actors behind the EU integration
process, so all the values and principles which are now called ‘EU’s’ derive
from the member states’ political systems and culture. However, there are
differences whose explanation will be provided below. The greater
emphasis of the EU’s development and co-operation policy on people-
oriented development, poverty reduction, gender equality and sustainable
development derives also from the development tradition of some EU
member states (Nöel and Thérein 1995). At the same time the allocation
of resources, particularly in the initial years, reflected very much the
member states’ specific interests (former colonies in the past; countries
strategic for security reasons since 2001), as the OECD figures on funds
allocation testify (http://www.oecd.org/dac). Another good example of
the influence of member states in the interpretation of EU values
(particularly in terms of the transposition of a value into a specific role
duty) is provided by the influence exercised by the then recently entered
Nordic countries on the mainstreaming of conflict prevention in Göte-
borg in 2001.

The EU’s unique institutional structure

The most common response to the argument that the EU tends to adopt a
structural foreign policy is that there is nothing else it can do. To put it
simply, this would be ‘making a virtue of necessity’, given the fact that the
EU lacks a traditional foreign-policy capacity (the CFSP introduced by
TEU did not create an EU capacity beyond the member states’ will, nor
has it given the EU independent military instruments), while it has
developed instruments and decisional capacity of a non-military, non-
diplomatic nature (namely, the external relations branch of EU foreign
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policy). Put in these terms, this institutional explanation of the peculiari-
ties of the EU’s international role is limited to its deficiencies: should it
develop a full-fledged foreign and security policy it would behave in a
traditional way. This reading is definitely reductionist, but one cannot
deny the influence of the EU’s institutional structure on the specific defin-
ition of values and role that has been undertaken by the EU. The idea that
the EU behaves differently because it is differently constituted has now
been rethought, underlining more its peculiar institutional structure than
its incomplete character (cf. Manners and Whitman 2003).

In the first place it is the peculiar structure of the EC/U that has forced
the member states to develop a multilateral form of interaction as the
‘appropriate’ one. As Michael E. Smith observes, ‘institutional mechan-
isms have both pre-empted the formation of fixed national foreign policy
preferences and . . . socialized its elite participants into articulating a
common European policy [on an expanding number of issues]’. Further-
more, the densely institutionalized social setting in which EU member
states interact conditions them ‘to rely on shared values, ideas or know-
ledge in making their decisions’ (M. E. Smith 2004: 99–100). This implies
that the institutional structure of the EU has shaped a political system in
which multilateralism has become at the same time a diplomatic necessity
and a value in itself; a system which constitutes the social and political
tissue in which socialization around shared value interpretations could
more easily take place (cf. Aggestam in Chapter 1 of this volume). Finally,
this internal definition of multilateralism as a ‘normal’ condition of inter-
action is clearly an important fact in the EU’s preference for what I have
labelled institutionalization and regulation. Due to the EU’s institutional
structure, sovereignty in Europe is no longer a monolithic concept:
pulling and sharing of sovereignty is a daily reality, a reality which can be
more easily accepted in the creation of international institutionalized
structures of global governance.

In the second place, the peculiar structure of the EU (supranational,
intergovernmental, characterized by a multi-level system of governance)
significantly influences the way in which it performs its international role
in specific fields more influenced by the hybridity of its structure. For
instance, in the field of development co-operation policy the EU is both a
bilateral donor and a multilateral: in this it is unique among development
co-operation institutions (Bonaglia et al. 2006). This implies that,
although some features of EU development co-operation appear clearly,
as we have seen, there is no fully homogeneous EU model of development
co-operation. Furthermore, legal provisions are ambiguous enough to
allow for different interpretations by the member states. This may account
for some of the inconsistencies but probably also for some specific inter-
pretations which result from the necessary compromised position between
the different actors involved.
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A European dream fulfilled? In place of a conclusion

It has been argued here that the EU is a peculiar actor in world politics.
Its peculiarity derives from (1) a European interpretation of some widely
shared values and principles (e.g. embedded liberalism, harmony with
nature; the pervasiveness of the preventative and precautionary principles,
etc.); (2) the peculiar role conceptions shaped around these values
and principles (somehow missionary without being crusading; secular;
responsible); (3) the specific mode of transformation of roles into role
performance (structural prevention, holism, mainstreaming, institutional-
ism and regulation, multilateralism, constructive engagement, legalism).
The origin of such a peculiarity is claimed to be multiple (initial telos,
culture and history, contagion and learning, institutional structure).

However, is this ‘difference’ relevant? In other words, does it lead to a
perceptible difference in impact? Only partly. This is the reason why the
idea of the EU as a qualitatively different international actor has attracted
criticism, particularly but not only outside Europe (Kagan 2003), but it is
also one of the reasons to affirm that the EU is still largely an actor whose
self-identification arises largely from its external performance.

The first difficulty in showing that ‘difference matters’ has to do with
clear incoherencies between role conception and role performance. Not
only does the EU frequently not implement the sanctions that condition-
ality would imply (see K. Smith in Chapter 9 of this volume), but some-
times it fails to match deeds with fact. For instance, figures on the
allocation of funds in development co-operation policy show that money
does not get to the worst-off states, partly because the introduction of the
democratic conditionality clause puts those countries in a difficult posi-
tion. This raises a second problem, which is definitely not exclusively the
EU’s, which is the existence of values which do not conflict among them-
selves but whose implementation leads to conflicting policies: should the
EU privilege partnership and constructive engagement or conditionality?
Should it aim more at fighting poverty or tyranny? This is one cause for
lack of coherence, to which are clearly to be added the different interests
of the member states, the peculiar institutional structure of the EU which
disperses foreign-policy responsibilities, and others.

There is then the difficulty faced by the EU in showing effectiveness. It
is not by chance that Solana introduced in the ESS a reference to effective
multilateralism, to show that impact counts. The EU difficulty is a double
one: the actual limits to the EU’s impact, but also the EU’s difficulties in
communicating difference. Ineffectiveness is by far the most criticized
aspect of EU distinctiveness. The origins of this are largely claimed to be
the inefficient decision-making machinery, the lack of a sanctioning
system (or unwillingness to use it when available), a political culture and
historical experience which have led the EU to imagine the world in its
own image, thereby losing the capacity to see it for what it is and choose
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the tools accordingly (Kagan 2003). As most of the traditional institutional
criticisms are well known, I prefer to spend a few words on the latter. I
believe that it would be a great mistake not to take advantage of Kagan’s
simplistic though provocative analysis of the EU as a Venusian polity to
reflect on his message. More than anything else, I believe that there are
serious signs that the EU (and the member states therein) has lost the
capacity to cope with conflict. It is not simply a question of having or not
having military forces, but a question of contemplating politics in all its
variety; a question of seriously recognizing that the Kantian world we
would like to construct is not a reality in the largest part of Earth; it is a
question of asking ourselves how to cope with this world when all other
instruments fail to match the objective. Relying on the UN Charter is
simply no response, as the Charter does not provide a political response to
the problem, nor does the rest of international law. Legalism is a severe
limit to the EU’s ability to formulate new positions on the use of force in
the changed international scenario. Nor is an answer provided by follow-
ing the US, as some EU member states have done in the case of the Iraq
war of 2003, dismissing – if temporarily – other European shared values.

The second difficulty in showing that ‘difference matters’ has to do
with the repercussions of the self-identification process. As we saw at the
beginning, political identity and self-image influence role conception
and performance, but at the same time role performance feeds back
into the process of self-identification, particularly in the case of imper-
fectly consolidated polities. The EU’s failure to show effectiveness
(which, in any case, is difficult to show in the case of long-term meas-
ures) and the availability of examples of incoherence (which are imme-
diately denounced through the media far more than success stories)
diminish the EU’s credibility and legitimacy before its citizens. Faith in
the interpretation of values that are presented as constitutive of the EU
as a political group is at risk. If we couple this with the new, epochal
enlargement of 2004, and the impossibility of predicting now the ability
of EU institutions to both constrain and socialize the new member
states, the ‘European dream’ (Rifkin 2004) will continue to be a dream,
a process-in-the-making for a long time to come. The basis is there, the
outcome of the process not fully so.
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4 The symbolic manifestation of
the EU’s normative role in world
politics

Ian Manners

The unfreezing of both the international order and the intellectual order
in the post-Cold War era has encouraged fundamentally different ways of
conceiving and understanding the roles of the European Union (EU) in
world politics. In particular, the influences of social theory developed
during the 1960s and 1970s were turned to by scholars eager to overcome
the ‘failure of international relations as an intellectual project’ (Buzan
and Little 2001). In this chapter, in line with the analytical framework
developed in the book’s introductory chapter, I will engage in a five-part
consideration of the symbolic manifestation of the EU’s normative role in
world politics. By drawing on social theory I first suggest how understand-
ing symbolism can help us to explain the EU’s normative role through the
use of role theory, negotiated order and symbolic manifestation. I then
proceed to use this understanding in a discussion of common EU role
conceptions, including a normative role. Third, I look at the origins of the
EU’s normative role by discussing its constitutive norms, together with
some examples of their symbolic manifestation. Next, I examine how the
EU’s normative role is institutionalized through a consideration of the
EU’s symbolic manifestation in three distinct forms – totems, rituals and
taboos. Finally, I conclude by discussing six examples of the EU’s norm-
ative role performance and role impact. In this chapter I argue that a
fuller understanding of the EU’s roles in world politics, and in particular
its normative role, requires us to engage in the study of the symbolic mani-
festation of these roles. In this respect the chapter will both develop a
theoretical aspect of EU roles considered in the earlier part of the book
and complement the more empirical contributions of the chapters in the
later part of the book.

Role theory, negotiated order and symbolic manifestation

As Kal Holsti recognized in 1970, ‘the notion that individual behaviour
may be patterned to fit the expectations of others goes back to the begin-
ning of this century’ and he identified the work of John Dewey and
George Herbert Mead as laying the foundations of understanding the



social psychology of role theory (Holsti 1970: 236–7). Mead’s develop-
ment of symbolic interaction theory to help explain the importance of
significant symbols and role-playing in the emergence of self and other is
central to understanding the interaction between role theory, negotiated
order and symbolic transactions (see Mead 1934). Drawing on the work of
the pragmatists and symbolic interactionists of the 1930s, scholars in the
1950s and 1960s began to develop the co-constitutive relationship between
role theory (with its emphasis on ontological independence) and negoti-
ated order (with its emphasis on structural conditions). In particular
Erving Goffman (1959), together with Peter Berger and Thomas Luck-
mann’s (1966) work on role theory, raised questions about the relation-
ship between self and institutional order in social life (see Berger and
Luckmann 1967: 89–96, and Calhoun 1995: 197–8). The symbolic interac-
tionist work of Anselm Strauss marked the next stage in these develop-
ments by introducing the notion of ‘negotiated order’:

The negotiated order on any given day could be conceived as the sum
total of the organisation’s rules and policies, along with whatever
agreements, understandings, pacts, contracts, and other working
arrangements currently obtained.

(Strauss 1978: 5–6, in Thomas 1984: 214)

Strauss’s argument that ‘all social order has a negotiated element’, and
that negotiations always occur ‘under specific structural conditions’, has
proved to be influential in anthropology, sociology and organizational
management (see Strauss et al. 1963, Munch 1986 and Benjamin 2003). Of
particular interest here is the argument that the interactions between
actors and negotiated order are heavily influenced by symbolic power –
‘the power to determine the situation in which interactions take place’
(Hallett 2003: 130).

The study of the EU’s role in world politics has been influenced in
important ways by this work on role theory and negotiated order. In
particular, the application of role theory to the foreign policies of EU
member states (see Aggestam 1999, 2004) and the EU itself (see Lerch
2001, 2003a, b) has proved of value. In parallel the application of negoti-
ated order to the EU (see M. Smith 1996, 2000) has also made a valuable
contribution. In line with the aim of this volume, my focus in the rest of
the chapter will be on understanding how the symbolic manifestation of
the EU influences its role in shaping the negotiated order of world poli-
tics. Before doing so, I shall briefly return to the discussion of inter-
national role conceptions of the EU as developed by Richard Whitman
and myself in order to clarify the normative role of the EU in world
politics.
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Role conceptions: the EU’s normative role

In recent years I have argued that the debate over the international role of
the EU has been dominated by a dichotomy between the ideal types of
‘civilian power Europe’ and ‘military power Europe’ (see Manners 2000a,
2002). As Richard Whitman and myself have discussed elsewhere, whereas
discussions regarding the civilian and military roles of the EU tend to
focus on the question of capabilities, my argument in favour of the EU’s
normative role requires a discussion of culturation and conciliation
(Manners and Whitman 2003: 390–1).

Understanding culturation demands that we consider the extent to
which the EU’s civilian role provides continuity (albeit on a larger scale)
of many, if not all, the norms of Westphalian international relations – in
particular the inside/outside distinction between those within and without
Europe (Manners 2002: 238; Manners and Whitman 2003: 390). Similarly,
although discussions of the EU’s civilian role clearly emphasize the
strengthening of international society and international law, they rarely go
as far as arguing for the transformation of the international system into
one normatively cultured by, for example, Kantian cosmopolitian ethics
and Habermasian discourse ethics. Finally, proponents of a greater civil-
ian role for the EU are generally in favour of economies of scale when
enlarging and deepening the EU – that somehow a federal union of 25
and more member states would be able to resist the seduction of looking
and behaving like a great power. My argument behind the EU’s normative
role is that only constant reflexive monitoring by us all of the EU’s
particular historical evolution, hybrid polity and constitutional configura-
tion will ensure that the processes of European integration result in a
more normative Union for the good of all, rather than simply a bigger EU
state for the good of some.

Understanding conciliation demands that we consider the extent to
which the EU’s military role ensures the continuity (albeit in a different
form) of many, if not all, the norms of Westphalian international relations
that favour intervention in the symptoms of conflict over conciliation in
the causes of conflict (Manners 2002: 238; Manners and Whitman 2003:
390). Empirically, these two approaches can be differentiated in terms of
whether conflict is resolved through shorter-term intervention in the con-
flict (i.e. changing the conflict itself) or through longer-term conciliation
of the parties (i.e. changing the norm of conflict). My argument behind
the EU’s normative role is that understanding and resolving conflict
involves addressing the structural causes of conflict and the associated
extreme constructions of difference. Richard Whitman and I have illus-
trated these three relationships between the EU’s primary roles in world
politics as shown in Figure 4.1.
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Role origins – the EU’s normative constitution

Article I-2. The Union’s values
The Union is founded on the values of respect for human dignity,
liberty, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human
rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minority groups.
These values are common to the Member States in a society in which
pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity, and the
principle of equality between women and men prevail.

Article I-3. The Union’s objectives
4 In its relations with the wider world, the Union shall uphold and

promote its values and interests. It shall contribute to peace, secur-
ity, the sustainable development of the earth, solidarity and mutual
respect among peoples, free and fair trade, eradication of poverty
and protection of human rights and in particular children’s rights,
as well as to strict observance and development of international
law, including respect for the principles of the United Nations
Charter.

As articles I-2 and I-3 of the Constitution for Europe illustrate, over the
past 50 years the EU has developed a series of founding values and wider
objectives that contribute to its constituting the normative elements of its
international identity (Manners and Whitman 1998, 2003). These values
and objectives (Figure 4.2) are reflected in nine norms that I have
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previously argued are constitutive of the EU’s normative role in world
politics (Manners 2000a: 32–4; 2002: 242–3). In the context of my discus-
sion of the EU’s normative role in world politics, I shall briefly revisit these
norms and reflect on how they are symbolically manifested.

The first EU norm is peace – Robert Schuman’s opening words on 9 May
1950 provided the historical raison d’être for European integration; ‘world
peace cannot be safeguarded without the making of creative efforts pro-
portionate to the dangers which threaten it’. Reiterated again in the pre-
ambles of the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), the Treaty
establishing the European Community (TEC), and the Treaty on Euro-
pean Union, Article I-3 of the Constitution for Europe establishes peace as
the EU’s primary objective: ‘1. The Union’s aim is to promote peace, its
values and the well-being of its peoples.’ As the Nobel Peace Prize laureate
John Hume has observed, the EU norm of peace is crucially symbolized in
world politics by the existence of the EU itself:

it is now clear that European Union is the best example in the history
of the world of conflict resolution and it is the duty of everyone,
particularly those who live in areas of conflict, to study how it was
done and to apply its principles to their own conflict resolution.

(John Hume 1998)

The second EU norm is liberty – freedom within a social context. Liberty,
similar to the norms of democracy, rule of law and human rights, was cod-
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ified as founding norms by the revised Article 6 of the consolidated Treaty
on European Union after the Amsterdam summit in 1997. The Charter of
Fundamental Rights of the European Union adopted at the Nice Euro-
pean Council in December 2000, and incorporated into the Constitution
for Europe, develops the EU understanding of liberty. Title II of the
Charter sets out 14 rights and freedoms, starting with Article II-66: ‘Every-
one has the right to liberty and security of the person.’ The EU norm of
liberty is symbolized in world politics by the rights, freedoms and
responsibilities held and exercised by EU citizens and institutions, for
example the rights of EU citizenship and the four freedoms of the single
market.

The third EU norm is democracy – the promotion of a particular form,
organization and philosophy of political life. The participation and
requirements of democracy have been a constitutive norm of the EU since
its birth, with Schuman arguing in the French National Assembly in 1948
that ‘we intend to prepare for its [Germany’s] admission to a peaceful,
democratic organisation of European nations’. Thus, from the inception
of the ECSC and ECs until 1970, democracy was the membership norm of
the EC. This norm was first codified in the 1970 Luxembourg Report
which stated that membership of the EC was open only to democratic
states with freely elected parliaments. During the 1990s, the EU was far
more explicit in the promotion and requirements of democracy for mem-
bership (Copenhagen Criteria, 1993), for development aid (conditionality
clauses, 1995), and in its foreign-policy provisions. The EU norm of demo-
cracy is symbolized in world politics by its promotion and conditionality in
relations with its closest partners, for example as part of the transition and
accession processes with Central and Eastern Europe.

The fourth EU norm is human rights – one of the most visible and pro-
moted norms of the post-Cold War era. Alongside democracy and the rule
of law, respect for human rights was made explicit in the December 1973
Copenhagen document on ‘European identity’ (Manners and Whitman
1998: 236). Within Europe, human rights law had been progressively
developed through the ECHR, and the interpretations of the European
Court of Justice. By the 1990s, similar to democracy, human rights were
given prominence in the Treaty on European Union and are now pro-
moted through a variety of means, including conditionality clauses in
enlargement and development aid. The EU norm of human rights is sym-
bolized in world politics by the high-profile positions taken by the EU at,
among others, the UN Commission on Human Rights and visible pres-
ence of the EC’s observer status to the Commission.

The fifth EU norm is the rule of law – the political foundations provided
by just legal systems and equal protection for all. The rule of law is seen as
essential for ensuring the stability and success of the other norms of
liberty, democracy and human rights. Hence, these four norms are to be
found promoted together through development aid, CFSP and the
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Copenhagen membership criteria. The Constitution for Europe ensures
that the rule of law continues to be promoted in external action and inter-
national relations, but with additional references to ‘respect for the prin-
ciples of the United Nations Charter and international law’ (Article
III-292). The EU norm of the rule of law is symbolized in world politics by
the EU’s threefold commitment to the communitarian law of the acquis
communautaire, international law developed through the principles of the
UN charter, and cosmopolitan law involving a ‘commitment to individual
rights and principles in accordance with the ECHR [European Conven-
tion on Human Rights] and the UN’ (Manners 2002: 241).

The sixth EU norm is equality – the legal prohibition of discrimination
together with proactive policies to promote equality. The norm of equality
has become one of the most promoted norms discussed here, moving
from a relatively narrow focus on preventing discrimination based on
nationality to the far broader and prominent principles of equality in
Article I-2 of the Constitution for Europe. In the 1990s, equality norms
expanded beyond nationality to include equality between men and
women (TEC, Article 2), the protection of minorities (Copenhagen Cri-
teria), and ‘action to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic
origin, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation’ (TEC,
Article 13). The EU norm of equality is symbolized in world politics by the
mainstreaming of Article 13 actions through the creation of institutions
such as the European Monitoring Centre on Racism and Xenophobia and
the Gender Equality Institute, as well as the promotion of equality at con-
ferences such as the 1995 Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing
and the 2001 World Conference against Racism, Racial Discrimination,
Xenophobia and Related Intolerance in Durban.

The seventh EU norm is social solidarity – the promotion of the social
economy, the social partnership and social justice within the EU, and in
relations with the developing world. Alongside the norms of democracy,
the rule of law and respect for human rights, social solidarity has been
emphasized as a norm in the 1973 Copenhagen Declaration, the 1986
Foreign Ministers’ Declaration, the 1991 Council Resolution, the 2000
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the Union, and the Constitution for
Europe. The Charter of Fundamental Rights makes these norms explicit
with its Title IV on solidarity, including workers, the family, health and
social security rights. The EU norm of social solidarity is symbolized in
world politics by the fairly recent and relatively unique EU commitment to
‘free and fair trade’ as found in policy developments and the Constitution
for Europe since it was placed on the agenda of the Doha Development
Agenda of the WTO by a combination of anti-globalization activists and
developing countries.

The eighth EU norm is sustainable development – a commitment to
‘development which meets the needs of the present without compromis-
ing the ability of future generations to meet their own needs’ (Brundtland
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1987: 5). This commitment, and the difficulties of reconciling economic
and environmental interests, have evolved slowly since the initial 1972 dec-
laration by heads of member states on Europe’s environment (Baker
1997: 92). The December 1988 Declaration on the Environment, the June
1990 Declaration on the Environmental Imperative and the Treaty on
European Union all contributed to the codification of the principle of sus-
tainable development in the Fifth Action Programme on the Environment
and Sustainable Development (Manners 2000b: 77; Lightfoot and Burchell
2005: 76). The EU norm of sustainable development is symbolized in
world politics by its clear and unambiguous commitment to the 1997
Kyoto Protocol to the 1992 United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change.

The ninth EU norm is good governance – the provision of open, partici-
patory and democratic governance without creating hierarchical, exclu-
sionary and centralized government. The norm of good governance is the
most recent norm to develop within the EU, reflecting its external promo-
tion through enlargement and development policies, and the concerns of
internal accountability and democracy within the EU. The norm has its
origins in the dual concerns to encourage stable institutions through the
accession process (Copenhagen Criteria, June 1993) and the international
spread of human rights, democracy and development through good gov-
ernance (Council Resolution, November 1991). The EU norm of good
governance is symbolized in world politics by the post-Iraq commitment to
‘a rule-based international order’ involving ‘spreading good governance,
supporting social and political reform, dealing with corruption and abuse
of power, establishing the rule of law and human rights are the best means
of strengthening the international order’ (Council of the European
Union 2003: 10).

The EU’s normative role in world politics is symbolically constituted by
the complex interaction of these nine norms. This pyramid of the EU
norms motivating and mediating the Union’s normative role in external
action can be illustrated as in Figure 4.2.

Role institutionalization: the EU’s symbolic manifestation

Having briefly revisited the nine norms that I argue constitute the EU’s
normative role, I will now turn to how this role is institutionalized through
its symbolic manifestations in world politics. Most of the work analysing
the EU’s roles in world politics has tended to focus on policies rather than
its symbolic manifestation. I am not suggesting that an emphasis on EU
policies towards the rest of the world is misplaced, simply that the sym-
bolic manifestation of the EU’s normative role reveals much more about
the political reality and social institutionalization of the EU’s international
identity – ‘symbols do not simply reflect our political reality: they actively
constitute it’ (Shore 2000: 89). It is possible to identify three differing
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manifestations of this symbolic constitution of reality through icons
(‘totems’), actions (‘rituals’) and beliefs (‘taboos’). The choice of sacred
discourse to describe this trichotomy of manifestations is a reflection of
the symbolic power I am trying to explain, rather than a commitment to
anything other than humanity as an organizing belief.

Symbolic totems

Article I-8. The symbols of the Union
The flag of the Union shall be a circle of twelve golden stars on a blue
background.
The anthem of the Union shall be based on the ‘Ode to Joy’ from the
Ninth Symphony by Ludwig van Beethoven.
The motto of the Union shall be: ‘United in diversity.’
The currency of the Union shall be the euro.
9 May shall be celebrated throughout the Union as Europe Day.

Symbolic totems are the tangible iconic manifestations of EU symbols in
the world. They are the most obvious, and most discussed, manifestation
of the EU’s physical presence in world politics. As Article I-8 from the
Constitution for Europe illustrates, the most apparent ‘symbols of the
Union’ are to be found as a result of the Adonnino committee’s work in
1984 – a flag, anthem and day of celebration (the motto and currency are
more recent developments). Although the anthem, motto and day are
very much unrecognizable totems for most EU citizens and non-citizens,
the flag and the currency have now achieved a much wider resonance.
Although not venerated in quite the same way, the EU border sign, pass-
port and driving licence/identity card all perform similar roles in making
tangible the EU as a physical presence with psychological consequences.
Of particular importance to the discussion of the EU in world politics are
the totems of the standard EU map and the Commission Representations.
The standard EU map serves as a multi-linguistic totem of who is in
and who is out, together with comparisons between the EU, the US and
Japan of area, population and gross domestic product. The Commission
Representations serve as the second most important totem (behind the
flag) of the EU’s physical presence in approximately 130 cities around the
world.

Symbolic rituals

Symbolic rituals are observable, although often intangible, symbolic mani-
festations of the EU in the world. They are also potentially equally
obvious, although in reality less discussed, manifestations of the EU’s prac-
tices in world politics. EU symbolic rituals are more deeply embedded
than the symbolic totems of the 1980s and 1990s discussed above. In
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particular, the ritualistic practices surrounding the ‘birth’ of the
Community located in Franco-German ‘rapprochement’ and involving
the ‘founding fathers’. Thus the rituals of France and Germany since
the Elysée Treaty (1963) include the explicitly visual practices of joint acts
of remembrance and hand-holding at war memorials, the joint posi-
tions/declarations generally agreed prior to IGCs (Nice excepted) and
the ultimate act of solidarity – President Chirac of France representing
Germany at an EU summit in October 2003. In more explicitly EU rituals,
the observation and veneration of the ‘founding fathers’ serve as a sym-
bolic manifestation of the ‘birth’ of the Community in Messianiac acts. The
clear identification of Jean Monnet, Robert Schuman, Konrad Adenauer,
Alcide De Gasperi and Paul-Henri Spaak, together with the possible inclu-
sion of Altiero Spinelli and Walter Hallstein, as the ‘founding fathers’
renders more solid the symbolic rituals of post-war reconciliation. In addi-
tion to the ritualistic veneration of these ‘fathers’ (through institutions,
societies and literature), the homes of Monnet and Schuman have
become museums and places of worship to European integration. Other
European rituals place emphasis on European years and cities through
the joint programmes with the Council of Europe which celebrate the
annual ‘European Year of . . .’, including languages, people with disabil-
ities, education or citizenship (in the 2000s), and the ‘European City of
Culture’. Undoubtedly the most important ritual for understanding the
EU in world politics is the physical performances by the variety of ‘repre-
sentatives’ of the Union, ranging from the Presidents of the Commission,
Council and Parliament, to the High and Special Representatives. These
performances may merely be verbal, as in declarations in front of the
press in Brussels, or they may be more physical, as in the High Representa-
tives’ ‘missions’ on foreign-policy tasks around the world.

Symbolic taboos

Symbolic taboos are found in usually unobservable and intangible dis-
courses, which reflect the manifestations of meanings and beliefs about the
EU. These are the least well studied and understood manifestations of the
EU’s meanings in world politics. Important as totems and rituals are, it is EU
symbolic taboos that shape and explain much of the EU’s social institutions,
and more importantly the way in which these manifest in world politics. Sym-
bolic taboos are very different from simple discourses within and without the
EU – they undoubtedly reinforce ‘the importance of symbols as repositories
of meaning and agents of consciousness’ (Shore 2000: 77). However, sym-
bolic taboos go further in providing a series of inviolable and sacrosanct
understandings about what the EU is and what the EU does. In this respect
symbolic taboos are constitutive of what the EU is and what it is not, and thus
what the EU could and could not do. In this respect symbolic taboos prede-
termine what might eventually turn into policy possibilities.
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Symbolic taboos include those phrases and sayings that are instantly
recognizable as the central discourse around which EU politics and pol-
icies revolve – from the treaties and declarations to the practical realities
of the policies. Examples of these taboos include the discourses of the
integration process itself and those of the EU in the world. Within the
former, the mere utterance of phrases such as ‘Europe will not be made
all at once, or according to a single plan’, ‘not merely unthinkable, but
materially impossible’, ‘common high authority’, ‘pooling of sovereignty’,
and ‘acquis communautaire’ provide both the rationale and the means
through which integration is to be achieved. In each case, it is very diffi-
cult to imagine the breaking of the spirit, if not the letter, of these taboos
in the integration process. More recent taboos are not as firmly sanctified
but still provide the means through which the EU now exists. These
include the ‘four freedoms’, ‘single currency’, ‘ending of the division of
the European continent’, ‘Copenhagen criteria’, ‘environmental impera-
tive’, ‘unity through diversity’ and ‘progressive framing of a common
defence policy’. In its relations with the rest of the world, taboo discourse
includes phrases such as ‘partnership and co-operation’, ‘near neighbour-
hood’, ‘network of agreements’, ‘rules-based system’, ‘Petersburg tasks’
and even ‘battlegroups’.

Role performance and impact: signs of the EU’s normative
role

To conclude, I will try to provide just a few examples of what I consider to
be signs, both indicative and symbolic, of the EU’s normative role in world
politics. To do this I will revisit the factors that shape EU norm diffusion
in world politics, using some of the symbolic manifestations to illustrate.
As I have suggested previously, the six factors shaping norm diffusion are
contagion, information, procedure, transference, overt presence and cul-
tural filter (Manners 2000a: 35–6; 2002: 244–5).

The contagion diffusion of norms takes place almost entirely
through the role of symbolic manifestations in diffusing ideas from the
EU to other political actors. An example of the contagion of symbolic
manifestations of the EU’s normative role can be found in the ways
in which symbolic taboos within the EU regarding the idea and means
of regional integration have diffused to other continents. Hence symbolic
discourses such as the creation of a ‘common high authority’, ‘four free-
doms’ and even a ‘single currency’ are seen in other regions of the
world as being so strong that they are worthy of imitation. Thus in both
South America (Mercosur, created in 1991) and Africa (the move
from the Organization of African Unity to the African Union in 2002)
we see regional organizations being created in order to imitate the per-
ceived worth of the EU’s symbolic taboos. The African Union (AU) is
particularly interesting in the way it sought to imitate the EU model –
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‘during the Lusaka Summit several references were made to the African
Union being loosely based on the European Union model, in which
respect it was said that Africa “should not re-invent the wheel” (South
African DFA 2002). Institutionally the AU mimics the EU, with its adminis-
trative Commission, Executive Council of member states’ foreign minis-
ters, Permanent Representatives Committee, Pan-African Parliament and
Court of Justice.

The informational diffusion of norms occurs through references to
totems, rituals and taboos in the messages and readings regarding the
EU’s normative role. The role of the EU in the immediate aftermath of
European or global tragedies serves as a good example of such informa-
tional diffusion. For example, take these four public statements as sym-
bolic manifestations of the EU’s normative role:

President Romano Prodi is visiting Enschede today to express Euro-
pean solidarity with the families stricken by the terrible accident that
occurred on Saturday 13 May. . . . The Commission has therefore
studied the possibility of providing financial support for the devas-
tated areas from the Structural Funds to assist the Dutch authorities
with the reconstruction and restoration.

(Commission 2000)

Dr Javier Solana, EU High Representative for the CFSP, expresses his
sadness at the death of EUMM monitors. . . . Dr Solana said ‘I deeply
regret the death yesterday of the two ELTNM monitors and their
interpreter. The men and women of the EUMM are carrying out a dif-
ficult but essential task with exemplary courage and dedication in the
interest of peace and stability in the whole region. The men that died
yesterday have paid the highest price for this ideal.’

(Council 2001a)

This barbaric attack was directed against the free world and our
common values. It is a watershed event and life will never be quite the
same again. European institutions and Governments will work closely
together with our American friends and partners in the defence of
freedom.

(Prodi 2001)

The General Affairs Council decided yesterday that Friday 14th Sep-
tember 2001 would be a European day of mourning for the victims of
the terrorist attacks in the USA. . . . Staff of the EU Institutions as well
as citizens of Brussels are invited to make the silence a collective act
. . . on Rond Point Schuman shortly before 12:00 noon tomorrow so
that the silence can be observed.

(Council 2001b)
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These statements illustrate a number of extremely important symbolic
manifestations at work. In particular, they suggest that EU leaders are able
to demonstrate many of the symbolic rituals closely associated with the
exercise of domestic and foreign policy. Equally interesting is the way in
which the rituals communicate solidarity, collectivity and distinctive
norms, such as social solidarity and sustainable peace in the ‘free world’
(see Manners 2005a on ‘sustainable peace’).

The procedural diffusion of norms takes place through the institutional-
ization of relationships between the EU and third parties, also involving
the range of symbolic manifestations. The relationship between the EU
and the ACP countries, as renewed and reinterpreted at Cotonou, Benin,
in 2000 serves as an interesting example of the symbolic manifestation of
the EU’s normative role. The Cotonou Agreement was accompanied by an
image of many hands holding a ‘solidarity jar’ (a large jar with many
holes) aloft. Sat on the lip of the solidarity jar is a globe with Europe and
Africa to the fore, and the inscription ‘ACP–UE, XXV years’ across the
Mediterranean Sea on the globe. The accompanying declaration read
thus:

The symbolism of the solidarity jar
The symbol chosen by the host country to illustrate the Cotonou
Agreement simultaneously embodies the power of union and the
importance of solidarity – the pierced jar will hold water only if the
people come together to plug its holes with their fingers. This sym-
bolic image, borrowed from Ghezo, former king of Dahomey (as
Benin used to be known), fits perfectly with the values which have
always underpinned relations between the European Union and the
ACP countries – values which are now more than ever crucial to the
successes of the future partnership.

(The ACP–EU Courier 2000).

The symbolic manifestation of the EU’s normative role in this image and
declaration should be apparent, but what is more interesting is that the
symbol was chosen by Benin using indigenous art. Thus, the procedural
diffusion between the EU and the ACP is institutionalized, for good or ill,
by the idea and image of the ‘power of union’, the ‘importance of solid-
arity’ and the need for ‘partnership’.

Transference diffusion concerns the transmission of norms when the EU
is involved in the transfer of material and immaterial assets such as
humanitarian aid and technical assistance. An interesting example of the
symbolic manifestation of the EU’s normative role was to be seen in
Ramalla, Palestine, in 2002. During most of 2002 Yasser Arafat, the former
premier of the Palestine Authority (PA), had been holed up in his Author-
ity headquarters in Ramalla. During that time, the Israeli government
systematically demolished all of the buildings in the Ramalla compound,
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except Arafat’s, in an attempt to force Arafat to bring a halt to the second
intifada. In parallel the US and EU negotiators worked hard to resolve the
conflict and ensure that both Arafat and the PA were not destroyed. At
the end of the siege, in late 2002, as Arafat finally walked away from the
compound, the images were transmitted live to the rest of the world. In
the background of these scenes, the last image of Ramalla was two flags
flying over the demolished compound and peace process – the Palestinian
Authority and the European Union. Like the role of all of these symbolic
manifestations of the EU’s normative role, the important thing to note is
not the success of the EU but the extent to which it is psycho-sociologically
associated with the process. (See Deutch and Kinnvall 2001; and Hansson
and Kinnvall 2004 for considerations of the social psychology of political
symbolism.)

The overt diffusion involving EU norms occurs as a result of the physical
presence of the EU in third states and international organizations. An
example of interest here is the symbolic manifestations of the EU in the
United Nations. Since the end of the Cold War the members of the EU
have become increasingly cohesive in their support of common EU posi-
tions both within the General Assembly and in the other UN organs. Of
particular interest symbolically is not the extent to which EU member
states’ representatives hold regular meetings to co-ordinate their posi-
tions, or the role of the EU Council presidency in speaking for the EU, but
the few symbolic examples of when EC representatives have the opportun-
ity to act as physical manifestations of the EC when they are given the
opportunity to speak in special sessions and specialist organs such as the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). Although relatively rare, this
symbolic ritual also performs the act of diffusing other symbolic taboos, in
particular ‘speaking with one voice’.

The cultural filter does not facilitate so much as shape and transform the
diffusion of EU norms. Kinnvall argues that the cultural filter is based on
the interplay between the construction of knowledge and the creation of
social and political identity by the subjects of norm diffusion (Kinnvall
1995: 61–71). The cultural filter becomes crucial in understanding how
and by what means EU symbolic manifestations are interpreted during
representation and reception. Equally important, as illustrated below, the
cultural filter is reflexive in that the EU itself adapts both its symbols and
its methods to its normative self-understanding. As I have discussed else-
where (Manners 2000a, 2002), since 1998 the EU has played an import-
ant, if not leading, role in pursuit of the international abolition of the
death penalty. It is important also to note the way in which the cultural
filter in the third countries, such as the US, has remained robust against
EU norm diffusion in this case. Because of the litigious–individualistic
nature of US society, the EU has focused its norms at the legal and indi-
vidual level, as the brief of amicus curiae (‘friend of the court’) helps illus-
trate. Amicus curiae briefs are submitted by amici (‘friends’ who are not
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party to the case), and with the consent of both parties, with the intention
of informing the court of information not available from the parties or
other amici (see Wilson 2004: 1–2, esp. n. 1). To give just one example of
the EU use of an amicus curiae in the case of Donald Roper v. Christopher
Simmons:

The European Union considers the principles of liberty, democracy,
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the rule of
law, to be of vital importance both nationally and in the international
community. . . . The EU and its Member States share the widespread
opinion of the international community of states that the execution of
persons below 18 years of age at the time of their offences violates
widely accepted human rights norms and the minimum standards of
human rights set forth by the United Nations. Furthermore, the EU
and its Member States are opposed to the death penalty in all cases
and accordingly aim at its universal abolition.

(Wilson 2004: 1–2)

Justice Kennedy. Let – let’s focus on the word ‘unusual’. Forget ‘cruel’ for
the moment, although they’re both obviously involved. We’ve seen very
substantial demonstration that world opinion is – is against this, at least
as interpreted by the leaders of the European Union. Does that have a
bearing on what’s unusual? Suppose it were shown that the United
States were one of the very, very few countries that executed juveniles,
and that’s true. Does that have a bearing on whether or not it’s unusual?

(Supreme Court 2004: 14)

Our determination that the death penalty is disproportionate punish-
ment for offenders under 18 finds confirmation in the stark reality
that the United States is the only country in the world that continues
to give official sanction to the juvenile death penalty. As respondent
and a number of amici emphasize, Article 37 of the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the Child, which every country in the
world has ratified save for the United States and Somalia, contains an
express prohibition on capital punishment for crimes committed by
juveniles under 18. . . . Brief for European Union et al. as Amici Curiae
12–13. . . . It is proper that we acknowledge the overwhelming weight
of international opinion against the juvenile death penalty. . . . The
opinion of the world community, while not controlling our outcome,
does provide respected and significant confirmation for our own con-
clusions.

(Kennedy 2005: 21–4)

As these three extracts illustrate, the amicus curiae submitted by Richard
Wilson on behalf of the EU was used as a demonstration of ‘world
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opinion’ during the US Supreme Court’s oral arguments in order to
determine whether the US was being ‘cruel and unusual’ in executing
juveniles. As Supreme Court Justice Kennedy acknowledged in writing the
majority opinion in favour of abolishing the execution of juveniles under
18 at the time of the crime, world opinion provides a ‘respected and
significant confirmation for our own conclusions’. This final example
helps illustrate the way in which the symbolical manifestation of the EU’s
normative role is mediated in the context of the cultural filter. More
specifically, it demonstrates an interesting case of the EU disregarding
‘national sovereignty’ and acting directly in a domestic legal setting. Thus
while the norm is human rights, the symbol is the transgression of state
sovereignty.

Conclusion

Although these six brief examples of the symbolic manifestation of the
EU’s normative role in world politics are only fleeting, I hope I have been
able to illustrate this chapter’s central argument. My argument has been
that a fuller understanding and analysis of the EU’s roles in international
politics, in particular its normative role, requires us to engage in the study
of the symbolic manifestation of the EU’s international identity. The
search for, and interpretation of, symbolic manifestations such as informa-
tional public statements, overt physical presence at the UN, and the cul-
tural filter of the US legal system, are important in allowing us to
understand the processes through which the EU’s normative role is sym-
bolically manifested. In contrast, the extent to which symbolic manifesta-
tions of the contagion of the EU regional integration model, procedural
institutionalization of the Cotonou Agreement, and transference to the
PA, are more important in helping us to analyse and judge the impact of
the EU’s normative role.

Returning to the interplay between role theory, negotiated order and
symbolic manifestations, it appears that a fuller awareness of the EU’s
normative role has to account for the co-constitutive relationship between
self-understanding and structural conditions. First, EU self-understanding
involves the way in which the symbolic manifestations discussed in this
chapter contribute to the social and psychological construction of self-
identity, and thus role. However, as Richard Whitman and I have dis-
cussed elsewhere, the EU must be understood as in terms of its ‘complex
and multifaceted international identity’ involving ‘a complex and fluid
negotiation of multiple relational identities’ (Manners and Whitman
1998: 238; 2003: 400). This complexity and multiplicity of identities is
clearly reflected in the plurality of roles which the EU plays at any one
time, in any one place. In this respect bounded distinctions of self–other,
and by implication role, must be problematized by the realities of the
late/postmodern era and the hybrid polity perspectives which the EU
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represents almost a century after the pragmatists and interactionists first
began to develop role theory. Second, the structural conditions in which
the EU sits and shapes are also constituted and understood through the
symbolic manifestations of the negotiated order of social life. In order to
understand the normative role of the EU, an appreciation of both the less
tangible social institutionalization of power relations and the more tangi-
ble network of global relations is desirable. Finally, it is the interplay
between the symbolic power to determine role-playing situations and the
structural conditions shaping the negotiation of order that ultimately
leads us to the greatest symbolic manifestation of the EU’s normative role
in world politics – ‘the power of constituting the given’ (Bourdieu 1991:
170).

Note
I am very grateful to Annika Björkdahl, Dirk De Bièvre, Ole Elgström, Stefano
Guzzini, Ulla Holm, Pertti Joenniemi, Knud Erik Jørgensen, Catarina Kinnvall,
Sonia Lucarelli, José Magone, Stefania Panebianco, Jess Pilegaard, Ulrich
Sedelmeier, Helene Sjursen, Karen Smith, Michael Smith, Emma Stewart and
Angela Wigger for their helpful comments.
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5 Values or rights?
Alternative conceptions of the EU’s
‘normative’ role

Helene Sjursen

It is far from uncommon to encounter the concept of ‘role’ in the EU
foreign-policy literature. However, it is most often used as a general way of
describing the EU’s international behaviour or assessing its influence, and
is rarely connected to explicit theoretical assumptions. Hence it is often
treated as interchangeable with references to the EU’s international
‘actorness’, ‘identity’, ‘nature’, etc. The ambition of this volume is to
bring role theory into the analysis of EU foreign policy. Roles are norma-
tively regulated and refer to the expectations that are attached to a posi-
tion or post. Consequently, using role analysis as a framework for studying
the EU’s foreign policy should direct researchers towards examining ques-
tions such as how the EU’s foreign policy writes itself into an international
society with a number of formal and informal norms and rules that create
expectations with regard to its behaviour. This would certainly provide an
alternative way of accounting for what the EU does in the international
system to that of realist analyses, which tend to assume that actors are
driven exclusively by utility considerations and to neglect that they might
(also) be conditioned by normative expectations. However, one might
question whether role theory is sufficient or satisfactory in terms of
making sense of, and accounting for, many of the empirical claims made
about the EU’s foreign policy.

Role theory has often been criticized for being conventionalist. It draws
a picture of actors as conformists: actors’ behaviour is considered to be
shaped by a set of norms that create expectations about what ought to be
done. It has more difficulties in capturing the actors’ potential autonomy
and also change. How do actors overcome the situatedness of their role?
The EU is often described as a ‘different’ or ‘unique’ actor in the inter-
national system. Another way of describing ‘uniqueness’ would be to say
that the EU’s foreign policy is ‘unconventional’, and the question then
becomes to what extent a concept that takes as its fundamental starting
point that actors’ behaviour is shaped by a given normative order can
account for this. In so far as it might be correct that the EU breaks with
the established normative order of international society, how would role
theory account for this? It would seem, at best, that we need something in



addition to role analysis to make sense of, and scrutinize, such claims
about EU foreign policy.

In this chapter I suggest that discourse theory and the concept of com-
municative rationality may help to theoretically account for an actor’s
putative break with an established normative order. It suggests that actors
are capable of ‘criticising the norms that they are socialised under, and
[of] choos[ing] different modes of action from what they are expected to
and used to’ (Eriksen 1999: 226). Such a description might capture some-
thing apparently relevant to the EU – and which role theory might have
more difficulties in accounting for. Furthermore, discourse theory should
be helpful in terms of disentangling some of the ambiguities and biases of
the arguments about the ‘normative’ role of the EU. In fact, a large part
of the literature that concerns itself with the particularity of the EU’s
foreign policy also makes claims about the EU being a ‘normative power’,
an ‘ethical power’, a ‘civil power’, etc. However, these claims often seem
insufficiently accounted for in theoretical terms and also appear to convey
a rather indiscriminate view of norms (Sjursen 2006). There are numer-
ous norms and they may point to very different types of foreign policies,
hence conceptualizing the EU as ‘normative’/‘ethical’, etc., can be only a
first step towards saying something about EU foreign policy. What is more,
all foreign policies may be said to have an ‘ethical’ or a ‘normative’
dimension. What (if anything) is then so special about the EU? Thus,
while sceptical of the prospects of role theory as the solution that may
allow us to capture all aspects of the ‘unidentified international object’
that is the EU, I adhere to the editors’ claim that ‘there is likely profit and
analytical purchase in pursuing new ways of analysing EU foreign policy’
(Introduction to this volume).

Taking the conception of actors as communicatively rational as a start-
ing point, I suggest an analytical distinction between two conceptions of
foreign policy. Both would be broadly consistent with the argument that
the EU’s international role can be described as ‘normative’, ‘ethical’ or
‘civilizing’, yet they would lead to different expectations with regard to
what kind of foreign policy the EU might develop. Whereas the first con-
ception – of a value-based foreign policy – entails a common foreign
and security policy that is established mainly to ensure and protect the
sustainability of a particular community with a particular (European)
identity, the second conception – of a rights-based foreign policy – would
suggest that the efforts to build a common foreign policy should be
understood as the expression of a concern for promoting certain prin-
ciples not only inside the EU but also at the international stage. Hence
they give very different meanings to the idea of a ‘normative’ role for 
the EU.1

The main task of the chapter is to work out more concretely what
might be the core characteristics of a European foreign policy that would
fit with these two conceptions. The potential empirical relevance of the
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two conceptions will also be considered, although it is not the purpose of
the chapter to systematically assess their empirical validity.

Communicative rationality

It has become quite common, rightly or wrongly, to stress the particular-
ity, or difference, of EU foreign policy, although there is no complete con-
sensus on what exactly this particularity consists in or how best to account
for it. Authors emphasize different dimensions when they present this
general argument. However, the idea that the EU is a ‘normative’,
‘ethical’ or ‘civil’ power has gained increasing ground, and the ‘particular-
ity’ of the EU is often linked to an image of a putative ‘normative’ dimen-
sion (Manners 2002; Aggestam 2004; Smith 2000; Whitman 1998;
Rosencrance 1998). Assuming that there is some validity to such conceptu-
alizations of the EU, what kind of theoretical tools might be used to
account for this? As sociological role theory concerns itself with concep-
tions of appropriate behaviour, it allows us to incorporate a concern for
norms and for normative commitments in the analysis. Thus, at first sight,
one might conclude that this is a useful avenue to take in order to account
for a normative dimension in the EU’s foreign policy. However, given that
role theory tends to emphasize and focus on how actors ‘insert’ them-
selves into existing normative patterns, it may be more difficult for role
theory alone to account for a ‘normative/ethical/civil’ power that is also
considered different, behaving in ways that are distinct both from tradi-
tional Great Powers and from classic international organizations. For this
purpose, a theory that both takes the putative normative dimension to
political processes seriously and considers norms to have a rational basis is
useful (Eriksen and Weigård 2003). This is so not least because at the core
of the EU’s ‘normative’ power is considered to be its ‘ability to change
conceptions of normal’ (Manners 2002: 239). Consequently, among
the many confusions and uncertainties that arise as a result of the
‘normative/ethical/civilian’ power argument is that of why the EU should
respect certain norms, why certain norms are considered valid, as well as
why others should be rejected.

From a discourse theoretical perspective norms are not only practical
arrangements, held together through ‘mutual agreement about their
advantageousness or through the use of coercive power’ (Eriksen and
Weigård 1997: 224–5). In contrast to a realist or a functionalist perspect-
ive norms are held to be autonomous sources of motivation owing their
validity to their impartial justification, i.e. that they can be defended in
an open, free and rational debate (among all affected). It is through a
communicative process in which norms are rationally assessed that their
relevance and binding character are established. In this sense this
perspective provides a useful theoretical underpinning of conceptions of
the EU as a ‘normative/ethical/civilian’ power, as well as for claims about
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the EU as a different or unconventional actor, seeking to shape inter-
national rules and norms and not only to write itself into a given norm-
ative order.

In order to capture the possibility that actors are able to reflect on the
validity of different norms, and why they should be complied with, actors
are considered communicatively rational. This means that actors are con-
sidered rational when they are able to justify and explain their actions in
relation to intersubjectively valid norms, that is, norms that cannot be rea-
sonably rejected in a rational debate (Eriksen and Weigård 2003). This
conception comes from Jürgen Habermas’s theory of communicative
action. Habermas considers that our communication through linguistic
expressions – ‘speech acts’ – ‘play a central role in regulating and repro-
ducing forms of social life and the identities of actors’ (Cronin and de
Greiff 1998: x).2

Actors are conceived of as understanding-oriented and thus able to
shift from a purely self-regarding to an other-regarding mode of inter-
action. This is not, however, the same thing as a conception of actors as
altruistic. Rather the actor is conceived of as having

the ability to critically reflect on her own understandings of reality,
interests, preferences, and maxims of behaviour; to estimate the con-
sequences for other actors should she decide to pursue her own inter-
ests; and to participate in a discourse with others regarding the
interpretation of interest and norms for the coordination of behavi-
our and interaction.

(Lose 2001: 185)

This opens not only the possibility of a change of viewpoints as a result of
interaction and communication, and the possibility that actors agree to
certain decisions even if they go against their own material interest. It also
implies that following a norm – or not – may be the result of a conscious
choice made in a process of argumentation with other actors, rather than
simply being, for example, a habit. The validity of the norm would be
tested, rejected or accepted through the discursive process.

Whereas an actor’s concern for material gains could be accounted for
through a rational-choice perspective, answers to questions regarding
‘who we are’ (identity questions) or what is the right conduct from a
moral perspective are more difficult to reconstruct from such premises.
Consequently, the conception of actors as communicatively rational is
helpful in particular by bringing the potential communal and/or norm-
ative dimension in European foreign policy out more clearly. It provides
analysts with a clear alternative starting point for hypothesizing about the
EU’s foreign policy to that of rational-choice-inspired approaches. Hence
it is a valuable additional tool of analysis to those found in the realist or
rational-choice literature, as well as those in the neo-liberal institutionalist
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literature in international relations, which share with its neo-realist coun-
terparts the essential assumption of actors as rational utility maximizers
(Risse-Kappen 1995).

Most important for the theme of this book, due to the emphasis on the
actors’ capability of reflecting on the validity of norms and coming to agree-
ment through exchanges or arguments about what is the right thing to do,
it provides us with a theoretical starting point for understanding how actors
might overcome the situatedness of a given role, or break with established
normative patterns. A further value-added of the communicative approach
is that it specifies the micro-mechanism that often seems to be lacking in
the literature on the putative normative dimension in EU foreign policy.
Due to its emphasis on norms and ideas, this approach follows the principal
arguments of the so-called ‘constructivist’ perspective on security, but
strengthens it by providing a theory of the validity of norms.

To communitarians, communicative processes are context-bound; they
are possible only in collectivities that have a ‘thick’ sense of identity. In
such collectivities the relevant form of justification of a policy would be
referring to what the appropriate conduct is given the particular identity of
the particular community in question. Norms would express common
understandings of the ‘good life’. This would fit with a value-based foreign
policy and probably also be much in line with the expectations of role
theory. It would be the thickness of the social environment – a common
cultural identity – that would explain the emergence of, and commitment
to, common norms. However, whereas much of the EU foreign-policy liter-
ature, and role theory, highlight the potential role of identity in shaping
norms, the conception of actors as communicatively rational can help us to
capture also those processes in which actors rely on arguments that have a
certain universal validity, as well as the possibility that arguments can func-
tion as a mobilizing force for change. From a communicative perspective it
is possible to theoretically account for social norms and institutions also
being upheld because actors consider them valid regardless of the culture
from which they emerge. This would allow us to theoretically account for
actors’ efforts to ‘overcome’ the situatedness of their role.

In line with this, an analytical distinction between different types of
norms, between values and rights or higher order norms, may be high-
lighted. Values or conceptions of what is good may vary according to cul-
tural or social contexts. They are particular to a specific community or a
specific collective identity. To establish what is right, fair or just on the
other hand can be kept separate from this:

The question of fairness does not refer to an axiological value, but to a
moral norm – a deontological principle. It is concerned with what we
are obliged to do when our actions have consequences for others.
Rights then refer to higher order principles and claim universal validity.

(Eriksen and Weigård 2003: 134–5)
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Whereas it would not be reasonable to expect transcultural agreement
about values, the same is not necessarily the case with regard to higher-
order norms such as ‘equality, freedom, solidarity, self-realisation and
human dignity’ (Eriksen and Weigård 2003: 138).

Based on this distinction, I suggest two alternative conceptions of the
EU’s foreign policy: ‘value-based’ and ‘rights-based’. The rest of this
chapter is devoted to working out more concretely what the core
characteristics of these two conceptions of the EU’s foreign and security
policy would be. What kind of foreign policy might one expect according
to these two conceptions and to what extent do they fit with our empirical
knowledge of European foreign policy?

Indicators of a value-based or a rights-based foreign policy3

Three core indicators will be discussed: (1) the institutional structure of
the common foreign policy; (2) the legitimacy-basis of the common
foreign policy; and (3) the conception of international relations on which
collective foreign-policy initiatives (towards states outside the EU) might
rely. The third indicator is considered particularly important in terms of
suggesting to what extent we can argue that the EU is a distinct inter-
national actor. Assuming that the core organizing principle of inter-
national society is that of external sovereignty, one might define a
‘different’ actor as one that breaks with this principle not only – as the EU
does – in its internal organization but also in its general international ori-
entation. Concretely, this would mean that it would strive for the develop-
ment of a higher-order law – above the states – thus breaking with the
Westphalian logic of external sovereignty.4

First, however, what kind of institutional arrangements might one
expect in a rights-based and in a value-based foreign policy?

Institutional arrangements

Starting with the rights-based foreign policy, it follows from the definition
of actors as communicatively rational and understanding-oriented that
they will be capable of agreeing to establish institutions and rules for inter-
action that are mutually binding and that may constrain their ability to
promote particular interests. The mobilizing factor for the establishment
of such institutions or rules would be the joint conviction of the actors
involved that they would provide the best way, or the best procedures, for
solving common problems. It is perhaps less obvious whether or not this
perspective would lead to expectations of supranational or, rather, inter-
governmental institutions and international governance (Bohman 1999).
However, the most likely option would probably be supranationalism,
defined as the establishment of a mutually binding legal arrangement –
connected to sanctions – between the actors. Such mutually binding insti-
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tutions would be necessary in order to ensure collective action, which is to
take away the motives for actors not to comply with common rules. They
sanction non-compliance; hence make it less costly to act in a morally ade-
quate way. Without mutually binding legal norms, there is always a risk of
defection and a concern that some actors contribute more than they
receive (whereas others are free-riders). In order to avoid such risks
common rules are necessary.

Here, the rational-choice perspective might agree with the communica-
tive perspective. However, it diverges on the potential for actors to actually
come to agreement on common rules. Furthermore, the two perspectives
differ on the reasons why actors might agree in the first place, as well as
comply once they have come to an agreement. Whereas the rational-
choice perspective would expect agreement only if the rational utility cal-
culations of each individual actor suggest that agreement is beneficial, the
communicative perspective assumes that agreement is possible on the
basis of the better argument. In the aftermath, then, the legal agreement
is maintained not only because of its ultimate ability to force actors to
comply but because it is considered legitimate – it is considered to provide
fair terms of co-operation for all the actors involved. Regardless of their
material resources they are subjected to the same duties and have the
same rights. The law is considered to have a moral element that makes it
possible to obey it based on a moral assessment about what is fair, or what
is in the interest of the common good (Eriksen and Weigård 2003). It
ensures a fair process of decision-making.

With regard to a value-based foreign policy the consensus that would
provide the basis for compliance is limited, as it is based upon a we-
feeling, a sense of common identity and the idea of special obligations to
fellow members within the community. Allegiance to a common foreign
and security policy would be the result of a sense of common destiny and
a clear distinction between what is European as opposed to other human
collectives. In such a unit, supranational institutions would be unproblem-
atic; however, given that the glue that is considered to hold the states
together is that of a common identity, such institutions might not be
a necessary requirement. Transnational arrangements would most likely
suffice.

Legitimacy basis

With regard to the legitimacy basis for a value-based and a rights-based
foreign policy, there would also be differences. In both cases, however, the
democratic checks and balances of the member states would not be a suffi-
cient source of legitimacy, as a degree of supranationality is considered. In
the case of a value-based conception, one would rely on a sense of solidarity
as the principal source of legitimacy for the foreign and security policy.
The requirements for democratic checks and balances would perhaps be
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considered less strong, as the need for a common foreign and security
policy would be legitimized with reference to the need to defend and
protect a particular life-form from potential threats and intrusions. In fact,
the value- or identity-based conception does not as such presuppose
democracy. It is only if the community in question endorses democratic
principles as a constitutive part of its common identity that democratic
legitimacy would be expected. What one would expect first of all is a
certain requirement of consistency between the particular understanding
of the characteristics of a particular entity and the policy choices made.
To many, this might be particularly relevant with regard to foreign and
security policy. Indeed, it is sometimes even argued that with regard to
issues that pertain to national security, openness and democratic account-
ability can be problematic, and efficiency requirements are more import-
ant. Physical survival – national sovereignty – is what is ultimately
considered to be at stake, and is thus considered to take primacy over
requirements for democratic checks and balances.5 This is reflected also
in the national constitutions of several EU member states in the sense that
foreign and security policy is often considered to be the prerogative of the
executive and the decision to go to war is sometimes even almost exclus-
ively in the hands of the executive branch (Wagner 2005). National parlia-
ments on the whole spend less time scrutinizing foreign-policy issues than
traditional domestic political matters. The point here, however, is less that
the advocates of the limited need for democratic controls and procedures
in foreign and security policy seem to lean on the need for efficiency in
order to justify limited democratic control, but that they tend to do so,
and succeed in doing so, due to assumptions of cultural and ethnic cohe-
sion within a nation-state. Questions of foreign policy are often framed in
terms of ‘us’ and ‘them’, and are expected to provoke a reflex of solidarity
and unity of purpose that does not require the same kind of democratic
checks and balances as those issues that pertain only to relations within
the collective ‘us’. A similar reflex would then be what one would expect
as a legitimacy basis for a value-based European foreign policy.

With regard to the legitimacy basis for a rights-based conception of
foreign and security policy it would, as noted, also need to draw on
something else than the domestic political processes in the member
states, due to its supranational elements. However, it would not in the
same way as in a value-based conception be possible to expect an auto-
matic sense of solidarity and support for a common foreign and security
policy due to a common identity. A rights-based common foreign and
security policy would need to be accountable to a wide variety of inter-
ests and perspectives. In order to ensure such accountability, a broad
public debate, where all those affected could in principle be heard,
would be required. This presupposes a European public sphere as well
as legally entrenched rights of citizenship at the supranational and not
only at the national level.
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Finally, what kind of perspective on international relations might be
expected in a rights-based and a value-based foreign policy?

Perspective on international relations

With regard to the value-based foreign policy, it might actually be closer to
what we traditionally consider foreign policy to be about – even though
the emphasis would be on norms. This is so in the sense that the potential
for conflict with other actors would be a consideration; however, whereas
this is traditionally conceptualized in terms of actors in pursuit of (self-)
interests in an anarchical international system, here it would be a matter
of actors protecting specific values and a particular way of life in a world of
culturally differentiated spheres. As already noted, with regard to the
foreign policies of states, it is often the case that the idea of protecting
particular interests and a particular identity are rolled into one. This is
illustrated with the concept of ‘national interest’, which is constantly used
by national foreign policy-makers to justify what they do. Although the
existence of a clearly identifiable national interest is in many cases an illu-
sion,6 the implicit assumption of the existence of such a national interest
lurks behind many analyses and discussions of foreign policy. However, an
analytical distinction may be made between interest and values and this
provides a more nuanced set of analytical tools.

Expectations of achieving agreement on common normative concerns
across different cultural spheres would be limited in a value-based foreign
policy. In accordance with the communitarian argument that communica-
tive processes are context-bound, and only possible in collectivities that
have a ‘thick’ sense of identity, the relevant form of justification of a policy
would be referring to what the appropriate conduct is given the particular
identity of the particular community in question. Claims to universality
would, from such a perspective, appear simply as disguises for particular
interests or cultural understandings. Hence, most likely, a value-based
foreign policy would not aspire to more than minimal common legal
norms at the international level. However, to the extent that a ‘norm-
ative’, ‘ethical’, ‘civilian’ power would actively promote norms in the inter-
national system, it might have a legitimacy problem and the risk of
provoking controversy might be high.

In a rights-based foreign policy it would be reasonable to expect that the
emphasis would be on the cosmopolitan elements in the international
system and on the need to further strengthen them. This perspective rests
on the assumption that it is possible to come to transcultural agreement
on certain higher-order norms.7 The emphasis would be on ‘overcoming
power politics’ through the establishment of higher-order norms above
the nation-states, rather than on contributing to the power political
‘game’ through the strengthening of existing (perceived) balances of
power or establishing a new balance of power. More concretely, this would
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mean not only a focus on multilateral institutions and the need for a
strengthening of international law. The onus would be on arrangements
that would bind actors also at the international level and put (legal) con-
straints on the ability of actors to pursue self-interested behaviour and
exercise power for their own material or political gain. Hence, a rights-
based foreign policy would emphasize not only the value of international
law but also the importance of a reorientation of international law towards
a strengthening of the status of human rights. It is on the basis of human
rights as universal principles that a supranational legal structure can be
established, and one might expect a search for a redefinition of state sov-
ereignty that would allow a certain reconciliation between the principles
of external sovereignty, which in practice can lead to the acceptance of
tyranny, and the principles of human rights (Eriksen and Weigård 2003).
New developments such as the establishment of the International Crimi-
nal Court would be an example of the kinds of initiative that a rights-
based foreign policy would emphasize.

Empirical relevance

To what extent, if at all, do the things we know about the EU’s foreign and
security policy fit with the conception of a value-based and/or a rights-
based foreign policy as outlined above? Intuitively, the answer would be
that such conceptions of foreign policy have little empirical relevance. We
are not used to think or talk about foreign policies in terms that explicitly
highlight their normative dimension. Practitioners who do so are con-
sidered at best naïve and lacking in knowledge about the ‘realities’ of
international politics, at worst dangerous idealists, promoting moral prin-
ciples without regard for political and cultural particularities. With regard
to political scientists who emphasize such dimensions, they are suspected
of uncritically accepting the arguments of cynical policy-makers who hide
their real agendas behind rhetorical statements about the importance of
rights and values. The arguments in favour of rejecting the empirical rele-
vance of a value-based or rights-based conception of European foreign
policy are further strengthened by the fact that the institutional structure
of the EFP remains intergovernmental and that in both a value-based and
a rights-based foreign policy we would expect intergovernmentalism to be
overcome, or at least supplemented, by other institutional arrangements.
Also the Constitutional Treaty seems to confirm that intergovernmental-
ism is firmly entrenched in European foreign, security and defence policy,
even though the pillar system is formally abolished. Nevertheless, other
empirical findings seem to suggest something else. Hence the need for
further scrutiny.
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Institutional arrangements

Although this is not translated into formal institutional structures, increas-
ingly findings suggest that the institutional nexus of policy-making and the
many actors involved in the field of foreign and security policy depart from
a simple intergovernmental organizing model. The Commission’s activities
affect traditional foreign-policy issues and it is often difficult to distinguish
between its domain and that of the member states. Further, the frequency
of meetings amongst national representatives in the various institutional set-
tings organized under the Council and located in Brussels may have con-
tributed to what observers refer to as processes of Brusselsization, which
suggest a de facto move in the direction of supranationalism (Allen 1998;
Howorth 2000). The time spent on the preparation of these meetings as
well as their duration may imply a deliberative mode of interaction. Com-
mittee studies of other EU areas, as well as IR studies, have documented
changes in role perception, learning and alteration of preferences in such
sites (Joerges and Vos 1999; Egeberg et al. 2003; Risse 2000). Also, the trans-
formatory capacity of the CFSP vis-à-vis national foreign policies is high-
lighted by several authors (Tonra 2001; Pijpers 1996). The existence of
clearly distinguishable national preferences has become less obvious. Con-
ceiving of a process in which preferences are defined through interaction
with representatives of other states comes closer to the concept of commu-
nicative rationality and of actors ‘who co-ordinate their plans through argu-
mentation, aimed at reaching mutual agreement’ (Eriksen and Weigård
2003). Together with the accumulation of previous stances on foreign
policy issues providing a common framework for action and decision, the
fact that the obligation to consult all other parties has (according to
observers such as Nuttall 2000) become the standard in the CFSP – even
though it is obviously not always respected – is another observation that can
perhaps be better accounted for by the concept of communicative ration-
ality. Finally, the planned abolition of the pillar system, the new post of
Foreign Minister and the plans to develop an EU external action service all
seem to take EU foreign policy beyond intergovernmentalism. The new
Foreign Minister, for example, will have a mandate from the Council but
will spend most of his/her time in the Commission and only intermittently
meet the national Foreign Ministers. From an organizational perspective
this would imply that his/her prime reference and identity will be linked to
the Commission rather than the member states. In turn such phenomena
point to developments in EFP that may be in line with the expectation of a
value-based or rights-based foreign policy.

Legitimacy basis

With regard to the legitimacy basis of EU foreign policy, there seems to
be substantial evidence to support the mainstream intergovernmental
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perspective and little to support the rights-based conception. This is so in
particular if we define ‘all interested parties’ as we have done here as the
European citizens rather than the member states. There is little evidence,
so far, of a European public sphere in foreign policy. One exception
would be the public response in Europe to the US war in Iraq. However,
this was not translated into a common policy at the European level.

Does the conception of the EU’s foreign and security policy as value-
based fare any better in regard to the issue of legitimacy basis? Interest-
ingly, here, when the then US Secretary of State Henry Kissinger, fearful
of European discussions of establishing closer co-operation on foreign
policy within the EC, launched what he called the Year of Europe, in an
attempt to strengthen transatlantic relations, the response of the Euro-
pean Community was to issue, in July 1973, the Copenhagen declaration
on European identity. Whilst stressing the importance of the US’s nuclear
umbrella for Europe, the declaration states not only the importance of
equality between the US and Europe but also that the transatlantic dimen-
sion should not affect the then Nine (EC member states’) determination
to establish themselves as a distinct and original entity.8 However, the dec-
laration stressed the diversity of cultures within the framework of a
common European civilization.9 Hence, although this says something
about the desire for an autonomous EU foreign policy being present very
early on in the history of European Political Co-operation (EPC), which
later became the CFSP, it cannot be seen as an indicator of a common
identity. A more recent case that might indicate a certain sense of Euro-
peanness is that of enlargement to Central and Eastern Europe. Here, a
particular sense of duty to solidarity with the other part of Europe con-
tributes to explain what drove the EU to commit itself to enlarge in spite
of the costs it was expected to entail. This sense of duty to solidarity with
the ‘other half of Europe’ does point to a certain sense of identity –
however thin (Sjursen 2002). Nevertheless, again this is hardly sufficient
to assume or expect the existence of a reflex of solidarity or loyalty that
could on its own constitute the legitimacy basis for a value-based Euro-
pean foreign and security policy.

Perspective on international relations

Finally, with regard to the perspective on international relations, are the
value-based or rights-based conceptions of a European foreign and secur-
ity policy matched by empirical observations? This is what the literature on
the EU as a ‘normative’, ‘civilian’, ‘civilizing’ or ‘ethical’ power seems to
suggest. However, this literature seems based on a rather indiscriminate
view of norms. The argument is that the EU promotes norms, values and
ideas in general in the international system. They could be norms that are
particular to the EU (and thus consistent with a value-based conception of
foreign policy), or they could be norms that are universally acceptable (in
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consistence with the rights-based conception). This means that if the EU
defines itself, and is defined by others, as a ‘force for the good’ (European
Security Strategy 2003) then this could (in accordance with a value-based
foreign policy) be a subjective definition linked to a particular European
understanding and defined in a particular European cultural context. It
might not match what is defined as ‘good’ or ‘valuable’ in other parts of
the world, which would be conditioned by other cultural or social norms.
So ‘normative power’ Europe could act in accordance with normative con-
cerns yet be perceived as acting in the same way as ‘historical empires’.
This is rarely problematized in this literature. On the other hand, the
EU’s emphasis could also be on universal principles such as human rights,
thus suggesting that the EU is moving in the direction of a ‘rights-based’
foreign policy.

The empirical evidence is not clear. On the one hand, protection of
human rights has indeed been included as an important goal in the EU’s
external policy.10 This has, among other things, led to a human rights
clause becoming standard content of all trade agreements established with
other countries since 1992 (Menéndez 2004). And as Ian Manners shows
in his study of the EU’s campaign for the abolition of the death penalty,
the EU ‘has played an important, if not crucial, role in bringing about
abolition’ (Manners 2002: 248). Manners here points to the EU’s activities
not only towards countries that have been or seek to become members of
the EU, but also to states who would not have that ambition. However,
Börzel and Risse’s survey of the EU’s policy on democracy promotion
seems to suggest a certain value-bias in the sense that the EU has
developed a specific model of democracy promotion that it seeks to
export without much consideration for the target state. Hence they argue
that ‘In fact, the EU follows quite clearly a specific cultural script’ (Börzel
and Risse 2004: 2). This would suggest that the EU has more of a value-
based approach. The strong emphasis on diplomatic instruments and eco-
nomic aid is more difficult to place. As Smith argues: ‘the EU still clearly
prefers positive civilian to coercive military measures’ (Smith 2003: 111).
This is also visible in the EU’s security strategy, where the emphasis is on
‘preventative engagement’, diplomatic action and multilateralism as cor-
nerstones of the EU’s approach to international security. In sum, the liter-
ature on the EU’s ‘normative’ role seems to rely on an indiscriminate view
of ‘norms’, ‘ethics’ or ‘values’, thus lacking the necessary criteria to distin-
guish between different kinds of norms and their validity and legitimacy.
Hence, it cannot really sustain the argument that the EU is not a ‘norm-
ative power similar to traditional colonial powers seeking to impose a
particular world view’ (Manners 2002), neither is there sufficient evidence
to assess whether the EU is going either in a value-based or in a rights-
based direction.
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Conclusion

In this chapter I have suggested that turning to role theory may not be
enough if we are to theoretically account for the claims about the EU being
a ‘normative/ethical/civilian’ power in the international system. To the
extent that such claims imply that the EU is a different kind of actor, and
even more so an actor that is considered to contribute to shape conceptions
of what is ‘normal’, we need a theory that can account for actors’ ability to
escape the situatedness of their role, and for their (putative) break with
established normative patterns. Against this backdrop I have pointed to the
potential contribution of discourse theory and the concept of communica-
tive rationality. The concept of communicative rationality may contribute by
providing the micro-foundations necessary for us to theoretically account
for the importance of norms, as well as for actors’ ability to rationally assess
their validity.

In line with the distinction between norms as embedded in a particular
cultural context and higher-order principles that may claim universal valid-
ity, I have developed two alternative conceptions of the EU’s foreign policy
– both of which might fit with the idea of European foreign policy as ‘norm-
ative’, ‘ethical’ or ‘civilizing’. This above distinction is important not least
because it demonstrates a core problem with the ‘normative’, ‘ethical’,
‘civilian’ power argument, which is that it does not have any criteria for
assessing the legitimacy of such power. This is particularly problematic
because of the implicit assumption conveyed in this literature that ‘norm-
ative’ power is a ‘good thing’.

It has not been the aim of the chapter to make any hard empirical
claims about the EU’s foreign policy, although the potential empirical
relevance of the two conceptions of foreign policy has been briefly con-
sidered. Rather, the chapter has been inspired by the concern that in
order for us to move forward with regard to the ‘normative’, ‘ethical’, ‘civ-
ilizing’ power argument, a firmer theoretical basis, a clarification of analyt-
ical concepts and clear critical standards is necessary. The aim has been to
contribute to this endeavour.

Notes
1 Both these conceptions break with the mainstream view of the EU’s foreign

policy as intergovernmental and established only to serve the national interests
of member states. This chapter does not deny the empirical relevance of this
mainstream conception, it simply chooses to focus on developing alternative
conceptions. Unless such alternative conceptions are developed, it is difficult
to properly assess also the relevance of the mainstream argument. Further-
more, increasingly the literature suggests that such a conception of EFP is
insufficient. For a discussion that includes the intergovernmental model see
Sjursen (2005).

2 See also Habermas’s discourse principle, discussed in Eriksen and Weigård
(2003: 147) and based on Habermas (1996: 107).
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3 This section builds on Sjursen (2005).
4 Role theory could explain such a break with established norms by arguing that

the international norms have changed. However, although developments in
the direction of cosmopolitanism might be visible in today’s international
system, we are far from facing a cosmopolitan world. Hence it would still be a
matter of actors selecting or choosing between different norm sets and thus
the challenge remains to theoretically account for the choice that has been
made.

5 This is of course problematic from a normative perspective, but that is not the
issue here.

6 Or, to quote a former state secretary in the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, ‘the national interest is something you invent on your way to the
airport’.

7 This is not an uncontested claim. See for example Brown (1999).
8 Declaration on European Identity by the Nine Foreign Ministers, Copenhagen,

14 December 1973. Printed in Hill and Smith (2000: 92–7).
9 Ibid., para. 2.

10 See in particular Human rights in third countries. Summaries of legislation.
http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/r10100.htm, but also European Security
Strategy (2003).
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6 Muscles from Brussels
The demise of civilian power
Europe?

Richard Whitman

The central focus of this chapter is an assessment of the concept of ‘civil-
ian power Europe’, which has been associated with the characterization
and examination of the international role of the European Union (EU)
for almost 30 years. The chapter commences by outlining the notion of
civilian power Europe as originally formulated, and then proceeds to
examine how the idea has been used, adapted and refuted across time.
The purpose of this examination is to facilitate an exploration of whether
the idea has continuing utility in the early twenty-first century. The
chapter examines the notion of civilian power both as a concept for the
analysis of the international role of the EU and also as a role that the EU
has sought to cultivate. In line with the understanding of roles in the
Introduction to this volume, civilian power Europe (CPE) can also be
explored as a pattern of behaviour which is expected of the EU by its
member states and third parties and has become considered as the appro-
priate form of behaviour through which the EU should conduct its inter-
national relations.

Central to the analysis of civilian power Europe is a consideration of
whether the conception has been undermined or transformed by
processes of change in post-Cold War Europe, by the creation of the
Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and by the subsequent
development of the European Security and Defence Policy (ESDP). In
order to probe these issues, the chapter focuses on three central analytical
elements: the environment within which the EU has had to operate, the
processes through which its policies are formed, and the instruments with
which it pursues these policies. On the basis of this analysis, the chapter
concludes that the notion of CPE still has considerable empirical and
theoretical purchase when the EU is considered in the context of the post-
enlargement contemporary international relations of Europe. Further-
more, a consideration of the idea demonstrates the need to develop a
clear conception of the international capabilities of the EU if appropriate
forms of understanding of the international role of the EU are to be
developed.



The rise (and fall?) of civilian power Europe

The debate on how to categorize the international significance of the EU
has its origins over 30 years ago. It was first conducted in the early 1970s
by attempting to construct a new conceptual category to fit the, then, EC.
The debate focused around the issue of whether the then EC was a ‘civil-
ian power’ (Duchêne 1972, 1973) or a putative ‘superpower’ (Galtung
1973) The significance of these approaches is that they focused upon a
distinctive (or potentially distinctive) international role for the EC.

François Duchêne’s notion of a ‘civilian power Europe’ has subse-
quently resonated through the debate on the international role of the
EC/EU (Laursen 1991; Lodge 1993; Tsakaloyannis 1989; Smith 2002;
Treacher 2004). The notion of civilian power Europe as first advanced by
Duchêne was an exercise in futurology: his central contention was that
maintaining a nuclear and superpower stalemate in Europe ought to, and
would, devalue military power and give scope to ‘civilian forms of influ-
ence and action’. In his words:

Europe would be the first major area of the Old World where the age-
old processes of war and indirect violence could be translated into
something more in tune with the twentieth-century citizen’s notion of
civilised politics.

(Duchêne 1972)

Duchêne’s conception of a European civilian power rested upon the
inconceivability of a nuclear-armed European federation and the banish-
ing of war from Western Europe:

The European Community’s interest as a civilian group of countries
long on economic power and relatively short on armed force is as far
as possible to domesticate relations between states, including those of its
own members and those with states outside its frontiers. This means
trying to bring to international problems the sense of common
responsibility and structures of contractual politics which have been
in the past associated exclusively with ‘home’ and not foreign, that is
alien, affairs.

(Duchêne 1973: 19–20)

Duchêne’s standpoint was both an empirical observation (on the forms of
power exercised by the EC member states collectively) and a normative
assertion about the then EC (the ‘domestication’ or ‘civility’ role)
(Stavridis 2001: 44). The intermingling of these two elements has been
the hallmark of discussions about the notion of civilian power Europe,
and they will be taken forward throughout this chapter.

The most trenchant, and articulate, criticisms of the notion of civilian
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power Europe were provided by Hedley Bull at the height of the Second
Cold War. The central component of Bull’s criticism was that clear-cut:
‘the power or influence exerted by the European Community and other
such civilian actors was conditional upon a strategic environment pro-
vided by the military power of states, which they did not control’ (Bull
1982: 151). Furthermore, there was not one ‘Europe’ but only a Europe of
state governments – a concert of states. The inference to be drawn from
Bull’s argument was that only with a European military capability would
there be European actorness. However, for Bull supranational authority in
the area of defence policy would be a source of weakness, rather than
strength, because only nation-states could inspire the loyalty to make war
(Bull 1982: 163).

Despite changes since the end of the Cold War, and the development
of both the CFSP and the ESDP, the notion of civilian power still repre-
sents a touchstone for debates on the international role of the EU because
of the premise that it is conducting a distinctive form of diplomacy, in
both form and substance. For some commentators the debate around
civilian power Europe was the dominant discourse constructing the EU in
the 1990s (Larsen 1991). This can be read as practitioners’ articulation of
a distinct role for the EU in international relations. Describing, or making
the case for, a CPE has been a hallmark of pronouncements of members
of the European Commission and the member states in recent years, illus-
trated for example in Romano Prodi’s call for the EU to become a ‘global
civil power’ (Prodi 2000). In short, there has been an act of role-taking sus-
tained by a strong self-image of what role the EU should occupy in inter-
national politics.

Analytically, this chapter argues that civilian power Europe still offers
contemporary insights, on three grounds. First, the wider European
environment in terms of international society within which the Union
operates is crucial for understanding its own significance. Second, the
Union’s pursuit of a distinctive diplomacy would appear to reflect concern
with process: the notion of ‘civilianizing’ relations by creating forms of
institutionalized association, partnership and co-operation which has been
a conscious undertaking by the EU. Third, assessing CPE requires a
consideration of the form of power exercised and instruments used by the
EU, implying that a focus on role performance is vital to understanding
the currency of the concept.

Environment: the EU and a changing international society

In the ‘new dawn’ at the end of the Cold War and before the conflicts of
former Yugoslavia were in their ascendancy, there was something of a
renaissance of the concept of civilian power. More generally arguments
were made that the exercise of power within international relations was
much less dependent upon military force and that forms of ‘soft power’
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were to the fore (Nye 1990). Arguments were rehearsed about a change in
the structure and substance of international relations that suggested a
changing landscape, in which civilian forms of power were more appropri-
ate. Hanns Maull took Richard Rosecrance’s notion of ‘trading states’ and
developed this as a systematic re-statement of civilian power. For Maull the
implications for civilian power (as applied to Germany and Japan) were:

a the acceptance of the necessity of cooperation with others in the
pursuit of international objectives;

b the concentration on non-military, primarily economic, means to
secure national goals with military power left as a residual instru-
ment serving essentially to safeguard other means of international
interaction; and

c a willingness to develop supranational structures to address critical
issues of international management.

(Maull 1990: 92–3)

Interestingly, a decade after these ideas were articulated to examine
Germany and Japan, they provide an accurate characterization of the
contemporary EU’s international role and identity. However, this charac-
terization tells us little about how this ‘power’ in civilian power is gener-
ated and exercised and, therefore, does not assist us in an understanding
of the EU’s power within the international arena. There is also something
of a paradox in that the notion of CPE underwent a renaissance due to a
changed environment of international relations within Europe that the
EU did not play an immediate role in reshaping. Subsequent to the end of
the Cold War the EU has, however, played a role in reshaping the struc-
ture of the international politics of Europe. This situation requires further
consideration of the power exercised by the EU.

To assist in understanding how power is exercised in this particular
international environment, the concept of ‘international society’
(developed by the English school) offers insight (Diez and Whitman
2002).1 Whereas an international system operates more or less mechani-
cally and of necessity, international society represents a conscious effort to
transform and regulate relations among its constitutive units, alerting us
to the norms and institutions in the international realm that, while being
set up by its members for a specific purpose, also shape their identity. This
is a useful characterization of the process at work in the relationship that
the EU has developed with Central and Eastern Europe, and more
recently with South Eastern Europe.

It is also important for our purposes that within the EU such a society is
particularly well developed, in that the set of common rules is particularly
dense. This suggests that the EU forms a specific sub-system of the current
international system, in which the societal element is stronger than else-
where. During the Cold War the ‘rules’ of the superpower conflict severely
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constrained the extent to which EC/EU norms and values could be con-
veyed, and were received, beyond Western Europe. The conception and
image that the regimes in Eastern Europe held of the EC/EU acted as a
constraint on the latter’s role performance, and only underwent a shift
following the first formal agreements with the EC/EU in the very late
1980s. These agreements represented a perceptual shift by granting recog-
nition of the EC/EU as an actor of significance; they also illustrate how
the membership of EU international society should be distinguished from
formal membership of the EU. All international societies are delineated
through the self-identification of their members with common interests and
values, and furthermore the acceptance of being bound by rules and institu-
tions. As a consequence, although EU membership formalizes being part
of EU international society, in principle EU and European international
society cannot be distinguished solely on the basis of formal membership.
The decisive criterion for distinction rather is the degree of identification
and of the acceptance of being bound by the rules and norms of the
respective international society.

EU international society discourse embraces all states that self-identify
with the common interests and common values of the EU and accept
common sets of rules in the relations with other members of the society.
States that define themselves as candidates for entry, or re-entry, into
‘Europe’ do not all fall within the category of candidate member states for
the EU (for example, Ukraine). Therefore the EU international society
discourse embraces more states than those that are formally applicant
states to the EU. The degrees of self-identification can also be differential.
This is true not only beyond the borders of the EU, but also for EU
members. More important for our purpose here, however, considering
EU international society in this manner places both EU member states
and prospective member states of the EU within the same international
society. This illustrates well the power effect that the EU can exercise over
a group of non-member states.

However, the exercise of the power by civilian power Europe does not
begin and end in Europe. This interrelationship can be illustrated, for
example, through the EU’s CFSP, which has to conform with the values of
both European and global international society and to be implemented
through their respective institutions (Whitman 1998a). As discussed
above, EU member states form the core of EU international society. The
gradated relationship of other states to the core is dependent upon both
the self-identification with the common interests and values of the core
and the degree to which they accept the EU rules and institutions. This
places EU applicant states in a dominion or suzerain relationship within
EU international society, where the EU can extend its governance regime
beyond its formal borders (Friis and Murphy 1999; M. Smith 1996a). The
fuzziness of the borders of the EU’s system of governance is therefore a
result of a two-way relationship (Christiansen et al. 2000).
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On the one hand, the choice by the EU to use particular kinds of trade
and aid instruments to deepen the relationship with a third-party state,
such as a membership applicant, can be understood as being reflective of
the position that the EU allocates to that third party within its ‘gradated
empire’ (Manners and Whitman 1998). Considered in these terms, the act
of the EU promulgating views about the structure of the relationship that
it wishes to develop with third parties (for example, the issuing of
common strategies under the CFSP or Commission Communication
setting out new strategies towards countries or regions) takes on a differ-
ent significance.

On the other hand, the effectiveness of such policies and the nature of
the power relations within the EU international society are not dependent
on the EU and its member states alone. Rather, the self-identification of
those states to which the policies are directed, and its overlap with the
values and interests of the EU core, are equally important to determine
these states’ position in the EU’s ‘empire’, and the EU’s possibilities to
impose its system of governance on them (Diez 2000).

Analysed in these terms, considerations of whether the EU possesses a
foreign policy in state-like terms (or not) become second-order to consid-
erations of the form of the relationship that the EU and the states
surrounding it have created for themselves. The key observation here is
that the relationship is one that is created in classic Duchênean terms as
‘domesticating relations’. Expressed in terms of the ideas outlined in the
Introduction to this volume it is both an enhancement of the role
performance potential of the EU and an increase in the impact of that
role.

Process and civilian power

Another factor that is crucial for assessing the development of the Union’s
roles is process. There is a substantive body of literature on the inter-
national roles of the EU that focuses upon an exposition of the content of
specific policies conducted by the EU for projection externally from the
Union and theoretical explanations or assumptions as to the manner in
which that policy was formulated. This body of literature consists primarily
of individual case studies, although these are supported by a limited
amount of comparative case study work. The focus upon the process of
decision-making that is central to this approach also represents an endur-
ing division in accounts of the international roles of the EU.

In attempting to map the external relations of the EC/EU, accounts
invariably focus upon the legal foundations for a particular agreement or
set of agreements (Macleod et al. 1996). Although commentators disagree
as to whether the CFSP represents a meaningful ‘foreign policy’, its joint
actions and common positions have been subject to case study scrutiny
(Holland 1995, 1997; Denza 2002). Accounting for the role of the
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decision-making process has been central to analysis of EPC/CFSP (Hill
1996). Other case studies seeking to account for a foreign-policy ‘event’
and EC/EU action, or inaction, have delved in the domestic sources of
member states’ foreign-policy stances (Stavridis and Hill 1996).

A number of other case studies have also argued for a theoretical
uniting of both EPC/CFSP and external relations into a single framework.
This argument proceeds from the premise that the nature of foreign
policy itself has undergone transformation as a consequence of changes in
the nature and structure of the international system that have rendered
distinctions between ‘high’ and ‘low’ politics less pertinent and in the
Introduction to this volume is characterized as a pluralist turn in IR think-
ing (H. Smith 1995; M. Smith 1998). The contention of such a standpoint
as applied to the EU is that separate consideration of processes (pillars
one, two and three), both empirically and conceptually, is at the cost of
neglecting study of the factors that are common to both sets of policies
and has led to neglect of frameworks that may accommodate both sets of
processes with a few exceptions (Ginsberg 1989; Whitman 1998b).

The situation is further complicated by the fact that certain internal
EC/EU policies (that are neither external relations or CFSP) have exter-
nal implications. This is best illustrated by the analysis of the impact of the
Single Market programme (Redmond 1992). The concept of externaliza-
tion conceived by Schmitter conveys a mutually supporting direct link
between internal integration and external responses (Schmitter 1969).
Such an analysis has been extended to illustrate processes beyond states to
encompass non-state and sub-national actors (Hocking and Smith 1997).
This has given rise to the notion that alongside the policy-making
processes of external relations and CFSP the EC/EU’s international activ-
ities represent an on-going negotiated order involving actors within and
without the EU engaged in an institutionalized negotiation process which
is itself embedded in the international arena (M. Smith 1996b). This
notion of process captures the means through which the EU’s power is
exercised.

The consideration of process introduces the member states as a key
factor of influence in the exploration of civilian power Europe. Since the
notion of civilian power Europe was first articulated the six-state EC has
expanded to a 25-member state EU. The consideration of the process
through which EC/EU policy is formulated represents a crucial insight
into the rationale for the Union both developing and utilizing different
instruments of implementation in the international system. This is a
dimension of the development of a European foreign policy that the
author has explored at length elsewhere (Manners and Whitman 2000).
However, it should be noted that with respect to the ESDP this is an area
which has been chronically under-explored. The extent to which the indi-
vidual states are advocates of a civilian power Europe is a research project
in search of researchers.
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Hill characterized cohesiveness in decision-making (taking decisions and
holding to them) as one strand of capabilities available to the Union
(Peterson and Sjursen 1998: 28). Other work on decision-making suggests
that decision-making processes demonstrate contradictory characteristics
– greater ‘Brusselization’ (Allen 1998), but also a widening of the actors
and influences (M. Smith 1998). Cohesiveness may therefore be better
measured through agreement measured by greater recourse to instru-
ments than cohesion in decision-making processes.

The development of a ‘reflex of consultation’ has been the hallmark of
the CFSP across time and has not been generated solely by the creation of
institutional arrangements through treaty revisions (Manners and
Whitman 2000). It is too early to assess whether the new political and mili-
tary bodies created post-Helsinki and codified in the Treaty of Nice such
as the COPS, the Military Committee (populated by representatives of the
member states’ commanders-in-chief) and its chair, and the Military Staff
(the precursor of a European staff headquarters); and their relationship
to the Secretary General/High Representative will generate the same
reflex as the decision-making structure.

Identifying instruments of implementation

A greater understanding of the capabilities of the Union is necessary if the
international role of the EU is to be accurately comprehended and 
the ‘health’ of CPE to be accurately assessed. This is primarily because the
notion of CPE has rested upon the form that the EU’s diplomacy has
taken. An assessment of the EU’s capabilities is thus a core component of
the conceptions and images that the EU has of itself and those held by
other parties. The ‘system of implementation’ identified by Hill as neces-
sary for actor capability can be characterized as a set of instruments that
are available to the EU (Hill 1993, 1998).

These instruments are not formally identified by the Union as its
‘system of implementation’, but provide a typology by which we might
establish a framework to consider the extent to which the EU is fulfilling
its aspiration to assert its international identity. The ability to agree and
resources identified by Hill as the other two elements of his capabilities
have been explored by the author at length elsewhere (Whitman 1998b).
Therefore this section of the chapter tackles only one side of the capability–
expectations gap and largely ignores the question of the expectations of
third parties. It concerns itself with questions of supply rather than
demand. The argument thus seeks to identify a typology of instruments
available at the disposal of the Union and through an exposition of one of
these it seeks briefly to further explore civilian power Europe.

It is, of course, possible to tell the story of the development of the CFSP
in terms of Treaty amendments and/or to detail the development of
Common Strategies, Joint Actions and Common Positions across time.
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The author has attempted this analysis elsewhere (Whitman 1998c).
However, this renders little assistance in exploring whether the EU has
developed instruments for the conduct of its foreign policy compatible
with the notion that the EU acts as a civilian power.

Space precludes an examination of the full set of instruments which
can be classified as: informational, procedural, transference and overt. Each of
these elements has been described elsewhere and illustrated by reference
to examples drawn from the CFSP (and external relations as the hallmark
of the last decade has been the drawing together of CFSP and external
relations instruments of implementation) since the foundation of the EU
in November 1993 (Manners and Whitman 1998). The focus here is on
overt instruments, since these can be taken as a litmus test of whether the
EU has moved ‘civilian’ instruments to give effect to the EU foreign
policy.

Such overt instruments refer to the physical presence of the EU and its
representatives outside the Union. This can be either on a permanent
basis, for example the establishment of the external delegations of the
Commission, or more transitory, for instance visits of the troika or the dis-
patch of monitors, and special representatives, to the Middle East and the
Great Lakes, for example. The Union also has its own network of external
delegations, which would be transformed by the External Action Service
envisioned in the Constitutional Treaty.

Empirical observation suggests that the EU has gone more ‘overt’ since
the early 1990s. The ‘new’ troika established under the Treaty of Amster-
dam (Presidency of the Union, the High Representative and the member
of the Commission responsible for external relations) represented an
attempt to create a more efficient mechanism than the ‘old’ CFSP troika
and ‘bi-cephalic troika’ (the troika plus the Commission). The Treaty of
Amsterdam, in creating the new High Representative for CFSP and refor-
mulating the troika, has created a more robust set of representational
arrangements, in the same vein. The appointment of the High Repre-
sentative in October 1999 created a new overt instrument for the CFSP
which is, arguably, the most significant development within the CFSP
since 1993. The manner in which this position has been defined, by the
first post-holder, Javier Solana, has shaped this instrument into a key
dimension of the implementation of the CFSP. However, the small budget
at Solana’s disposal and his small staff means that he is a ‘stand-alone’
actor requiring the assistance of the European Commission to execute
policy. The Commission, under the former Commissioner Chris Patten,
performed a similar overt role with being the most public face of inter-
national activity by the Commission boosted by the reorganization of the
European Commission’s RELEX services. The proposal to combine the
High Representative and Commission roles in the position of an EU
Foreign Minister with an EU External Action Service proposed in the EU
Constitutional Treaty would further unify the face of EU foreign policy.
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In addition, since 1996 the role of the EU Special Representative, and
since 2003 the Personal Representative, have become regular features in
the CFSP toolkit.

The Joint Actions of the CFSP have also led to the creation of a number
of new overt instruments used by the Union, including the convoying of
aid in Bosnia-Herzegovina and the sending of observers to the Russian
and South African elections, the EU administration of Mostar and the
European Union Monitoring Mission (EUMM). The instruments were
codified and developed with the Helsinki European Council Conclusions
– and then taken further at the Feira and Göteborg European Councils –
with the commitment to develop the civilian aspects of crisis management
(Presidency Conclusions 2000). The headline goals set for a non-military
Rapid Reaction Facility have focused upon re-establishing the civilian
structures necessary to ensure political, social and economic stability and
to give a civilian capacity to the rapid reaction military force (by mobiliz-
ing non-military personnel: police, customs officials, judges, etc.) and with
its own Headline Goals (Presidency Conclusions 1999). Operationally, the
EU’s take-over of the International Police Task Force (IPTF) in Bosnia on
1 January 2003 was the first crisis management operation through this
mechanism initiated under the ESDP. All of these developments have
been read as being reconcilable with the idea of civilian power Europe
(Youngs 2002).

Other developments in the military security field can be read as more
problematic for the notion of the EU as a civilian power. For Hill, the key
development of actor capability for the EU was the ability to have recourse
to military force. The central significance of military power for challeng-
ing the civilian power thesis is now an active public policy debate. In the
use of the CPE as an analytical concept this debate has proceeded for over
a decade: the creation of the CFSP with a defence aspiration was originally
read as signalling the intent of the member states of the Union to move
beyond a civilian power Europe and to develop a defence dimension to
the Union’s international identity (Lodge 1993). The crucial change that
has happened with respect to the EU’s ESDP since the late 1990s is the
move from aspirations to operational capacity. The European Council
meeting in Helsinki in December 1999 set the ‘headline goal’ for a mili-
tary force that could be deployed rapidly and that would be capable of car-
rying out the full range of Petersberg tasks which delineated the extent of
the EU’s military aspirations (Presidency Conclusions 1999). From
December 1999 onwards considerable work was put into finding the
mechanisms to realize the operational objectives set at Helsinki. In May
2003 the EU announced that it now possessed ‘operational capability
across the full range of Petersberg tasks, limited and constrained by recog-
nized shortfalls’. In the view of Javier Solana these do fall short of the
Helsinki Headline Goal. Subsequently, in June 2004 the European Council
agreed a new plan, ‘Headline Goal 2010’, as a part of the Capability Devel-
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opment Mechanism that is scheduled to be achieved by 2010 (Council of
the European Union 2004). Since then there has been the launch of the
proposal for Battle Groups which are intended to be operational by 2007.
All of this demonstrates a classic EU approach to developing a policy area,
which is to generate institutions and then set them to realizing key dead-
lines which are reviewed at successive European Council meetings. Hence
the Headline Goal was followed by a European Capabilities Action Plan
and work to plug gaps identified by the capabilities improvement process.

Although the headline goal has been revised from the form that was
originally articulated – to take account of the practicalities of realizing the
objective – it is still a significant undertaking. For the purpose of the argu-
ment here, the forces committed under the headline goal represent the
emergence of the first non-NATO military structure in post-Cold War
Europe. Even though the operational capability has not yet achieved the
headline goals, the EU has now engaged in a number of modest opera-
tions. The EU has undertaken five such operations to date, most recently
embarking on an operation in Georgia and a significant operation in
Bosnia. The undertaking of three small-scale operations – Concordia,
Artemis, Proxima and the EU Police Mission in Bosnia (EUPM) – has
given the EU a nascent operational presence, albeit confined largely to
South Eastern Europe. The six-month Concordia operation in Macedonia,
launched in March 2003, was the first ‘Berlin-plus’ operation having
access to NATO planning facilities, structures and military assets. The
Artemis operation consisted of the deployment of 1,800 French-led troops
to Bunia in the Democratic Republic of Congo as a holding operation
until UN forces could be deployed. The Proxima operation was the follow-
on policing mission to Macedonia deployed in mid-December 2004 for 12
months. The EUPM in Bosnia was the first civilian Petersberg operation
undertaken by the EU established at the beginning of January 2003 and
due to expire at the end of December 2005. This 500� strong police
mission was complemented by the Althea (EUFOR) ‘Berlin-plus’ opera-
tion to replace SFOR at the end of 2004 consisting of 7,000 EU troops to
replace the 12,000 strong SFOR force. The latter raises the question as to
whether ‘size matters’ in determining whether there has been the trans-
cendence of the civilian power idea. What would represent its death-knell?

Civilian power redux? Environment, process and
instruments

The creation of the ESDP has, unsurprisingly, led to the conclusion that it
spells the end of civilian power Europe (K. E. Smith 2002). A contrasting
view is that militarization of the EU may facilitate the EU acting ‘as a real
civilian power in the world, that is to say as a force for the external promo-
tion of democratic principles’ (Stavridis 2001). It is, perhaps, too early to
assess the success of the ESDP and, therefore, use this as grounds upon
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which to dispel the idea of civilian power Europe. However, Maull’s re-
analysis of civilian power Germany after participation in the war in Kosovo
in 1999 is of some utility here in illustrating that recourse to military
means does not invalidate the notion of civilian power Europe per se
(Maull 2000). A less sanguine view on possible EU military power is that
there is continuing relative military weakness of Europe vis-à-vis the US –
but that should not be conflated with a lack of EU international power. As
Andrew Moravcsik has argued:

Europeans already wield effective power over peace and war as great
as that of the United States, but they do so quietly, through ‘civilian
power’. That does not lie in the deployment of battalions or bombers,
but rather in the quiet promotion of democracy and development
through trade, foreign aid and peacekeeping.

(Moravcsik 2002)

The argument that the EU enjoys a competitive advantage in international
relations, as opposed to other actors, is more in conformity with Hill’s
position on a distinct international role(s) for the EU in his Capabilities–
Expectations Gap thesis.2 However, suggesting that the weakness of the
EU’s military capability validates the notion of civilian power Europe is an
incomplete argument. As the argument above illustrates very clearly, there
are a number of elements that are neglected by a focus solely on instru-
ments. Therefore developing and strengthening the military instrument is
not sufficient to validate or invalidate the notion of civilian power Europe.
As noted above there has to be a focus upon the environment – the inter-
national structures, processes and actors within which the EC/EU is
embedded and through which it operates – the process through which that
policy is decided and the development of instruments for the implementa-
tion of the Union’s foreign policy, both in formal treaty terms and in
terms of their acceptance and use by member states.

If it is accepted that the EU has not yet strayed beyond the confines of
what can be accommodated within the idea of CPE, what would call the
utility of the concept into question? The first factor would be a shift in the
environment in which CPE operates. One such change would be if the EU
member states decided to develop the EU’s international role in such
terms that the ESDP was separate and separable from NATO. This would
most likely be a cause of, or the reaction to, a divide between Europe and
the US.

A second change would be a shift in the role that the member states
wish to cultivate for the EU in international society. The notion advanced
by President Chirac that Europe should act as pole of international rela-
tions in a multipolar world is not a view that has wide currency among the
EU member states. The war in Iraq illustrated that there is not an
immutable view on the role that the EU should play in relation to the US
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as a key actor in international relations. Differential attitudes to the war in
Iraq cut across both the then 15 EU member states and those states that
joined the coalition and fought under Operation Iraqi Freedom. Out of
the 25 EU member states, 13 had troops deployed. The remaining 12
states were either ‘oppositionists’ or ‘neutrals’.

What is remarkable, however, is that the status quo in the EU’s foreign,
security and defence policy remained largely unaffected by the war in
Iraq. During the war there was ‘business as usual’. The day-to-day process
of EU foreign policy continued (especially if foreign policy is considered
in the broadest sense, embracing foreign economic policy) – common
positions, joint actions, political dialogue, systematic consultation all con-
tinued. The war also did not have an impact upon the development of the
new EU Security Strategy. The strategy presented by Javier Solana at the
Thessaloniki European Council in June 2003 underwent considerable
debate before being formally agreed at the European Council in Decem-
ber 2003 (Council of the EU 2003). The security strategy had three stra-
tegic aims: to create an extended zone of security and stability around the
EU; to build an international order via multilateralism; to tackle the ‘not
so new’ security threats (especially WMD). Importantly, the security strat-
egy also advanced the notion of a strategic culture that fosters early, rapid
and where necessary robust intervention. This document is not the
equivalent of a US National Security Strategy but has stimulated comment-
ators to push for an EU strategic concept (Lindley-French and Agieri
2004). The contrast with the US National Security Strategy is, however,
instructive in that it represents a clear codification of the member states’
collective position on the forms of power that they wish to exercise in
international relations. The role that they define for themselves is that
they aspire for a civilian power Europe to go global.

The ESDP: the death of civilian power Europe?

This chapter has argued that civilian power Europe is still a ‘live’ concept
with empirical and theoretical purchase when the EU is considered in the
context of the contemporary international relations of Europe. The
manner in which the ESDP has evolved to date does not make it possible
definitively to conclude that the EU has departed from civilian power
Europe. Indeed, for some member states the Petersberg orientation of the
policy area is fully in conformity with civilian power norms. The focus of
this chapter, though, has been to give analytical primacy to the EC/EU
and not to its member states, which has recently been the focus of other
scholars (Howorth 2004).

A key strand of the varieties of civilian power that have been articulated
is the environment of international relations constraining, or facilitating,
this role. A key question to be posed is whether 9/11 and its aftermath will
result in a transformation that will change the terrain upon which the EU
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operates. This is a question which is of both empirical and theoretical
interest if the concept is to retain purchase.

The focus upon instruments used by the EU to assert its identity on the
international scene outlined above is inevitably sketchy. However, it is
intended to illustrate that focusing solely upon the instruments through
which the EU conducts its international relations provides a limited
insight into the full international significance of the EU. A full apprecia-
tion of the EU’s capacity to operate as ‘civilian power Europe’ demands
an appreciation of the environment within which these instruments are
deployed, and of the EU’s position in that environment. It also requires
attention to the process of policy formulation and to the instruments that
can be mobilized for the pursuit of policy.

The concern with the recourse to civilian forms of power by the EU has
remained despite the changed environment of international relations in
Europe with the demise of the Cold War overlay and the conflicts in the
former Yugoslavia. The re-Europeanization of security in Europe has been
accompanied by the EU advancing the project of a military security iden-
tity through the ESDP since the Treaty on European Union. Civilian
forms of power have largely been retained, and arguably strengthened in
Europe, and remain the hallmark of the European international identity
beyond the continent. It can be argued that EU military power is develop-
ing, as suggested by Hanns Maull in defining the characteristics of a civil-
ian power, as a ‘residual instrument serving essentially to safeguard other
means of international interaction’ (Maull 1999). In short, CPE remains a
role to which the EU continues to aspire.

Notes
1 The distinction between the concepts of international system and international

society is central to the English School account of international relations. For
Bull a ‘A society of states (or international society) exists when a group of states,
conscious of certain common interests and common values, form a society in
the sense that they conceive themselves to be bound by a common set of rules
in their relations with one another, and share in the working of common insti-
tutions’ (Bull 1977: 13).

2 Hill’s approach was to explore the international role of the EC/EU by delineat-
ing its functions in the international system before making a decision about the
‘form’ of the EC. Hill viewed the EC’s functions as fourfold: the stabilizing of
Western Europe; managing world trade; being the principal voice of the
developed world in relations with the South; providing a second Western voice
in international diplomacy.
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7 The EU’s role as a promoter of
human rights and democracy
Enlargement policy practice and
role formation

Ulrich Sedelmeier

This chapter addresses a specific role of the EU in international politics:
its role as a promoter of human rights and democracy. It focuses on the
origins of this role conception and identifies one particular pathway to
create new roles for the EU in international politics, namely as a – partly
unintended – consequence of collective policy practice in its external rela-
tions. I argue that one distinct source, or driving force, behind this role is
the process of eastern enlargement. The EU’s policy practice – its enlarge-
ment policy and the related discourse – contributed to the formation of
this specific role of the EU.

EU policy-makers not only set compliance with the principles of human
rights and democracy as membership conditions for candidate countries,
but articulated and institutionalized them as characteristics of the EU’s
collective identity. Although unintended by some EU actors, this policy
practice created internal and external expectations about behaviour that
is appropriate for this role conception, namely adherence to these prin-
ciples in European foreign policy.

The distinctive origin of this role has implications for role perform-
ance, which translates this role conception into policy outcomes. Key
obstacles for an ‘ethical’ foreign policy that is consistent with this role con-
ception are that it is a collective, rather than shared, property of EU
actors, and that its standards of appropriate behaviour still remain rather
diffuse. Norm entrepreneurs in the EU are therefore crucial for role
performance and its impact on European foreign policy.1 This role con-
ception provides a normative environment that empowers the advocates
of foreign-policy options that can be legitimized with references to this
particular role and this specific identity. The motives of such policy advo-
cates might be either principled or instrumental, and their strategies
might rely either on persuasion or shaming. In turn, these differences in
the characteristics of advocacy might determine their success and the sus-
tainability of its policy impact.



The EU’s role as a promoter of human rights and
democracy

One of the most prominent new roles of the EU in international politics
since the end of the Cold War is the promotion of human rights and
democracy. Its origins date back a long way, such as the affirmation by the
ECJ in the 1960s that respect for fundamental rights was part of the EC’s
legal heritage (Alston and Weiler 1999: 4). However, most developments
in this area are more recent. They included the declaration of the Luxem-
bourg European Council in December 1997 on the fiftieth anniversary of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the adoption of the Euro-
pean Initiative for Development and Human Rights in 1999, and the
Charter of Fundamental Rights adopted at the Nice European Council in
December 2002. The draft constitutional treaty includes both this charter
and a commitment to the EU’s accession to the European Convention on
Human Rights.

The EU’s commitment to promoting human rights and democracy
internationally include the Luxembourg European Council declaration of
June 1991 that stated that ‘the Community and its Member States under-
take to pursue the policy of promoting human rights and fundamental
freedoms throughout the world’. The Maastricht Treaty on European
Union articulates as one objective of the Common Foreign and Security
Policy ‘developing and consolidating democracy, the rule of law and
respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms’. The most concrete
expression was the Commission’s communication on ‘the European
Union’s role in promoting human rights and democratisation in third
countries’ (European Commission 2001), which the Council endorsed in
June 2001.

The EU’s policies for the promotion of rights and democracy could be
separated into three strands. First, the EU-financed programmes designed
to promote democracy and human rights directly, such as the PHARE
democracy programme which is aimed at the countries of East Central
Europe. Second, the EU uses asymmetrical interdependence to attach
conditions to its offers of membership or trade agreements with third
countries. Democracy and human rights are one central element of the
EU’s political conditionality (see e.g. Smith 1998). The third strand is
least developed: it concerns an ‘ethical dimension’ of foreign policy
(Light and Smith 2001; Smith 2001) that sanctions abuses of human rights
and democracy in third countries. Its weakest form is to condemn viola-
tions of these principles in common declarations and démarches, which
are more traditional tools of CFSP. Stronger forms range from diplomatic
sanctions (e.g. suspending official contacts) and arms embargoes to
approving military interventions to end human rights abuses.

The first two strands can be described respectively as ‘reinforcement
by support’ and ‘reinforcement by reward’, while the latter includes
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‘reinforcement by punishment’ (see e.g. Schimmelfennig et al. 2003 for
this distinction). Needless to say, this third is most onerous and least
developed in the EU (notwithstanding an assessment of whether the first
two are effective, efficient, or coherently applied). It is not only the most
costly in material terms, but EU actors might also differ in their views
about the trade-offs involved with regard to countervailing norms.

In this chapter, I do not attempt to provide a comprehensive account
of the origins and sources of this role conception or the EU’s human
rights policy (see e.g. Smith 2003: 98–144). General causes include struc-
tural changes in international normative context since the end of the
Cold War, as well as the advocacy of by particular member states (espe-
cially the Nordic states) and EU institutions (especially the European Par-
liament). Rather, this chapter is primarily interested in one particular
source: the impact of the EU’s enlargement policy practice. This policy
practice established adherence and the promotion of these principles as
part of the EU’s self-image, or, in other words, it increased the robustness
of the behavioural norms through which this particular identity is
enacted. Recent studies of norm construction emphasize the role of inten-
tional and strategic norm construction by norm entrepreneurs. By con-
trast, the increased robustness of these norms – with regard to their
communality and specificity – was primarily an unintended by-product of
the EU’s enlargement policy practice.

The EU’s enlargement policy practice and role formation

There are a number of links between the EU’s eastern enlargement policy
and its broader role as a promoter of democracy and human rights. One
more general link is the presentation of the promotion of human rights
and democracy as a distinct and central rationale for the EU’s enlarge-
ment. This particular justification of policy reflects back on the role
and self-image that policy-makers ascribe to the EU.2 EU policy-makers
referred not only to (collective) security and economic interests or to an
EU identity that prescribed integration of the CEECs. European Council
declarations regularly asserted the promotion of democracy and human
rights as a distinct goal to be served (indirectly) through enlargement (in
addition to initiatives that were designed to promote this goal directly,
such as the PHARE democracy programme). Two elements of the EU’s
enlargement practice stand out as key sources of the EU’s role formation:
accession conditionality and changes in the founding treaties in anticipation of
enlargement. Both elements explicitly articulated respect for democracy
and human rights as a key characteristic of the EU and thus increased the
robustness of the behavioural norms that this role entails.
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Political conditionality

Only in the context of eastern enlargement did the EU make adherence
to human rights and democratic principles an increasingly explicit and
central condition of its offers of aid, trade and eventual membership (see
e.g. Smith 2001; Williams 2000; Vachudova 2001). The formulation of the
political conditionality attached to the EU’s enlargement policy condition-
ality is a crucial aspect of role formation. By defining and spelling out the
criteria for membership, the EU explicitly articulated the fundamental
characteristics that it ascribed to itself. The EU articulated the democratic
requirements for associate status most explicitly in the Europe Agree-
ments (EAs) signed in 1993 with Romania and Bulgaria. The preamble of
the EAs and Article 6 spell out these principles:

Considering the firm commitment of the Community and its member
states and of [the associated country] to the rule of law and human
rights, including those of persons belonging to minorities, and to the
full implementation of all other principles and provisions contained
in the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in
Europe (CSCE), the concluding documents of Vienna and Madrid,
the Charter of Paris for a New Europe. . . . Respect for the democratic
principles and human rights established by the Helsinki Final Act and
the Charter of Paris for a New Europe . . . inspire the domestic and
external policies of the Parties and constitute the essential elements of
the present association.

In particular the concerns about the political situation in Romania led the
member states to agree on the inclusion of a suspension clause, a measure
that the majority of governments had still rejected in the earlier EAs.
However, in order to point the finger less directly at the Romanian
government, the EU decided to make such a suspension clause a general
feature of all agreements between the EU and third countries from that
date onwards (Bulletin of the EC 5–1992; see also Riedel and Will 1999).
This spill-over of democratic conditionality from enlargement policy to
the EU’s external relations more generally was thus largely an unintended
consequence of the particular case of Romania. Crucially, however, this
step established the general significance of these principles for the EU’s
external relations. Furthermore, the EU not only insisted on the adher-
ence of the associated countries to these principles, but also articulated
them as values to which itself was committed.

The Copenhagen European Council of June 1993, which for the first
time clearly acknowledged the eventual membership of the CEECs, made
the political conditionality for accession explicit. In addition to economic
conditions, these ‘Copenhagen criteria’ specified that ‘[m]embership
requires that the candidate country has achieved stability of institutions
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guaranteeing democracy, the rule of law, human rights and respect for
and protection of minorities . . . ’ (Bulletin of the EC 6–1993). These polit-
ical conditions subsequently became a central part of the Commission’s
assessment of the candidates’ accession prospects. The Commission’s
opinions on the CEECs’ applications for membership insisted on further
progress concerning the actual practice of democratic principles and the
respect for human rights and minorities (European Commission 1997a),
and the Commission continued to monitor these developments in its
regular reports on the candidates’ progress.

Crucially, the EU’s policy practice validated the discourse underpin-
ning its conditionality through strict and consistent application. The key
example was the EU’s critical position towards Slovakia under the Meciar
government (see e.g. Henderson 1999; Pridham 2002). After repeated
expressions of the EU’s concern about respect for human rights, demo-
cracy and freedom of the press (Agence Europe, 27 October 1995, 4–5;
Agence Europe, 8 February 1996, 4; European Commission 1997b: 9–18),
the Luxembourg European Council in December 1997 followed the Com-
mission’s recommendation not to open accession negotiations, even
though the economic record might have allowed doing so. After the elec-
tion of the new government in September 1998, the Commission sug-
gested that the new situation allowed the prospect of opening accession
negotiations ‘on condition that the regular stable and democratic func-
tioning of its institutions are confirmed’ (European Commission 1998:
29). In December 1999, the Helsinki European Council decided to open
accession negotiations, after the Commission’s positive assessment of the
political reform process (European Commission 1999).

Treaty changes induced by eastern enlargement

The emphasis on respect for democracy and human rights as a condition
of membership did not remain limited to the EU’s external policies, but
also reverberated inside the EU. In part, the conditionality practice stimu-
lated a debate on whether the EU should ‘take these basic constitutional
values more seriously by entrenching them more firmly in its own legal
order’ (De Witte 2003: 210). In part, member states and EU institutions
were keen to have treaty-based leverage over new members that might
revert to authoritarian practices. Subsequent amendments of the found-
ing treaties thus codified adherence to these principles as crucial
characteristics of its members. They were thus not merely conditions to be
met by applicants, but part of the member states’ collective self-image.

The link between enlargement and expressions of the importance of
democratic principles for EU members has a historical precedent. In the
enlargements of the 1980s, the incumbents were similarly concerned
about instruments and safeguards to guarantee the continued adherence
of the new members to the fundamental democratic principles after acces-
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sion has been granted. The result was the ‘Declaration on Democracy’ at
the Copenhagen European Council in 1978. The official reason for this
declaration was the decision to hold the first direct elections to the Euro-
pean Parliament in 1979. At the same time, however, the declaration was
prompted by the impending accession of Greece, Spain and Portugal and
‘was intended to strengthen the Community’s leverage against any future
member which might slip towards authoritarian rule’ (Wallace 1996: 16).

In the case of eastern enlargement, these concerns were institutional-
ized in formal treaty changes. The shadow of eventual eastern enlarge-
ment led the negotiators of the Maastricht Treaty to insert Article F into
the treaty, which stated in paragraphs 1 and 2 that:

[t]he Union shall respect that national identities of its Member States,
whose system of government are founded on the principles of democracy (my
emphasis). The Union shall respect fundamental rights, as guaran-
teed by the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms signed in Rome on 4 November 1950
and as they result from the constitutional traditions common to the
Member States, as general principles of Community law.

Concern about leverage against breaches of democracy and human rights
in the prospective members after accession also influenced the drafting of
the Amsterdam Treaty in 1996/97. The treaty explicitly made a strong
commitment to democratic principles and human rights one of the prin-
cipal characteristics of the EU. The new Article 6 proclaims that ‘[t]he
Union is founded on the principles of liberty, democracy, respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the rule of law. . . .’ Article
7 furthermore provides the means to suspend a member state’s rights
under the treaty if it breaches these principles in a ‘serious and persistent’
way. In sum, these treaty changes codified the adherence to basic demo-
cratic principles not only as a precondition for accession, but also as a key
characteristic of membership.

At the same time, however, by acknowledging these principles as consti-
tutive values of its members, the EU’s enlargement practice did not only
feed back into the internal practices of the EU and its member states. This
acknowledgement also creates expectations about the behaviour of the
EU and its member states in European foreign policy, namely to protect
and to promote these principles internationally.

Role formation through collective discursive practices

The discourse underpinning the EU’s policy practice – in particular its
conditionality and the membership obligations institutionalized in treaty
amendments – thus formulated a broader role for the EU in the promo-
tion of democracy and human rights. It did so through increasing the
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robustness of the behavioural norms this role entails. Norms are collective
understandings of the proper behaviour for actors with a given identity or
role. Constructivist analyses suggest that their impact on identity forma-
tion, actors’ behaviour and collective practices depends on the robustness
of the norm in question (Legro 1997: 33). The formation of a particular
role conception for the EU and the likelihood of role performance or
role-consistent behaviour thus depend on the robustness of the regulative
norms through which it is enacted.

The EU’s enlargement policy affected primarily two components of
norm ‘robustness’: their commonality (or ‘concordance’) and their speci-
ficity (see Boekle et al. 2001: 109–10; Legro 1997: 34–5). ‘Commonality’
refers to how widely accepted rules and prescriptions are among the
actors within a given system or community and ‘specificity’ relates to the
extent to which a norm establishes precise and simple standards of appro-
priate behaviour. The EU’s enlargement policy increased both the speci-
ficity and the commonality of a commitment to the international
promotion of human rights and democracy within the EU.

Role specificity

Enlargement practice increased the specificity of the EU’s role in the
international promotion of human rights and democracy by first articulat-
ing, and then concretizing, not only the importance of these principles
for its members, but also for the EU to promote them internationally. By
making the discourse about the promotion of human rights and demo-
cracy a distinct and central element of its eastern enlargement policy prac-
tice, EU policy-makers affirmed a self-image of the EU as an actor whose
role prescribes the promotion and protection of these principles. The
articulation and institutionalization of these principles as membership
conditions made explicit that the type of community the EU forms is
based on these principles.

For what reasons the EU initially established this conditionality and
whether the resulting role conception was intentional or an unintended
effect of its policy practice are less significant. Arguably, the EU pro-
moted democracy, human and minority rights in the CEECs – at least
partly – instrumentally and strategically to achieve material objectives,
namely stability in neighbouring countries. However, the EU presented
the promotion of these principles not merely as a means to achieve the
ulterior goal of stability (as for the recognition of borders or good
neighbourly relations), but also as an end in itself. This characteristic of
the discourse makes an important difference for the EU’s role concep-
tion. The emphasis on democracy and human rights as central member-
ship conditions reveals something about the self-image and role that the
EU attributes to itself. Once this particular justification is given, it pro-
vides a reference point that attests to the significance of these principles
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for the goals that the EU pursues and creates expectations about future
conduct.

Role commonality

Just as the explicit articulation of such objectives and of principled justifi-
cations increases the specificity of the EU’s role, the act of doing so in
collective statements at the EU level also increases its commonality. Signific-
antly, this process also can be the result of unintended consequences. For
example, a member state government might be generally opposed to the
transfer of competences in the area of fundamental rights to EU institu-
tions and it might object to allowing considerations of a country’s human
rights record constrain its foreign policy if other material objectives are at
stake. It might none the less agree to a common European Council decla-
ration that emphasizes certain norms, as a result either of compromises,
or neglect of semantic details and the possible consequences that these
might have in the future. However, once such statements of policy goals
or justifications for particular actions are made, they present expressions
of collective commitments and understandings, even if the member states
do not equally share such commitments, let alone agree on the extent to
which ethical considerations should influence policy in specific situations.

This argument has affinities with the distinction that Jepperson et al.
(1996: 54–5) draw between ‘collective’ and ‘shared’ norms:

Norms may be ‘shared’, or commonly held, across some distribution
of actors in a system. Alternatively, however, norms may not be widely
held by actors but may nevertheless be collective features of the
system – either by being institutionalized . . . or by being prominent in
public discourse of a system. . . . [A] distinction between collectively
‘prominent’ or institutionalized norms and commonly ‘internalized’
ones, with various ‘intersubjective’ admixtures in between, is crucial
for distinguishing between different types of norms and different
types of normative effects.

Thus, by explicitly articulating elements of the EU ‘collective’ role, such
common EU statements and discourse can none the less have a regulative
effect on the behaviour of those actors who would otherwise prefer fewer
constraints on the pursuit of material objectives in European foreign
policy. While they do not ‘share’ this element of role to the same extent,
they find themselves ‘rhetorically entrapped’ in these collective statements
(Risse and Sikkink 1999: 28; Schimmelfennig 2001: 73). In a similar vein,
we can interpret the argument by Karen Smith (2002: 16) that it makes an
important difference for both the specificity and the communality of EU
role conceptions if normative objectives become explicitly articulated,
embedded and specified at the EU level:
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Once the objectives [to promote certain norms] are adopted at the
EU level, the member states become involved in a process in which
their initial preferences are reshaped and in which they must make
compromises over how these objectives will be achieved. It also makes
it very difficult to roll back rhetorical commitments to pursue the
objectives. Through this process, the EU’s international identity thus
gradually acquires more substance.

Path-dependence and unintended consequences of discursive practices

The strengthening of regulative norms through the EU’s enlargement
policy differs from the processes emphasized in recent studies of the ‘life
cycle’ through which international norms evolve. Finnemore and Sikkink
(1998) underline the importance of intentional and strategic advocacy
and persuasion by ‘norm entrepreneurs’ that pushes norms over the
‘tipping’ point at which a critical mass adopts the norm. By contrast, 
the increased specificity and commonality of the EU’s commitment to the
international promotion of human rights and democracy has a strong
element of unintended consequences.

The EU’s enlargement policy practice contributed to this role concep-
tion primarily through inducing a certain path-dependence into Euro-
pean foreign policy. In the discourse underpinning the EU’s accession
conditionality and related treaty changes, the member states and EU insti-
tutions explicitly and collectively ascribed a certain role to the EU. These
discursive practices make it increasingly difficult to oppose policy options
that can be legitimized with adherence to the EU’s role and thus establish
a ‘critical juncture’ in European foreign policy. They thus push this role
conception towards the ‘tipping point’, even in the absence of an equally
internalized consensus among the member states on whether certain
norms should be prioritized in situations in which they might collide with
material interests or countervailing norms.

In sum, new role conceptions for the EU in international politics are
not only the result of design and of successful advocacy by ‘role entre-
preneurs’. To some extent, they can be also unintended consequences of
policy practices in specific issue areas. However, the particular nature of
this source of role conception has implications for role performance and
its impact on European foreign policy.

Role performance: opportunities for role entrepreneurs

The importance of role entrepreneurs

Thus, it could be argued that the EU’s enlargement policy practice has
contributed to the formation of an EU role in the international protection
and promotion of human rights and democracy. But how does the
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particular source of this role conception affect role performance, in the
sense of behaviour that is consistent with this role conception? Clearly, the
impact of these discursively created role-specific prescriptions on Euro-
pean foreign-policy choices is fragile, as reflected, e.g. in the inconsisten-
cies of the EU’s human rights conditionality with regard to Pakistan or
Russia (see e.g. Smith 2001). Then how does this role conception affect
European foreign policy? While the EU’s enlargement policy practice
increased both the specificity and commonality of this role conception, its
particular origin also suggests that both these aspects of ‘norm robustness’
are still problematic.

First, the problem with the commonality of the role conception
remains that it relies to a considerable extent on its characteristic as a
collective property of the member states, rather than one that is shared
and equally internalized. Second, despite the increased specificity of this
role conception, its behavioural obligations are still rather diffuse. It estab-
lishes clear expectation about appropriate behaviour for the internal prac-
tices of members and would-be members, as well as for a consistent
application of political conditionality in the EU’s external relations. Yet it
is much less clear what behavioural standards it prescribes for European
foreign policy more generally. For example, does it prescribe any particu-
lar course of action in cases in which these norms are breached in non-
member states, such as additional punishments other than suspending
conditional rewards that might be in place?

These deficiencies concerning the robustness of the EU’s role concep-
tion point at a key precondition for it to have none the less an impact on
European foreign policy. Its policy impact depends on ‘role entre-
preneurs’ who advocate particular policy options that conform to the EU’s
role. Constructivists or sociological institutionalists predominantly empha-
size a ‘logic of appropriateness’ as the key logic of action through which
actors enact a given role or identity. Actors determine ‘what the situation
is, what role is being fulfilled, and what the obligations of that role in that
situation are’ (March and Olsen 1989: 160). Role-guided behaviour thus
requires that such situation-specific obligations are clearly identifiable.
Conversely, role conceptions that are not sufficiently specific to prescribe
a clear course of action in a particular situation are unlikely to lead to
coherent role performance by the EU if the situation is also characterized
by countervailing norms, uncertainty over whether a certain action (or
inaction) is most conducive to producing norm-conforming behaviour in
other states; and when certain member states face countervailing material
incentives. Policy advocates can overcome problems with the specificity of
behavioural prescriptions by framing specific policy options in concrete
situations as ‘appropriate behaviour’.

Norm entrepreneurs articulate and call attention to norms and collect-
ive role conceptions by making the case that in a particular situation the
EU’s role is at stake, justify particular policy options with references to the
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EU’s role, or point out potential discrepancies between behaviour and a
collectively professed role. Thus, for the EU’s role conception to have
such an impact on EFP, policy entrepreneurs have to be successful in
defining a certain situation in such a way that at least certain behavioural
options are ruled out as inappropriate. Moreover, policy advocates might
even exploit their diffuse nature of the EU’s role by presenting more far-
reaching interpretations of this role as appropriate.

Role entrepreneurs and communicative processes in European foreign
policy

The need for policy entrepreneurs to identify, and promote, certain policy
adoptions as ‘appropriate behaviour’ for a somewhat diffuse role concep-
tion means that communicative processes among EU foreign-policy-
makers are key for role performance. We can distinguish two analytically
different processes through which role entrepreneurs can connect specific
situations and behavioural options with the EU’s role conception. The
first communicative process follows a ‘logic of arguing’ (Risse 2000: 7):

Actors try to challenge the validity claims inherent in any causal or
normative statement and to seek a communicative consensus about
their understanding of a situation as well as justifications for the prin-
ciples and norms guiding their action. Argumentative rationality also
implies that the participants in a discourse are open to being per-
suaded by the better argument and that relationships of power and
social hierarchies recede in the background.

According to this logic, role entrepreneurs in European foreign policy
seek a reasoned consensus that a particular course of action is the appro-
priate enactment of their collective role as promoters of human rights and
democracy in a given situation. Agreement on a particular foreign-policy
action reflects that all participants are persuaded of the normative validity
of the arguments presented. Such advocacy is attributed to principled
norm entrepreneurs, who are motivated by ideational commitment. They
generate a consensus among EU policy-makers not only about the general
importance of certain role-specific norms, but also about the extent to
which they have to be prioritized over competing concerns in a given
(foreign-policy) situation. The precedents created through collective
policy and discursive practices provide resources for policy advocates (see
also Wiener 1998) by strengthening the legitimacy of their arguments.

However, certain actors might also advocate norm-conforming behavi-
our instrumentally, in order to further their material self-interest. They
engage their counterparts in a communicative process which is character-
ized by ‘rhetorical action’ (Schimmelfennig 2001). This process assumes
‘weakly socialized actors [that] . . . belong to a community whose constitu-
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tive values and norms they share’, but ‘it is not expected that collective
identity shapes concrete preferences’ (2001: 62). An institutional environ-
ment – or a community’s collective role identity – thus provides a resource
for actors that can justify their selfish goals with reference to institutional
norms or the collective identity, as the legitimacy that these bestow on
their goals increases their bargaining power. Actors engaging in such rhet-
orical action do not aim to persuade other actors of the normative validity
of their arguments, but rather to silence possible opposition. They exer-
cise ‘social influence’ through social rewards and punishments (Johnston
2001). The addressees acquiesce in initiatives promoted through rhet-
orical action in order to avoid the (social and reputational) costs of non-
compliance with professed community norms.

Alternatively, their acquiescence might not result from reputational
cost–benefit calculations, but because they have internalized the norms in
question and therefore cannot conceive of opposing an initiative when
opposition is presented – or successfully framed – as rejection of the norm
at stake (Sedelmeier 2005: 37–8). Indeed, a degree of intersubjective
acceptance of such norms as standards of appropriate behaviour is a pre-
condition for successful rhetorical action and ‘social influence’ (see also
Johnston 2001: 501–2; Müller 2004: 406; Risse 2000: 9).

According to this logic, the EU’s collective role conception provides an
institutional environment for European foreign policy, which the actors
involved take – to a certain extent – for granted. It increases the bargain-
ing power of actors that can present a certain course of action as the
defence of human rights and democracy. Other governments might be
reluctant about such action, either because they are not convinced about
the normative validity of the arguments presented, or because this course
of action might compete with their material interests or countervailing
norms. However, they feel inhibited to oppose such action if this is inter-
preted as failure to act in accordance with their professed role concep-
tion. The diffuse nature of the EU’s role conception even increases the
scope for rhetorical action (but not necessarily its success). The range of
policy options that policy-makers might attempt to justify with references
to the EU’s role is larger than if it was more specific, and hence more nar-
rowly defined.

Types of advocacy and their impact on European foreign policy

‘Rhetorical action’ presumes self-interested policy advocates, but princi-
pled role entrepreneurs might use a similar strategy. They might aim not
only to persuade other actors, but to exploit their ‘rhetorical entrapment’
in collective discourse to shame them into acquiescing in an ‘ethical’
foreign policy. We can thus distinguish three different types of policy
advocacy, depending on whether the advocates are principled or self-
interested and whether principled advocates engage in persuasion or
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shaming. The different characteristics of such advocacy can be expected
to affect its impact on role performance.

When principled role entrepreneurs engage in persuasion, they are
likely to achieve policy impact only in the longer term. But, once suc-
cessful, such impact is most likely to be sustainable. An example is the
EU’s international pursuit of the abolition of the death penalty (see
Manners 2002; Lerch and Schwellnus 2003). The EU’s collective endeav-
our in this area can be seen as an element of an ‘ethical foreign policy’,
which was adopted despite material disincentives. There are few rewards
from domestic audiences; it creates tensions in relations with countries
with capital punishment (most notably the US), not least with regard to
extradition. Furthermore, as late as 1994, five member states (the UK,
Belgium, Spain, Italy, Greece) had not yet abolished the death penalty.
Yet by 1998 all member states had not only abolished the death penalty
but also collectively embarked on the pursuit of its international aboli-
tion. Policy advocates in the EU – including the European Parliament,
the Commission’s Directorate General of External Relations and a
number of member state governments (as well as the international
human rights movement) were able to persuade the more reluctant
member governments to change their policies and to support an inter-
national abolitionist role of the EU. The EU’s role conception and
enlargement policy practice which set the abolition of the death penalty
as a membership condition increased the legitimacy of their arguments
and enabled them to argue for a more far-reaching international role of
the EU. While the persuasion process took time, the consensus it gener-
ated made this policy sustainable.

Advocacy by instrumentally motivated actors engaging in ‘rhetorical
action’ can lead directly to foreign-policy actions that can be framed as
role-conforming, but it can also feed back into a further strengthening of
the EU’s role conception. If the member states collectively endorse such
an initiative, this endorsement validates the salience of these arguments,
even if the policy advocates were insincere in presenting them. Foreign-
policy actions that are justified with reference to the EU’s role can serve as
precedents that facilitate, albeit as an unintended consequence, arguing
for similar role-conforming behaviour at a later stage.

A key example of such policy advocacy with – at least – mixed motives is
the case of the bilateral diplomatic sanctions against the Austrian govern-
ment in February 2000. Note that the strong reaction of the EU XIV to the
inclusion of the far-right Freedom Party into the Austrian government
coalition concerns member state foreign policies, rather than common
EU foreign policy. Yet this case is difficult to explain fully without appreci-
ating the EU’s role conception as a defender of democracy and human
rights. The governments that initiated the sanctions of the EU XIV
arguably had instrumental motives, as their initiative was aimed not only at
Haider but at domestic party politics, in an attempt to discredit far-right
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parties or those within their own centre-right parties pondering co-
operation with the far right (see Merlingen et al. 2001).

Such instrumental motives notwithstanding, it is very difficult to under-
stand the participation of all other member governments in this strong
measure without taking into account the EU’s role on human rights and
democracy. The EU’s self-proclaimed role gave a strong legitimacy to the
initiative. While it is far from obvious that the EU’s role would have
required such a strong reaction, it was difficult to object to once this
particular action had been proposed. Opposition to participation could
have been perceived as a refusal to act according to the EU’s role. It thus
made it difficult to voice scepticism about the proposed measures, either
on the grounds that their effect might be counterproductive, or that such
a measure might violate competing norms, such as not to isolate a
member state. Thus, although references to the EU’s role might have
been used instrumentally, this worked only because the EU’s role has
become so much taken for granted.

Furthermore, this case illustrates that instrumental role entrepreneurs,
motivated by domestic party political struggles, can contribute to a
strengthening of the EU’s role conception. It both set a precedent for
involvement in other member states’ domestic politics and – as a result of
the ensuing dispute over the appropriateness of these measures – led to
the specification of a procedural mechanism for doing so in an amend-
ment of Article 7 of the Nice Treaty.

Finally, an example of the use of shaming by principled policy advo-
cates is the strong initial reactions of the EU to Russian policy in Chech-
nya. The Nordic member states in particular argued that the EU should
take a firm line in explicitly condemning what they considered the exces-
sive use of force against civilians and human rights abuses by the Russian
forces. By contrast, some of the big member states, namely the German,
French and UK governments, were concerned that a too critical position
would jeopardize good relations and a strategic partnership with Russia.
However, despite such opposition and the intergovernmental character of
the CFSP, the CFSP declarations of January 1995 were characterized by
very critical normative language. The EU expressed its ‘greatest concern’
about the fighting in Chechnya, it noted ‘serious violations of human
rights and international humanitarian law’ and deplored ‘the large
number of victims and the suffering being inflicted on the civilian popu-
lation’ (European Foreign Policy Bulletin, Statement 95/018). Despite strong
initial reservations by a majority of governments, the strong pressure from
the then new member states Sweden and Finland in particular forged an
agreement, as the reluctant governments could not dispute the normative
validity of the arguments.3

However, this case also demonstrates that the success of such shaming
strategies alone might be rather short term. Exposing individual member
states and criticizing them publicly for not conforming to the EU’s
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normative standards is in itself behaviour that is deemed inappropriate for
member states. Thus, such a strategy can be used only sparingly. Indeed,
the EU’s position during the second Russian military campaign of
1999/2000 was much less critical than its approach during the first Chech-
nya conflict. In turn, just as the feedback of ‘positive’ precedents of suc-
cessful advocacy with references to the EU’s role can strengthen its role
conception and hence generate more consistent role performance, such
emerging inconsistencies in role performance can start to undermine
earlier role conceptions.

Conclusion

This chapter has pinpointed one distinct source of new roles of the EU in
international politics: policy practice in apparently discrete policy areas of
its external relations. The EU’s policy practice with regard to eastern
enlargement was an important focal point for the formation of the EU’s
role in the international promotion of human rights and democracy. The
collective discourse justified policy practices – such as the accession condi-
tionality – with reference to the intrinsic importance of these norms,
rather than just material foreign-policy goals. The presentation of these
norms as fundamental aspects of the EU did not only feed back into the
internal codification of fundamental rights in the EU, but also into a
broader role conception in international politics.

These discursive practices increased the robustness of this role concep-
tion, both with regard to its specificity and commonality. However,
remaining shortcomings in both dimensions make ‘role entrepreneurs’,
who present certain foreign-policy behaviour as appropriate for the EU’s
role, a crucial precondition for consistent role performance. The EU’s
role conception strengthens the argumentative power of such role entre-
preneurs by increasing the legitimacy of foreign-policy options that can be
justified with reference to the promotion and protection of human rights
and democracy. It thus creates the scope to advance, at least incremen-
tally, policy initiatives that can be presented as enactments of this role,
sometimes even in the face of countervailing material interests.

As the EU’s role conception and the behavioural obligations that it
entails are still fairly diffuse, the role entrepreneurs can engage in two
analytically distinct communicative processes: ‘persuasion’ and ‘rhetorical
action’. Principled role entrepreneurs might either rely on persuasion or
shaming strategies, while instrumentally motivated actors might use refer-
ences to the EU’s role to pursue their self-interests in specific cases. In
turn, role-conforming action that is collectively justified with reference to
the EU’s role, or directly resulting from advocacy with reference to the
EU’s role – even if this advocacy was instrumental and insincere – further
increases the salience of role-based arguments for subsequent foreign-
policy activities.
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A common point in both mechanisms is their emphasis on accepted
standards of legitimacy, based on the collective role and identity of a polit-
ical community. Arguments that relate particular foreign-policy options
and initiatives to the EU’s role conception thus enjoy greater legitimacy
than arguments referring merely to the expected utility for particular
member states. The EU’s role conception thus limits the realm of feasible
policy options (including non-action) and reduces the ground for self-
interested objection to particular policy initiatives. In this way, the EU’s
identity might create an opportunity structure that enables role entre-
preneurs, who can claim to act in the name of the EU’s role, to obtain
approval for their policy initiatives.

For the EU’s role in the international promotion of democracy and
human rights, this means that the stronger the salience of these principles
as constitutive of the EU and its external relations the harder it is to deny
that the EU also has to play an active role in the defence and promotion
of these norms. This does not imply that it is a sufficient condition for the
EU to agree on a common, role-conforming action in specific cases. Nor
does it imply that the EU’s identity is a direct cause if the member states
engage in such activities. However, it does create enabling conditions and
an argumentative logic that are conducive to such courses of action. Argu-
mentative consistency bestows legitimacy to calls for action to protect and
defend these principles if they are at stake in the EU’s external relations.
At the same time, while this enhances the scope to advance policy initi-
atives aimed at defending democracy and human rights, it might also
reduce the grounds for scrutinizing potential breaches of countervailing
norms that specific policy options might entail.

Notes
I would like to thank the editors and the participants at the Uppsala workshop,
and in particular Ian Manners, Karen Smith and Helene Sjursen, for comments on
an earlier version of this chapter.

1 The term ‘European’ foreign policy usually includes the national foreign pol-
icies of the EU member states, as well as collective EU foreign policy and
Community external policy (see e.g. White 2001).

2 See also Sjursen (2002) for a more general argument that the EU’s particular
justification of eastern enlargement reflects the EU’s self-image as a particular
type of international community.

3 Interview with official in the Council Secretariat, 15 October 1997.
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8 The constraints on EU action as a
‘norm exporter’ in the
Mediterranean

Stefania Panebianco

In asking what roles the European Union (EU) plays in international poli-
tics, this chapter explores the extent to which the EU can act as a norm
exporter. In particular, the chapter asks whether the EU is able to
promote the adoption of norms in defence of human rights and demo-
cracy (HRD) through regional co-operation. Is the EU so influential as to
compel its partners to comply with EU HRD standards? The conceptual-
ization of the EU’s role as an exporter of norms to promote HRD in the
Mediterranean, the performance of the EU’s role within the framework of
regional co-operation and the impact of the EU’s role on Mediterranean
non-member countries (henceforth Med countries) are the issues which
will be addressed in this chapter.1

The conceptualization of the EU’s role in international politics as HRD
exporter is exemplified by the EU documents and treaty norms regulating
EU foreign policy and relations with Med countries, where continued ref-
erence is made to the promotion of HRD. The EU assumes that the pro-
tection of HRD is a distinctive feature of EU external identity, and for this
reason it has since the 1990s included the protection of human rights and
the promotion of democratic procedures as a key component of EU
foreign policy. The European Commission has contributed a lot to the
creation of a linkage between economic development and political and
social pluralism; in fact it assumes that a contagion effect can be produced
through multidimensional co-operation and multilateral institution-build-
ing. However, in its relations with Med countries the EU acts as a ‘gentle’
power and its capacity to act as a normative power, to ‘extend its norms
into the international system’ (Manners 2002: 241), is affected by a prag-
matic approach which often prevails over a more idealistic desire to
export principles and values through regional co-operation. Thus, the EU
has an unimpressive performance as an ‘external actor of democrat-
ization’ (Huntington 1991) in the Mediterranean.

In the literature on EU international action, the EU has been regarded
respectively as a ‘civilian power’ (Duchêne 1972), an ‘actor’ (Sjöstedt
1976), a ‘presence’ (Allen and Smith 1990, 1998), having a ‘role’ (Hill
1993, 1998), having an ‘impact’ (Ginsberg 2001) and as a ‘normative



power’ (Manners 2002). This chapter enters into the debate about the
nature of the EU as an international actor and provides some empirical
evidence on EU relations with Med countries in order to explore the EU’s
ability to play the role of a norm exporter. The EU seeks to conduct an
EU foreign policy aimed at exporting to other countries EU principled
norms, that is, norms which derive from the principles which inspired the
Union’s creation: ‘democracy, the rule of law, the universality and indivisi-
bility of human rights and fundamental freedoms, respect for human
dignity, equality and solidarity, and respect for the principles of the
United Nations Charter and international law’ (Article III-193 (1) of the
Constitutional Treaty). Still, the EU’s impact on Med countries’ political
systems and legislation has so far been meagre.

In this chapter, EU relations with Med countries will be revisited
through analytical tools which combine the literature on the EU as an
international actor with comparative analysis on democratization and
regime transitions, in order to verify whether the EU is an international
actor which pursues principled foreign action, and whether it can provide a
regional co-operation framework able to promote democratization
processes and improve human rights protection. A comparative analysis of
respect for democracy and human rights in the Med countries (based on
data from Freedom House surveys) suggests that the EU has not been able
to produce any substantial diffusion of norms, values and principles to the
Med Arab countries. In 10 years of co-operation within the Euro-Mediter-
ranean Partnership (EMP) only small changes in the political systems of
Med countries have been recorded. So far, local leaders of Med countries
have allowed only minor political reforms and have tended to improve
human rights standards and democratic practices only in so far as they
believe it does not produce domestic instability.

Although HRD are repeatedly recalled in official documents and polit-
ical discourses regulating both multilateral and bilateral co-operation, the
EMP thus does not seem to be a regional co-operation framework suited
to produce a ‘contagion’ effect (Whitehead 1996) and to bring Med coun-
tries to adopt EU norms in defence of HRD. The Med partners seem to
adhere to the so-called Barcelona acquis – which relies largely upon the
promotion of democratic principles and human rights via political decla-
rations – but are reluctant to implement it. As the Turkish case reveals,
the enlargement process (or just the promise of it) is a much more effect-
ive co-operation process through which to export EU norms and improve
HRD standards. On the one hand, the adoption of the acquis communau-
taire (which can be regarded as the bulwark of the EU’s complex of norms
and principles) is an obligation for candidate members; on the other, the
enlargement process provides candidate members with the necessary
incentive to reform their political systems, to adopt democratic processes
and to increase human rights standards. But this does not apply in the
case of the Med countries, for which enlargement is excluded. Through
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the enlargement process the EU is able to impose on applicant countries
domestic reforms to improve HRD;2 the EMP, by contrast, is a less effect-
ive co-operation framework for the export of EU norms, since the EU has
neither the political instruments nor the political will to impose political
reforms on Med countries.

The hypothesis proposed here is that, despite EU claims to act as a
‘norm exporter’ in the Mediterranean, effective EU action is undermined
by an EU institutional schizophrenia which derives from the different
strategies followed by EU institutions to deal with other countries, and by
the fact that the adoption of the Barcelona acquis is de facto based upon
voluntary adherence, since non-adoption of norms agreed within the EMP
framework is not sanctioned.

The EU’s role in regional politics: EU relations with the
Med countries

Since the early 1990s the EU has expressed its will to have a real Mediter-
ranean policy.3 With the launching of the Barcelona Process the EU tried
to organize its relations with Med countries within a structured regional
framework. In November 1995 the EU and 12 south Mediterranean coun-
tries4 adopted the Barcelona Declaration and established the EMP, which
is composed of the Political and Security Partnership, the Economic and
Financial Partnership and the Partnership in Social, Cultural and Human
Affairs. The ambitious goal set out in the Barcelona Declaration is ‘to turn
the Mediterranean basin into an area of dialogue, exchange and co-operation
granting peace, stability and prosperity’ (Barcelona Declaration 1995). To
achieve this goal, the EMP institutional framework incorporates several
levels of interaction: regular meetings at ministerial level, meetings of gov-
ernments’ experts, a Euro-Mediterranean Parliamentary Assembly and
networks of civil society (Panebianco 2003: 6). This multi-layered system
of regional co-operation was conceived to favour a contagion effect, as if a
sort of ‘learning’ process could be produced through interaction and co-
operation allowing the transfer of values and practices from the EU to
partner countries.

The EMP is the result of a comprehensive approach to EU foreign
policy which assumes as distinct but interrelated the following fundamen-
tal components: political and security co-operation, economic and finan-
cial co-operation, co-operation in social and human affairs. Following this
threefold strategy of EU international action, the EU has adopted a
Mediterranean policy that addresses not only the traditional trade and
financial issues, but also a wide range of non-traditional political security
issues such as migration, terrorism, social development, and cultural issues
such as the inter-religious dialogue, racism, xenophobia. The change of
nature of EU international action reflects broader systemic changes,
which have expanded the concept of security to become comprehensive
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and multidimensional, a key feature of the global system where threats to
security often have transnational origins and go beyond a purely military
dimension. Viewed in this context, the EU has reacted to growing regional
interdependence and strengthened its relations with the Med partners in
order to find common solutions to common threats (Panebianco 2003: 4).

The basic assumption of the EMP is that economic development in
EU partner countries cannot take place without taking into due account
political instability and socio-economic disparities, deterioration of the
environment, threats to security deriving from illegal migration, terrorism,
organized crime and other such factors. The EMP reflects the linkage
between political reforms, economic co-operation, the promotion of
democracy and protection of human rights, which has been illustrated by
the European Commission (2001a). In this approach there is an implicit
presumption that poverty reduction can only be achieved with functioning
democratic institutions and accountable governments, and that only
democratic, pluralist governments respecting minority rights can lead to
domestic stability.

How the EU portrays its role as norm exporter in the
Mediterranean

EU political documents and treaty norms offer a useful means through
which to conceptualize the EU’s role in international politics. The EU
depicts itself as a ‘norm exporter’, that is to say, an actor in international
politics committed to promote norms in defence of HRD and defend
values which are repeatedly emphasized as distinctive and constitutive ele-
ments of EU external identity. To express its commitment to conduct prin-
cipled international action, the EU makes extensive use of ‘declaratory
measures’ (Manners 2002: 248) to export EU norms, values and prin-
ciples. A discourse and normative analysis reveals a strong EU political
commitment to use regional co-operation as a means to transpose to Med
countries the norms the EU itself has experienced in the political, eco-
nomic and social fields of integration. Alongside economic liberalization
and the rules of free markets, the Union’s external action seeks to export
to other countries the EU model of political development based upon
democratic norms and practices, and human rights protection.

A useful starting point to illustrate how the EU constructs its inter-
national role as a norm exporter, and in particular HRD promoter, is the
Laeken Declaration on the Future of Europe adopted by the European
Council in December 2001. Here Europe’s new role in a globalized world
is defined as a ‘stabilizing role worldwide’, which has to be played by
exporting the EU’s ‘humane values’ including democracy, human rights
and fundamental rights. A major step forward in the construction of
the EU’s international role is represented by the Constitutional Treaty,
which despite its ‘frozen’ status since June 2005 – represents an explicit
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statement of such a role. First of all, HRD are recalled in the Preamble.
Then, the Constitutional Treaty lists HRD among the Union’s values
(Article I-2). Finally, Title V on the Union’s external action sets as the
objectives of the EU common policies and actions to ‘consolidate and
support democracy, the rule of law, human rights and international law’
(Article III-193/2b). Hence, democratic principles, minority rights, equal
opportunities and solidarity – inter alia – are the values and principles the
EU seeks to share with Third World countries.

The Barcelona Declaration, and the political documents which fol-
lowed, contain explicit reference to democracy, human rights, fundamen-
tal freedoms, the rule of law, good governance, sustainable development
and solidarity. It is very significant that Med countries subscribed to the
Barcelona Declaration and formally signed up to the EU values and prin-
ciples it contains. They also agreed to ‘conduct a political dialogue to
examine the most appropriate means and methods of implementing the
principles adopted by the Barcelona Declaration’ (Barcelona Declaration
1995). The Valencia Action Plan adopted by the Euro-Mediterranean Min-
isters of Foreign Affairs in April 2002 reaffirmed the commitment of the
participants in the EMP to the institutional and value framework of the
EMP.

In order to strengthen the principled approach to EU international
relations, the European Commission in 2003 expressed the importance it
attaches to HRD in relations with Med partners in a Communication to
the Council and the European Parliament where it proposes the main-
streaming of human rights and democracy. The Commission reiterated
the linkage between security, economic development, human rights and
democracy, and stated that this linkage must be reflected in external pol-
icies because ‘the promotion of democracy, the rule of law and the respect
of Human Rights and fundamental freedoms constitutes one of the core
objectives of the EU’s external policies’ (European Commission 2003: 2).
The Commission recalled with satisfaction that all the documents adopted
in the framework of the Barcelona Process (Presidency Conclusions to the
Foreign Ministers’ Meetings, Valencia Action Plan, EU Common Strategy
on the Mediterranean, etc.) regularly reaffirm the joint commitment to
promote human rights, fundamental freedoms and democracy.

However, the domestic political and socio-economic system which
proved successful in Western Europe and which has been extended to
Eastern Europe through the enlargement process cannot necessarily be
easily exported to Med countries. The Med partners seem to express polit-
ical adherence to principles which they do not translate into norms to be
coherently implemented. And the EU cannot achieve its ‘milieu goals’5 if
the inclusion of norms in support of HRD in the Euro-Mediterranean
Association Agreements is not followed by close monitoring of norm
implementation. This approach to EU international relations can be suc-
cessfully applied only provided that third countries do not feel that ‘a
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particular “model” of agreement [e.g. the Euro-Mediterranean Associ-
ation Agreement], and regional links [e.g. the EMP], is imposed upon
them from outside rather than emerging from their own priorities,
choices and aims’ (Cremona 2004: 561).

Moreover, EU partners have to be provided with attractive incentives to
adopt EU norms. And the EMP does not seem to provide Med countries
with such incentives. As it has been clearly stated in the European Neigh-
bourhood Policy (ENP), the Arab countries can share with the EU all but
institutions (Prodi 2002). Although EU membership is excluded, in 
the long run the EU can extend to the southern neighbours the four
freedoms.

The ENP also stresses liberty, democracy, respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms as values the EU shares with its neighbours
(Council Conclusions, 2003). However, the insistence on economic co-
operation and the neighbours’ participation in the EU internal market
gives the impression that reference to political co-operation is destined to
remain on the back burner. Economic liberalization and the establish-
ment of free markets – which are also crucial EU values – seem to come
before human rights and democratic principles. Another significant
element of the newly adopted ENP is the fact that instead of offering sub-
stantial new funds, interoperability between the existing instruments (i.e.
TACIS, MEDA) is envisaged. It is as if old wine had been poured into new
bottles just to divert attention from the real problem of EU relations with
the Med countries: the lack of EU resources to help enhance HRD in Med
countries.

A critical evaluation of the EMP as a regional co-operation
framework to promote human rights and democracy

In order to evaluate the performance of the EU’s role as a norm exporter
in the Mediterranean area, the following questions must be addressed. Is
the EU able to influence regional norms? Is the EU able to transfer to its
Mediterranean partners norms, principles and values which are depicted
in the Constitutional Treaty as distinctly European? Does the EU have an
impact on domestic legislation in Med countries? Empirical analysis shows
that there is a big difference between the EU’s political rhetoric and the
reality of Med countries’ political regimes, where HRD respect is improv-
ing very slowly (if at all). Before analysing in which Med countries political
reforms have been adopted (see below), a critical evaluation of the EMP
in general will help to clarify the disappointing performance of the EU as
a HRD promoter.

Ten years have passed since the Barcelona Declaration was adopted (a
lapse of time that can be termed the Barcelona timeline), but the achieve-
ments of the EMP so far seem quite controversial. Although the EU has
offered a wide framework for co-operation within the EMP, co-operation
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has not progressed in all fields, and multilateral co-operation is lagging
behind. In the Political and Security Partnership the adoption of the
Charter on Peace and Stability in the Mediterranean has been frozen due
to the critical political situation in the Middle East since the beginning
of the second intifada in September 2000. The creation of a Euro-
Mediterranean free trade area is proceeding slowly and the most recent
documents refer to 2010 as a target date, almost implying that the 2010
deadline might not be met. On the other hand, the former Commissioner
for External Relations, Chris Patten, welcomed the signing of the Agadir
Agreement establishing a sub-regional free trade area between four Med
countries only (Jordan, Egypt, Tunisia and Morocco) as a ‘major step in
the process of economic and social integration in the Arab Mediterranean
world’ (Patten 2004). As far as the promotion of HRD is concerned, data
on the presence or absence of democratic institutions show that during
the Barcelona timeline, Med countries have not progressed much
with political and social reforms to meet EU HRD standards (see infra
Table 8.2).

Bilateral co-operation is progressing with all Med countries, although at
an uneven pace. New Euro-Mediterranean Association Agreements have
been negotiated by all partners, demonstrating that economic and finan-
cial co-operation remains the primary incentive to regional co-operation
(see Table 8.1). The negotiating process was quicker in the cases of
Tunisia and Morocco, much longer for Algeria and Syria. But there is no
empirical evidence that the implementation of the Euro-Mediterranean
Agreements, which also include conditionality clauses, can improve HRD
standards in Med countries. If we consider Tunisia, for instance, the Euro-
Mediterranean Association Agreement has been in force since March
1998, but since 1995 no change has been registered as far as respect of
political and civil liberties by the domestic regime is concerned (see
Freedom House data in Table 8.2). The inclusion of the conditionality
clause in the agreement seems to have had no deterrent effect on local
political leaders, nor has the EU attempted to use conditionality so far.
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Table 8.1 Pace of Euro-Mediterranean Association Agreement negotiations

Med countries Signature of the agreement Agreement’s entry into force

Palestinian Authority February 1997 July 1997
Tunisia July 1995 March 1998
Morocco February 1996 March 2000
Israel November 1995 June 2000
Jordan November 1997 May 2002
Egypt June 2001 June 2004
Lebanon June 2002 December 2004
Algeria April 2002 –
Syria October 2004 –



Explaining the limited impact of the EU as a norm exporter
in the Mediterranean

The EU’s difficulties in acting as a norm exporter in the Mediterranean
are threefold. First of all, the adherence to the Barcelona acquis seems to
rest upon a voluntary basis. The Barcelona Declaration is a politically
binding document, not a juridical one. This leaves the contracting parties
free to adhere to co-operation projects when and if they are interested in
the single issue at stake. The EU seems to limit itself to a certain rhetoric
in favour of political and democratic reforms and respect of human rights
rather than directly sanctioning violations of democratic norms and
human rights. Since the 1990s all EU agreements with third countries
include ‘human rights clauses’, but so far there is no evidence of CFSP
provisions adopted to react to cases of lack of good governance, demo-
cratic practices and values, and poor respect for human rights, which are
still evident in Med countries.6 Despite the political rhetoric, the EU
avoids directly tackling the most controversial issues such as restrictions on
the media, repression of dissent, unfair trials, etc., as if political change
towards democratization might be potentially destabilizing (Youngs 2002).

Second, the effectiveness of EU democratization policies is weakened
by the paucity of the funds allocated to these objectives. In the years
2002–04, the MEDA regional support envelope certainly did not privilege
co-operation to strengthen democratization, good governance and the
rule of law. Examining the financial breakdown by priority,7 one finds that
only C6 million (out of a total of C93 million) were devoted to enhancing
the rule of law and good governance. The ‘more advantaged’ priority
areas were instead: bringing the partnership closer to the people 
(C25 million); the sustainability of Euro-Mediterranean integration
(environment, equal opportunities, education and training for employ-
ment: C20 million); regional infrastructures (C17 million); the EuroMed
free-trade zone (C10 million). If one compares the emphasis the EU puts
on initiatives to strengthen HRD with the amounts contained in these
financial chapters, one gets a revealing picture of the EU aid offered to
Med partners in these fields. Needless to say, these are puny allocations to
cover such a wide range of initiatives. The mainstreaming of democracy
and human rights envisaged by the Presidency Conclusions to the Euro-
Mediterranean Conference of Ministers of Foreign Affairs (Naples, 2–3
December 2003) implies a need for much more extensive financial
support.

Third, a comparison of EU institutions’ attitudes shows a sort of institu-
tional schizophrenia. Each institution has a different approach to Arab
countries’ (non)compliance with EU standards. The European Commis-
sion plays the role of a policy entrepreneur: it has a creative vision of external
relations and seeks to elaborate innovative regional frameworks of co-
operation which can produce a diffusion of EU HRD norms. The
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European Commission not only frames new policies (e.g. the ENP), but
also tries to reinvigorate them when progress is lacking (as the Commis-
sion did in 2000 when it adopted the Communication ‘Reinvigorating the
Barcelona Process’) and indicates priorities. Moreover, the Commission
favours a bottom-up approach and considers representatives of civil
society as privileged actors of co-operation;8 civil society has been singled
out by the Commission as the best channel to implement EMP regional
co-operation programmes (EuroMed Heritage, EuroMed Youth, EuroMed
Audiovisual), or to set up networks such as Archimedes (Panebianco 2003:
17). The European Parliament, on the other hand, acts as a critical watch-
dog to denounce Med countries’ violations of human rights and restric-
tions on individual freedoms, in particular through the adoption of the
Annual Report on Human Rights in the World. In its 2003 report, the Par-
liament urged the Council to sanction human rights violations by Med
partners and to act more coherently (European Parliament 2003). Finally,
the Council follows a different strategy. It opts for a pragmatic approach,
which is led primarily by political considerations; this implies acceptance
of EU partners’ weaknesses in the implementation of democratic reforms
or of low human rights standards in EU partners. Despite EU official dec-
larations, human rights violations and restrictions on fundamental rights
are not sanctioned, as if EU member states did not want to destabilize
Arab countries’ governments.

Although the EU has expressed the desire to create a ‘democratic
regional community’ (Whitehead 1996) which includes the south
Mediterranean countries, there is a gap between EU declared objectives
and the operational policies to achieve HRD promotion. Moreover, differ-
ent strategies are envisaged at bilateral or regional level. The instrument
which is included in the Euro-Mediterranean Agreements to promote
democracy is conditionality, although it has never been practised. Within
the EMP the EU has opted instead for a contagion effect produced within
specialized networks or regional multi-level co-operation programmes.
This ambivalence between the bilateral and the multilateral strategy
weakens the coherence of the EU as a norm exporter.

The EU – perhaps naïvely – seems to assume that it is sufficient to
create regional networks connecting specific sectors of society for demo-
cracy to spread, almost regardless of governmental approval or legislative
reforms. This strategy is unlikely to prove successful, and Philippe Schmit-
ter reminds us that the empirical research on regime transition indicates
that ‘these external efforts to penetrate civil society (and even to create a
regional or global civil society) may have begun when the regime was still
autocratic, but they rarely – if ever – seem to have contributed much to its
demise’ (Schmitter 1996: 41). Communication flows and regional net-
works are important ways to bring people together, but their impact upon
democratization cannot be exaggerated, since local political leaders are
the key actors in launching political reforms aimed at improving HRD
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standards. It seems that the EU does not possess the political leverage (or
the political interest) to play a role in regional politics and export HRD at
any costs by pressing political leaderships to proceed with reforms. Unfor-
tunately, the result of this inconsistent institutional attitude is a low-profile
EMP, which implements only a minor part of the goals originally set in
Barcelona.

Liberalization without democratization in some Arab Med
countries

Some conceptual clarification is required at this point to distinguish the
reference to democracy, which is embedded in the political rhetoric of
the EU, from more precise conceptual usages in political science. The EU
reference to a ‘democratization’ policy clashes in fact with the widely
accepted definition used by the democratization literature, which neatly
distinguishes the initial liberalization process (the opening process of
authoritarian regimes which usually starts with the granting of partial indi-
vidual rights and freedoms) from the democratization process which can
follow liberalization (the creation of substantial democratic institutions
and real democratic processes requires the granting of full political and
civil rights). Moreover, for the democratization process to be accom-
plished, the consolidation of the newly created democratic institutions
and procedures is required. The transition process marks the passage
from an authoritarian to a democratic regime and implies the creation of
the political institutions required for democracy, but, without democratic
consolidation, the newly created democratic institutions might collapse
and lead to the installation of another authoritarian regime; only func-
tioning democratic institutions, structures and norms can lead to a stable
democratic regime. But this is not a linear process, because there is not an
automatic progression from one phase to the other. The picture, then, is
much more complicated than the Brussels discourse implies.

Since the early 1990s most Arab regimes have undergone important polit-
ical changes: elections, multi-party systems, political and socio-economic
pluralism (Brynen et al. 1998: 267). These political changes usually character-
ize the transition process, which in most cases allows for the passage from an
authoritarian regime to democracy. However, this process seems to be much
more advanced at the procedural than at the substantive level (Korany and
Noble 1998: 7). The transition process from authoritarianism to democracy
is not a linear process, and in Arab Med countries it has been subject to a
stop–go pattern or even reversal. The limited reforms which have been
adopted by some Arab Med countries are thus producing liberalization but
not democratization. Elections are regularly held and human rights conven-
tions are signed, but this is short of a real democratization process which
implies also effective participation, party competition, pluralism and
accountability. Despite the continuous reference to HRD, which features
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equally in EU and Arab political discourses, the Arab Med countries do not
fulfil yet the minimum requirements of democracy, that is to say, to grant to
their citizens (no longer subjects) at the same time universal suffrage; free,
competitive, recurrent and correct elections; more than one political party;
and alternative sources of information (Morlino 2003: 25). In most Arab
countries the liberalization process has started, since some democratic insti-
tutions have been created. But elections, for instance, are far from being
free, competitive, recurrent and correct. This has not yet produced genuine
democratization and the EU emphasis on support to HRD has not favoured
a real democratization process.

When assessing political change in the Arab world, the key issue is that
in most cases ‘these are changes within the authoritarian regime which fall
short of bringing about a change of regime . . . which thus ceases to be
authoritarian and becomes democratic’ (Hamladji 2002: 3). The overall
picture is rather undemocratic: in the early 2000s Jordan experienced a
deliberalization phase (Lucas 2003); in Egypt and Tunisia non-competitive
presidential elections deprive this typical institution of democracy of its
democratic essence; the Tunisian multi-party system dominated by a single
party falls short of political pluralism; elections are not always procedu-
rally correct (for example, the 2002 municipal election in Egypt). In some
countries a certain degree of socio-economic and political pluralism
exists, but meaningful political participation and accountability remain
absent from the policy process. Governments fully accountable to the elec-
torate are still missing even in Morocco and Jordan (the only two Arab
Med countries which are regarded as ‘partly free’ by Freedom House),
where the influence of the monarchy over the political and religious
spheres remains overwhelming.

All these contradictions of the liberalization process have produced
‘non-competitive electoral authoritarian regimes’ as in Egypt (Levitsky
and Way 2002: 52) and ‘blocked transitions’ as in Jordan. In sum, ‘hybrid
regimes’ (Diamond 2002: 21) are more common than democratic
regimes. Hybrid regimes have some formal aspects of democratic regimes
such as elections, constitutions granting fundamental freedoms and polit-
ical rights, but even then there are no real guarantees, for effective partici-
pation is limited, censorship prevents real freedom of expression
(therefore dissent cannot be expressed), elections are not free and
competitive, and multi-party systems are just a façade to defend the pre-
rogatives of a dominant party. Hybrid regimes can thus be placed in the
grey zone between authoritarian and democratic regimes (as in Figure
8.1). This suggests that the ‘third wave’ of democracy that has opened up
so much of the world over the past 30 years (Huntington 1991) seems to
have left the Arab Med countries untouched. Despite some ferment and
some important instances of democratic opening, countries in the Middle
East and North Africa have been resistant to democratization and human
rights have stagnated (Karatnycky 2003: 101).
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Moreover, the literature on democracy stresses something which is
neglected by the EU approach: the EU impact upon the timing and the
nature of the varied transitions from autocracy can be only marginal. It was
limited in the 1970s for the change of regime in Spain, Portugal and
Greece (Schmitter 1996: 33), and again in the 1990s in Central and East
European countries, where governments reacted more to the collapse of
the Soviet Union than to genuine democratic contagion from the EU.
Notwithstanding the influence of the international context upon
democratization processes (Whitehead 1996), the timing, type and outcome
of democratization cannot be dictated or determined by the international
political context, because the beginning of democratization is ‘a domestic
affair par excellence’ (Schmitter 1996: 27). Domestic factors play a predomi-
nant role in the transition process. Once the transition starts, led by local
actors, the EU can provide a co-operation framework helping the
democratization process to succeed. But the EU cannot promote HRD in
Med countries if the partners’ domestic context is not receptive. This
means that the EU cannot act as a ‘prime mover’ of regime change
(Schmitter 1996: 27), since the change from one political regime to
another is primarily an ‘autochthonous political act’ (Schmitter 1996: 26).
Thus, the local political actors (be they newly emerged or existing
‘enlightened’ ones) must take the lead.

A comparative analysis of the presence or absence of
democratic institutions in the Med countries9

The comparative analysis of change (or absence of change) in the polit-
ical regimes of the Med countries summarized in Table 8.2 shows that the
only Med country that experienced a consistent movement towards a
democratic regime during the Barcelona timeline is Turkey, while the
other Med countries have not significantly improved their HRD standards.
This indicates that the EU’s impact upon the constitutional reforms
adopted in Turkey to comply with the requirements for enlargement has
been consistent, while the EMP does not provide the EU with legal or
political instruments to act as a norm exporter. Since the EMP does not
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Figure 8.1 Hybrid regimes: between authoritarianism and democracy.
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provide a framework for compliance with EU standards, it logically cannot
be an effective instrument to promote HRD.

For many years the EU adopted a ‘wait and see’ position towards
Turkey. Several European Councils had promised Turkey entry into the
EU, but the enlargement process was repeatedly postponed because
Turkish HRD standards were considered unsatisfactory. In the late 1990s
Turkish political leaders launched a constitutional reform process to
‘please’ the EU and meet the Copenhagen criteria which have to be
achieved in order to enter the EU. Lastly, in December 2004, the Euro-
pean Council accorded Turkey the status of candidate member and the
accession negotiations started on 3 October 2005. The Turkish political
system has been reformed via an elite-led gradual process of liberalization,
which has involved all key institutions (the government, the parliament,
the court of justice and the administration). In 1995 Turkey was scored
five for both political rights and civil liberties on the Freedom House
scale; in 2004 it was scored three for both political rights and civil liberties
and can be regarded as a ‘partly free’ country. This reform process can be
regarded as a result of the EU’s insistence on democratic practices and
human rights protection as minimum HRD standards to join the EU.

Jordan and Morocco can also be regarded as ‘partly free’ countries. But
there is a big difference between their transition process, which is only
experiencing its initial opening phase (they are both scored five in respect
of political rights and four in respect of civil liberties), and the democratic
transition which is almost accomplished in Turkey (scored 3/3). Since
transition has stopped for a while (in Jordan), or is progressing slowly (in
Morocco), they remain hybrid regimes in between authoritarianism and
democracy. These countries experienced a transition process during
which authoritarian regimes lost authoritarian characteristics and
acquired democratic ones, but they are not yet democracies because they
do not fulfil all the requirements of democracy as defined above. More-
over, the Jordanian experience proves that liberalization is not a straight-
forward process; on the contrary, it can be subject to reverse tendencies of
deliberalization. During the Barcelona timeline Jordan experienced a
reverse trend, and today (according to Freedom House) respect for polit-
ical rights is still lower than in 1995. In the late 1980s Jordan experienced
extraordinary steps towards political opening which at that time put the
country in the forefront of liberalization in the Arab world (Lucas 2003:
137), but within one decade this liberalization trend had reversed. King
Abdallah shifted to an authoritarian repressive policy to deal with the mass
dissatisfaction of the late 1990s provoked by the domestic economic crisis,
and by a Jordanian foreign policy regarded as too pro-Western. Following
the eruption of the second intifada in 2000 and the US-led wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq, public protests criticized the pro-Western stance of
the Jordanian government and demanded the annulment of the 1994
Peace Treaty with Israel. The regime showed little tolerance of public
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opposition and reacted with a ban on demonstrations. In June 2001 the
king dissolved the parliament and has repeatedly postponed parliament-
ary elections; for almost two years he governed by decrees and temporary
laws, and freedom of expression and freedom of assembly were greatly
restricted. Since 2003 the situation is improving.

Algeria, Egypt and Tunisia are ‘not free’ countries (all scored 6/5 respec-
tively for political rights and civil liberties). These regimes can been
regarded as ‘electoral authoritarian regimes’ (Levitsky and Way 2002),
because they make use of some institutions of democracy (such as elections)
to give the regime an appearance of democratic processes that in practice
do not exist. Egypt and Tunisia remain two authoritarian regimes with
strong Presidents, weak parliaments, a façade of multi-party elections and
party rule, and elections that are not procedurally correct (irregularities
remain systematic) nor competitive. The Tunisian case is probably the most
interesting one. Although no domestic change has been registered in these
ten years, Tunisia has always claimed to be in the forefront of co-operation
with the EU both bilaterally (it was the first partner to sign a Euro-
Mediterranean Agreement) and regionally within the EMP framework. But
the political rhetoric of being close to Europe is not supported by reality.

Elsewhere in Arab Med countries no change at all is registered, and we
also find in the Med two countries which are included by Freedom House
among the eight countries with the lowest rating in the world. At the left
extreme of the continuum illustrated in Figure 8.1, we can place one EMP
member (Syria) and the EMP ‘observer’ Libya, ‘not free’ countries that
scored seven on both political rights and civil rights.

To summarize, a decade of EMP co-operation has resulted in only
limited changes in human rights standards and democracy practices in
some Med countries. This comparative analysis therefore suggests that the
EU has not succeeded in producing any major spread of EU values and
principles to these states.

Conclusion

This chapter has analysed the EU’s role as a norm exporter, and has
particularly explored the EU’s role as HRD promoter in relations with
Med countries. The empirical analysis showed that, although the EU tends
to consider HRD as distinct elements of its international identity and HRD
promotion permeates the EU political rhetoric, the EU’s promotion of
HRD seems more part of political discourse than a priority of inter-
national action. The impact the EU has on Med countries in terms of
normative influence remains weaker than might be expected.

The empirical analysis also indicates that, despite the suggestive idea of
a linkage between political, economic and human dimensions allowing for
sustainable development respectful of human rights and democratic
processes, within the EMP the promotion of HRD seems a faded frame for
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economic co-operation. The Barcelona Process is not suited to the trans-
fer of norms to other countries. As far as the transmission of norms is con-
cerned, the difference between the enlargement process and the
Barcelona Process is enormous. EU candidate countries have to adopt and
implement in toto the acquis communautaire to join the EU, while the
Barcelona Process is a completely different scheme of regional co-opera-
tion. The Turkish case is rather emblematic in this regard. The EU
offered Turkey the ‘carrot’ of joining the EU, and at the same time it
repeatedly used the ‘stick’ and sanctioned the Turks in respect of the
Copenhagen principles. It thus appears that the enlargement process (or
just the promise of it) induced Turkey to launch important reforms to
adopt EU HRD standards before the accession process could start.

The Barcelona Declaration, the Euro-Mediterranean Association Agree-
ments and political declarations adopted within the EMP express the
support of all the Barcelona partners for HRD. Democratic principles and
human rights protection have become part of the Barcelona acquis and
no Arab government officially denies these principles. However, there is a
big hiatus between official declarations by the governments (political
rhetoric) and the way that democratic practices and human rights are
implemented (domestic Realpolitik).

Ten years after the adoption of the Barcelona Declaration, the Med
Arab countries seem to be interested in bilateral and economic co-operation
but half-hearted in other areas of co-operation. The real interest of Med
Arab countries is to proceed with economic co-operation; they have
adhered formally to EU principles of democracy and human rights
because the EU attaches so much importance to HRD, but they are far
from implementing those principles at the domestic level. The political
rhetoric and propaganda which are still so widespread on both sides of
the Mediterranean are thus a challenge not only for political analysts, but
also for politicians and practitioners. The EU cannot in the long run
blindly accept that the leaders of Med countries adhere to common polit-
ical documents and treaties and officially plead for democratic institutions
which are only formally recognized or partially implemented. It could
thus be argued that the EU should react to the disparity between political
rhetoric and reality by strengthening the financial instruments to imple-
ment EU democratization policy and by setting up control instruments to
verify compliance with the Barcelona acquis. The European Parliament
has singled out sanctions as the instrument to be adopted to defend EU
credibility. This might be a starting point for more effective EU support
to democratic practices and human rights protection in non-member
countries.

So far, in order to act as an HRD promoter the EU has preferred civil
society to political leaders, but the bottom-up approach – if not supported
by a top-down strategy led by domestic political actors – has proved to be
an ineffective means of promoting political reforms leading to democracy.
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The European Commission rightly seeks to strengthen pluralism, which is
still limited in Med countries, as pluralism is a key element of democracy.
The ultimate aim of the Commission’s support for issue networks is to
induce ‘contagion’, to help the process of ‘learning’ democratic practices
and to allow democratization from below. Indeed, it is important to
involve socio-economic actors in the process of democracy learning, but
the political elites must also participate in the creation of the fundamen-
tals of democracy.

Political reforms require – as in the Turkish case – a synergy of key
political institutions. The involvement of political leaders is fundamental
to create an individualistic society (or we might say a secular society)
where the individual, not the state, is at the centre of politics (where
society is the product of individuals and not vice versa), to offer citizens
continuous information on governmental action, to guarantee trans-
parency of the bureaucracy (instead of state secrecy), to allow the effective
accountability of governments to the electorate. For these fundamental
changes, a top-down strategy is essential. This implies that the role of civil
society should be complemented by a comprehensive process of demo-
cracy-building favoured by all political actors, since democratic practices
must be practised at all levels to produce real democratic change.

Notes
1 The definitions of ‘role conceptions’, ‘role performances’ and ‘role impact’ are

drawn from Chapter 1 in this volume.
2 For more on the promotion of HRD through enlargement see Chapter 7 in this

volume. See also the role of the EU as a ‘magnet’ for neighbour countries in
Cremona (2004: 564).

3 On the EU emphasis on regional linkages and policies as an aspect of the
Union’s role as a ‘stabilizer’ in the neighbouring countries see Cremona (2004:
560).

4 The 12 south Mediterranean countries which adopted the Barcelona Declara-
tion in 1995 are Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Israel, Gaza/West Bank,
Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Malta, Cyprus and Turkey. The EMP has since changed
towards a stronger Arab component of non-EU member countries. Following
the 2004 enlargement, Cyprus and Malta have become EU members; in Decem-
ber 2004 Turkey acquired the status of accession candidate; Libya is an EMP
observer partner and is also involved in the European Neighbourhood Policy
adopted by the European Council in 2003. This group of Arab countries plus
Israel has been identified as the ‘southern neighbours’, which are the recipient
group of the EU actions on Human Rights and Democratization with Mediter-
ranean partners (European Commission 2003: 3).

5 See the Introduction to this volume for the definition of EU ‘milieu goals’ as
goals aiming to shape the environment in which the EU operates.

6 Negative CFSP provisions have been adopted by the Union against only one
Med country: Libya (http://ue.eu.int/pesc/default.asp).

7 Cf. Euro-Med Partnership, The Regional Strategy Paper 2002–2006 and Regional
Indicative Programme.

8 In the financial year 2000, 80 per cent of EIDHR funds were used through civil
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society representatives (NGOs, professional associations, foundations, etc.)
(European Commission 2001b: 25).

9 The Freedom House dataset has been reviewed to assess the presence/absence
of democratic institutions in the Med countries. Freedom House monitors polit-
ical rights and civil liberties around the world and publishes The Annual Survey
on Freedom in the World, which is based upon two indicators of democracy: polit-
ical rights (i.e. political parties can be formed freely, voters can choose among
more than one party, party leaders can compete for positions of power in
government) and civil liberties (respect for religious, ethnic, economic, linguis-
tic, gender and family rights; personal freedoms; freedoms of the press, belief
and association). The Freedom House Survey uses a seven-point scale ranging
from 1 (the most free) to 7 (the least free). The country ‘status’ combines polit-
ical rights and civil liberties scores as follows: countries whose ratings average
1–2.5 are regarded as free, countries whose ratings average 3–5.0 are partly free,
countries whose ratings average 5.5–7 are not free. ‘Partly free’ countries display
a limited respect for political rights and civil liberties; they often suffer from
environments of corruption, a weak rule of law, single-party dominance. In ‘not
free’ countries basic political rights are absent and basic civil liberties are widely
and systematically denied.
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9 The limits of proactive
cosmopolitanism
The EU and Burma, Cuba and
Zimbabwe

Karen E. Smith

A striking development in the European Union’s foreign policy over the
last decade or so is its growing role as a ‘proactive cosmopolitan’: the EU
is attempting to create a consensus about liberal values and behaviour
among diverse communities around the world. Until the end of the Cold
War, the European Community took a much quieter approach to promot-
ing political change, a function both of the tentative nature of foreign-
policy co-operation at the time, and of a desire by member states not to
emulate superpower and/or colonial politics. Now it is actively trying to
export certain norms by, for example, promoting human rights and
democracy in other countries.

This chapter analyses the EU’s attempts to promote such norms in
three geographically distant countries: Burma (Myanmar), Cuba and Zim-
babwe. In distant countries, the EU’s most powerful policy instrument –
the conditional promise of membership – is of little use, although small
developing countries can be quite dependent on the EU, so it can pre-
sumably wield considerable leverage. The three cases analysed here are all
high-profile examples of EU proactive cosmopolitan activity; few other
countries have been targeted as much. The EU has mostly used negative
measures vis-à-vis all three countries (less so with Cuba) to try to force
them to reform. Yet Burma, Cuba and Zimbabwe are still led by govern-
ments that are quite deliberately resisting this pressure. The EU has also
tried to convince other international actors to back its policies, but again
with little success.

The literature on international human rights pressure on third coun-
tries concentrates on explaining why third countries comply with human
rights norms, rather than on why they violate those norms in spite of pres-
sure (Cardenas 2004: 213–31). There are, however, several possible expla-
nations for such violations. Realists argue that despite the fact that
Northern/Western countries proclaim their rhetorical commitment to
human rights, they do not consider it in their material interest to force
compliance with human rights norms, so violators do not face damaging
sanctions. Constructivists point out that countervailing norms – such as
those of non-intervention – can ‘protect’ norm violators from international



pressure. Domestic explanations include perceptions by violators that
threats to national security require them to ignore human rights, or the
dominance of pro-violation constituencies (Cardenas 2004: 219–26).

The last two reasons fit at least partially the three countries considered
here (think, for example, of the threat Cuba perceives from the US), but
given their relative weakness it is still surprising that pressure from out-
siders such as the EU has had apparently little influence. This chapter
thus considers how useful the realist and constructivist arguments are for
explaining the limits of EU policy in these cases. The first section
describes the development of the EU’s role as a proactive cosmopolitan.
The second analyses the EU’s policies towards the three countries, and
highlights the difficulties the EU has had in maintaining a consistent
stance and the compromises that have resulted in weak lowest-common-
denominator policies towards each of the three countries. The third
section recounts the EU’s attempts to convince other international actors
to back its policies. Here again, the effort put into this varies. In addition,
the extent to which third countries hold to the non-intervention norm has
significantly limited the EU’s proactive cosmopolitanism. Both realist and
constructivist arguments are helpful here.

The EU as a proactive cosmopolitan

Since the end of the Cold War, the EU has been practising what Paul
Taylor calls ‘proactive cosmopolitanism’, which is ‘a deliberate attempt to
create a consensus about values and behaviour – a cosmopolitan commun-
ity – among diverse communities’. The EU – and other actors, such as the
UN and individual states – have increasingly pushed ‘the civil and political
values of Western liberal states in other parts of the world’ (Taylor 1999:
540). One example of this is the EU’s promotion of human rights and
democracy in third countries, which is considered an ‘essential compo-
nent’ of the EU’s foreign relations (European Union 1998).

The EU’s role as a proactive cosmopolitan is new. During the Cold War,
the European Community maintained a ‘neutral’ stance vis-à-vis the human
rights and democracy records of third countries; development aid was sup-
posed to be non-political, relations with the ‘Third World’ free of the ves-
tiges of colonialism and distinct from the superpowers (Grilli 1993: 102).
With the end of the Cold War, the Community (soon the EU) became
much more assertive about exporting certain values and fostering political
and economic change. The rhetorical commitment to human rights is
strong, and is backed up with substantive, though not necessarily consistent,
policies. The EU uses political conditionality alongside policy instruments
of engagement such as dialogue and targeted aid. The EU has increasingly
made ‘benefits’ – aid, trade concessions, political dialogue – conditional on
the recipient protecting human rights and democratic principles, and
threatened to cut them off if the conditions are violated.
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The EU’s role is partly the result of thinking that promoting human
rights and democracy is a long-term security strategy: violations of human
rights threaten security and stability within countries and between them,
and democracies do not go to war with each other (Cremona 2004:
558–9). But it also reflects the belief, shared by the member states and EU
institutions, that human rights and democracy must be promoted interna-
tionally, for their own sake. While the security rationale may loom large in
policies to promote human rights and democracy in countries that are
geographically close to the EU, it is less of a motivation in policies towards
distant countries, though there is an increasing tendency to link all sorts
of security concerns (from terrorism to organized crime to illegal immi-
gration) to failed/failing states and norm violators – no matter how far
away. But proactive cosmopolitanism in distant cases seems likely to stem
mostly from a perceived responsibility to promote liberal values abroad, to
foster a liberal international system. The EU’s human rights policy would
lose credibility and legitimacy if it ignored gross violations in distant coun-
tries. Its 2004 annual human rights report stated that the main objective of
EU human rights policy is ‘raising the level of human rights protection
and promotion around the world’ (Council of the European Union
2004b: 8).

But the EU’s role is contested by third countries because it is seen as
imperialist and self-serving rather than ethical and enlightened. The EU’s
practice of proactive cosmopolitanism clashes with the traditional norm of
non-intervention, and ‘interference’ is still controversial in the developing
world (Clapham 1999). The use of political conditionality is particularly
contentious: while some governments and political activists appreciate the
support it gives reformers, others resent it as an imposition of foreign
values. The critics are aided by the inconsistent use of conditionality –
which opens the EU to charges that it imposes conditionality only when its
interests are not adversely affected.

For violations in some distant countries are ignored by the EU: the
three countries here have attracted much EU attention, but other viola-
tors have not. Burma, Cuba and Zimbabwe have been targeted for two
reasons: (1) their respect for human rights and democracy is indeed poor;
(2) some member states have pushed for EU action. The last reason is
crucial: EU action depends on member states’ agreement; without it,
some countries will not be targeted – though expecting the EU (or any
actor) to act everywhere there are human rights violations is unrealistic. In
addition, EU policy towards the three countries has been an uneasy com-
promise between condemning the violations and protecting national
political and commercial interests. Its role as a proactive cosmopolitan is
not translated into consistent and credible policy.
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The EU’s policies towards Burma, Cuba and Zimbabwe

None of the three countries has been subjected to full sanctions; instead,
negative measures have been ‘smart’, targeted at the regime. This reflects
doubts about the utility of full sanctions, but also allows member states to
protect their commercial and/or political interests in the three countries.
Not surprisingly, all three regimes have condemned the EU’s negative
measures; opposition leaders and dissidents have been far more welcom-
ing of EU sanctions and have called for even tougher measures.

Burma/Myanmar

The EU first imposed limited sanctions on Burma in 1990, following the
refusal of the military regime to honour the results of elections in 1990,
which were won overwhelmingly by the democratic opposition led by
Aung San Suu Kyi, the National League for Democracy (NLD). An arms
embargo was imposed in 1990, defence co-operation was suspended in
1991, and all bilateral aid (except for humanitarian aid) was suspended
the same year.1 In 1996, a CFSP common position confirmed the existing
sanctions, imposed a visa ban on members of the military and govern-
ment, and suspended high-level governmental visits to the country
(Council of the European Union 1996a). In March 1997, the Council sus-
pended the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) for Burma, because
of the use of forced labour there. The CFSP common position was
periodically renewed, and the negative measures were strengthened (for
example, by freezing the assets of people subjected to the visa ban). The
Council did not, however, impose trade sanctions or an investment ban on
the country, despite such pressure from northern EU member states,
Denmark, Ireland and the Netherlands (Youngs 2001: 139).

In April 2003, the Council consolidated all previous measures and
expanded the list of people affected by the visa ban and asset freeze. In an
attempt to mix carrots and sticks, it suspended the new measures until 29
October, but threatened to impose them on that date if there was no ‘sub-
stantive progress towards national reconciliation, the restoration of a
democratic order and greater respect for human rights’ (Council of the
European Union 2003b). When a convoy carrying Aung San Suu Kyi was
attacked and she was detained again on 30 May, the Council imposed the
measures early.

In September 2004, just before an Asia–Europe Meeting (ASEM)
summit (see p. 165 below), the EU allowed Burma to attend the summit,
but also threatened to tighten sanctions if certain demands, including Suu
Kyi’s release, were not met beforehand. They were not, and EU foreign
ministers imposed more sanctions on 11 October. Those sanctions, for the
first time, prohibit European companies from investing in some (not all)
state-owned firms in Burma, but, after French pressure, do not apply to
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existing investments, which could be extended or prolonged (Dombey
and Kazmin 2004).

The EU’s negative measures have not had much impact on respect for
human rights and democratic principles in Burma. In August 2003, the
military regime issued a seven-step roadmap for political change and
promised to hold a constitutional convention. But the NLD has not been
allowed to take part in the convention, and Suu Kyi remains under house
arrest. In October 2004, the junta replaced the prime minister with Lieu-
tenant General Soe Win, a hard-liner who opposes freeing Suu Kyi and
compromising with the NLD. Since then, there has been some reconsider-
ation of EU strategy. In March 2005, External Relations Commissioner
Benita Ferrero-Waldner stated that the EU would engage in a critical dia-
logue with the regime, to try to push it to reform (Kubosova 2005b). This
does risk signalling, however, that a worsening of the political situation is
‘rewarded’ by the EU with an opening to dialogue, although it also illus-
trates EU frustration with the ineffectiveness of its negative measures.

Cuba

Of the three countries, Cuba has suffered the least from EU negative
measures. It receives EU humanitarian and development aid (about C20
million in 2001; Roy 2003: 18) and is included in the GSP, and there are
no barriers to trade between EU member states and Cuba, but it is the
only Latin American country not to have concluded a co-operation agree-
ment with the EU. Having lost its Soviet patron, Cuba has become more
dependent on Europe: in 2001, two-thirds of its imports from developed
countries came from the EU; almost 70 per cent of its development aid
came from Europe; and European direct investment accounted for over
50 per cent of total foreign investment (Roy 2003: 2). In theory, then, the
EU could exercise much leverage.

The EU’s position – little official engagement but no limits to member
state engagement – contrasts with that of the US, which has maintained an
embargo on Cuba ever since Fidel Castro assumed power. In the mid-
1990s, a US attempt to extend its sanctions extraterritorially, the Helms–
Burton law, was opposed vigorously by the EU. Largely in response to the
law but also at the behest of the conservative Spanish Prime Minister José
Maria Aznar (whose attitude towards Cuba was more hard-line than the
previous government’s), the EU issued a CFSP Common Position on Cuba
in December 1996. It declared ‘that full co-operation with Cuba will
depend upon improvements in human rights and political freedom’, but
noted that ‘it is not European Union policy to try to bring about change
by coercive measures with the effect of increasing the economic hardship
of the Cuban people’ (Council of the European Union 1996b).

EU policy has since been a mixture of engagement and light coercive
measures. Cuba was invited to the first EU–Latin American summit in
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June 1999 (and subsequent summits). But European support for a UN
Commission on Human Rights resolution condemning Cuban human
rights violations in April 2000 led Cuba to freeze its relations with the EU.
Over the next two years, the EU periodically tried to reopen dialogue, suc-
ceeding by the end of 2002. At the same time, the Council encouraged
development co-operation with Cuba, to promote reform and improve
standards of living in the country (Roy 2003: 17). In March 2003, the
European Commission opened an office in Havana.

EU member states were divided over whether Cuba should be allowed
to join the Cotonou Agreement between the EU and African, Caribbean
and Pacific (ACP) countries: some member states (Spain, France) argued
that it would increase the EU’s leverage over Cuba – because of Cotonou’s
provisions for political conditionality – while others (the UK, Sweden)
opposed Cuban accession (The Economist 2003a). As Roy (2003: 3) notes,
there was a north–south split here too, between ‘blockers’ (Finland, the
Netherlands, Sweden and the UK) and ‘openers’ (France, Italy, Portugal
and Spain).

In March 2003, Cuba arrested journalists and dissidents, and then
executed three men who had tried to hi-jack a ferry to escape Cuba. This
united the member states in opposition to the regime, though they did
not take the drastic step of imposing economic sanctions. On 1 May, the
EU froze Cuba’s application to join Cotonou; in June, it imposed light
diplomatic sanctions: it would limit bilateral high-level governmental
visits; reduce the profile of member states’ participation in cultural events;
invite dissidents to national day celebrations; and re-evaluate the Common
Position (Council of the European Union 2003c).

Castro reacted aggressively, leading protests outside the Spanish and
Italian embassies in Havana (Spain had pushed for the sanctions; Italy had
cut off some aid to Cuba), and imposing similar restrictions on cultural
and diplomatic exchanges with EU countries (The Economist 2003b). He
described the EU as a ‘group of old colonial powers historically respons-
ible for slave trafficking, looting and even the extermination of entire
peoples’ (BBC News online 2003a). In July, the EU condemned Cuba, but
reaffirmed that ‘constructive engagement remains the basis of the Euro-
pean Union’s policy towards Cuba’, and that political dialogue should be
continued and development co-operation strengthened (General Affairs
and External Relations Council 2003).

Over a year later, and after a socialist government won elections in
Spain, the EU’s position softened still further. In October 2004, Spain
argued for resuming dialogue with the Cuban government. In January
2005, after months of debate, the foreign ministers suspended the diplo-
matic sanctions, and called for dialogue with both the government and
the opposition. The EU’s new position was not greeted warmly by dissi-
dents (Beatty 2004a), and even within the EU, the Czech Republic and
Poland resented the policy change (Kubosova 2005a): Cuba had not
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reformed enough to justify lifting the sanctions, although it had released
some dissidents before the decision.

Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe’s slide into autocratic rule became an issue for the EU only
from the late 1990s, even though during that decade human rights and
democracy became ever more important in the EU’s relations with the
ACP countries, which include Zimbabwe. But until 2001, the EU only
expressed concern at developments, and took no action against Robert
Mugabe’s government.

Anticipating problems with the 2002 presidential elections, the UK led
attempts to harden the EU’s policy, and in June 2001 the EU Council
pressed Zimbabwe to improve its human rights and democracy record and
threatened ‘appropriate measures’ if it did not (Taylor and Williams 2002:
554–5; General Affairs Council 2001a). In October, the Council launched
consultation procedures under Article 96 of the Cotonou Agreement.2

The consultations, held in early January 2002, did not go well, but the EU
member states were divided, with some southern member states favouring
engagement, and northern states pushing for the imposition of tough
measures (Council of the EU ACP Working Party 2002).

On 28 January, the Council threatened to implement targeted sanc-
tions if Zimbabwe did not take immediate measures such as allowing the
deployment of EU observers (General Affairs Council 2002). Zimbabwe
still insisted that it would not allow in monitors from Sweden, Denmark,
Finland, Germany, the Netherlands or the UK, whom it accused of favour-
ing the opposition. Pierre Schori, the Swedish head of the election obser-
vation mission, was refused accreditation; when he entered the country
anyway on a tourist visa, he was expelled on 16 February. This forced the
EU’s hand, and on 18 February the EU imposed sanctions and withdrew
its electoral observers.

The EU suspended financial aid, imposed an arms embargo, banned 20
Zimbabwean officials, including Robert Mugabe, from entering or transit-
ing through the territories of the EU member states, and froze their finan-
cial assets (Council of the European Union 2002b, c, d). The Zimbabwean
government lambasted the EU, accusing it of imposing the observation
mission on Zimbabwe (BBC News online 2002a). In July 2002, the EU
extended its sanctions to cover more Zimbabwean officials.

The EU’s rhetorically tough stance, however, was difficult to implement
in practice. By late 2003, only £500,000 of Zimbabwean officials’ assets had
been found and frozen (Eaglesham 2003). The member states could grant
exemptions to the travel ban, for example for officials attending inter-
national meetings. Mugabe himself attended a World Food Summit in
Rome in June 2002, and Pope John Paul’s funeral in Rome in April 2005.
But above all the French invitation to Mugabe to attend a Franco-African
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summit in Paris on 19 February 2003 illustrated the limits of EU proactive
cosmopolitanism. The EU’s sanctions were due to be renewed on 18 Feb-
ruary, and France threatened to veto their renewal if the other member
states did not allow Mugabe into France. France claimed that the summit
would discuss human rights and democracy, and was therefore a permiss-
ible exemption to the travel ban, but it seemed instead to be a French
attempt to expand its influence in Africa.3 Other member states – includ-
ing Greece, Italy and Portugal – preferred engagement to isolation and
argued that the sanctions only further entrenched the Mugabe regime
(Perkins et al. 2003).

In the end, the Council renewed the sanctions and granted the travel
exemption, but member states have even more leeway to grant exemp-
tions, and if a member state objects to an exemption, then the Council
may act by qualified majority to grant it anyway (Council of the Euro-
pean Union 2003a). Since 2003, the EU’s attention has drifted away;
sanctions have been renewed, but not strengthened or extended. None
the less, the opposition Movement for Democratic Change has wel-
comed the renewal of the sanctions (BBC News online 2004). But
Mugabe’s government has taken further steps towards autocracy; in Sep-
tember 2004 it banned international human rights groups from working
in Zimbabwe, and prohibited foreign funding to local democracy
groups. In March 2005, the ruling party Zanu-PF ‘won’ clearly unfair
parliamentary elections.

EU policies towards Burma, Cuba and Zimbabwe: a comparison

The EU’s policies towards the three countries reveal several internal ten-
sions: between southern and northern member states, between those in
favour of engagement and those for exercising leverage, between member
states balancing national commercial and political interests with concern
for human rights and member states trying to uphold a more consistent
proactive cosmopolitanism. The fault lines do not depend on the specifics
of the case: ‘engagers’ want engagement with all three countries, though
even their patience can be exhausted (as it was with Castro in 2003);
‘leveragers’ urge a harder stance towards all three. And engagers are not
always the member states with the most at stake commercially: although
France, Italy and Spain are often among the top EU traders with the three
countries, so are Germany, the Netherlands and the UK.

The tensions are resolved in an uneasy and sometimes shifting compro-
mise, and, inevitably, inconsistent policy-making as well as rather weak
‘lowest common denominator’ agreements. Because the ‘old EU’ is so
divided, EU enlargement is not likely either to heal the tensions or to
exacerbate them.

As realists would argue, the EU has not attached a high cost to non-
compliance with human rights and democratic norms. Now, we may ques-
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tion whether stronger measures would effectively promote change within
these distant countries,4 but that is not the only reason why the EU has
taken measures against them: they form part of the EU’s objective of cre-
ating an international community based on the rule of law and respect for
human rights. Ignoring the situation in these three countries is simply
incompatible with that objective; even the engagers do not argue for that.
Yet the very failure to stick to principled positions in these particular cases
calls into question the EU’s credibility as a proactive cosmopolitan in
general.

The EU’s multilateral approach

To an extent, the EU has also taken a multilateral approach, trying to con-
vince other states and regional groupings to follow its policies. This is
classic proactive cosmopolitanism, and in line with the EU’s multilateral
instincts. It is also wise, since although the EU is an important commercial
and political reference point for the three countries, with the support of
other actors, and especially the neighbours, its measures are likely to be
considerably more effective.

One of the key outside actors is the US, whose policies towards all
three countries are more coercive than the EU’s. The US banned all
imports from Burma in July 2003 (in addition to a visa ban on regime
members), and had already banned new investment by US companies in
1997 (Bowers 2004). The US initially followed the EU’s lead on Zim-
babwe: it imposed visa restrictions on Zimbabwean officials in March
2002, and a year later strengthened economic sanctions on the country.
In 2005, it signalled a tougher approach, labelling the country an
‘outpost of tyranny’. On Cuba, there are obvious differences between US
and EU policy, and the US has persistently pressed the EU to harden its
policy towards Cuba. Cornered, the EU has little scope to influence US
policy.

Building wider support for measures against the three countries is
difficult. Action at the United Nations is hamstrung by the need for the
Security Council’s agreement (sanctions on Burma without Chinese con-
currence are impossible), and by the support that developing countries
have given to the three countries in the General Assembly and other fora,
such as the Commission on Human Rights with respect to Zimbabwe.
While UN executive organs (the Secretary General) or agencies (such as
the International Labour Organization) may condemn the three coun-
tries, there is no consensus within the UN as a whole.

Then there are the countries’ neighbours: with respect to Burma and
Zimbabwe, the EU has tried to convince them to back its policy. The situ-
ation vis-à-vis Cuba is more complex: Latin American countries have been
divided in their positions on Cuba, though resolutely opposed to the US
embargo, which rules out a multilateral approach.
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Cuba’s neighbours

Declarations from various ministerial meetings and summits between the
EU and Latin American groupings, such as Mercosur or the Andean Pact,
do not mention Cuba at all. Nor do EU–Latin America summit declara-
tions. But they do all prominently refer to human rights and democracy
(see, for example, Declaration of Guadalajara 2004). In fact, arguably
Latin America is the one developing region that most closely shares the
liberal values promoted by the EU – at least since the spread of democracy
(albeit shaky in some parts) there in the 1980s.

Latin American countries differ in their approaches to Cuba, but all
oppose the US embargo. As a result, many are wary of appearing to ‘side
with’ the US, and singling out Cuba for condemnation is thus problem-
atic: Castro will often accuse his foreign critics – including the EU – of
endorsing US policy. US policy thus limits EU (and Latin American)
proactive cosmopolitanism in this case.

Burma’s neighbours

The EU has not (yet) convinced Burma’s neighbours to isolate the
regime. Although the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN)
and its member states have occasionally expressed soft criticism of the
regime, the EU has not been able to build a durable consensus about
values and behaviour with South East Asian countries.

The EU’s relationship with ASEAN (which dates from 1978) hit trouble
in the 1990s over the Indonesian occupation of East Timor and ASEAN’s
decision to expand to include Burma (as well as Cambodia and Laos) in
1997. The EU refused to allow Burma to accede to an EC–ASEAN co-
operation agreement, and in November 1997 it called off a senior
officials’ meeting because ASEAN insisted that Burma be a full observer at
the meeting. Dialogue remained suspended for the next two years. In
the meantime, in 1996, the Union launched the Asia–Europe meeting
(ASEM) with most ASEAN member states (but not Burma, Cambodia and
Laos), Japan, China and South Korea. ASEM was a convenient way to get
around the tricky issue of dialogue with South East Asian states, since it
excluded Burma.

With agreement on East Timorese autonomy in 1999, one of the major
stumbling blocks in EU–ASEAN relations was removed. So the EU mini-
mized the Burmese problem: it agreed to resume meetings with ASEAN
even if they included Burma. In May 1999 senior officials met in Thailand;
Burma attended but could not talk during formal sessions. In July 2000
the EU said that high-level talks with ASEAN would resume, and in
January 2003 the Burmese foreign minister participated in an EU–ASEAN
meeting on European territory. Richard Youngs argues that the opening
to Burma was the result of an intra-EU deal: in return for southern EU
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member states agreeing to strengthen sanctions, northern states accepted
a Burmese presence in EU meetings with ASEAN ministers (Youngs 2001:
139).

The issue of human rights and democracy in relations with South East
Asia has long been a difficult one, illustrated in the ‘Asian values’
response to Western claims that ‘universal’ human rights should be
respected. The EU has hesitated to counter Asian governments’ resistance
to protect human rights, and has assumed that economic development
will have positive consequences for human rights (Crawford 2000: 106–7).
In contrast to the African Union (see below), ASEAN has never made
respect for human rights and democratic principles a key objective or
norm of the organization. The fundamental principles – most notably that
of non-interference – that are to be followed in relations between ASEAN
member states prevent such ‘domestic concerns’ from being an issue. The
international reaction to the renewed detention of Aung San Suu Kyi in
2003, however, forced ASEAN to respond. In June, ASEAN foreign minis-
ters ‘looked forward to the early lifting of restrictions placed on Daw Aung
San Suu Kyi and the NLD members’ (ASEAN 2003a: paragraph 18).

But there are few indications that ASEAN will back the EU’s negative
measures. In July 2003, Malaysia threatened to expel Burma from ASEAN,
a proposal immediately rejected by Thailand. The same month, ASEM
foreign ministers called for Suu Kyi’s immediate release (ASEM 2003). In
October 2003, at the ASEAN summit in Bali, Cambodia wanted to repeat
the call (BBC News online 2003b), but the final statement did not criticize
her detention, and even ‘welcomed the recent positive developments in
Myanmar . . . The Leaders also agree that sanctions are not helpful in promoting
peace and stability essential for democracy to take root ’ (ASEAN 2003b: para-
graph 25; emphasis added).

ASEAN has since backtracked from its limited criticism of Burma, and
throughout 2004 relations between the EU and ASEAN have been rocky.
Two meetings of ASEM finance ministers were cancelled because Asian
countries insisted that Burma should participate in them and the EU
refused. Controversy then swirled around the biannual ASEM summit,
scheduled for 8–9 October 2004 in Hanoi. The EU sought to include its
ten new member states in the meeting; ASEAN refused to allow this unless
the EU allowed its three new members to participate. In September, EU
foreign ministers agreed that Burma could attend the summit, but at a
lower level than the other delegations (Council of the European Union
2004a). At the same time, it imposed additional sanctions on Burma (see
above). Astonishingly, however, the chairman’s statement on the ASEM
summit mentioned human rights only once and democracy not at all, wel-
comed Burma’s admission to ASEM, and, with respect to that country,
declared only that the leaders encouraged the national reconciliation
process and ‘looked forward to the early lifting of restrictions places (sic)
on political parties in accordance with the assurances given by Myanmar’
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(Council of the European Union 2004c: paragraph 4.7). It did not even
mention Suu Kyi, much less call for her release.

At ASEAN’s annual summit in November 2004, there was no mention
at all of Burma in the final declaration. Apparently officials admitted that
ASEAN could not take effective action against Burma without Chinese
support (Kazmin and Mallet 2004). China is indeed an important player,
and the chances of convincing it to back human rights sanctions on
Burma are slim. But ASEAN support for sanctions would, none the less, be
extremely significant, since Asian countries and China are Burma’s main
trading partners.

As Amitav Acharya notes, the non-interference norm still enjoys consid-
erable legitimacy in South East Asia, and there is no regional tradition of
promoting human rights and democracy: ‘ASEAN was founded as a
grouping of illiberal regimes with no record of collectively promoting
human rights and democratic governance. . . . The campaign by human
rights activists against Burma failed because advocacy of human rights and
democratic governance had no place in ASEAN, which did not specify a
democratic political system as a criterion for membership’ (Acharya 2004:
262–3). There have been cracks in this position, so that the non-interfer-
ence norm may not be as robust in the future, but there is still consider-
able resistance to the EU’s stance on Burma. Yet the EU has also not
pressed ASEAN very hard for support, to try to widen those cracks: instead
ASEAN is succeeding in softening the EU’s stance. The EU caved in to
ASEAN pressure on Burmese participation in ASEM and to Asian reluc-
tance to criticize Suu Kyi’s continued detention, and in 2005 moved
towards opening dialogue directly with the Burmese regime.

Zimbabwe’s neighbours

In contrast to ASEAN, African countries have paid at least lip service to
liberal values. The constitutive act of the African Union, agreed in July
2000, declares that its objectives include the promotion of democratic
principles and institutions, and of human rights (African Union: Article
3). Governments which come to power through unconstitutional means
will not be allowed to participate in AU activities (Article 30). In July 2001,
African countries approved a ‘New Partnership for Africa’s Development’
(NEPAD). NEPAD is essentially a trade-off: to attract foreign investment
and aid, African countries will implement principles of democracy and
good political, economic and corporate governance, and protect human
rights. A voluntary peer review mechanism will promote adherence to
NEPAD principles. The EU thus had good reason to believe that African
countries would support its measures against a country that was manifestly
not adhering to NEPAD principles. In practice, however, they have not
been convinced to do so.

The EU has been keen to co-operate with the Southern African Devel-
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opment Community (SADC) on Zimbabwe (see General Affairs Council
2001b). And in October 2001, it began an informal dialogue with Nigeria,
South Africa and Malawi on the Zimbabwe crisis (Council of the EU, ACP
Working Party 2001). But the EU’s imposition of sanctions in 2002 was not
welcomed in the region. African countries, including South Africa and
Nigeria, criticized the move, and Nigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo
even declared that Mugabe was not abusing democratic principles (BBC
News online 2002b). In March 2002, the EU introduced a draft resolution
expressing concern about Zimbabwe to the UN Commission on Human
Rights (CHR). Nigeria, on behalf of the Africa Group, tabled a no-action
motion on the resolution, which was carried by the CHR. Nigeria argued
that human rights could be resolved in Zimbabwe only if the land ques-
tion was solved; other developing countries – including China, Cuba and
Algeria – pointed to the legacy of colonialism as the root cause of human
rights problems in the country (European Commission 2002: 62). A year
later, they again blocked an EU-sponsored resolution on Zimbabwe at the
CHR. An EU–Africa summit, scheduled for April 2003, has been post-
poned indefinitely because several EU member states (led by the UK)
refuse to allow Mugabe to attend, while several African leaders will not
attend if Mugabe does not (Black 2003).

According to the 2003 Greek presidency, the EU seeks to encourage
‘African solutions to African problems’ (Beatty 2003). Yet in fall 2004,
Morgan Tzvangerai, the leader of the opposition Movement for Demo-
cratic Change, urged the EU to tighten its measures on Zimbabwe, and to
press South Africa and Nigeria to do more to isolate Zimbabwe (Beatty
2004b). There have been cracks in the position on non-interference: in
August 2004, SADC agreed to new electoral standards and pressed for
Zimbabwe to comply with them in the March 2005 parliamentary elections
(Muleya 2004); South Africa’s ANC party publicly called for Zimbabwe to
adhere to the standards. But in March 2004, African countries again allied
with Asian countries to stymie the EU’s resolution condemning Zimbabwe
in the CHR; in the face of such opposition, in March 2005 the EU
dropped the resolution, sending an unfortunate signal in the wake of the
rigged parliamentary elections. South African President Thabo Mbeki tol-
erates Mugabe, and South Africa (and SADC) even welcomed the results
of those parliamentary elections and declared them to be free and fair.

The EU’s proactive cosmopolitanism extends beyond its attempts to
enforce respect for human rights and democracy in particular target
countries; it has been trying to garner wider support for its policies,
though with varying degrees of effort. Paradoxically, Latin America largely
shares the EU’s values yet the issue of Cuba is kept off of the collective
diplomatic agenda principally because no one wants to appear to back the
US embargo. With Africa and Asia, the values that the EU are exporting
are not fully accepted, even though there may be rhetoric which indicates
otherwise. There is norm collision here: the non-intervention norm is
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strongly held, and regional groupings (ASEAN, SADC, AU) allow coun-
tries to better contest EU interference. But the EU has also not actively
challenged the attachment to this countervailing norm – apparently pre-
ferring to devolve some of this task to regional actors, who may or may not
take it up.

Conclusion

It is of course unreasonable to attribute the non-respect of democracy and
human rights in Burma, Cuba and Zimbabwe to EU failings alone, and
even to expect that ‘better’ EU policy would generate fundamental polit-
ical change on the ground. Outsiders, after all, have considerably less
influence on events within a country than do domestic actors. None the
less, they can have some influence, particularly given the realities of inter-
dependence. The three cases here illustrate the limits of the EU’s role as a
proactive cosmopolitan, and realist and, to a more limited extent, con-
structivist arguments help explain why. The EU’s bilateral relations
with each of the three show a tendency to formulate lowest-common-
denominator and rather inconsistent policies, indicating that the EU
member states cannot agree to impose far-reaching sanctions that might
damage their own material interests (be they commercial or political).
The EU’s multilateral policies vis-à-vis the neighbours show similar incon-
sistencies, though US policy has had a constraining effect on EU and
Latin American policies towards Cuba. But, as the constructivists point
out, the clash of norms has limited EU influence in Africa and Asia.

If the EU is to be serious about playing the role of proactive cosmopol-
itan, then it must address these problems, but of inconsistency above all:
taking a principled stance and then backtracking on it fundamentally
damages the credibility and legitimacy of its role. As R. J. Vincent noted:

finding its place in the empire of circumstance is more damaging to
human rights policy than it might be to other items of foreign policy,
because it can be argued that it is on the substance and appearance of
even-handedness that a successful human rights policy depends.

(Vincent 1989: 58)

Even-handedness is simply not apparent in these three cases. Quite pos-
sibly, if it were, the EU might find it easier to build a broader consensus
about how to deal with violators of human rights and democratic prin-
ciples. As it stands now, the EU’s role as a proactive cosmopolitan is clearly
not an all-encompassing one or consistent with EU foreign policy in
practice.
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Notes
1 Since 1995 the EU has also sponsored a resolution on Myanmar at the UN Com-

mission on Human Rights (CHR), which has always been passed by the CHR.
2 Under Article 96, a party can call for consultations if it considers that the other

party has failed to fulfil an obligation with respect to human rights, democratic
principles and the rule of law. If consultations do not result in progress on these
obligations, then appropriate measures can be taken.

3 French officials admitted that if Mugabe had not been allowed to come, several
other African leaders would not have attended, and that would have been a
failure for French policy towards Africa (Graham 2003).

4 We could also ask whether policies based mostly on engagement/dialogue
would be more effective. Yet the EU’s ‘critical human rights dialogues’ with
China and Iran have so far not produced much domestic change in those coun-
tries either.
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10 Proactive policy entrepreneur or
risk minimizer?
A principal–agent interpretation of
the EU’s role in the WTO

Bart Kerremans

As is well known, the European Union (EU) forms an important trading
bloc – with potentially an impressive amount of market power – in the
world trading system and a fortiori in the World Trade Organization.1 Its
ability to transform this potential market power into effective power
depends on its ability to cope with its internal diversity. In itself, this is not
a remarkable observation, as every member of the WTO has to cope with
internal diversity one way or the other. In the EU, however, this internal
diversity translates itself into internal institutional fragmentation and this
in both a horizontal and a vertical way.

The former – horizontal fragmentation – concerns the interaction
among a number of EU institutions, each with its own powers and
resources. The resulting system of checks and balances potentially
weakens the EU’s capacity to play a proactive role in the WTO, as, by defi-
nition, the hands of the one who represents the EU in the WTO will be
tied. Those hands can be loosely or tightly tied, but tied they always are to
a certain extent. Still, this characteristic does not distinguish the EU from
other players in the WTO. Plenty of them operate with a system of internal
checks and balances. What distinguishes the EU (and a limited number of
its WTO counterparts) is its internal vertical fragmentation. Two govern-
ment levels – each with substantial resources and substantial powers –
coexist. Ultimately, the lower (i.e. national) level needs to approve what
the higher level (the EU) agrees to in the WTO. WTO agreements negoti-
ated by the Commission need to be approved by the member states
(either through the Council, or through a combination of member states’
and Council approval). What the Commission can do, or cannot do, is
thus affected by the transfer of instructions from the domestic political
systems of the member states, via their representatives in the Council, to
the Commission. Derivatively, the same holds for the role the EU is able to
play in the WTO, be it proactive or reactive. It is in this way that the EU’s
potential role in the WTO is affected by the multi-level nature of its polit-
ical system.

This way of analysing the EU’s role in the WTO is far from complete,
however. One important dimension is missing. Instructions may be rela-



tive in significance. Representatives may exploit the opportunities of their
representational role and the resulting informational asymmetries. It is
here that principal–agent analysis enters the picture. Indeed, the agents
may be able (and even eager) not to closely abide by the instructions of
their principals (i.e. those they are supposed to represent), and thus to
engage in autonomous action. They may have different reasons to do so,
and divergent abilities too.

Some of these reasons and abilities may be related to the internal
characteristics of the agent, including his/her preferences, and resources.
Others may be due to the external negotiating context, which may create
its own imperatives and opportunities for autonomous action. The Com-
mission cannot determine what happens in the WTO. It needs to operate
in a context where rules and counterparts affect its room for manoeuvre.
But opportunities and constraints for autonomous action may emerge
because of that. In this chapter, the focus will be on the abilities and con-
straints of the Commission in the WTO, as these may tell us a lot about
the role the EU is able to play through the Commission, the institution
that negotiates on its behalf. The following elements will be used to
analyse this: the principal–agent relationship between the Commission
and the member states, and the constraints and opportunities provided by
the WTO. An illustration of the dynamics of these elements will be pro-
vided by the way in which the Commission approached the on-going nego-
tiations on the Doha Development Agenda (DDA) in the WTO, at least
until the Cancun Ministerial in September 2003.

Principal–agent analysis and the EU’s decision-making on
external trade

As has been indicated above, principal–agent analysis highlights the reasons
why an agent who is supposed to represent a principal (or a range of princi-
pals) may wish to act autonomously on the one hand, and may be able to do
so, on the other hand. Central in the relationship between the principal
and the agent is the act of delegation by which the principal enables the
agent to act on its behalf. This act is closely related to an act of control by
which the principal wants to increase the probability that the agent will act
in a way that warrants the former’s interests. In this sense, both the act of
delegation and the act(s) of control are intended to enable the principal to
achieve benefits that are larger than the benefits it would reap by acting
itself and on its own, given the cost that delegation entails (cf. Epstein and
O’Halloran 1999: 7; Majone 2001: 103). What is warranted then is a theory
of delegation that explains why principals delegate in the first place, and a
theory of control. The latter needs to explain why principals engage in
control, and the way in which they do so. Both theories need to be applica-
ble in the context of the EU’s external trade policy, as the purpose is to
explain delegation and control in the context of WTO negotiations.
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A theory of delegation

Several reasons have been put forward to explain delegation by principals.
Among them are enabling credible regulation, overcoming incomplete
contracting, enabling compliance monitoring, and avoiding cycling prob-
lems in coalition-formation on policies (Pollack 2003: 20–5). In the area
of the EU’s external trade policy, two of them stand out as possible build-
ing blocks for a theory of delegation, be it in a slightly adapted way:
enabling credible representation on the one hand, and dealing with
incomplete contracting on the other hand.

The first building block consists of credible representation, which is the
strongest factor explaining delegation here. By delegating a number of
trade negotiating powers to an agent like the European Commission, the
member states provide not only for their representation in international
trade negotiations but for the credibility of that representation too. This
credibility pressurizes the EU’s negotiating partners to recognize it as a
single actor in the international trading system, and thus to take the EU’s
joint market power seriously (cf. Jupille and Caporaso 1998: 215–16).

The second building block consists of incomplete contracting. It refers
here to the fact that the member states, when creating the EU and when
deciding about its policies, could not take all the external consequences
of their actions into account. They needed to provide for a system, then,
that enabled them to deal with these in a more or less efficient way on the
one hand, and in a way that preserves the benefits of the original endeav-
our, i.e. the commonality of the acquis communautaire and the EU’s legal
order, on the other hand. There are two elements here. The first con-
cerns the fact that the EU’s internal acquis often requires it to deal with
third countries too, often (but not only) in response to demands from
countries affected by the acquis. Second, the fact that the EU as it exists
today legally incapacitates the member states to conduct an external trade
policy on their own, or at least to a large extent.

The latter element refers to the exclusive nature of a large part of the
EU’s competences on external trade, be it either as a consequence of
explicitly attributed powers or of implied powers derived from internal
competences. It is important to notice, however – as Young (2000, 2003)
does – that variation exists in the extent to which the EC enjoys exclusive
powers on trade and that this has serious ramifications for the games that
are being played in this area (two-level or three-level games). From the
perspective of delegation, it means that variation exists in the relationship
between delegation and the ability to negotiate externally. In the absence
of exclusive competences (thus in the presence of shared competences),
member states can still act separately, and do not need to take the
decision to act jointly and thus to delegate negotiating power to the Com-
mission. They may feel the need to do so whenever the benefits of co-
operation through delegation exceed their costs, but they don’t have to.
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In the case of exclusive competences, be they explicit or implied, the
member states have no alternative. For all issues covered by these compe-
tences, each of them is legally incapacitated to negotiate separately with
third countries. Together, they need to act through the community system
if they want to negotiate with third countries on such issues. The stronger
the need to negotiate externally, the higher the probability that delega-
tion to the Commission will take place and thus, the higher the chance
that agency losses will be incurred.

Agency losses refer to the fact that principals who delegate authority
may not be able to act against an agent that is either not pursuing their
interests to the extent that they want it to, or that even acts against their
interests. A distinction can be made between slippage and shirking. The
former refers to a situation where an agent is confronted with a delegation
that is structured in such a way that it contains incentives to engage in
agency slack. The latter stresses the opportunism of the agent. Without
being incited to engage in agency slack, the agent does so. The distinction
between these two is not always sharp. What is the definition of a situation
in which the Commission exceeds the negotiating directives that the
Council may have defined? It could be slippage, as a narrow negotiating
mandate may make it impossible for the Commission to really negotiate
with the EU’s external partners. This may be seen as an incentive to slip
into concessions not permitted by the directives. But it could also be inter-
preted as shirking, as the Commission could have been expected to con-
vince its external partners to agree with an agreement that falls within the
limits of the Council’s negotiating directives. If that is the interpretation,
the Commission could be blamed for opportunistically exceeding the
negotiating directives.

The agent’s preferences

In trying to distinguish between slippage and shirking, the question of the
agent’s motives to engage in agency slack shows up. This certainly needs
to be questioned in cases of shirking. In such cases, only the agent’s own
motives matter and these may be based on substantive policy interests,
moral convictions or competence maximization. And even then, different
policy outcomes may result from each of these motives. Competence max-
imization may, for instance, result in both market liberalization policies,
or in policies aimed at (re)regulation at the EU level (Pollack 2003: 39).
In addition, when focusing on competence maximization one needs to
take into account the time horizon used by the agent, and the possible dis-
incentives for it to discount the future. Such disincentives may consist of
the time frame of the delegation itself, as Pollack (2003) has stressed. If
the agent’s authority has been delegated indeterminately, the agent can
afford to discount the future. If the authority has been delegated for a
limited period of time, a preference for competence maximization
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requires the agent to be concerned about the preparedness of its princi-
pals to delegate in the future too.

In the case of the EU’s external trade policy, such a concern must be
paramount, as it concerns an area where delegation occurs at regular
intervals, and where the Commission’s delegated negotiating ability
expires with the conclusion of the negotiations to which the delegation
applied in the first place. Indeed, the Commission can start a negotiation
only if the Council authorizes it to do so. If the Commission wants to
conduct another negotiation, it needs a new delegation decision from the
EU’s Council of Ministers, and thus the approval by at least a qualified
majority of the member states.

In the EU’s external trade negotiations, it may thus be plausible to
assume that the Commission’s preference for the maximization of its
future negotiating competences entails a preference for more negotiating
autonomy today. Such autonomy would allow the Commission to negotiate
in a way that maximizes its own substantive interests on trade, but to do so
within the limits of what the member states have allowed it to do. At the
same time, however, it may be equally plausible to assume that the Com-
mission’s preference for the maximization of its future negotiating compe-
tences reduces the probability that it will engage in shirking and that it
will avoid slippage. The narrower the confines within which the Council
allows the Commission to negotiate, the more difficult it will be for the
Commission to avoid slippage, especially if the preference distance
between the Council and the EU’s external partners is relatively large.
The larger that distance the more difficult slippage avoidance will
become.

In addition, the smaller the preference distance between the Commis-
sion and the EU’s external partners – given a large preference distance
between these partners and the Council – the stronger the incentives for
the Commission to engage in shirking too. In that case, a real dilemma
emerges between the Commission’s current substantial interests, and its
concerns about its future delegated negotiating abilities.

If we translate this conclusion to the question of the role that the EU
can play in an organization like the WTO, the above suggests that as far as
the Commission is concerned part of the answer lays in the way in which it
deals with the incentives and disincentives of slippage and shirking to
which it is exposed. In terms of probabilities, the more reluctant the
member states are in relation to trade liberalization, and the more this
reluctance translates itself in restricted mandates for the Commission, the
stronger the impact of the Commission’s assessment of the costs and bene-
fits of slippage and shirking on the extent to which the EU will be able to
play a proactive role in the WTO. The role of the Commission’s assess-
ment is thus of central importance. And in that assessment, the member
states’ ability to control its external negotiating behaviour will be an
important component. This brings us to the question of control.
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A theory of control

Indeed, whatever the propensity of agents such as the Commission to
engage in slippage or shirking, it can occur only because the principals
are not able to identify such behaviour, and consequently, to check it.
Agency losses – and the related costs – are rooted, therefore, in informa-
tion asymmetries. As Pollack observes:

In any principal–agent relationship, information about the agent and
its activities is likely to be asymmetrically distributed in favour of the
agent, making control or even evaluation by the principal difficult.

(Pollack 2003: 26, emphasis added)

Indeed, the principal has to take into account that the agent will use
the policy room provided by the information asymmetry to pursue its self-
interests, or at least to balance that self-interest against the interests of the
principal and the latter’s ability to sanction shirking (Sloof 2000: 248–9).
To limit or to avoid agency losses, principals need to invest in control.
Indeed, the preparedness to delegate is even strongly affected by the
ability to control.

Seen from the perspective of the EU’s external trade policy, three
control devices are available to the member states with regard to the Com-
mission’s external negotiating behaviour: an ex ante, an at locum and an ex
post device. The first refers to the negotiating directives, the second to
monitoring, and the third to non-ratification. The basis of these three is
provided by Articles 133 and 300 of the EC Treaty.

Negotiating directives (the ex ante device) are not required by the
EC Treaty. That means that the Treaty provides for the possibility that
the Commission negotiates with third countries without a negotiating
mandate from the Council. What the Treaty does require, however, is
Council authorization for such negotiations. Whether strings will be
attached to it is a matter for the Council to decide. The member states
need to make an assessment of the costs and benefits of doing so. Indeed,
defining negotiating directives may have benefits in terms of control; it
also has pitfalls. By adopting negotiating directives, member states create
not only benchmarks on which to assess the Commission’s negotiating
work, but also benchmarks to assess each other’s behaviour vis-à-vis the
negotiations and vis-à-vis the possible concessions made in them. A
mandate – whenever issued – is a text that not only reflects the limits
within which the Commission is supposed to negotiate externally, it also
reflects the maximum concessions the member states are prepared to
agree to vis-à-vis each other at the start of the external negotiations. Espe-
cially in cases where the Council cannot refuse to authorize the Commis-
sion to negotiate because of external constraints, or can only do so at a
prohibitively high political cost, the most conservative (or most reluctant)
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member states cannot exploit a possible refusal to authorize a negotiation
as a bargaining chip to enhance their leverage in the internal EU negotia-
tions on a possible mandate. In such situations, a dilemma emerges for
them: either to agree to a mandate that reflects a compromise with the
other member states but that commits them later in the process, or to
relinquish the opportunity to define a mandate while authorizing the
Commission to negotiate. For the member states that hope to achieve
trade liberalization or regulation in the WTO, agreeing to a mandate early
in the negotiating process may be counterproductive unless it pins the
Commission down to the kinds of regulation or liberalization that they
prefer. The outcome is often, then, that no mandates (or no mandates
that substantively limit the Commission’s room for manoeuvre) are being
defined and that the member states have to rely on the other control
devices.

One of these is the at locum device. It consists of the activities of a
committee of member states’ representatives – Committee 133 – whose
function it is to closely control the Commission during the external
negotiations (Johnson 1998: 22–3). It largely fulfils three functions: 
an aggregation function, a watchdog function and a sounding-board
function.

The aggregation function refers to the Committee’s job to try to come
up with one instruction on behalf of all the member states if it wants to
maximize its impact on the Commission. The watchdog function (Somer-
set 2002: 63) refers to the monitoring role that the committee fulfils.
Through the Committee 133 the member states get direct access to the
external negotiating process itself even if they cannot take over the negoti-
ating role from the Commission. The sounding-board function stresses
the fact that the Committee 133 provides the framework within which the
member states can individually express their concerns and demands on
specific negotiating issues. This enables the Commission to anticipate
member state reactions to concessions or demands it intends to make
(Somerset 2002: 66), and to act pre-emptively in this regard. This brings
us to the ex post control device of non-ratification.

Non-ratification is indeed an ultimate control device for the member
states. Depending on the required majority in the Council – once again
when it concerns exclusive EU competences – member states will be able
to wield this device individually (in the case of unanimity), or in collabora-
tion with the number of member states needed to reach a blocking minor-
ity (in the case of QMV). It is a control device, because as long as the
Commission wants to avoid non-ratification, it needs to anticipate such an
eventuality when it is negotiating externally. Member states can (and often
do) send signals in this regard, either directly (in Committee 133, through
their permanent representations in Brussels or otherwise) or indirectly
(through their domestic media, speeches in their national parliament,
etc.), and may thus have an indirect impact on what the Commission is
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doing. This impact will of course depend on the majority requirement in
the Council, on the voting weight and preference of each of the member
states, and on the expected distance between what the Commission
intends to negotiate and what is acceptable for each of the member states.

What conclusion can be drawn about the relationship between member
state control and the Commission’s ability to play a proactive role in exter-
nal trade negotiations?

It is plausible to assume that the smaller the preference distances
between the Commission and the member states are, the larger the poten-
tial for the EU to play a proactive role. Smaller preference distances
increase the probability of less strict control by the member states, and
thus more leeway for the Commission to engage in autonomous action.
Ultimately, the Commission’s preferences in relation to such action will
determine, then, the extent to which the EU will take a proactive role. In
cases where it is more conservative than its external negotiating partners,
it will act as a risk-minimizer. In cases where it is more trade liberal-
minded than its external partners, proactive action will ensue.

The larger the preference distances between the Commission and the
member states – assuming that the Commission would be less conservative
– the more the latter will engage in control on the former, and thus the
less leeway the Commission will have to engage in proactive action. In
such cases, the Commission is not powerless, however. It still has the pre-
rogatives of the external negotiator and can use these to enhance its
capacity to act proactively. It even may find it to be in the EU’s interest to
do so, for instance when it believes the costs of non-participation in exter-
nal negotiations to be higher for the EU than the benefits. The Doha
Development Round provides an example of such a situation. It provides
the basis to explain the Commission’s relentless efforts to convince the
EU’s WTO partners to engage in a new round of multilateral trade negoti-
ations. That was far from evident, as many of them had lost confidence in
the added value of such large rounds due to the seven years that it took to
conclude the Uruguay Round negotiations (1986–93). As a matter of fact,
the Commission engaged in a proactive strategy in order to minimize the
risk for itself as a negotiator. In doing so, it acted in a way that pre-empted
the risks that were created with the built-in agenda of the Uruguay Round.

Anticipation by pre-emption: the Commission and the DDA

A central component in the Commission’s efforts to launch a new round
consisted of the built-in agenda of the Uruguay Round (Patterson 1997;
Coleman and Tangermann 1999). This agenda provided for on-going
negotiations on a number of topics. On some of these, the built-in agenda
provided an important element of the compromises reached in the
Uruguay Round. In exchange for concessions received on the reduction
or dismantling of trade barriers, countries had to accept to reopen
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negotiations on such issues within a predetermined time span. Article 20 of
the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture (AoA), for instance, pro-
vided for such a reopening on agriculture by 2000. In addition, the agree-
ment also contained a provision in which the members would lose their
protection against dispute settlement cases on agricultural subsidies after a
period of nine years. That protection shielded the members from complaints
about subsidies allowed by the agreement (Steinberg and Josling 2003).
Upon the expiry of that clause by the end of 2003, members risked being
exposed to numerous cases on such subsidies. There were thus two sources
of pressure on the EU as far as its agricultural subsidies were concerned.

There was thus no escape from new negotiations on agricultural trade
and, thus, from the acrimonious internal EU debates and painful conces-
sions that they could be expected to entail. This was very problematic for
the Commission. It would have to negotiate under the close and suspi-
cious scrutiny of several member states, and the pressure of its external
negotiating partners. Whatever the outcome, it would be blamed, either
by one or the other. There was thus a serious reason for the Commission
to be concerned. In addition, however, compared with the Uruguay
Round negotiations, the problem was compounded by the fact that agri-
cultural negotiations would be conducted on their own, as stand-alone
negotiations, not as part of a large and broad negotiating agenda. This
would make it impossible to link painful agricultural concessions and
their concomitant costs to the benefits of concessions granted by other
countries in other sectors, so as to soften the pain and to make the agricul-
tural concessions politically more acceptable. Likewise, it would make it
impossible to limit the agricultural concessions by offering the EU’s nego-
tiating partners concessions (and thus benefits) in other sectors. In other
words, the stand-alone nature of the agricultural negotiations would make
it impossible to construct a broad cross-sectoral package deal, something
the Commission considered to be a condition sine qua non for the con-
clusion of an agricultural agreement and, more important, for its ability to
pre-empt the inevitable member states’ attacks on the way in which it
wields its negotiating authority.

Two elements were thus important for the Commission. First, it needed
to expand the WTO’s negotiating agenda beyond agriculture to sectors
attractive to member states that would suffer from agricultural conces-
sions, or where such member states would be prepared to make conces-
sions in exchange for a softer treatment on agriculture. Such sectors
needed to be sufficiently appealing to attract wider support among the
WTO membership as well. Second, it needed to get the WTO members to
accept the principle of a single undertaking on those issues. Only a single
undertaking would provide the ability to engage in broad package deals.
Allowing the unravelling of such an undertaking by accepting so-called
early harvests would be out of the question, or at least be severely
restricted.
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Getting the member states on board

On the first element, the fact that service negotiations were planned to
take place parallel to the agricultural negotiations helped a lot. It pro-
vided a first, but important, opportunity for the Commission to propose a
linkage between agriculture and a range of sectors more important for EU
employment. In addition, it concerned sectors with a high (partly under-
used) export potential due to EU competitiveness and to the fact that the
GATS agreement had provided only for a first modest step in the direc-
tion of trade liberalization.

In addition, the Commission hoped to trigger pressure in favour of a
new negotiating round in the WTO – because that was ultimately the
objective – by including issues in the negotiating agenda that would mobi-
lize domestic business support within the member states in favour of a new
round. The inclusion of non-agricultural market access, investment and
trade facilitation are cases in mind as well as competition and, as a first
step, transparency in government procurement.

Ultimately, most member states accepted the idea of a new round in
March 1998 because they realized how problematic stand-alone negotia-
tions on agriculture would be, not only for the Commission, but for the
EU, and in some cases for themselves. For some of them, the considera-
tion certainly played a role in that, by agreeing to a new round, the pres-
sure on the EU would increase to further reform the CAP and to reduce
its cost, especially in the perspective of the EU’s new southern and eastern
enlargements.

Getting the WTO on board

Convincing the other WTO members to accept a new round of multilat-
eral trade negotiations (MTNs) was far from easy, however. Two major
problems consisted of convincing a US government suspicious of the EU’s
intentions and a US Congress faced with increasing opposition to trade
liberalization on the one hand, and convincing the developing countries
that a new round would benefit them too on the other hand. The latter
was not easy as most developing countries concluded that as the Uruguay
Round negotiations had not brought them the promised benefits, it was
no use starting a new one, rather the contrary (cf. Panagariya 2002:
1219–23). Resistance from the US and many developing countries – or at
least their ambivalence on a new round – in combination with the pres-
sure engendered by street manifestations in Seattle culminated in the col-
lapse of the first attempt to launch one at the Seattle Ministerial
Conference of November–December 1999.

After Seattle, the Commission was quickly in the driver’s seat again to
push forward the idea of a new attempt to launch a round. To appease
the developing countries, the Commission intensified the internal EU
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decision-making on Everything but Arms (EBA) – thereby implementing a
commitment that was made at the WTO Ministerial in Singapore in
December 1996 with regard to market access for the least developed coun-
tries. Everything but Arms – a decision adopted on 28 February 2001 –
provided for the tariff- and quota-free import into the EU of all products
except weapons and ammunition,2 originating in (at that time) 49 least
developed countries, with transitional periods provided for bananas, rice
and sugar.3 The EU equally started to show more support for the demand
of the developing countries to adopt an implementation agenda in which
deficiencies of the Uruguay Round agreements for these countries,
including their implementation, would be dealt with. One of the politic-
ally most visible parts of this consisted of the compulsory licensing for
trade in generic medicines, an issue that was especially important for
countries that did not benefit from the EBA or were even hurt by it
(Oxfam International 2000; Page and Hewitt 2002), but that have a strong
production capacity of generic medicines (such as India and Brazil).

On the US side, two important changes took place that facilitated the
Commission’s efforts. First, the fact that the Bush administration’s – that
entered into office in January 2001 – assessment of the Commission’s strat-
egy on a new round resulted in the conclusion that the probability of agri-
cultural concessions by the EU – extremely important for President Bush
in electoral terms – would be higher with a new round than with stand-
alone negotiations. At the same time, the US Congress engaged in the
process that would result in the Farm Act,4 thereby changing US interests
on agricultural subsidies somewhat (cf. below). Still, the Bush administra-
tion had to walk a narrow line as congressional resistance to WTO negotia-
tions on anti-dumping and countervailing measures (the so-called trade
remedies) increased tremendously, and as the President was looking for
congressional delegation of trade negotiating authority to him knowing
that his predecessor had failed in this endeavour and that resistance to
trade liberalization and regulation was running high in Congress (largely
the House) and beyond (Kerremans 2003). The result was a persisting US
ambivalence on the need to launch a new round and on the agenda to be
pursued in it. This was especially the case with the so-called Singapore
issues: investment, competition, trade facilitation and transparency in
government procurement. Whereas the US was originally not enthusiastic
about the first, it none the less pushed for negotiations as broad in scope
as possible (including portfolio investment). About the second, the US
never really supported the EU’s attempts to launch negotiations here. The
third and the fourth certainly interested the US even if it accepted to drop
the latter surprisingly quickly at the 2003 WTO Ministerial in Cancún (cf.
below).

The reluctance, even resistance, of most developing countries to a new
round, combined with lukewarm US support, made it necessary for the
EU, especially the Commission, to remain in the driver’s seat in the WTO,
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so as to keep the agenda of the negotiations as large and integrated as pos-
sible. This meant that the Commission wanted to safeguard the single
undertaking throughout the negotiations, both before and after the Doha
Ministerial of November 2001.

Preserving the single undertaking before and after Doha

The biggest challenge for the Commission was to preserve the single
undertaking vis-à-vis scepticism from both some member states, and some
of its WTO partners. The Commission’s handling of the negotiations
between November 2001 (the Doha Ministerial) and September 2003 (the
Cancun Ministerial) provides plenty of evidence of such efforts. At the
Doha Ministerial itself, the Commission made a large effort to include
the Singapore issues in the negotiating agenda even if several member
states were not convinced of the need to include issues such as investment
and competition. In addition, up to the last minute of the Ministerial, the
Commission attempted to include eco-labelling, the precautionary prin-
ciple, and the relationship between the WTO and multilateral environ-
mental agreements (MEAs) in the agenda as well. At the end of the day, a
decision on the launching of negotiations on the Singapore issues was
postponed until 2003, whereas eco-labelling was being referred – without
any commitment to negotiations – to the WTO Committee on Trade and
Environment (CTE). For the remainder, however, a large negotiating
agenda – the Doha Development Agenda (DDA) – was being adopted
with the objective of concluding a comprehensive agreement by the end
of 2004. That outcome was largely reached because of the use of vague
and equivocal language in the Ministerial Declaration so that everybody
could be satisfied. The price of this way of working was, however, that
many problems were being postponed and would show up later, some-
times more intensely.

From the perspective of the Commission, an important concern about
the outcome of Doha was to maintain the linkages between the different
parts of that agenda with the objective of enlarging its scope with the
inclusion of the Singapore issues by September 2003. This concern mani-
fested itself on two elements: the question of the modalities’ deadlines,
and the linkage between the agricultural negotiating process and the
other issues.

The modalities’ deadline question – a highly technical issue the polit-
ical importance of which was not immediately obvious to everyone
involved in the DDA – was basically – at least from the perspective of the
Commission – a question of linking the deadlines (moments against which
sensitive concessions needed to be negotiated) for the agricultural negoti-
ations with those of the other issues. In Doha, no deadline on non-agricul-
tural market access had been agreed to. So the Commission’s objective
was to put one on the same date as the deadline for the agricultural
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modalities negotiations: 31 March 2003. This would enable it to trade con-
cessions on agricultural modalities against concessions made by others in
other areas, or vice versa. The point was, however, that some developing
countries favoured a non-agricultural modalities’ deadline a couple of
weeks later than the one for agriculture, namely on 31 May 2003. This
would enable them to carefully assess the EU’s (and other WTO
members’) agricultural concessions and to see whether such concessions
warranted non-agricultural concessions in return. The Commission
adamantly opposed such an approach, as it feared that it would under-
mine its ability to make concessions in the first place. The idea was indeed
that, with a similar deadline, the Commission would be able to present
agricultural and non-agricultural modalities’ concessions as one package
to the member states, thereby reducing the probability of internal EU
gridlock on the agricultural part of the negotiations. It took the Commis-
sion a while to convince its WTO partners, up to the point where it indi-
cated it would be prepared to block the whole negotiating process
because of the modalities’ deadline. Ultimately, a Solomon’s judgement of
working with an informal and a formal deadline enabled an agreement.
By 31 March 2003 – the agricultural modalities deadline – the WTO
members committed to reach a ‘common understanding on a possible
outline on modalities with a view to reaching agreement on modalities by
May 31, 2003’. In the event, both deadlines were missed.

The linkage between agriculture and the other issues became a real
concern after the failure to respect the modalities deadline. It seems that,
from then on, the Commission’s strategy consisted of working towards the
final negotiation of a package containing all issues at the Cancún Minister-
ial in September 2003, including the modalities on agriculture and non-
agricultural market access, the inclusion of the Singapore issues in the
DDA, and the inclusion of geographical indications (GIs) in the talks. It
must be added, however, that the Commission’s work was being facilitated
by three developments. First, by the internal EU deals on agricultural
spending between 2007 and 2013, and the concomitant question of the
decoupling between subsidization and production (Koester and Brümmer
2003: 247); second, by the resistance of farm constituencies in the US to
any possible unravelling of the subsidy benefits granted them by the 2002
Farm Act; third, by the conviction of an increasing number of WTO
members that the US and the EU needed to reach an agricultural deal
between themselves before the DDA could proceed on agriculture, and on
the other issues as several developing countries had refused to allow any
progress on the other issues before the agriculture modalities gridlock
had been resolved.

The agricultural deals reached by the EU member states certainly
helped the Commission in pursuing its linkages approach in the WTO.
On the one hand, the deals provided the Commission with some breath-
ing space in the agricultural negotiations on domestic support (much less,
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or even not on export subsidies) in the WTO. On the other hand,
however, they required the Commission to watch its back even more than
before, as some member states believed that all the necessary concessions
had now been made, and consequently that no new concessions should be
accepted or negotiated by the Commission in the WTO.

The US Farm Act opened a window of opportunity for the Commission.
Because of it, the US had an interest in being more forthcoming on the
question of domestic support in the WTO, which increased the probability
that it would agree with at least the preservation of the so-called blue box.
This is a category of domestic support created by the Uruguay Round
Agreement on Agriculture (AoA), that allows for support measures on the
assumption that they have a limited impact on productivity levels. It is a
box specifically created for the EU, as it contains only EU direct payments
to farmers, a support measure that emerged as a consequence of the 1992
CAP reform (Tangermann 1999). In the course of 1999–2002 the US had
made no secret of its intention to dismantle the blue box. But due to the
2002 Farm Act, the US suddenly started to show interest in its preservation
on the condition that it would become a tool to shield US domestic
support from reduction commitments as well.

As several developing countries refused to accept any progress on the
other negotiating issues before the agriculture modalities gridlock had
been resolved, pressure started to build on the EU and the US to unblock
the negotiations by an agreement between themselves. The combination
of US interest in the blue box’s preservation with the Commission’s newly
found self-confidence as a consequence of the EU internal deal on agri-
cultural subsidies paved the way to a US–EU agreement that would not
run the risk of becoming a Blair House scenario for the Commission.
Rather than pinning down the Commission to major concessions – as the
1992 Blair House agreement had done – this agreement was believed to
smooth the US’ approach to the agricultural negotiations, something the
Commission hoped to benefit from in the final marathon negotiating
session in Cancún to which it aspired.

The problem was, however, that the agreement – the EC–EU Joint Text
of 13 August 2003 – made matters worse, rather than facilitating the WTO
negotiating process. One part of the agreement played a particularly large
role in this: the expansion of the definition of the blue box so as to allow
the inclusion of US counter-cyclical payments. It triggered a developing-
country response that proved to become of paramount importance for the
outcome in Cancun: the creation of what became the G-20. It came in
addition to developing-country irritation about the lack of significant
progress – including three missed deadlines – on the issue of their Special
and Differential Treatment (SDT) in the WTO, and on the lack of respon-
siveness – especially but not exclusively from the US – to the request by
four least developing countries to dismantle domestic support and export
subsidies for cotton.5
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Despite the fact that, right before the start of the Cancún Ministerial,
agreement was being reached on the issue of the export and import of
generic medicines (compulsory licensing), the atmosphere in Cancún was
poisoned from the start. There was a heavy agenda (largely due to the fact
that many issues were not ripe for a deal). There were unclear objectives
as the ambitions for the Ministerial had been downgraded to such an
extent that it became unclear what kinds of modalities agreements would
be aimed at, something that made the negotiators keep their cards up
their sleeves, rather than putting them on the table in a game of conces-
sion and counter-concession. In sum, the context of Cancún was certainly
not conducive to allow a situation that would serve the Commission’s
interests best: a large final but feasible marathon negotiating session in
which a large modalities package would be negotiated and finalized. In
addition, the Commission’s strategy of trying to do so was being unrav-
elled by the decision, taken by the chairman of the Ministerial, to end the
negotiations before such a final session had started. Particularly painful
for the Commission was the fact that this decision was being taken mid-
course in its attempts to convince recalcitrant developing countries – espe-
cially the G-20 – that such a final session could serve their interests. It was
painful because the Commission had started to make a number of conces-
sions – on the question of the Singapore issues – and had to return to the
member states now before it had been able to reap the benefits of doing
so, something that would have been possible in the event of a final
package agreement being agreed to. But now the Commission had
conceded on dropping investment and competition (at least from the
multilateral negotiations) in the hope of adding trade facilitation and
government procurement transparency to the single undertaking, and of
enabling an agreement on the different modalities too, preferably includ-
ing the geographical indications on more than wines and spirits. Because
the negotiating process was being interrupted, it had made the conces-
sions without getting something in return, and this was being exposed to
the member states. This partly explains the irritation, even the bitterness,
inside the Commission about the way in which the Mexican foreign minis-
ter had handled the Cancún Ministerial. Indeed, the single undertaking
approach – the central component in the Commission’s strategy – had
been unravelled.

Conclusion

The Commission’s handling of the Doha Development Agenda negotia-
tions up to the Cancún Ministerial shows how proactiveness in external
negotiations may be essential for risk minimization in the EU itself. By
deliberately expanding the WTO agenda, the Commission tried to
enhance the EU’s ability to deal with the agricultural question in the
WTO. The scope of the external negotiations became an essential part of
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the Commission’s strategy to manage the relationship with its principals.
It also made the Commission’s strategy vulnerable to the vagaries of the
WTO negotiating process itself, as the Cancún Ministerial showed. None
the less, for the WTO this meant that the Commission – and as a deriva-
tive the EU as a whole – took the driving seat in the launching of a broad
agenda of multilateral trade negotiations and thus, that the characteristics
of the WTO negotiating process needed to cushion what was essentially a
problem between the Commission-as-agent and some of the member
states as principals. As such, internal risk minimization by the Commission
required a proactive EU role externally. This doesn’t mean, however, that
internal risk minimization is always by definition linked to the EU’s proac-
tiveness in the international arena. But it does show that sometimes it may
have that effect.

Notes
1 Note that even if we will be referring to the European Union in the remainder

of this chapter, legally, whenever it concerns trade policy-making, reference
should be made to the EC, as, unlike the EU, the EC has a legal personality (cf.
Article 281, EC Treaty) and thus the legal capacity to negotiate externally.

2 CN chapter 93.
3 EC Official Journal, L 60, 1 March 2001. The 49 countries are listed in annex IV

of regulation 2820/98, see EC Official Journal, L 357, 31 December 1998, p. 82.
4 Officially the Farm Security and Rural Investment Act of 2002, Public Law

107–71.
5 Chad, Burkina Faso, Mali and Benin.
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11 Punching its weight?
The EU’s use of WTO dispute
resolution

Alasdair R. Young

The European Union’s role in trade policy is commonly (and rightly)
regarded as one of its most clearly defined and effective international
roles. The creation of the World Trade Organization (WTO) and the
establishment of binding multilateral dispute resolution, by shifting from
a more diplomatic to a more confrontational and legalistic process,
however, challenged the EU’s existing trade role. By analysing how the EU
has responded to that challenge, this chapter sheds light on how the EU’s
role in international trade is conceived, as well as on its role performance
and role impact.

In particular, in the wake of the Uruguay Round, there was some
concern that the EU’s character as an international organization would
adversely affect its ability to participate effectively in the WTO’s new
dispute resolution process. First, there was some legal uncertainty about
whether the EU or its member states were the appropriate actor (a ques-
tion of role conception). Second, even if the EU were the appropriate
actor, there was concern that the EU’s then 15, now 25, member govern-
ments would have trouble agreeing to act aggressively (a question of role
performance).

In practice, however, these concerns have proved unfounded. The idea
that the EU, in the shape of the Commission, would represent all of the
member states in WTO dispute resolution has not been problematic.
Further, the EU’s role performance has been broadly comparable to that
of the United States (US), another major player in world trade and the
EU’s most obvious comparator, which suggests that there are no particular
problems stemming from the EU’s character as an international organi-
zation. This chapter aims to explain the effectiveness of the EU’s role
performance despite the apparent obstacles stemming from its character
as an international organization.

I argue that the EU’s role performance in WTO dispute resolution is
facilitated by the member governments’ acceptance of the EU’s role in
the WTO, by the politics of trade disputes, by a high degree of delegation
to the European Commission, and by the member governments’ tendency
not to challenge each other’s trade policy preferences unless they have



strong countervailing interests. This chapter, therefore, identifies the EU’s
role in WTO dispute resolution, examines how that role emerged and has
been institutionalized, and analyses how well the EU has performed it.

I begin by examining different aspects of the EU’s role conception in
WTO dispute resolution, and their origins, before setting up the central
puzzle of the chapter by contrasting academic concern about the EU’s
role performance with its actual performance. I then explain how the EU
has managed to overcome the obstacles to effective role performance.
This discussion focuses separately on the initiation of trade disputes and
the imposition of sanctions. I also engage with whether the EU has deliv-
ered concrete results (role impact). I conclude by reflecting on the EU’s
role as a proactive player in WTO dispute resolution.

Role conception

Which actor?

One consequence of the EU being an international organization is that it
is not always apparent whether it or its individual member states is the
appropriate actor. This is reflected in the EU and all of its member states
being members of the WTO. Thus under WTO rules any one of the EU’s
member states has the right to initiate a trade dispute. Further, prior to
the 2001 Treaty of Nice a number of important policy areas – most
notably trade in services and intellectual property protection – that fell
within the ambit of the WTO did not fall within the exclusive authority of
the EU. Even after Nice a number of important issues – including non-
service foreign direct investment and audio-visual services – remain
outside the EU’s exclusive competence (Bronkers and McNelis 2001: 427;
Young 2002: 47). These two inverse legal situations – multiple member-
ships of the WTO and incomplete EU competence – raise questions about
whether the EU and only the EU may perform the role of engaging in
WTO dispute resolution.

Legal scholars, in particular, anticipated that the absence of exclusive
EU competence would present two potential problems. First, the member
governments might be more critical of Commission investigations of trade
barriers affecting matters of mixed competence (Bronkers and McNelis
2001: 427; MacLean 1999: 95). Second, agreeing retaliation against a
measure that fell outside EU competence would be extremely difficult
because it would not be obvious that the EU was the appropriate actor
(Kuijper 1995: 59–60).

That it was not obvious that the EU would be the actor is illustrated by
others not automatically treating it as such. As of the end of 2004 the US
had initiated more complaints against individual EU member states –
Ireland (four), Belgium (three), France (two), Greece (two), Denmark
(one), Netherlands (one), Portugal (one), Sweden (one) and the UK
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(one) – than against the EU qua the EU (15). By contrast, other WTO
members have named the EU as the respondent in disputes about purely
national measures.1 Thus there is no clear, common external conception
of the EU’s role.

Internally, however, that the EU, and only the EU, should participate in
disputes has not been problematic. This has been the case even for those
supposedly awkward issues of mixed competence – which were most
salient between the conclusion of the Uruguay Round in December 1993
and the signing of the Treaty of Nice in February 2001 (Bronkers and
McNelis 2001; Chatháin 1999).2 During the first ten years of the WTO the
EU initiated six WTO complaints concerning the protection of intellec-
tual property rights,3 five concerning foreign direct investment,4 and one
concerning services.5 Mixed competence did not even present an obstacle
to the EU’s vigorous response to the extraterritorial implications of the
US’s Helms–Burton law, despite the location of competence for foreign
direct investment being extremely politically charged at the time (Young
2002: 95–6). Further, although individual member governments pursue
trade disputes bilaterally through diplomatic channels, no member state
of the EU has initiated a WTO complaint.

The EU’s role in WTO dispute resolution reflects the EU’s member
governments’ general willingness to co-operate in international nego-
tiations in areas beyond the formal scope of the EU’s competence
(Woolcock 2000; Young 2002: 36–42). This practice of co-operation is
particularly highly developed with regard to the multilateral trading
system, where co-operation has long been an established norm and the
EU’s role is particularly well established (Young 2002). Thus, in practice,
it has been accepted that the EU is the appropriate actor when it comes to
initiating WTO complaints.

Which role?

Although the EU is a single actor in WTO dispute resolution, it does not
play a one-dimensional role. The EU’s, or, more accurately, the Commis-
sion’s (as I shall explain below), role has three facets:

• Advocate for particular economic interests.
• Champion of multilateral trade rules.
• Defender of the acquis communautaire.

Each of the three facets is relevant to any given issue, although with
varying intensities.

The first facet is the most explicitly articulated. The first ‘key objective’
of the EU’s market access strategy is to ‘Serve Europe’s exporters through
practical operational measures’.6 The Commission’s Market Access Data-
base and the EU’s Trade Barrier Regulation (TBR) were explicitly created
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in order to make it easier for firms to seek the Commission’s help in
addressing foreign trade barriers.

The second facet of the Commission’s role concerns championing the
multilateral trading system. With regard to trade policy, self-interest rein-
forces any general preference for multilateralism (see Jørgensen in
Chapter 2 of this volume). Legally binding multilateral rules are con-
sidered the most efficient way to ensure compliance by one’s trading part-
ners, and thus to open foreign markets to one’s producers (Abbott et al.
2000; Smith 2000). Enforcing multilateral rules through prosecuting trade
disputes is perceived to enhance compliance in the future. This reasoning
is evident in the EU’s market access strategy, which has as its third ‘key
objective’ to ‘Eliminate trade barriers and ensure that our partners
comply with their international commitments’.7 The section of the Direc-
torate General for Trade’s webpage dealing with WTO dispute resolution
is entitled ‘Respecting the rules’.8 Thus enforcing multilateral rules in spe-
cific instances is compatible with promoting economic interests, albeit in a
more abstract sense.

While under this framing any WTO complaint could be classified as
championing multilateral rules, the Commission sometimes initiates com-
plaints that do not benefit any particular economic interest (Shaffer
2003). Through 2004 the EU had initiated nine complaints (13 per cent
of all EU complaints)9 that sought to establish or enforce important prin-
ciples about how the multilateral trading system functions. These com-
plaints have overwhelmingly targeted the US. This is not surprising, as a
key reason for the EU’s support of the legalization of multilateral dispute
settlement was to curb US unilateralism (Goldstein 2000: 267).

As both of the first two roles involve getting others to change their pol-
icies, thereby situating the ‘losers’ outside the EU, they are extremely
unlikely to come into conflict. The Commission’s role as defender of the
acquis, however, is less compatible with the first two roles. As normally
understood, the Commission’s role as defender of the acquis is to ensure
that the member governments live up to their commitments. In the
context of WTO dispute resolution, the Commission defends the EU’s
rules against external obligations. The benefit of increased compliance by
others comes at the price of a decrease in one’s own policy autonomy
(Smith 2000).

The Commission’s role as defender of the acquis is most explicit when
the EU is a respondent in a complaint. Then the Commission quite liter-
ally defends the EU before the WTO. This role, however, also matters
when the EU initiates a complaint. Because precedent matters in WTO
dispute resolution, governments, including the Commission, are reluctant
to initiate complaints that risk setting precedents that might apply equally
to their own rules (Shaffer 2003). The Commission’s role as defender of
the acquis, therefore, may contradict its role as advocate of economic
interests or champion of multilateralism.
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Assessing role performance

Given that the collective representation of the EU in initiating WTO com-
plaints is not contested, the key question becomes how effective it is in
performing the roles described above.

Before examining the EU’s role performance, however, it is necessary
to draw a distinction between role performance and role impact. In this
context role performance concerns the action taken by the EU, while an
assessment of role impact concerns whether the trade barrier is actually
removed. The ultimate success of EU action depends on a number of
factors beyond the EU’s control. The escalation of disputes and the
prospects of compliance reflect the interaction between the complainant
and respondent, and particularly on whether the domestic politics of the
respondent make it susceptible to external pressures (Conybeare 1987;
Guzman and Simmons 2002; Schoppa 1993; Zeng 2002). Further, whether
a country complies with a WTO ruling also in part reflects the impact of
the WTO as an institution (Busch and Reinhardt 2000). As a con-
sequence, this chapter focuses on the EU’s role performance – its ability
to initiate complaints and to push for enforcement through the imposi-
tion of sanctions – although it considers role impact later.

The central concern about the EU’s ability to perform its role effectively
was the expectation that it would be difficult to get 15 (now 25) govern-
ments to agree to act. Sophie Meunier (1998) has argued that the EU’s
‘strength in weakness’ – that problems of internal agreement make the EU’s
negotiating positions stronger – applies only when the EU is on the defen-
sive. When the EU is on the offensive, as is the case in dispute settlement,
the challenge of internal agreement is expected to hamper effective action
(Bronkers and McNelis 2001; Meunier 1998; Molyneux 2001). The imposi-
tion of sanctions is expected to be particularly difficult because of the con-
tentious issue of the distribution of the costs associated with enforcing
compliance through the imposition of sanctions (Kuijper 1995: 56).

Against the odds: effective role performance

In practice, however, the EU has been the second most prolific user of the
WTO’s dispute settlement system, only slightly behind the US and in line
with its share of world exports (see Table 11.1).10 With the exception of
Japan, however, the EU makes relatively less use of the system than any of
the other major users. This relative underperformance, however, seems to
be due to factors other than impeded political capacity. In particular,
European firms tend to be less inclined than their US counterparts to
demand political action to address trade barriers (Shaffer 2003). Further,
a recent survey of European firms found that only 10 per cent of respon-
dents made direct contact with government when they encountered a
barrier to trading in a foreign market.11
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Most of the EU’s complaints, as with those of other complainants, do
not proceed all the way to formal panel hearings before the WTO (see
Table 11.2). Most complaints are settled in one form or another, or are
not considered worth pursuing for various reasons. The US, which initi-
ates the most complaints, pursues a lower than average proportion of
them to adjudication. This may reflect the ability of the US to secure con-
cessions prior to adjudication, but its relatively low success rate in panels
suggests that it may initiate more weaker cases than other governments.

By contrast, the EU has a better than average success rate in panels,
significantly better than the average of the 11 most frequent com-
plainants. As a result of the EU’s higher proportion of complaints leading
to panels and higher success rate in panels, the EU has won more panels
than the US (24 to 19), even though it has initiated fewer complaints. The
EU’s high success rate suggests that its relatively low number of com-
plaints may be due to it being more selective in those that it chooses to
pursue, rather than suffering from problems of capacity.

The EU has also been vigorous in seeking to enforce the rulings that it
has won. It has sought, threatened or imposed sanctions on four occa-
sions, all involving the US, more than any other WTO member (see Table
11.3). Brazil and Canada have each done so on three occasions, but in two
of those (US steel safeguards and the Byrd Amendment) the EU took the
lead. The US has sought and imposed sanctions on two occasions. To date
the EU has actually imposed traditional sanctions on only one occasion –
Foreign Sales Corporations – but the value of those sanctions is by far
the highest thus far. In addition, it has adopted Council Regulation
2238/2003, which prohibits the recognition and enforcement of decisions
based on the Antidumping Act of 1916 and allows EU companies to sue
the US plaintiff to recover costs and damages caused by a complaint
under the 1916 Act. The EU is also the only WTO member to date to have
reached an agreement on compensation for non-compliance.12 The EU is
thus clearly willing and able to impose sanctions.

Explaining the EU’s role performance

The reality of the EU’s use of the WTO’s dispute settlement mechanism
belies the academic hand-wringing about its ability to perform its role.
The following sections set out the different dynamics that I argue explain
its effectiveness with regard to dispute initiation and the imposition of sanc-
tions.

Dispute initiation

The literature’s understanding of EU dispute initiation is misguided for
three reinforcing reasons. First, it largely discounts the implications of the
exceptional degree of delegation to the Commission. Second, it neglects
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the non-reciprocal character of dispute initiation. Third, it overlooks
the positive implications for co-operation of the member governments’
intense, iterated interaction.

A high degree of delegation

Institutionally, trade disputes are characterized by a particularly high
degree of delegation to the Commission, which is higher even than that in
EU trade policy generally, itself one of the policy areas in which delega-
tion is particularly pronounced (Pollack 2003). The degree of delegation
differs somewhat between the EU’s two mechanisms for deciding whether
to initiate a formal trade dispute – the Trade Barriers Regulation13 (TBR)
and the ‘non-procedure’ of the 133 Committee of member government
trade officials – but in both cases the Commission enjoys a significant
degree of autonomy.

Delegation is formal and explicit under the TBR,14 which provides an
avenue for European firms and trade associations to initiate action. It puts
the Commission clearly and firmly in the driving seat. The Commission
takes all the important decisions – whether to initiate an investigation,
what course of action to take and how to follow through, including
whether to initiate a WTO complaint – although it consults the member
governments through the TBR Committee of government officials.

Although the TBR Committee is only advisory, any member can appeal
the Commission’s decision to the Council of Ministers. The Council can
then overrule the Commission, but crucially only by a qualified majority
vote. Consequently, there is a high hurdle for rejecting a Commission
decision, which gives the Commission significant policy autonomy
(Pollack 2003).

As there is no formal procedure for the 133 route there is some uncer-
tainty about where authority lies. The Commission contends that on the
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Table 11.2 EU performance in panels, 1 January 1995–31 December 2004 (%)

Complainant % of complaints going to % of completed panels won
panel (excludes complaints 
since 1 January 2004)

EU 43 96
All 44 91
Eleven most frequent 45 89

complainants
US 36 79

Notes
‘Winning’ is defined as any aspect of the respondent’s measure being found incompatible
with WTO rules in any way (see Davey 2001; Holmes et al. 2003).
The US’s win percentage is slightly distorted because it lost three closely related complaints.
Treating these as one complaint yields a success rate of 86%.
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basis of the 1957 Treaty of Rome it has the authority to launch a com-
plaint without the Council’s approval (Bronkers and McNelis 2001;
Shaffer 2003).15 The Legal Service of the Council’s General Secretariat,
however, contends that the Council should give its explicit approval,
although this does not happen in practice (Woolcock 2000).16 Whatever
the situation might be legally, in practice the Commission always consults
the 133 Committee.17

There are two pragmatic reasons for this. First, if the Commission were
to act against the wishes of the member governments too often, the
member governments might be moved to adopt secondary legislation to
clarify the delegation of authority and to tighten their control over their
agent. Second, and more immediate, any complaint may eventually
require the imposition of sanctions in order to compel the respondent to
comply with a WTO ruling, and the Treaty is clear that only the Council
can impose sanctions and must do so by a qualified majority (Bronkers
and McNelis 2001). Although the imposition of sanctions is rare, it is a
possibility that cannot be ignored. Consequently, it is in the Commission’s
interests to carry the Council with it.18 This applies to both the 133 and
TBR routes. As a result, the Commission has never initiated a WTO trade
dispute without the support of at least a qualified majority of the member
governments (Shaffer 2003).19

The politics of approving dispute initiation

Finding a qualified majority of member governments to support the initia-
tion of a trade dispute, contrary to some of the concerns in the literature,
is actually relatively easy. First, opposition to initiating a trade dispute
from other economic actors is rare. Second, the EU’s member govern-
ments tend to object to a trade policy objective only if their interests are
directly negatively affected. These two political dynamics together help to
explain why the decision to initiate WTO complaints has been relatively
uncontroversial, and, thus, why the EU has been effective in performing
its role.

In most trade disputes, the benefits of success are expected to accrue to
domestic firms and the costs are expected to fall on the foreign country.
Although under the WTO the imposition of sanctions in order to enforce
a ruling is a possibility it is both rare and the composition of the sanctions,
and thus which domestic firms would be adversely affected, is not known
when a complaint is initiated. As a consequence, the initiation of a trade
dispute is effectively a non-reciprocal trade policy. Non-reciprocal trade
policies have the character of distributive policies, which are characterized
by a political dynamic of non-interference; there is no opposition from
other firms (Lowi 1964). This explains both the general lack of clash
within the EU’s role as an advocate of specific interests and between that
role and its role as a champion of multilateral rules.
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The exceptions to this dynamic emerge in instances where domestic
firms benefit from the foreign measure, for example, by having an invest-
ment in or by being major suppliers to the protected foreign industry.
This was the case with the EU’s most internally controversial trade dispute
concerning Brazil’s export subsidy scheme (Proex). The dispute was initi-
ated by the German aircraft manufacturer Dornier, because its competitor
Embraer is a principal beneficiary of the scheme. The prosecution of the
dispute was opposed by several French aerospace companies, which collec-
tively held a 20 per cent stake in Embraer, and a number of other Euro-
pean companies that supplied components to Embraer (Goldstein and
McGuire 2004; Shaffer 2003). Such clashes within the EU’s role as advo-
cate of particular economic interests, however, have been the exception
rather than the rule.

The implications for co-operation of the largely distributive character
of trade disputes are reinforced by the EU’s member governments’
general disinclination to interfere with each other’s trade interests unless
they have strong countervailing interests. There are several possible expla-
nations for this. One is that the member governments identify with each
other and are therefore inclined to support each other out of fellow
feeling. Those involved in the decision-making process, however, stress
more self-interested motivations. In particular, governments’ acquiescence
seems to be motivated by the iterated nature of their interaction; the next
time they might be the demandeur of action.20 This phenomenon is gener-
ally referred to as ‘diffuse reciprocity’ (Keohane 1986) and is common in
EU trade policy (Winters 2001). A degree of trust is necessary for diffuse
reciprocity to function, and the frequent interaction of the individuals
involved helps to build such trust (Johnson 1998), but indications are that
trust is the lubricant of co-operation, not its motor. As a consequence of
the interaction of the distributive character of dispute initiation and
‘diffuse reciprocity’, the overwhelming majority of the Commission’s
decisions to initiate trade disputes have not been controversial.

Exceptions to this internal harmony tend to arise when the EU’s,
particularly the Commission’s, role as the defender of the acquis clashes
with its role as advocate for particular economic interests. Concern about
the implications for EU rules has contributed to the Commission not chal-
lenging other governments’ export subsidies, labelling requirements or
rules protecting geographical indications.21 The Commission also adjusts
how it argues complaints in order to reduce the risk of adverse implica-
tions for EU rules,22 as it did in its complaint against Australia’s sanitary
and phytosanitary rules.23 Member governments also sometimes flag
potential problems for national rules, as the French government did in a
complaint concerning Canada’s rules on film distribution (Chatháin
1999). To date the role as defender of the acquis has tended to trump the
other roles in pursuing WTO complaints.
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The challenge of imposing sanctions

Once the decision to initiate a complaint has been taken, the EU’s charac-
ter as an international organization goes into abeyance. The Commission
manages the entire interaction with the trading partner and before the
WTO, with the member governments kept abreast of developments
through the 133 Committee. When it comes to imposing sanctions in
order to enforce a successful complaint, however, the EU’s character as an
international organization reasserts itself with a vengeance.

There are two principal and reinforcing reasons for this. First, as
enforcing compliance relies on the imposition of sanctions, it imposes
costs, in the form of higher tariffs on imports, on European firms and con-
sumers. As a consequence, the character of the politics involved in the
dispute shifts from distributive to redistributive. Thus the role of advocate
of particular economic interests encounters an internal contradiction –
some economic interests have to suffer in the short run if others are to
benefit in the longer run.

Consequently, there are reasons for European firms to oppose sanc-
tions that will hurt them but benefit others. Within the EU these distribu-
tional consequences may be amplified by occurring between states. Given
the increasing concentration of some industries in some member states,
sanctions may affect firms in all or most member states, while the benefits
of successful enforcement may fall to firms in only a few member states. As
the distributional consequences will not be resolved within an individual
member state, member governments whose firms are adversely affected
have an incentive to oppose sanctions.

This is particularly significant because of the second reason; the
Council becomes the key decision-maker. The Treaty of the European
Community makes clear that only the Council can decide to impose sanc-
tions, and that it can do so only by qualified majority. This creates a high
threshold for action.

Thus the academic literature’s account of the political obstacles to
agreeing to impose sanctions, in contrast to that about dispute initiation,
is broadly correct, although it overstates the case. There are two reasons
why the EU’s role performance is more effective than expected. First,
the Commission intentionally pursues a strategy designed to mitigate 
the political opposition to sanctions. This approach also helps to persuade
the EU’s firms and governments that if they are to enjoy the benefits of the
WTO over the long run, they will occasionally need to pay the price
entailed by enforcing the rules. This resonates with the EU’s role as a
champion of multilateral rules. Second, the legalized form of the WTO
itself makes the decision within the EU simpler, by taking some difficult
aspects of the decision out of its hands.
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Boxing clever

The Commission’s strategy for overcoming the institutional and political
obstacles to imposing sanctions presents sanctions as a last resort that is
necessary to ensure the integrity of the multilateral trading system and
seeks to identify sanctions that will least hurt European firms and con-
sumers. Thus the role as champion of multilateral trade rules is to the fore
while efforts are made to minimize the contradictions within the role of
advocate of particular economic interests. The EU has not experienced
problems of role performance in the two instances to date in which it has
sought to compel compliance through sanctions:24 steel safeguards and
Foreign Sales Corporations (FSC). In both cases the imposition of sanc-
tions, including the specific products targeted, was agreed without serious
objections.25

The core of the strategy is giving the respondent (the US) a reasonable
amount of time to comply before the sanctions are imposed. As both Euro-
pean firms and governments value US compliance, they are willing to
support the threat of ultimately imposing sanctions if they are persuaded
that it is the only way to ensure compliance and thus reinforce the
integrity of the multilateral trade regime (UNICE 2004).26

Consequently, in both the steel safeguards and FSC cases, the EU did
not race to impose sanctions, as the US did in both the bananas and
hormone-treated beef complaints. In the safeguard case the Council
agreed the sanctions in June 2002 only three months after the US intro-
duced the safeguard measure, but the bulk of the sanctions were not to
apply until March 2005 or until five days after the WTO ruled against the
US measure (Council 2002). The automatic application of sanctions
nearly three years in the future gave time for compliance while making
the threat of sanctions credible. The US withdrew its measures just before
the EU’s sanctions were due to come into effect.

The Commission adopted an even more patient approach with respect
to FSC, recognizing that a legislative change was required.27 Although it
repeatedly signalled its intent, the EU did not impose sanctions in the FSC
case until 1 March 2004, more than two years after the WTO ruled in
January 2002. Even then the sanctions began at a relatively low level and
only progressively, albeit automatically, increased. Had they reached their
full amount, the sanctions would have been worth $4,000 million a year.
In October 2004, however, the US adopted a new law. Although the
Commission has some reservations about the changes adopted, the EU
has suspended the sanctions, and requested the WTO to assess the new
legislation.

Given the very high value of the authorized sanctions, the Commission
had to build support for its approach. It consulted extensively with trade
associations and member governments and it sought to minimize the
adverse impact on European firms and consumers by including in the
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sanctions list only those products for which the US accounted for less than
20 per cent of EU imports and which the EU also exports (Commission
2002). In addition, giving the US plenty of time to comply not only estab-
lished that sanctions were being used as a last resort, but also meant that
the credibility of the EU’s role as an advocate of multilateral trade rules
was at stake.28 As a consequence, even those member governments that
had urged caution out of concern for the transatlantic relationship lent
their support to the sanctions.29

Multilateral legitimacy

The EU’s capacity to pursue compliance through the imposition of sanc-
tions is also facilitated by the WTO framework (Bronkers and McNelis
2001: 427).30 Prior to the creation of the WTO, the EU had agreed sanc-
tions for trade reasons only a few times and these were in response to
sanctions imposed on the EU, such as in response to the US sanctions
over hormone-treated beef in the early 1990s.31 The WTO introduced two
changes that made it easier for the member governments to agree to
impose sanctions. First, the dispute settlement system was made binding.
As a consequence, it is unambiguous whether the measure in question is
contrary to WTO rules. Second, the WTO has the capacity to authorize
the imposition of sanctions in order to enforce compliance, and it estab-
lishes the appropriate level of sanctions. This firmly establishes the legiti-
macy of sanctions as a tool of multilateral rule enforcement. There is also
no longer a need to agree what level of sanctions is appropriate.

The governments must still wrestle with the thorny issues of whether
they want to use sanctions to enforce compliance and the composition of
the sanctions, but the other issues are now out of their hands. As a con-
sequence, while not making the decision to impose sanctions easy for the
member governments, the WTO framework does make it simpler than 
it was.

The EU has been willing and able to impose sanctions, but has sought
to do so in such a way as to induce compliance rather than to punish non-
compliance. This has meant that the EU has been less quick to reach for
the sanctions stick than the US.

Assessing role impact

The extent to which the EU has been able to get other governments to
comply is the true test of its role impact. Here, again, the EU would seem
to perform on a par with the US. The European Commission (2003)
reports that use of the TBR and WTO dispute settlement have tended to
lead to changes by respondent governments.

As noted earlier, whether a foreign government complies is affected by
many things other that the EU’s actions. Tellingly, however, even in the
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hardest cases, the EU has had an impact. These hardest cases involve the
US and require legislative action. They are particularly hard because the
large size of the US economy means that it is relatively impervious to sanc-
tions and because its divided system of government makes any legislative
change difficult. None the less, the US has replaced the FSC tax break and
bills changing the Antidumping Act of 1916 and the Byrd Amendment
were making their way through Congress at the time of writing (June
2005).

As the Commission’s reservations about the compatibility of the
replacement for FSC suggest, however, the EU’s victories are rarely com-
plete (Commission 2003). Further, rules are often replaced by ones that
are equivalent in effect, even if they are compatible with multilateral
obligations.32 This, however, is not a problem unique to the EU. Witness
the limited changes the EU adopted in response to the US complaints
against its banana trade regime and ban on hormone-treated beef (Young
2004).

Conclusion

This chapter has argued that the EU is able to use the WTO’s dispute set-
tlement system effectively despite the decision-making complications
posed by its character as an international organization. Although it does
not initiate quite as many complaints as the US, its most obvious compara-
tor, it has actually won more panel judgements and has been at least as
capable of imposing sanctions in order to compel compliance with those
judgements.

The potentially negative impact of the EU’s character as an inter-
national organization on its role performance in WTO dispute resolution
has been mitigated by the interaction of three key political factors. First,
the EU member governments’ pragmatic approach to trade policy means
that they have been willing to co-operate beyond what is strictly required
by the EU’s treaties. As a consequence, the EU’s role in WTO dispute res-
olution has not been questioned. Second, the EU’s member governments
explicitly and implicitly have delegated extensive authority to the Commis-
sion. Third, the distributive character of the politics of dispute initiation
and the phenomenon of ‘diffuse reciprocity’ have meant that the member
governments only exceptionally object to the initiation of a trade dispute.
The interaction of the institutional framework and the politics of dispute
initiation mean that the EU performs as if it were a traditional state.

With regard to the imposition of sanctions, however, the EU’s character
as an international organization is more pronounced because the charac-
ter of the politics becomes more conflictual and the institutional frame-
work requires that a qualified majority of the governments support the
action. None the less, these challenges have not prevented the EU from
imposing sanctions. This has been possible because the Commission has
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pursued sanctions only as a last resort and has done so in such a way that
firms and governments are persuaded that doing so is to their benefit in
the long run.

As a consequence, the EU has been able to punch its (economic)
weight in WTO dispute resolution despite the internal political complexity
that stems from it being an international organization.

Notes
I am grateful to the participants of the Uppsala ECPR Joint Sessions of Workshops
and the Loughborough Colloquium, particularly Ole Elgström, Ulrich Sedelmeier
and Michael Smith, for their comments. The research on which this chapter is
based was made possible by a grant from the British Academy (SG-35702). I am
also grateful to Edward Duru for research assistance and to the practitioners who
took the time to discuss these issues with me.

1 Complaints DS7, 12 and 14 against France’s rules on the description of scallops
and DS135 over France’s ban on asbestos products.

2 Internally the issue of who is the most appropriate actor has been more,
although not very, pronounced when the EU and its member states have been
on the defensive (Chatháin 1999).

3 DS42 Measures concerning sound recordings (Japan); DS79 Patent protection
of pharmaceutical and agricultural products (India); DS114 Patent protection
of pharmaceuticals (Canada): DS160 Section 110(5) of the US Copyright Act
(US); DS176 Section 211 of the Omnibus Appropriations Act (US); DS186
Section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (US).

4 DS38 Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity Act (US); DS54 Measures
affecting the auto sector (Indonesia); DS81 Measures affecting trade and
investment in the automotive sector (Brazil); DS142 Measures in the auto
sector (Canada); DS146 Measures affecting the auto sector (India).

5 DS117 Measures affecting film distribution (Canada).
6 See http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/mk_access/index_en.htm.
7 See http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/mk_access/index_en.htm.
8 See http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/issues/respectrules/index_en.htm.
9 DS38, DS39, DS88, DS152, DS165, DS200, DS217, DS320, DS321.

10 There is no clear benchmark against which to assess what is a ‘normal’ level of
use of the dispute settlement system (Holmes et al. 2003).

11 Based on a table from the Eurochambres report ‘Promotion Campaign of the
Market Access Database’ dated February 2003 included in the information
pack for the DTI seminar on ‘Resolving Market Access Problems’, London, 30
September 2003.

12 DS160 concerning music royalties in the US.
13 Council Regulation 3286/94, amended by Council Regulation 356/95.
14 The TBR’s procedures are covered exhaustively in the literature (see, for

example, Kuijper 1995; MacLean 1999).
15 Interviews BA1, BA10.
16 Interviews BA22, BA23.
17 Interviews BA1, BA2, BA9, BA12.
18 Interviews BA9, BA12.
19 Interview BA24.
20 Interviews BA2, BA9, BA10.
21 Interviews BA7, BA9, BA17.
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22 Interview BA21.
23 Interview BA7.
24 The adoption of Council Regulation 2238/2003 in order to coerce the US to

change the Antidumping Act of 1916 was very different as, rather than impose
costs on EU firms, it allows them to sue the US plaintiff to recover damages
caused by a complaint under the 1916 Act.

25 Interviews BA9, BA22, BA23.
26 Interview BA12.
27 Interview BA9.
28 Interview BA24.
29 Interview BA22.
30 Interview BA23.
31 Interview BA24.
32 Interview BA6.
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12 Institutions, ideas and a
leadership gap
The EU’s role in multilateral
competition policy

Chad Damro

The European Union (EU) has established and developed a significant
role in international politics in a variety of policy areas. The EU’s success
may be most apparent in international competition relations.1 Compared
to other policy areas regulated by the EU, the European Commission
enjoys considerable – possibly its most extensive – decision-making author-
ity in competition policy.2 Reflecting this domestic authority, the Commis-
sion also plays a significant role in shaping international discussions on
competition policy. For example, the EU has consistently advocated the
multilateralization of competition policy (Fox 1997).

The EU’s role in international competition relations raises a fundamen-
tal question. How and why did the EU develop its role in multilateral
competition policy? To answer this question, the chapter investigates the
institutional development of the EU’s competition policy and the possibil-
ity that such changes created new ideas, which informed the European
Commission’s approach to the multilateralization of competition policy.3

Despite the inclusion of competition policy as a common policy in the
Treaties of Rome in 1957, important elements of this policy area did not
come under the authority of the European Commission until the imple-
mentation of the Merger Control Regulation (MCR) in 1990. During the
intervening period, EU competition policy gradually shifted to the supra-
national level through a number of internal EU institutional develop-
ments. Such historical developments appear to have had an impact on the
ideas that inform the Commission’s position on international competition
policy. Once consolidated internally, the Commission seems to have
adopted similar binding and ‘integrationist’ ideas in its approach to the
multilateralization of competition policy. Most recently, the Commission’s
approach has been witnessed in the current World Trade Organization’s
(WTO) Doha Round of trade negotiations.

The EU’s role in international competition policy cannot be explained
without reference to the United States (US), the other most significant
international actor in this policy area. The EU’s competition policy
developed independent of, but influenced by, the institutions and ideas
that underpinned antitrust policy in the US. In addition, the US chal-



lenged the EU’s position on the multilateralization of competition policy
prior to the launching of the Doha Round in 2001. The EU’s leadership
role in this policy area would have been seriously undermined if it could
not reach a compromise with the US on the inclusion of competition
policy on the WTO’s new agenda.4

This chapter argues that the Commission’s position on the multilateral-
ization of competition policy has been based on a belief in ‘binding multi-
lateralism’. This position reflects the historical development of EU
competition policy through the gradual changes that led to the Commis-
sion’s current supranational authority in competition policy. A similar
process of gradual regionalization was not experienced by the US. As a
result, the different EU and US experiences seem to have generated dif-
ferent ideas, which led to different positions on the multilateralization of
competition policy through the WTO.

Despite the Commission’s active advocacy for the multilateralization of
competition policy, its leadership role in this policy area seems limited.
Evidence drawn from the run-up to the Doha Round and the outcome of
the WTO’s Fifth Ministerial Conference in Cancún raises questions about
the Commission’s role performance. The Cancún talks collapsed without
agreement. Subsequent talks have revealed that, while other previously
contentious items may be put back on the table for discussion, competi-
tion policy is no longer on the agenda at the WTO. These developments
reflect a gap between the Commission’s self-perception of and actual
performance of its leadership role in the multilateralization of competi-
tion policy.

The chapter proceeds in the following manner. First, the chapter
describes the institutional development of the EU’s competition policy,
beginning with the Treaties of Rome and concluding with the 1990 MCR.
Second, the chapter discusses the impact that this historical development
had on the ideas that inform the EU’s approach to international discus-
sions on competition policy. Third, the chapter discusses the different
institutions and ideas that inform the US position on this topic. Fourth,
the chapter investigates the empirical differences between the EU and US
approaches to the multilateralization of competition policy prior to the
WTO’s Seattle Ministerial Conference. Fifth, the chapter investigates 
the outcome of the WTO’s Cancún Ministerial Conference and addresses
the apparent gap between the Commission’s self-perception and perform-
ance of leadership in this policy area. Finally, the chapter summarizes the
findings of the study and offers insights on the future leadership role of
the EU in international competition policy.

Institutional development of EU competition policy

The EU’s international leadership role in competition policy is, in 
part, based on institutional foundations. The establishment of those
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institutional foundations required gradual ‘integrationist’ pressure by the
Commission to expand its authority over this policy. This process of supra-
nationalization reflected the Commission’s approach to policy-making
and new challenges in competition policy.

The actual development of a European competition policy occurred
much later than initially planned. While a multi-sector, Europe-wide
competition policy was agreed to be a common policy for the entire EU in
1957, the actual implementation of the policy required gradual and piece-
meal statutory advances and court decisions.5 Indeed, EU competition
policy was not truly Europeanized until as late as the implementation of
the Merger Control Regulation in 1990.

As a gradual process, the creation of a truly European competition policy
was also influenced by US experiences in antitrust policy (Dumez and
Jeunemaître 1996).6 Following World War II, the US actively encouraged
the development of antitrust legislation in many European states: the UK
promulgated antitrust legislation in 1948, France in 1953 and Germany in
1957. However, these new competition policies were implemented with an
understanding by the US that rigorous antitrust enforcement in Europe
would be overshadowed by the need to rebuild national economies. This
understanding reflected a popular and recurring European approach to
rebuilding national economies through government support for cartel-like
national champions. It remained unclear exactly how long such a transition
period would last. Thus, while US pressure played a large role in the cre-
ation of individual national European competition policies, immediate con-
vergence toward a pan-European competition policy remained elusive
(Dumez and Jeunemaître 1996: 218–19).

Despite the delayed convergence, the US continued to support the cre-
ation of a Europe-wide competition policy. The earliest effort at converg-
ing towards a pan-European competition policy can be found in the treaty
establishing the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1951. In
particular, Articles 65 and 66 provide the competition principles for the
ECSC: Article 65 of the ECSC prohibited anti-competitive agreements,
including cartels; Article 66 of the ECSC prohibited ‘concentrations’ (i.e.
mergers) and ‘misuses’ of economic power. The ECSC also created a
‘supranational’ High Authority to oversee the functioning and implemen-
tation of the treaty provisions. This High Authority was granted sole
responsibility for enforcing Articles 65 and 66.

The next step in creating a pan-European competition policy came
with the signing of the Treaty of Rome in 1957, and the creation of the
European Economic Communities (EEC). The provisions on competition
policy in this treaty reflected the earlier agreements in the ECSC Treaty.
The relevant articles cover restrictive agreements (cartels), monopolies
and public sector firms, and state aid.

The Treaty created the initial framework for the free movement within
the single market of goods, services, capital and persons (i.e. labour). To
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create this single market, Article 3(f) [3(g) TEU] strove to ensure that
‘competition in the Common Market is not distorted’.7 This basic goal is
then elaborated in Articles 85 and 86. Article 85 [81 TEU] follows the
basic structure of Article 65 of the ECSC Treaty. Article 86 [82 TEU]
addresses monopoly policy by expanding on Article 66 of the ECSC Treaty
to prohibit ‘any abuse by one or more undertakings of a dominant posi-
tion’ in the single market. These articles placed authority for competition
policy in the newly created European Commission.

While competition policy was agreed to be a common policy of the
EEC, in practice the creation of a truly common competition policy
required additional efforts by the European Commission. At the time,
member states still had a patchwork of different competition laws; some
(e.g. Belgium) had no competition policy at all. Asserting its authority
under the Treaty, the Commission began pushing for a Community struc-
ture to implement competition policy as a common policy. The Council of
Ministers allowed the Commission considerable discretion to prepare the
institutional framework for implementing Articles 85 and 86.

Following negotiations with the Council, the European Parliament and
individual national governments, the Commission issued Regulation 17 in
1962.8 This regulation created the institutional structure for the EEC’s
competition policy and established significant discretionary authority for
the Commission. Despite receiving little academic attention, the import-
ance of Regulation 17 cannot be overstated for the supranationalization of
EU competition policy. As Gerber argues, ‘Regulation 17 created a
competition law system in which the enforcement and policy-making pre-
rogatives were centered in the Commission and the role of national legal
systems was marginalized’ (1998: 349).

Regulation 17 created a European notification system for proposed
mergers, required national authorities to suspend their competition inves-
tigations in cases where the Commission began an investigation under the
Treaty, and gave significant authority to the EU’s Competition Direc-
torate.9 Under the strictures of Regulation 17, competition decisions
taken by the directorate must be sent to the Commission for a final
decision.

While the Commission’s general supranational authority over competi-
tion policy had increased significantly with Regulation 17, the EU’s institu-
tional framework still lacked an explicit mechanism to review and control
mergers in the single market. As Eleanor Fox, an antitrust expert at New
York University, argues, no central law or regulation emerged to check the
spread of mergers in the single market because there was a general belief
among European decision-makers that such transactions ‘would be good
for integration’ (cited in Davis and Raghavan 2001: A8). Therefore, the
Competition Directorate had to look to existing instruments as potential
ways to control mergers.10

The ECJ appeared to support early Commission efforts to apply
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existing regulatory instruments to potentially anti-competitive merger
activity. For example, in its 1973 Continental Can judgement, the ECJ
asserted ‘under certain circumstances, a firm holding a dominant position
could be regarded as abusing its position when taking over or merging
with a competitor’ (McGowan and Cini 1999: 179). Thus, the Commission
and Court would be able to use the Article 86 [82 TEU] prohibition
against abuses of dominance to control merger activity. In addition, in the
1987 Philip Morris case, the Article 85 [81 TEU] prohibition of agree-
ments that prevent, restrict or distort competition was also applied to
merger activity.

Capitalizing on the ECJ’s apparent support for its position, the Com-
mission issued a draft merger control regulation in the same year as the
Continental Can decision (1973). This was followed by three more pro-
posals for merger legislation in 1982 and 1984. All of these proposals
failed, largely due to resistance in the Council, especially from France,
Germany and the UK (McGowan and Cini 1999: 179). However, external
changes were occurring that would eventually facilitate the establishment
of the Commission’s merger control authority.

The Commission’s various proposals for a merger control regulation
gained particular impetus during the 1980s from the negotiations over the
Single European Act and the approaching completion of the Single Euro-
pean Market (SEM) (Devuyst 2000: 13). During the 1980s, merger activity
in the EU was increasing significantly: ‘According to Commission data,
there were 115 mergers in 1982–83, 208 in 1984–85, 492 in 1988–89 and
622 in 1989–90’ (McGowan and Cini 1999: 179). Based on this activity, the
Commission developed an argument that overcame the Council’s reserva-
tions and, in 1990, it implemented Regulation (EEC) No. 4064/89, more
commonly known as the Merger Control Regulation (MCR). The MCR
greatly expanded the authority of the EU by shifting merger review
authority from the individual member states to the Commission.

Within the Union’s institutional structure, the Commission is the
dominant player in merger review today, exercising supranational powers
over mergers with a Community-wide impact. Indeed, McGowan and Cini
argue ‘in contrast to all other EU policy areas, competition policy is
unique, for both the Council of Ministers and the European Parliament
find themselves on the sidelines’ (1999: 177). Within the Commission
itself, merger review became the domain of the Competition Directorate,
specifically the Merger Task Force. As McGowan and Wilks (1995) assert,
the EU’s first supranational policy had finally come into existence.

While the Treaty of Rome launched the idea of competition policy as a
common policy, the actual supranationalization of this policy took much
longer. With the implementation of the MCR in 1990, the Commission
finally acquired its promised authority. The gradual integrationist process
confirmed the Commission’s view of policy-making and its support for
integrationist solutions to new challenges.
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EU competition policy: institutions and ideas

The institutional development of the EU’s competition policy demon-
strates the incremental process through which the Union regionalized
and developed this policy area. The gradual approach shifted authority
to the supranational European Commission. This gradual erosion of
national sovereignty can be seen as informing the Commission’s approach
to competition issues at the international level.

Given the significant authority acquired by the Commission and the
Competition Directorate, these European supranational actors likely
viewed competition policy as a domain in which gradual integration via
binding legal agreements and the relinquishment of national sovereignty
should be the norm. From this vantage point, it was quite natural for the
Commission to apply this approach to negotiations on competition policy
at the international level. The process of institutional supranationalization
in the EU had generated a new idea about how the EU would approach
multilateral discussions on competition policy. Rather than seeking to
maintain the status quo, the EU adopted a leadership role of promoting
the multilateralization of competition policy through the WTO.11

Fox has articulated the emergence of a new idea about multilateral solu-
tions within the EU based on its historical experience in competition policy.
The EU position on international competition policy can be described as a
desire to pursue binding multilateral measures through the WTO. According
to Fox, this position reflects a ‘cosmopolitan’ approach, which is familiar to
the EU because of its historical experience with economic integration
(1997). This approach reflects the EU’s desire to eliminate internal discrimi-
nation against and barriers to goods or services in order to create the single
market. In short, the EU – in particular, the Commission – has exerted con-
siderable effort and spent significant resources over the years attempting to
create an environment conducive to the gradual convergence of national
regulation. This approach has transformed traditional notions of national
sovereignty among the member states of the EU.

The EU’s experience with competition policy also reflects a shared
interest in benefits for the collective. Fox’s cosmopolitanism ‘connotes
concern for the interests of the entire community without regard to
nationality, while recognizing the legitimate role for national and provin-
cial governments to act in the interests of their citizens’ (Fox 1997: 2 n. 4).
The EU’s approach to the multilateralization of competition policy
embodies such cosmopolitan aspirations, based on its historical experience
and treaty-based mandate to pursue ‘an ever closer union’.

This cosmopolitan approach specifically addressed the development of
competition policy in the EU. While reducing barriers to trade, the Union
also had to ensure free competition in the single market. Fox provides
hypothetical examples to demonstrate how these institutional develop-
ments reflect an idea of cosmopolitanism:
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after the adoption of the Treaty of Rome, German sugar growers
could not cartelize to keep out French and Belgian sugar, and vice
versa; nor could the French, the Germans and the Belgians agree with
one another that each would keep its home territory to itself. British
Telecom could not obstruct the flow of telephone signals through the
United Kingdom. [In short,] State action, as well as private action, is
subject to limits for the good of the community.

(Fox 1997: 2)

For the EU, the historical and experiential factors do seem to help to
explain the Commission’s position of binding multilateral cosmopoli-
tanism. The EU may have been particularly amenable to the multilateral-
ization of competition policies based on its own experience with binding,
treaty-based harmonization of competition law in the single market (Fox
1997: 4–10). If so, it was quite natural for the EU to view a binding multi-
lateral approach via an international institution – the WTO – as the best
means to address the challenges of international competition policy. By
addressing the challenges in such a manner, the Commission would
pursue its self-perception as a leader in international competition policy.

US competition policy: different institutions and different
ideas

Since the 1890 Sherman Act, US antitrust legislation has undergone
numerous changes and has expanded to address many different types of
commercial activity. While the Sherman Act was originally codified to pro-
hibit monopolies, US ‘competition policy’ is not now exclusively limited to
anti-monopoly policy. US competition policy is now regulating the same
types of anti-competitive business behaviour – albeit, occasionally with dif-
ferent economic models – upon which the EU is focused, with the notice-
able exception of state aid.12

This section will not describe the extensive historical development of
the institutions of US competition policy. Rather, it will focus on what
might be labelled the US idea of ‘non-binding bilateralism’. Based on this
idea, the US appears to have developed a very different approach to the
multilateralization of competition policy. The US has a very different
historical and institutional experience in competition policy, which has
not gradually transformed traditional notions of national sovereignty.
Quite the opposite, the US approach has been firmly based on traditional
notions of national sovereignty.13

The US position on international competition policy can be described
as a desire to pursue non-binding bilateral measures. According to Fox
(1997), this position reflects a ‘leave good enough alone’ approach in
which the US prefers to rely on the established hub-and-spoke system of
bilateral competition agreements.14
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Following on Fox’s classifications, the US’s position may be loosely
viewed as a ‘parochialist’ approach to the multilateralization of competi-
tion policy. Fox argues that such a ‘parochialist’ approach ‘connotes dis-
crimination against and barriers to foreign goods or services’ (1997: 2 n
4). The US did not experience the same integrationist developments that
are the hallmark of the EU’s historical development. Therefore, the US’s
parochialist approach is potentially inconsistent with the EU’s cosmopol-
itan approach because it engenders a preference for protecting national
sovereignty by limiting international co-operation to non-binding meas-
ures agreed at the bilateral level. More specifically, this approach conflicts
with the EU’s desire to pursue changes in international competition
policy that would be binding at the multilateral level.

In contrast to the EU experience, the US was sceptical of applying a
cosmopolitan, ‘integrationist’ model at the international level. As Fox
argues, US resistance to the multilateralization of competition rules
should not be surprising because ‘Americans are not steeped in the
postwar Western European tradition of community building. They have
the tools of unilateralism, they fear the compromises of bargaining, and
they abjure the “relinquishment” of sovereignty’ (1997: 12). When com-
bined with institutional developments that protected national sovereignty,
such a characterization of US historical experience likely influenced the
US position on the multilateralization of competition policy.

In addition to a different historical experience, the US position was
likely motivated by underlying domestic institutional factors, which seem
quite different from those found in the EU. Unlike the Commission, US
competition authorities (i.e. the Federal Trade Commission, FTC, and the
Antitrust Division in the Department of Justice, DOJ) have domestic legal
institutions for engaging in a variety of bilateral competition agreements.
For example, US competition regulators can enter into binding bilateral
executive agreements on competition policy with foreign regulators at
their own discretion.15 In addition, the 1994 International Antitrust
Enforcement Assistance Act (IAEAA) authorizes the US competition
authorities to enter into antitrust specific agreements that require mutual
assistance with foreign competition agencies.16 Finally, US competition
authorities can enter into Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties (MLATs)
(Damro 2004a), which provide for exchanges of information in competi-
tion and other cases.17

These institutional differences influenced the ideas behind the US
position of ‘leave good enough alone’. The US position on the multilater-
alization of competition policy should not be surprising because any inter-
national agreement to move trade-related competition issues into the
WTO’s binding Dispute Settlement Mechanism would require treaty ratifi-
cation – which raises more domestic veto points in the US than would be
raised through the pursuit of bilateral executive agreements, IAEAAs and
MLATs. As a result, US competition authorities were more likely to
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support a bilateral system that allowed them more flexibility to engage in
co-operation at their considerable discretion. Similarly, and unlike in the
EU, competition cases are handled in the US through the domestic court
system. Thus, any agreement to subject competition policy to a multilat-
eral dispute settlement mechanism would have bound the US competition
regulators to supranational/international judicial decisions.

Given these institutional differences, it is not surprising that the US
operated under a different idea of how to approach international discus-
sions of competition policy. In particular, these institutions would have
supported a parochialist idea of ‘leave good enough alone’, in which
international competition policy continued to be dealt with on a bilateral
basis. Given the institutional advantages enjoyed by the US competition
authorities, ‘cosmopolitans would have to make a strong case that unilat-
eralism is not enough’ (Fox 1997: 12).

The current hub-and-spoke system of bilateral agreements did not chal-
lenge the institutions or ideas that served as the foundation of the US
competition authorities’ approach to international competition policy.
The only challenge to this comfortable status quo would be the emer-
gence of an important actor in international competition relations who
adopted a more cosmopolitan and integrationist approach to the multilat-
eralization of competition policy. Such an actor emerged in 1999, in the
run-up to the WTO’s Ministerial Conference in Seattle.

The pre-Seattle multilateralization of competition policy

This section investigates the extent to which the EU and US positions on
the multilateralization of competition policy prior to the WTO’s Seattle
Ministerial reflect the institutions and ideas identified above. During most
of the 1990s, the EU and US disagreed whether or not to pursue regulatory
efforts in competition policy at the multilateral level. The EU and US ulti-
mately compromised and agreed to put competition policy on the agenda
of the Doha Round in 2001. However, the two protagonists staked out the
conflicting positions and very publicly disagreed over this issue in 1999.

At an Organization of Co-operation and Economic Development
(OECD) conference on Trade and Competition in Paris, 29–30 June 1999,
EU Trade Commissioner and Vice-president of the Commission Sir Leon
Brittan and US Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust Joel I. Klein deliv-
ered contradictory speeches in which they announced their respective
positions on the multilateralization of competition policy in the WTO.
This EU–US disagreement was particularly significant because it occurred
at a time when trade officials were in the delicate process of negotiating
the agenda of the WTO’s upcoming Third Ministerial Conference to be
held in Seattle later in the year. Put very simply, the EU seemed to support
the multilateralization of competition policy in the WTO while the US
preferred the current system of bilateral agreements.
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Speaking for the EU, Sir Leon Brittan declared that WTO trade negoti-
ations preceding the Seattle Ministerial should consider the inclusion of
competition policy. The EU position was based on four central require-
ments for a possible WTO agreement on competition policy:

• Compatibility of approaches. A WTO agreement should highlight the
compatibility among bilateral, regional and multilateral approaches.

• Fundamental competition objectives. A WTO agreement on competition
policy should emphasize transparency, non-discrimination, co-operation
and convergence.

• Binding rules. The binding WTO Dispute Settlement Mechanism (DSM)
should be used if a member’s legislation and enforcement structure are
not in accordance with their WTO commitments or if a pattern of non-
enforcement of domestic competition law can be shown.

• Core principles. Any WTO agreement should embody the following
principles:

1 Commitment to introduce progressively domestic competition leg-
islation backed up by an effective enforcement structure.

2 Inclusion of core principles on competition law and its enforce-
ment, based on non-discrimination and transparency.

3 Provisions for co-operation procedures among competition
authorities, including transfer of non-confidential information
and non-binding ‘positive comity’.

4 Goals of gradual convergence of approaches to anti-competitive
practices that have a significant impact on international trade
(Brittan 1999: 3–5).

Brittan’s position was most notable for its inclusion of a binding dimen-
sion, specifically through the WTO’s DSM. According to Brittan, ‘A WTO
Agreement on competition would have no added value unless it was
binding on governments . . . I am therefore convinced that the commit-
ments to be included in a multilateral competition agreement should be
subject to WTO dispute settlement’ (1999: 5). The call for binding meas-
ures was in conformity with the EU’s cosmopolitan approach to economic
integration. While other elements of the position were less controversial,
this demand for binding rules would prove a significant point of con-
tention with the US, which lacked any interest in binding, cosmopolitan
approaches to international competition policy.

On behalf of the US, Joel I. Klein opposed the inclusion of competition
policy in WTO discussions. Klein’s argument reflected the US parochialist
approach to the multilateralization of competition policy. According to
Klein, the incorporation of competition policy in a possible WTO agree-
ment should not be included in the negotiations preceding the Seattle
Ministerial because of three central concerns:
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• Utility of bilateral system. The extensive system of bilateral competition
agreements has a commendable record for facilitating co-operation.

• Lack of experience. The international community – including the
EU and US – has only limited experience in dealing with matters
displaying trade–competition linkages. As a result, it is too early to
multilateralize competition policy, especially through a trade-oriented
organization like the WTO.

• Politicization of cases. The incorporation of competition policy issues
into the WTO’s binding DSM would increase the likelihood of politi-
cizing competition issues (1999: 5–6).18

Providing a clear clash with Brittan’s position, Klein argued that the inter-
national community had not identified the questions, much less the answers,
that would be important over the next decade for incorporating competition
policy into binding WTO obligations. In short, he declared, ‘if we try to run
before we have learned to walk, we will stumble and badly injure what we are
all tying to promote – sound antitrust enforcement’ (1999: 4).

Summarizing his opposition to bringing competition policy into the
WTO’s binding framework, Klein forcefully stated ‘at this point in time,
WTO antitrust rules would be useless, pernicious, or both, and would
serve only to politicize the long-term future of international antitrust
enforcement, including through the intrusion of trade disputes disguised
as antitrust problems’ (1999: 5). Upon these arguments, the US steadfastly
refused to incorporate competition disciplines into WTO negotiations.19

It should be added at this point that evidence of an EU–US compro-
mise began appearing as early as Brittan and Klein’s public disagreement
in 1999. As Klein noted during his speech, the EU did signal willingness to
moderate its position regarding the incorporation of the WTO’s DSM for
competition disagreements: ‘The EU and others favoring negotiations . . .
have spoken of modifying the extent to which ordinary WTO dispute set-
tlement mechanisms might apply to individual antitrust decisions’ (Klein
1999: 5). According to the EU, however, this hint at compromise would
limit the application of the DSM to trends of non-enforcement instead of
individual competition cases. The fact that the EU still called for inclusion
of the DSM when trends of non-enforcement could be shown remained
unacceptable to the US.20

Cancún and a leadership gap?

Despite their disagreements, the EU and US did finally compromise and
agreed to add competition policy to the WTO’s Doha Round (Damro
2004a). However, the compromise reflected only minimal concessions on
the part of the US. Far from reflecting the EU’s position, the Doha negoti-
ations would not consider applying the DSM to this policy area, but would
rather only identify core principles for competition policy.
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In November 2001 the Fourth Ministerial Conference launched the
Doha Round of trade talks. Competition policy figured to be a contentious
item as one of the so-called Singapore issues: trade and investment, trade
and competition policy, transparency in government procurement, and
trade facilitation. These issues are named for the WTO’s First Ministerial
Conference in Singapore in 1996, during which calls were made for their
inclusion in future rounds of trade negotiations.

The Doha Round suffered a setback when the Fifth Ministerial Confer-
ence in Cancún failed to reach a consensus in September 2003. According
to Kol and Winters (2004), the deadlock on the final day in Cancún was
caused by disagreements between the developing countries and other
members over agricultural issues. In addition, the collapse was based in
part on disagreements over the inclusion of the Singapore issues:

The topics to be negotiated under each issue were not generally the
key ones for developing countries and the clauses proposed by the EU
not geared to development objectives. And yet the proposal implied
that the Round should devote large amounts of time and effort to
them. Developing countries were faced with having to negotiate issues
on which they had little experience, little beneficial interest and little
information about the other side’s intentions or objectives. Given
their shortages of negotiating capacity and domestic political capital
to spend on these issues, it was hardly surprising that they declined to
proceed.

(Kol and Winters 2004: 17)21

The striking failure at Cancún raises questions about whether the EU has
actually performed as a leader in the multilateralization of competition
policy. Put very simply, in order to be a leader, one must have followers.22

The evidence from Cancún suggests that the Commission has failed in its
efforts to rally followers to its position in this policy area. This is not to say
that the Union will never realize its leadership aspirations for the multilat-
eralization of competition policy at the WTO, but simply to state that the
Commission’s self-perception seems to be somewhat erroneous and mis-
guided at this stage.23 As a result, within the WTO, the Commission has
demonstrated a significant gap between its self-perception and the actual
performance of its leadership role.

Conclusion

This chapter has analysed the EU’s role in multilateral competition policy
in order to determine the extent to which it has performed a leadership
role. It finds that institutions and ideas help to explain the role of the
Union as an advocate for the multilateralization of competition policy. It
has been argued that the gradual historical development of the Union’s
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internal domestic institutions for competition policy provides a basis for
the European Commission’s current self-perception as a leader in this
policy area. The historical development also informs the Commission’s
ideas on the multilateralization of competition policy. Similarly, a brief
investigation of the institutions and ideas that underpin US competition
policy reveals the sources of the US’s conflicting position on the multilat-
eralization of competition policy.

Despite an early, and seemingly intractable, disagreement on the multi-
lateralization of competition policy, the EU and US did ultimately com-
promise to add competition policy to the WTO’s Doha Round. But prior
to this compromise, the conflicting positions of these two protagonists can
be described as binding multilateral cosmopolitanism for the EU and non-
binding bilateral parochialism for the US. The EU’s position reflected a
desire to add a binding and multilateral dimension to international
competition policy by incorporating it into the WTO framework. The US
believed the most appropriate approach to international competition
policy should remain within the current system of voluntary bilateral
agreements.

Historical experience and domestic institutions appear to be important
determinants of the conflicting EU and US positions. The EU’s position
seems to reflect its historical experience with gradual economic integra-
tion: pursue the interests of the entire community by integrating national
competition policies in order to help create the single market. This histor-
ical integrationist experience enjoys little support in the US as a model for
multilateralizing competition policy. In addition, the US lacked any inter-
est in pursuing a binding multilateral initiative because its competition
regulators already had numerous instruments for entering into competi-
tion agreements with foreign authorities (i.e. executive agreements,
IAEAAs, MLATs). The Commission had no equivalent domestic instru-
ments for pursuing agreements with foreign competition authorities,
which made a multilateral initiative an even more appealing solution.

The extent to which the EU’s leadership actually had an impact on
multilateral competition policy within the WTO seems fairly insignificant.
Ultimately, the EU and US compromised and added competition policy to
the agenda of the Doha Round of trade negotiations. However, the US
had no interest in making major changes to the current system of bilateral
agreements and strongly resisted application of the WTO’s binding DSM
to competition cases. For its part, the EU was determined that competi-
tion policy should be multilateralized through the WTO. As a result, the
EU–US compromise that added competition policy to the Doha agenda
was very limited: only core principles would be negotiated during Doha
and no mention would be made of applying the DSM to this policy area.

Further limiting the Commission’s role performance, competition
policy was removed from consideration after the collapse of the Cancún
Ministerial. After Cancún ended without consensus, the greatest con-
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straint on the EU’s role in multilateral competition policy seemed to be
the intransigent positions of developing countries. It was not easy for the
EU and US to reach a compromise that added competition policy to the
Doha Round in the first place. However, it may be even more difficult –
following the Cancún collapse – to convince the developing countries that
competition issues should be included in a multilateral trade agreement.
If the Commission wishes to assert a leadership role in this international
policy area, it may now have to moderate even further its original idea of
binding multilateralism and adjust its cosmopolitan approach to the mul-
tilateralization of competition policy. If it does so, its self-perception of
leadership will fall more closely into line with its actual role performance
at the WTO.

Notes
1 The EU’s competition policy covers a number of different policies, including

those to regulate monopolies, cartels, mergers and state aid.
2 For arguments noting the extensive authority of the Commission in competi-

tion policy, see Mehta (2003), McGowan and Cini (1999), Gerber (1998),
McGowan and Wilks (1995) and Shughart (1990).

3 The primary European actor investigated in this chapter is the European Com-
mission. However, for simplicity, at times, the Commission will simply be
referred to as the ‘EU’.

4 For useful discussions of the concept of leadership in international negotia-
tions, see Andresen and Agrawala (2002), Malnes (1995) and Young (1991).

5 While the EU did not legally come into existence until the 1992 Maastricht
Treaty, for simplicity, this chapter uses only the label ‘EU’.

6 While ‘antitrust’ does not cover all of the component EU policies of competi-
tion policy, for simplicity the terms will be used interchangeably.

7 The bracketed TEU citations refer to the numbering system created by the
Treaty of European Union.

8 Regulation 17/62, 1962 OJ 204.
9 In 1962 the Competition Directorate was still known as Directorate General IV,

or DG IV. To avoid confusion, DG IV will be referred to as the Competition
Directorate throughout the current study, regardless of the time period in
question.

10 For example, according to McGowan and Cini, ‘in its 1966 Memorandum on the
Problems of Concentration in the Common Market, the Commission asserted that
Article 86 [82 TEU] (abuse of a dominant position) might be used to regulate’
mergers (1999: 179).

11 For official EU positions on multilateralizing competition rules, see also Mehta
(1999), Schaub (1998) and Van Miert (1998). One of the EU’s earliest pro-
posals for multilateral competition rules on competition policy came from Sir
Leon Brittan (1992).

12 On the possible EU–US disagreement that can arise from the use of different
economic models in competition policy, see Evans (2002).

13 See Peritz (1996) and Shughart (1990) on the historical development of US
antitrust policy.

14 Devuyst (2000) has argued that the international competition system currently
resembles a ‘hub-and-spoke system’ with the EU and US serving as the hubs
from which multiple spoke-like bilateral agreements radiate.
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15 This discretionary authority follows from the Case–Zablocki Act (CZA) of 1972.
For more on the CZA, see Knaupp (1998) and Hyman (1983).

16 For more on the IAEAA, see Parisi (1999) and ICPAC (2000: Annex 1-C,
v–viii).

17 Because they are treaties, the US Senate must ratify MLATs, which it has done
since the mid-1970s. Since the mid-1970s the US is a party to 20 MLATs, ‘and
many more are awaiting ratification’ (Klein 1999: 3). According to ICPAC,
‘The United States has also entered into 30 MLATs and has signed at least 21
others that are awaiting ratification by the U.S. Senate or equivalent approval
from the relevant foreign legislature before entering into force’ (2000: Annex
1-C, ix, n 18).

18 Klein argued that the WTO’s DSM ‘would necessarily involve the WTO in
second-guessing prosecutorial decision making in complex evidentiary con-
texts – a task in which the WTO has no experience and for which it is not
suited – and would inevitably politicize international antitrust enforcement in
ways that are not likely to improve either the economic rationality or the legal
neutrality of antitrust decision making’ (1999: 5).

19 For a similar argument that doubts the utility of competition arrangements in
the WTO and the OECD, see Tarullo (2000).

20 The US aversion to a binding DSM is reflected in its determination to work
within the OECD. During the 1990s, while the WTO’s working group on the
Singapore Issues pursued its mandate, the US proposed a Recommendation
Concerning Effective Action against Hard Cord Cartels, which was adopted at
the OECD Ministerial in Paris in April 1998. According to Fox, the US pre-
ferred this initiative through the OECD because ‘the OECD members are
“like” (industrialized) nations, and because the OECD has no dispute resolu-
tion mechanism’ (Fox 2000: 248).

21 See also Kerremans (2004) for a discussion of the failure at Cancún.
22 The author is grateful to Ole Elgström for this perceptive observation.
23 It should, however, be added that the Commission has played a significant role

in the multilateralization of competition policy in other forums. For example,
see Damro (2004b) and Monti (2002).
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13 The EU’s role(s) in European
public health
The interdependence of roles
within a saturated space of
international organizations

Sébastien Guigner

Communicable diseases do not respect national frontiers. Thus, inter-
national co-operation in the health sector was one of the first such areas
to be developed. When, in 1948, the Constitution of the World Health
Organization (WHO) came into force one of its aims was to bring
together the various international institutions working on health matters
under the United Nations (UN) umbrella. However, this does not mean
that the WHO is the only international organization active in this field.
If we examine the European geographical and political spaces, the
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the
Council of Europe (CoE) and the European Union (EU) are all deeply
involved in health issues.

Thus, the EU has not developed in isolation or in vitro; it has evolved at
the heart of a larger international political system which influences it and
that it influences – as highlighted by the multi-level governance metaphor.
Yet, rather than using the notion of multi-level governance to explain the
institutionalization of the EU’s international role in health, this chapter
argues that it is useful to depart from international relations (IR) and
European studies, and to bring into play concepts developed by the
German sociologist Norbert Elias. His central concept, the configuration,
is based on a notion of interdependence that can be summed up by the
following analogy: ‘Like in a chess game, every action done in relative
independence corresponds to a move on the social chessboard, which
inevitably activates a reaction from another individual . . . limiting the
freedom of action of the first individual’ (Elias 1985: 152–3). Society is
thus analysed as an interdependence chain composed of numerous inter-
dependences, where each sort of interdependence constitutes a specific
situation called a configuration. Configurations differ according to the
length and the complexity of relationship chains. Since one member of a
chain can be more dependent on others than others are dependent on
them, there can be unbalanced relations but everybody is constrained by



others. Unlike the concept of system, the concept of configuration is not
determinist; it emphasizes the margin of freedom available to actors. As a
consequence configurations are typically unstable.

In the regional health arena, it can be argued that the EU, the WHO,
the OECD and the CoE comprise a specific configuration. There are
mutual influences between the effective, expected and perceived roles of
these different organizations. They cannot independently choose their
roles. Indeed, in geographical and sectoral areas where various inter-
national organizations are active, an organization must develop advan-
tages or added value compared with the other organizations, in order to
become a reflective and decision-making arena chosen by the member
states and various actors involved in policy-making.1

Due to the specific characteristics of the European configuration of
international organizations involved in health, and to the characteristics
of the EU, both the EU’s internal and external roles, themselves strongly
interconnected, have been constrained and limited indirectly by the other
international organizations active in this area. However, the EU has
developed its internal health activities and undertaken a role in these
issues at the international level. The EU has thus structured a presence
(Allen and Smith 1990) in the international health area. This presence
signifies that the EU has generated objective elements of external pres-
ence both within and as an international organization. But the EU has
also generated ‘subjective aspects embodied in the validation of a collect-
ive self by significant others’ (Rosamond 2000: 177). EU opinions and pol-
icies in matters of health have become credible and authoritative, the EU
influences other international organizations’ behaviour, and they cannot
steer clear of the EU any more. Hence, the EU has developed both actor-
ness and presence in matters of health at the international level (Hill
1994).

To explore this argument, the rest of this chapter is divided into three
parts that correspond to three successive configurations of the European
space of international organizations intervening in health. However, this is
an ideal-typical distinction; it refers to fundamental trends, therefore tem-
poral and sub-sectoral exceptions exist. The first two parts of the chapter
are based on Hobbes’ and Rousseau’s thoughts used in a metaphoric way.
The first part examines the period when the EU entered the field of
health. This was a period characterized by competition between the
organizations studied here and by the subordinate position of the EU: a
kind of ‘state of nature’. The second part of the chapter explains how and
why far-reaching collaborations replaced this state of nature and helped
the EU to broaden its legitimacy and to assume an internal and an inter-
national role in health. The last part of the chapter appraises the impact
of the EU’s emergence on the configuration of international organi-
zations involved in health. Via a logic of mimetism, institutionalized col-
laboration seems to have become a tool for the EU to invade the space
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occupied by (or to ‘phagocytate’) coexisting organizations. The EU has
become able to act as a leader in exporting norms and now challenges the
health activities of other international actors.

The origins of the European space of international
organizations dealing with health: the state of nature

Realist international relations scholars base their theory broadly upon an
analogy between the state of (human) nature described by Hobbes and
the relations between states preserving their competing interests. As a
result, Realists see these relations as inherently conflictual and self-inter-
ested. The following discussion is based on an extension of this logic.
Thus, the relations between international organizations can be character-
ized in the same way as those between states, with each of them trying to
increase or preserve its autonomy and power, as shown by some types of
neo-institutionalist analyses. This way of life constituted a specific configu-
ration of the European space of international organizations active in
health during the early years of European integration – a configuration in
which the EU suffered from comparative disadvantages that limited its
credibility and its legitimacy to address health issues and that, in con-
sequence, limited the expansion of its internal and international role in
health matters.

A saturated space: overlapping geographies and activities

First of all, competition takes place on a geographical level. The EU, the
OECD, the CoE and the WHO act more or less in the same geographical
space and, logically, the membership of these institutions is quite similar.
The 25 member states of the EU, and the applicant countries, are part of
the three other international organizations – with the exception of five
states that are not members of the OECD. However, it is important to note
that the EU has the smallest geographical and membership coverage
(Table 13.1). The OECD includes countries from other continents, and
the CoE covers Eastern and Central Europe and parts of Eurasia. As an
agency of the UN the WHO, which is based at Geneva, is a global organi-
zation, but it is subdivided and organized into regional offices. There is
thus a European office based in Copenhagen, which, like the CoE, covers
the European continent. Hence, the EU’s geographical area constitutes a
common zone of activity involving several overlapping organizations.

Geographical overlap would not be very problematic if the activities of
these organizations were very different. This is not the case: overlap of
competences adds to geographical overlap even if each organization has
a distinct broad goal. Thus, though WHO is the only one originally
designed to deal specifically with health matters, all the other organi-
zations have developed activities in health issues to pursue their specific
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goals. As a consequence of the increasing weight of health spending in
national budgets, since the 1980s the OECD has collected and tried to
develop comparable data to evaluate and analyse funding, resources and
expenditures on health. The Committee of Ministers, which is the CoE’s
decision-making body, set up the European Health Committee in 1954 to
encourage closer European co-operation on the promotion of health, and
for example started to work in the blood transfusion area in the 1950s.
Moreover, a Partial Agreement in the social and public health field was set
up in 1959.2 From the beginning, the European Community has been
involved in health issues, especially in the field of health and safety in the
workplace, pharmaceuticals and in the area of health professions. These
earliest steps in the health field resulted from a neofunctionalist logic, in
which the activities were dealt with as consequences of the construction of
the common market (Mossialos et al. 2001). The first public health activity
not directly linked to the common market can be explained by member
states’ political will – the programme ‘Europe against Cancer’ set up in
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Table 13.1 Membership of international organizations involved in health issues at
the European level (date of entry of EU member states)

Country EU OECD CoE WHO Europe
25 member 30 member 45 member 52 member 
states states states states

Austria 1995 1961 1956 1955
Belgium 1957 1961 1949 1948
Cyprus 2004 – 1961 1960
Czech Republic 2004 1995 1993 1993
Denmark 1973 1961 1949 1948
Estonia 2004 – 1993 1991
Finland 1995 1969 1989 1948
France 1957 1961 1949 1948
Germany 1957 1961 1950 1973
Greece 1986 1961 1949 1948
Hungary 2004 1996 1990 1948
Ireland 1973 1961 1949 1948
Italy 1957 1962 1949 1948
Latvia 2004 – 1995 1991
Lithuania 2004 – 1993 1991
Luxembourg 1957 1961 1949 1948
Malta 2004 – 1965 1964
Netherlands 1957 1961 1949 1948
Poland 2004 1996 1991 1948
Portugal 1986 1961 1976 1948
Slovakia 2004 2000 1993 1993
Slovenia 2004 – 1993 1992
Spain 1986 1961 1977 1955
Sweden 1995 1961 1949 1948
UK 1973 1961 1949 1948



1987. Nowadays, all these organizations deal more or less with the same
health issues.

Comparative disadvantages of the EU vis-à-vis other international
organizations

In this environment the Commission – acting as the agent of the EU – has
had to prove that it is more effective than other organizations in dealing with
these issues, or at least, that its presence in this field is useful. Why delegate
power and money to an organization if there is no added value to what is
already done elsewhere? The much debated European principle of subsidiar-
ity also applies to international organizations. The problem is that the EU
faces several comparative disadvantages that initially condemned it to be a
follower and an importer of norms. This was notably due to chronological
factors. The EU’s intervention in the field of health is the more recent, and
thus competing organizations have had time to prove themselves capable of
dealing with public health matters. This chronological legitimacy results
moreover from the history of membership in these organizations (Table
13.1). States have typically become members of the WHO, the CoE and, in
most cases, of the OECD before becoming member states of the EU, where
the conditions of entry are more stringent. Governments and experts were
already accustomed to working with other organizations when the EU,
embodied by the Commission, tried to add itself to this field. So, when the
EU began to develop its role in health it could count neither on an empty
space nor on a lack of effectiveness of the actors already active in this
domain. On the contrary, it was the EU, because of vertical and horizontal
inconsistencies, that did not appear a legitimate actor in this field.

First of all, the EU suffers from being an organization with very broad
objectives, rather than a functional organization focused towards specific
goals. As a consequence, when the Commission first began its activities in the
field of public health it had very little expertise in health matters, unlike the
WHO. The OECD and the CoE do not have numerous experts either, but as
intergovernmental constructs their expertise relies on member states,
whereas the EU’s expertise is primarily based on Commission officials. The
competitions organized to recruit EU personnel favour candidates with
general skills, rather than specific health-related expertise, but nevertheless,
the Commission has acquired very competent specialists. However, Commis-
sion officials involved in health issues note that the weight of the bureau-
cratic structure and the legislative procedures of the EU often force them to
act as administrators more than technical experts:

I came as a health policy specialist but I have done a massive amount
of administrative work, to the detriment of working on health policy.

(Interview, DG Sanco official, Public Health Directorate, 
December 2002)
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WHO is differently organized – they are not supposed to do regula-
tion. . . . It’s an easier job, they can point out the problems and they
don’t have to do something about it . . . we are supposed not only to
point out the problems but also to solve the problems by better legis-
lation. That is a big difference. . . . When you start working in the
Commission you are supposed to be no longer a public health expert
but an administrator with public health skills, and that is different.

(Interview, DG Sanco official, Public Health Directorate, 
November 2002)

Furthermore, different role conceptions across institutional actors and
policy fields within the EU further limit the recognition of the health
expertise capacity of the EU, especially that of the Commission. Different
dynamics of action at play within the Commission give it a multi-organi-
zational and conflicted nature (Cram 1994). If it is undeniably simplistic
to systematically put economic development and health protection up
against each other, as the Bovine Spongiform Encephalitis (BSE) crisis
showed, the EU as a whole has long privileged economic logic. Moreover,
the difficulties in leading concerted and co-ordinated action in the health
field are increased by the fragmentation of health interests between differ-
ent DGs and different locations. Until recently, health services within the
Commission were not specialized and did not have the necessary size to be
heard and to develop a coherent and robust approach to health issues in
the Community, so they had to compromise with the actions of their col-
leagues from other services (Guigner 2003). The difficulty in convincing
the international health field of the Commission’s credibility is also com-
pounded by the fact that it appears to be a monolithic entity, because dif-
ferences in opinion between the DGs are never made public. In any
situation where one DG prioritizes economy over health, the entire Com-
mission is associated with an economic identity (Koivusalo 1998).

This ambiguity is increased by the specific strategy adopted by the Com-
mission’s health organs in order to become integrated into the surround-
ing economy-centred environment. Commission officials in charge of
health have developed a strategy of ‘economicization’ of health, which
links health and economy in a virtuous circle (Guigner 2004). The first
Communication of the Commission concerning public health is explicit:

An efficient action can prevent premature deaths within the working
population. . . . In short, the productive capacity of the Community
can be maximized and at the same time disease related costs can be
reduced.

(Commission 1993: 7)

As Héritier (2001: 67) explains, ‘by linking an issue with another issue
which enjoys wide support, or by re-labelling it, its prospects of being
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accepted in the political arena may be improved’. According to officials
dealing with health within the Commission, this strategy of framing has
been useful as a basis for development of their internal autonomy and
competences. On the other hand, the ‘economicization’ of health blurs
the health activities of the Commission. Are these primarily motivated by
economic or by public health objectives? It is not easy to understand
whether the ‘economicization’ strategy consists of speech (implying con-
viction), or only rhetoric (the strategic use of speech) (Hay and Rosa-
mond 2002).

In addition, the way the EU works is not well known. Many people
involved at the international level in health issues do not even know what
the EU is.3 So specific positions of member states, detrimental for health,
can be associated by the international or national health community with
an EU position. While the European Commission has the status of a full
participant in the OECD – the Commission enjoys all rights of member-
ship, except the right to vote – within the WHO–Geneva framework the
European Commission has a very restrictive observer status. The rules
applied to the EU are the same as those applied to international organi-
zations and NGOs. The effect is that practical arrangements (like the
colour of badges) do not favour the EU’s visibility; the EU’s interventions
are limited in number and can almost never be made at the key points in
debate. Furthermore, EU member states are on occasion reluctant to
follow lines agreed within the Council or even to keep the Commission
informed about informal negotiations. On the other hand the situation is
better at the WHO European office owing to the homogeneity of partici-
pating countries.

Finally, the public health credibility of the Commission is handicapped
by the nature of the EU. As a ‘supranational construct’ (Mossialos and
Permanand 2000: 46), EU decisions have a power of constraint: thus the
Commission is under greater pressure from member states that wish to
maintain their prerogatives than are the WHO, the CoE or the OECD, as
the very restrictive public health article of the Treaty establishing the
European Community (TEC) demonstrates. Since the opinions or recom-
mendations of the CoE, the OECD and the WHO have no automatic con-
straining power, they do not endanger the prerogatives of their member
states, and thus these organizations are potentially more capable than the
EU of reacting rapidly to new issues and taking decisions. The decision-
making process of these organizations is indeed more flexible than the
EU’s. Furthermore, their decisions can be more ambitious and more tar-
geted than the suggestions made by the European Commission, which has
to take into account the reticence of the member states and therefore
promote lowest common denominator and imprecise decisions. A good
example is provided by the absence of an EU definition of health, in con-
trast to the very precise and ambitious definition of health formulated by
the WHO.
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Pacifying the European space of international organizations
dealing with health: the social contract

Realist international relations scholars who still rely upon Hobbes’s justifi-
cation of sovereignty consider that the only way to ensure security and
continuation of states is to agree on a pact. Thus, the social contract
between states, constituting international relations, results from self-inter-
ested motives in leaving the state of nature – although it does not involve
renunciation of their sovereignty. States thus remain free to co-operate
and preserve their autonomy – a conception closer to Rousseau’s defini-
tion of the social contract, according to which the freedom of individuals
is maintained. Once again, it is helpful to use this classical framework to
analyse relations between international organizations. Thus, it will be
shown in this part of the chapter that the EU has entered into contracts
with international organizations to achieve the advantages of security that
only a social existence can provide. This has been particularly fruitful for
the EU due to its situation of inferiority within this competitive configura-
tion. Collaboration in matters of health with international organizations
has as a result increased the legitimacy of EU actions in health matters.

The institutionalization of collaboration

The first tactic used by the Commission to integrate the national and
international fields of health was to ‘go it alone’ (Mountford 1998: 33)
and build its authority and legitimacy by unilateral deployment of its
policy instruments. This approach led to policy overlaps between the
international organizations active in the field, where the policies of the
Commission turned out to be less pertinent than those of the other
organizations. This strategy came to threaten the very existence of the
Commission’s public health activities. Indeed, the European Parliament
and the member states often attacked the Commission on that point and
asked for more collaboration. This preoccupation resulted in the inclu-
sion into successive EU treaties, beginning with the Maastricht Treaty, of
an obligation for the Commission to foster co-operation at the inter-
national level in the sphere of public health.4

In spite of long-standing bilateral relations between the European
Commission and the other organizations, co-operation between them
really became effective only in the late 1990s (Reiner 1999). Collaboration
between the Commission and the WHO was based on exchanges of letters
in 1972 and 1982. However, and despite the creation of a WHO embassy
to the EU in 1992, until recently the co-operation was limited to sporadic
actions. Following the enlargement of EU health competences in the Ams-
terdam Treaty – mainly due to the BSE crisis – and the appointment of a
new WHO General Director, there was a more significant exchange of
letters in 2000, identifying common priority areas and outlining practical
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procedures for co-operation in order to strengthen it. This co-operation is
carried out through the participation of Commission officials as observers
of decision-making in these organizations (and reciprocally) and through
formal and informal meetings. At the political level, since 2001 regular
meetings between the Commissioner responsible for health and the WHO
Director General have taken place. Meetings of senior officials at a tech-
nical level are also regularly organized between the Commission and
WHO Geneva or WHO Europe. Moreover, representatives from the WHO
office and the Commission’s Public Health Directorate have meetings
every few months. Contacts also take place, and are perhaps more mean-
ingful, on a daily and personal basis by phone or Internet. In addition,
staff exchanges have been set up.

Commission co-operation with the CoE and the OECD is quite
similar to its collaboration with the WHO but is less institutionalized.
Co-operation with the OECD in the field of public health has been
limited to the mutual participation of officials in the health monitoring
and health data collection area. The first step in collaboration between
the EU and the CoE was based on exchanges of letters in 1987, followed
in 1996 by a new exchange of letters. Despite these formal agreements,
and the privileged observer status of the Commission in the CoE, the
collaboration really became structured only with the joint declaration
on co-operation and partnership between the Council of Europe and
the European Commission made in April 2001, which set out the
general principles of co-operation covering a wide range of activities,
including health. In this framework, the Commission, the Council of
Europe and the WHO exchanged letters in June 2001 in order to set up
trilateral collaboration.

How to increase legitimacy: the strategy of mimetism

This ordering of relations between the Commission and what can now be
referred to as partners can also be seen by the use and frequent reuse of
WHO’s, CoE’s and OECD’s technical research opinions and data in the
preparatory and final work of the Commission. Moreover, in almost all
official documents and speeches of the Commission there are very explicit
references to the work of these three organizations and to the co-
operation that is now in place, as shown by the following examples:

This proposal for a Directive takes account of the most recent
progress . . ., particularly within the World Health Organization and
the Council of Europe. . . . These specific provisions take into account
international standards (e.g. Council of Europe, World Health
Organization . . .). . . . The Commission intends to collaborate closely
with the Council of Europe. . . .

(COM (2002) 319 final, 2002/0128 (COD): 15,16 and 17)
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Another example . . . is shown in a WHO and World Bank report. . . .
On behalf of the Commission, I would like to turn now to the fact that
WHO and the Commission are equally determined to respond posi-
tively to challenges in the mental health area. . . . I personally share
the conviction of the World Health Organization, that we . . . should
closely work together. . . .

(D. Byrne, in Europe Mental Health Conference Brussels, 
25 October 2001, SPEECH/01/490)

. . .Directive 2001/83/EC refers to measures to be taken by Member
States . . ., comprising the . . . recommendations of the Council of
Europe and the World Health Organization (WHO) as regards in
particular the selection and testing of blood and plasma donors.

(Directive 2002/98/EC of 27 January 2003: 1)

The concept of epistemic community developed by Peter Haas (1992) can
help us to understand the process of cognitive and institutional reconcili-
ation, which is not only a response to the exigencies of collaboration
made by the member states. Epistemic communities are networks of pro-
fessionals sharing a common understanding of a problem and its solution,
and that have a strong capacity for expertise and recognized skills in a
particular field. As a consequence, they are solicited by decision-makers to
provide them with information. Thus the CoE and the OECD can be seen
in part as epistemic communities. The CoE would be an epistemic
community specifically expert in ethical health issues, whilst the OECD
would be an epistemic community specialized in health issues related to
economic concerns. WHO in this context would be a sort of meta-
epistemic community acknowledged for its role in overall health issues.
Inserting itself into other epistemic communities can be considered as a
Commission strategy of mimetism.

In the field of biology, mimetism refers to the imitation of a model by
an animal in order to ensure the perpetuation of the species. Applied to
the policy transfer literature, mimetism is a mode of non-coercive institu-
tional isomorphism (Powell and DiMaggio 1991) generating legitimacy
in institutional life by ‘imitating organizations which are perceived to
be more legitimate or more successful’ (Radaelli 1999: 44–5). Thus,
mimetism is neither constructivism (Checkel 1999) nor communicative
action (Risse-Kappen 1996), but purely rational choice. Indeed, in the
logic of mimetism, the importer of norms is not necessarily convinced of
their validity. Furthermore, the instrumental use of ideas comes from the
importer, not from the exporter. In our case study, by inserting epistemic
communities institutionally, and by ostensibly reproducing their ideas, the
European Commission leans on models that benefit from scientific legiti-
macy. Thereby the Commission legitimates its own role in the field of
health, which was originally, as shown above, particularly limited in the
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eyes of the member states, international organizations, experts and
NGOs.5 In this way the Commission can convert its former ‘predators’ into
‘prey’ that will, through a virtuous circle, provide the Commission with
competences, support, money and expertise.6

Why do other organizations co-operate with the Commission? First,
member states have typically asked them to collaborate in order not to
duplicate activities and to reduce overlaps. There is no binding obligation,
as in the EU treaties, but there can be very persuasive budgetary sanctions.
Second, having their recommendations and ideas used, and sometimes
implemented, by other organizations such as the EU allows them to get
their qualities acknowledged and so to increase their own legitimacy;
therefore it facilitates the perpetuation of the organization.

The art of co-operation, or how the EU feeds off its
competitors

According to Rousseau what makes the social contract legitimate is that
everyone has the same status. Therefore everyone gains the equivalent of
what they have it has lost and gets more power to keep what they possess.
The social contract between the EU and the international organizations
working on health issues does not fit into this framework, but corresponds
better to the image of international society described by Hedley Bull
(1977). International society in this view is a group of independent polit-
ical communities mutually adjusting their behaviour, sharing a system of
values and institutions set up to maintain co-operation. A balance of
power between contracting parties ensures order; parties can be unequals
as long as all of them recognize their interest in collaboration.

The institutionalization of collaboration between international organi-
zations does not mean that everything is for the best in the best of all pos-
sible worlds. Overlaps persist, and can grow, owing to the continuous
extension of the public health activities of all the organizations studied
here. But resources granted by the member states to these organizations
do not necessarily increase at the same time. Consequently co-operation
remains motivated by self-interest, and the struggle for life is still a rele-
vant question. Moreover, here the social contract is not a positive sum
game. After having initially been a follower, the EU has benefited from
comparative advantages that, in combination with the results of the inter-
national collaboration, have modified the interdependences of the inter-
national organizations involved in health at the European level, and have
led to a reconfiguration of this space. To make use of another biological
analogy, the EU has ‘phagocytated’ its opponents, using them to develop
itself to their detriment.
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Comparative advantages of the EU vis-à-vis other international
organizations

Structural advantages

As underlined above, the EU’s capacity to compel governments is often an
inconvenience, since it can make governments wary of adopting decisions
or of giving the EU more competences in this field. However, it is an
advantage in dealing with major health crises where strong commitments
are necessary. For example, the BSE crisis would have been much more
difficult to resolve without the constraining legislative instruments of the
EU, which allowed the imposition of embargoes and the development of
high-level standards of food safety. In the immediate future, binding com-
petences will be also very useful to regulate blood transfusion and organ
donation across Europe. EU tobacco control policy is another example of
the utility of a strong legislative capacity. Unlike the EU, other organi-
zations cannot rely on or certify the implementation of their recommen-
dations. This sometimes gives experts and national officials the impression
that these organizations are only laboratories of ideas without any prac-
tical consequences, and so no real utility. Their utility is vague and indi-
rect, and it often works through logics of learning and diffusion of good
practices, which are not as visible as the normative and legislative activity
of the EU. For member states the return on their investment is thus not
self-evident.

The financial superiority of the EU constitutes a second source of struc-
tural advantage. The EU’s health budget is much more consequential
than that of the OECD, WHO Europe or the CoE. Moreover, the EU
enjoys a regular and pluriannual budget thanks to a system of obligatory
funding that allows the EU to plan mid-term activities. In contrast, other
organizations face irregular and annual budgets that do not permit them
to undertake long-term strategy (Beigbeder 1997). Their budgets depend
to a large extent on voluntary donations by states and on non-binding
commitments, which are often not fulfilled. In reality these organizations
operate not only with tight budgets but also with declining ones. In addi-
tion to the continuity of its activities, the financial superiority of the EU
gives it the capacity to follow up and implement its activities better than
the other organizations. Indeed, the European Commission staff dealing
with health issues is significantly larger than that of other organizations.

In addition, its financial capacity allows the Commission to finance
NGOs, which in turn increases its expertise and implementation resources
and reinforces the EU’s visibility in health matters. Thus, while taking
support from the WHO, the CoE and the OECD, the Commission has also
built itself a support network of NGOs and independent experts, which
could help it to become emancipated from its tutors in the EU and inter-
national health arena. In a similar way to what has been done in other
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sectors (Mazey 1995), in order to institutionalize its activities the Commis-
sion has created what one of our interlocutors called ‘positive lobbying’
(interview, DG Sanco official, Public Health Directorate, March 2001). By
financing NGOs, projects, expert analyses and organizing seminars, the
Commission creates and inserts itself into networks of legitimate actors,
providing the Commission with support and autonomous expertise. More-
over, this logic of political exchange generates sunk costs: that is to say,
groups or individuals devote specific skills, time and money to the EU’s
health policies and thus make them harder to reverse (Pierson 1996).

Conjunctural advantages

In addition to these structural advantages, the EU has benefited from the
broader evolution of public health concerns. First, public health debates
have focused for the past ten years on questions associated with health
care reform. Since the second half of the 1990s, most European countries
have adopted policies on health care reform or are considering it because
of the growing cost of care not accompanied by a similar growth of
resources. As a result, health care reform has been tackled mainly as an
economic issue. Containing costs, sharing costs and controlling resource
allocation are now everyday terms in the public health field. Health eco-
nomics appears now almost as important as medicine in dealing with
health issues. This situation is favourable to the EU and the OECD, since
they are primarily economic organizations. They possess, or seem to
possess, the economic expertise and credibility necessary to study and
influence health care reforms, unlike the WHO, which is more oriented
towards assistance activities and medical research, and the CoE, which is
associated with ethical aspects of health. Perhaps for this reason govern-
ments turn more readily to the EU and the OECD to cope with problems
of health care reform.

The accent put on health determinants is the second development in
health priorities, which works to the advantage of the EU. The idea is that,
to reach the highest possible standards of health, action must be under-
taken in economic and social fields and not only in the health field. Thus,
in the European countries, the main health risks are no longer linked to
epidemics (for example) but rather to socio-economic effects of develop-
ment and to lifestyle. In this setting, the new public health emphasizes
health promotion and health prevention rather than care. WHO failed to
develop this global approach to health, which was first proposed in the
1970s (Pierru 2004), but relaunched it in the late 1990s, justifying it as a
means of reducing the costs of care, thus generating wide support.

Even if this new concern necessitates more public health expertise than
economic expertise, the EU has a real advantage compared to all the
other international organizations in implementing this strategy. As a
regional integration organization, the EU has the potential to deal with
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the horizontal dimension of this approach because it is involved in almost
all relevant sectors of activity. In contrast, the WHO in particular does not
have the capacity to interfere directly with any policy other than health.
Furthermore, this global approach to health was introduced as a treaty
obligation in the TEC, where there is a commitment to integrate health
requirements into other European policies. In this framework, the Euro-
pean Commission has set up tools of co-ordination, such as the Interser-
vice Group on Health, aiming at adjusting the EU’s economic matrix 
to health policies, in contrast to its earlier emphasis on the logic of
‘economicization’.

Towards a new configuration of the European space of international
organizations dealing with health

In conjunction with the above-mentioned elements, particular events and
logics have increased the EU’s roles in health. Indeed, there are many
examples of ‘political diseases’ (Guigner 2004: 109) showing how the EU’s
health activities have been enlarged following public health crisis and sub-
sequent political calculations by member state governments, the Euro-
pean Parliament or the European Commission. Politicization of health
has thus been the motor of a slow but significant Commission administra-
tive reorganization, leading in 1999 to the creation of a DG almost entirely
devoted to the management of health issues: the Directorate General of
Health and Consumer Protection (DG Sanco). The Commission’s legit-
imization strategies combined with contingent events have in fact engaged
the EU in a virtuous circle, institutionalizing both its internal and its exter-
nal public health roles. In other words, these roles not only are expanding
but there is also a repetition and a stabilization of social norms and policy
practices. These two roles support and expand themselves mutually, as
shown in Figure 13.1, despite the absence of a specific design for these
roles.

This situation has led to the reconfiguration of the European space of
international organizations active in health, with a new equilibrium
favourable to the EU. Tobacco is probably the most significant example of
the EU’s new capacity to assume a leadership role in health, both inter-
nally and as an international organization. On 21 May 2003 the WHO’s
192 member states unanimously adopted the world’s first public health
legal instrument, the WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control
(FCTC). The EU was a key player in the development of the treaty, for
which the Commission had been mandated by the Council to conduct
negotiations in the fields in which the Community had competence. The
Commission delegation included among others officials from DG Sanco,
the European Anti-fraud Office and the Taxation and Customs Union
DG. With regard to Article 300 of the TEC, the EU presidency was active
in co-ordinating the member states’ positions on questions covered by
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national sovereignty. It is widely accepted that the EU as a whole (Com-
mission, Presidency and member states) was one of the most significant
contributors to the negotiations, and, following the political and personal
commitment on tobacco control of the health Commissioner, David
Byrne,7 one of the most demanding.

The EU’s strong and united position on tobacco control was supported
by NGOs and a large number of delegations, including EU accession
states and developing countries. But the EU was not only a leader in the
diplomatic negotiating process; it served also as a model for the FCTC’s
content. Indeed, there are a lot of striking similarities between the EU’s
pioneering legislation on tobacco control developed since the late 1980s
and the requirements of the FCTC.8 In this case, the proactive role of the
EU in health at the international level was possible because there was a
consolidated internal activity in this field: this gave the EU a legal basis to
intervene in the FCTC negotiating process and to appear as more than a
purely economic body. In other words, the EU’s credibility benefited from
horizontal consistency and vertical consistency.

The EU has thus emancipated itself from its past tutors, and now it
threatens to overtake them. The new legitimacy underpinning EU inter-
vention in the health field at national and international levels, along with
its comparative advantages, has increased the budgetary crisis for other
international organizations. Budgetary crisis is in reality both a cause and
a consequence of the reconfiguration of the European order of health
organizations. OECD’s, WHO’s and CoE’s budgets have always been tight
but they are now declining, notably because EU member states do not
want to finance these organizations so generously when they duplicate EU
activities that they are obliged to finance. In a very concrete manner, the
priority given by the member states to the EU can be seen by their atten-
dance at meetings. According to French health ministry officials, they pay
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more attention to the EU’s work, and where there are parallel meetings in
the several organizations studied here, they will prioritize EU meetings.9

The work with OECD, WHO or CoE appears now almost subsidiary. The
EU has thus moved from the position of follower and norm importer, that
placed it under pressure to conform to other organizations addressing
health issues at the European level (Figure 13.2), to a position of domina-
tor, able to export norms and threatening to swallow up competing inter-
national organizations (Figure 13.3).10

To reverse this situation, the endangered organizations have tried to
enlarge their competences rather than deepening them. In fact, they have
tried to reflect member states’ health priorities, and thus every organi-
zation has developed activities in health care reform. However, this
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strategy does not appear really effective and is probably in reality counter-
productive, since it makes overlaps more obvious and brings into question
the added value of these international organizations compared with that
of the EU. Therefore these organizations, and more specifically their
health activities, are at a turning point. The situation of the CoE is the
most worrying since almost all its health activities overlap with or duplicate
EU health activities. Furthermore, their memberships are very similar,
even if the CoE’s is still wider. Hence the suppression of its health com-
mittee and revision of the partial agreement on health are envisaged in
CoE circles. In general, it seems that the CoE remains useful only for
those Central and Eastern European countries not yet members of the
EU. Like the WHO, the OECD has the advantage of a global membership,
which allows it to make broader comparisons than the EU or the CoE.
That is probably the element that will allow its health activities to survive,
or at least this is the argument that OECD officials advance. WHO will not
disappear but WHO Europe needs to adapt its activities with respect to
those of the EU. Indeed, if there is no improvement in co-ordination,
certain officials of WHO Europe fear that in the long term the European
Commission could be used as a regional office of the WHO, in the same
way as the Pan American Health Association is for North and South
America.

Conclusion

The idea that international relations are not just about states is now well
accepted, and relations between the EU and international organizations
have been extensively studied. However, in the case analysed in this
chapter, the conflict is not about norm diffusion but about survival. There
is an ontological interdependence between organizations’ roles. If organi-
zations have more or less similar functions and evolve within the same
geographical area, there is an impact on the allocation of resources when
a new organization enters the field. The second lesson of this chapter is
that it is not possible to explain the EU’s international role without study-
ing its internal role. The institutionalization processes of these two roles
are deeply intertwined. Being legitimate at the external level is a basis for
being recognized at the internal level, and vice versa. The third message
of this chapter is that the operational role of the EU is linked to the
internal and external perception of this role and of others’ roles. In short,
our case study allows us to state that one cannot understand the EU’s
international role without looking at the complex configuration (to use
Elias’s term) in place in a specific area of activity. In a given field of activ-
ity, the EU’s international role is related to its internal roles, to its
perceived roles, to its expected roles and to the roles of the other
international actors present in the same field, just as the roles of
these latter are linked to those performed by the EU. These networks of
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interdependences constitute specific configurations that strategies of
actors or unexpected events can change, notably in transforming compar-
ative disadvantages into advantages.

Notes
This chapter is notably based upon an internship in the Public Health Directorate
of the European Commission and approximately 80 interviews with actors involved
in the ‘Europe of health’. I would like to express my gratitude to all the people
who welcomed me.

1 For convenience the EU will be understood here as an international organi-
zation defined as ‘a structured group of participants from different countries
co-ordinating their activities in order to reach common goals’ (Smouts 1995:
12). However, this does not mean that we take a stand on the controversy on
the nature of the EU.

2 A CoE Partial Agreement is a convention between states that want to work on
specific themes not dealt with by the committees emanating from the Commit-
tee of Ministers.

3 For example, a Commission official involved in relations with WHO told us
that a representative of Pakistan at WHO Geneva asked, seriously, when the EU
would include Pakistan.

4 Article 129.3 of the Maastricht Treaty, Article 152.3 of the Amsterdam Treaty
and Article III.179.3 of the draft Treaty Establishing a Constitution for Europe.

5 Thus, it is not unusual to see posters published by the WHO in the corridors of
the Public Health Directorate of the European Commission.

6 Mimetism is not limited to copying international organizations. The EU imi-
tates good examples wherever they can be found. For example, the European
Centre for Disease Prevention and Control is explicitly modelled on the
renowned US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

7 See the declaration made by D. Byrne at the WHO Conference for a Tobacco-
free Europe, Warsaw, 19 February 2002, SPEECH/02/74.

8 For example on issues of packaging and labelling of tobacco products Article
11 of the FCTC is directly analogous to the Articles 5, 6 and 7 of Directive
2001/37/CE of 5 June 2001 concerning the manufacture, presentation and
sale of tobacco products.

9 For example this comment of a French health ministry official: ‘It is clear that
we give priority to the EU [where] norms are very strict and coercive’ (inter-
view, December 2003).

10 These figures are based on Wallace’s (2000: 74) policy-making location
diagram. Our illustrations aim at showing both the international organizations’
scope of activities and the overlaps between these actions.
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Conclusion

Ole Elgström and Michael Smith

In this final chapter we return to the basic themes of this volume and to
the discussion on how role theory may contribute to an expanded under-
standing of the EU as an actor in international relations. We relate the
theoretical and empirical contributions of the various chapters to each
other and place their findings in the context of role theory’s attention
to role conceptions, the origins and institutionalization of roles, role
performance and role impact. At the end of the chapter, we return briefly
to the three themes raised in the Introduction: the EU as a source of
puzzles in international relations, role theory as an approach to under-
standing the EU’s international activities, and issues of IR method.

Role conceptions

The contributions to this volume have paid much more attention to the
role conceptions and self-images promoted by the EU itself than to struc-
turally driven expectations of other actors.

Developments internal to the Union have resulted in a large number of
policy documents where the values and principles underlying EU foreign
policy have been detailed and presented to the surrounding world – but
also to EU public opinion, perhaps in an effort to foster a common Euro-
pean identity. Many of the contributors critically scrutinize the self-
proclaimed role conceptions that can be drawn from these policy
statements. Sjursen (Chapter 5) and Whitman (Chapter 6) thus investi-
gate the civilian power role conception of the EU, with Whitman conclud-
ing that it still has substantial theoretical and empirical purchase despite
the development of a European Security and Defence Policy. Sjursen on
the other hand problematizes the civilian/normative role by developing
two alternative conceptions of it: EU foreign policy as value-based or
rights-based, reflecting a more communitarian and a liberal conception of
norms, respectively.

Manners (Chapter 4) examines the constitutive parts of the normative
role conception of the Union, claiming that the EU to a certain extent is
normatively cultured by Kantian cosmopolitan ethics and Habermasian



discourse ethics. The normative role also, according to Manners, includes a
tendency to emphasize longer-term conciliation in international disputes,
and the need to address the structural causes of conflicts, rather than 
short-term intervention. Jørgensen (Chapter 2) analyses yet another self-
proclaimed role, that of champion of multilateralism. While the role concep-
tion of the Union clearly is that of a true believer in multilateralism, the
author questions whether this self-image really reflects EU foreign policy
practices. He finds significant variation in EU multilateralism across time
and policies, and clear evidence that the EU is engaged in unilateral and
bilateral strategies as well. He therefore characterizes EU practices in terms
of a differentiated approach, with pragmatic choices of means and ends.

Finally, some chapters (those by Damro, Guigner and Kerremans)
discuss and evaluate the EU’s role as a leader in different types of multilat-
eral negotiation. They all describe how the EU, represented by the Com-
mission, has aspired to such a role in their respective policy fields
(competition, health, trade), but while Guigner (Chapter 13) and Kerre-
mans (Chapter 10) find evidence of proactive leadership, Damro
(Chapter 12) discovers a gap between the EU’s self-conception and its role
performance. We shall return to this issue later in the Conclusion.

Different authors emphasize different roles. This is probably partly due
to the specific policy field or issue area each respective scholar is looking
at. Those who study the EU’s relations to its near neighbourhood
(Sedelmeier, Panebianco) tend to stress its roles as stabilizer and as norm
promoter. Those who focus on EU declaratory foreign policy towards the
less developed countries (K. Smith) put the searchlight on the export of
norms and models. Those who research trade or competition policy focus
on the role as a champion of multilateral rules and international regula-
tion, but also as a defender of particular economic interests. This suggests
that role-sets, to use Aggestam’s term (Chapter 1), vary with issue area, in
terms of substance, but also in terms of how developed and robust (cf.
Sedelmeier) they are. The roles pursued in security policy are, for
example, probably less developed, less specific and less widely shared than
those to be found in commercial policy. Why this is the case is a question
for future research: it may partly be the result of the degree to which
internal divisions exist within the EU or other reasons emanating from the
EU itself, partly to variations in structural conditions and in expectations
from other actors.

Role origins and institutionalization

The preoccupation with the EU’s own role conceptions in this volume is
reflected also in the suggested origins of the roles that are analysed. Most
authors stress what Aggestam (Chapter 1) calls the intentional sources of
roles. Manners refers to the ‘normative constitution’ of the Union,
Lucarelli discusses the telos of the European integration process as a
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source of foreign-policy values, and Sjursen ventures that roles may
change because of communicative processes within the EU machinery.
One main message of Sedelmeier’s chapter is that collective policy prac-
tice may result in the formation and institutionalization of norms which
may then spread from one policy area to another. Kerremans argues that
roles may be partly attributed to the complex internal EU multi-level polit-
ical system, and driven by rational considerations of institutional con-
straints and possibilities, while Damro points to the part played by
institutional path-dependence in explaining the origin of EU roles.
According to Damro, the EU transfers solutions that have been successful
in its internal integration process to its external relations: for example, a
strong internal EU competition policy is mirrored in a preference for
binding regulation on the international stage.

What all have in common, despite their differences in attributing the
origins of EU roles to either ideational or institutional considerations, is
their focus on the internal sources of EU roles. Agency is prioritized at the
expense of structure or interaction (cf. Aggestam in this volume). Other
interpretations are certainly possible. Adrian Hyde-Price (2006) has, for
example, offered a structural realist explanation of the evolution of the
EU ESDP. He argues that the development of the ESDP is a function of
systemic changes in the structural distribution of power, which has created
a unipolar world and a multipolar Europe. Although not speaking in
terms of roles, his account can still be translated into such terms: EU roles
in the security policy field are then seen as preordained by the existing
power balance, leaving little room for agency. Hyde-Price (2006: 233) is
careful to stress, however, that structural theory is not determinist: the
theory ‘does not suggest that states are like prisoners trapped in an iron
cage of structural forces’. But neither are they totally free to decide what
roles they are to perform on the international arena. Structural forces
‘shape and shove’ state behaviour but do not determine it.

More concretely, it could be argued, for example, that the fall of the
Soviet empire left little choice for the EU but to engage in the role of sta-
bilizer if it wanted to protect its own security and welfare. And the
decision of the US government under George W. Bush to pursue a pri-
marily unilateralist strategy, thereby abdicating its leadership role in many
multilateral settings, created a leadership gap where expectations that the
EU would assume such a role became extremely strong.

In our view, future research should pay much more attention to the
complex and dynamic interplay of structural forces, including structurally
driven expectations, and intentional sources of roles. Furthermore, empir-
ical studies are needed that describe how roles are chiselled out and
shaped over time as a result of interaction in multilateral fora. We believe
that role theory has special potential to capture the intricate interplay
between agency and structural forces, allowing also social processes of
learning and communication that may shape roles and role performance.
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Role performance and impact

Another prominent theme in this volume is a critical comparison of role
conceptions with role performance. Many contributors contrast the EU’s
proclaimed self-conceptions with what it actually does in world politics.
Jørgensen finds that the performance of the EU role as a multilateralist is
‘variable’, as the Union is engaged in unilateral and bilateral strategies as
well as in multilateral ones. Panebianco explores and evaluates the
performance and impact of the EU as a promoter of human rights and
democracy through regional co-operation with its Mediterranean part-
ners. The conclusion is that the impact has been meagre. The explanation
offered is multi-faceted: first, adherence to the Barcelona Declaration is
basically voluntary and the EU has been loath to introduce sanctions on its
partners; second, in the absence of membership prospects, too few incen-
tives – for example, in terms of financial resources – have been offered to
induce compliance; third, different EU institutions have sent contra-
dictory signals; fourth, the civil society-oriented approach of the Commis-
sion has been unsuccessful, in the absence of government support in the
Mediterranean states for such grass-roots actors.

Taking up a similar theme, Karen Smith analyses deficiencies in EU
role performance when enacting the role of a proactive cosmopolitan – a
promoter of liberal values and norms – in its relations with geographically
distant Third World countries. She detects a high degree of inconsistency
in EU role performance, and a tendency to formulate lowest-common-
denominator policies, and attributes these shortcomings to the incapacity
among member states to agree on far-reaching sanctions that might
damage their political or commercial interests. Chad Damro is also critical
of EU role performance. Evidence from the WTO negotiations in Cancún,
not least the limited impact that the EU seems to have had on the negotia-
tion outcome, suggests that a gap exists between the Union’s role concep-
tion as a leader in multilateral competition policy and its actual role
performance.

These contributions to the volume may indicate that we could talk
about a ‘conception–performance gap’ in addition to the ‘capability–
expectations gap’ introduced by Chris Hill (1993, 1998). Not only is there
a discrepancy between what other actors expect from the Union, consider-
ing its size, resources and presence, and what they actually perceive they
receive from the Union, but there is also in many policy areas a large dis-
tance between the roles the EU proclaims it will perform and actual role
performance as perceived by outsiders. EU external policy is often seen to
be inconsistent – both across policy domains or institutional contexts
(‘horizontal inconsistency’) and when comparing declaratory and opera-
tional aspects of roles (‘vertical inconsistency’). Self-declared leadership
roles are often marred by perceived ‘double standards’ or role ambiguity.
In the light of role theory, this is neither odd nor unexpected. In many
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concrete international negotiations, outsiders’ expectations of leadership,
implying proactive efforts to move negotiations forward and concomitant
concessions regarding its self-interests, are confronted with ‘domestic’
expectations that the EU should play the role of defender of EU values or
interests. To take WTO negotiations on trade as an example, others’
expectations that the EU should engage in a leadership role meet with
demands from internal actors that the Union should promote human
rights and environmental concerns but also that it should protect the
interests of EU producers. Such diverse role expectations, leading to role
conflict (cf. Aggestam in this volume) are not easy to handle. The result is
either change, given any actor’s desire for cognitive consistency, or an
uneasy balancing between competing demands resulting in continuing
perceived inconsistency.

It should be emphasized, however, that EU does not experience such
problems in all areas (geographical or issue-based). As pointed out by
Sedelmeier (Chapter 7), the degree of inconsistency varies with the robust-
ness of EU roles; when these are specific and based on shared values they
are more consistent (and therefore more effective) than when they are
vague and based on common values only. EU policy towards Eastern and
Central Europe is one example of a relatively robust policy. And
Panebianco (Chapter 8) contrasts the EU’s inconsistent policies towards
its southern Mediterranean neighbours with its more resolute and robust
strategy towards Turkey (informed by an accession perspective).

Despite the attention given to role performance, the chapters in this
volume have relatively little to say about role impact. Our knowledge
about the EU’s ability to achieve desired effects, in terms of (among other
factors) effectiveness (goal realization), efficiency (gains versus costs) and
legitimacy, is scarce. The authors’ inclination to stress inconsistencies and
incoherence in EU policy can of course be interpreted as signs of ineffec-
tiveness. But we still have little knowledge about the wider implications of
EU role behaviour. How is the impact of EU external policy perceived by
its negotiating partners and by its policy targets in various policy areas and
in different geographical arenas? Does the Union have a long-term ‘civiliz-
ing’ impact on the world arena because of its peculiarities as an inter-
national actor? Is the EU seen as an agent of international structural
change (cf. Keukeleire 2003), as a guardian of the multilateral order or
merely as acting as a ‘traditional’ Great Power with an emphasis on self-
interests? This theme is linked to evaluations of both short- and long-term
consequences of EU role-taking. Are responses to and feedback on EU
role performance leading to adaptation or to reinforcement? Is the result
role multiplication and diversification, or role specialization, where the
EU increasingly takes on a limited number of selected tasks in the inter-
national system? Once again, a call for more research is warranted.
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The EU, role theory and international relations

At the beginning of this volume we raised three themes as the basis of our
exploration of role theory and the EU’s international activities. First, we
argued that the EU presents a number of puzzles about the nature of
international ‘actorness’, and specifically in terms of the goals and values
it pursues, the configuration of political instruments it deploys, and the
implications of its distinctive institutional construction. Second, we argued
that role theory could provide a way into an understanding of these
puzzles, and a source of propositions that could lead to further empirical
and conceptual development. Third, we suggested that this kind of explo-
ration by a diverse group of scholars focusing on certain key questions
could inform broader debates about theory and policy, about ontological
and epistemological differences and about levels of analysis. On the basis
of the overview provided in this Conclusion, we can say the following
about each of these themes:

• First, that each of the contributions in its own way has illuminated key
aspects of the distinctiveness of the EU as an international actor.
Without rehearsing any of the detailed findings reviewed above, we
can say that the contributions to the volume raise significant new
questions about and provide insights into the goals and values of the
EU’s in the international arena, the ways in which the EU’s inter-
national activities are shaped by its available instruments, and the
impact on those activities of the EU’s institutional make-up. We have
gained a fuller understanding of the variability of these elements, and
of the ways in which they enter into specific relationships or policy
domains.

• Second, that role theory does provide a fruitful way of juxtaposing
and on occasion integrating the study of EU international activities,
because of its focus on key questions about role conceptions, role
origins and institutionalization, and role performance and impact. As
noted above, the volume takes us further in some of these areas than
in others, and one task of future research should be to focus on the
‘gaps’ we have identified, in particular those relating to role impact, as
well as on the key relationships we have uncovered, such as those
between expectations and performance.

• Finally, we feel that the ways in which the diverse contributors to this
volume have addressed the questions we posed, adjusted and adapted
their perspectives and recognized the value in the focus on role
theory provides substantial justification for our belief that such an
analytical focus would throw light on the contributions to be made by
competing or complementary approaches. The question of role pro-
vides an opportunity for different ontological and epistemological
positions to be juxtaposed and explored, and for areas of mutual rein-
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forcement to be identified. In the same way it can enable us to
explore important questions about theory and policy (and also about
what might be termed ‘policy-maker theory’ as expressed through
understandings and intentions in relation to role conceptions and
expectations), and about the significance of levels of analysis (for
example the relationship between the internal generation of role con-
ceptions and expectations and their pursuit in a number of institu-
tional and political arenas).
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